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Preface 

Ludwig Wittgenstein is best known for his two major philosophi
cal books, the Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, published just 
after World War I, and the Philosophical Investigations, on 
which he was still working at the time of his death in 1951.  

Yet, quite apart from his published writings, Wittgenstein was 
also a remarkable man who grew up in a remarkable milieu. He 
spent his childhood and youth in a family and a house that 
formed one of the cultural foci of Viennese life in the years be
tween 1895 and 1914, one of the most fertile, original and creative 
periods in art and architecture, music, literature and psychology, 
as well as in philosophy. And anyone who had the chance of 
knowing Wittgenstein personally soon found that he had first
hand interests and knowledge in all those fields and more. So, 
in this book we have tried to paint a picture of late Habsburg 
Vienna and its cultural life; we believe that in presenting this 
picture we shall have helped to make Wittgenstein 's own intel
lectual preoccupations and achievements more intelligible. 

At the same time, we must make it clear at the outset that this 
book is in no sense a biography of Wittgenstein, either personal 
or intellectual. Instead, we are concerned here with one specific 
problem, which is defined at the end of the first chapter, and with 
a hypothetical solution to that problem which, if well-founded, 
will serve to re-establish the significance of links between Witt
genstein and the Viennese, German-language thought and art of 
his time that have been obscured as a result of his later associa
tions with the English-speaking philosophers of, for example, 
Cambridge and Cornell . In order to deal with this problem effec
tively, we were compelled-in the nature of the case-to assemble 
a substantial body of circumstantial evidence, especially about 
such comparatively unfamiliar figures as Karl Kraus and Fritz 
Mauthner. Rather than sacrifice too much of the resulting detail 
so as to keep the focus on Wittgenstein alone, we have decided 
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Preface 

to present the whole of our picture, in all its richness and com
plexity, in a way that makes Wittgenstein a crucial figure, but 
not the only man on stage . Apart from anything else,  it seemed to 
us, this had the makings of a good story ! 

A few explanatory remarks should be added about the struc
ture of the book and the nature of the claims we would make for 
its argument. In the first place, then, Chapter 2 is not intended 
as a formal history of the late Habsburg scene. ( For that, some
one with the talents and experience of a Carl Schorske would be 
required. )  Rather, it represents a collection of sample episodes 
and items chosen to set the scene for the analysis that follows. It is 
based, in part, on autobiographical reminiscences of such eyewit
nesses as Bruno Walter and Stefan Zweig, and on the writings of 
such contemporary authors as Robert Musil ; in part, on conver
sations with a great range of friends and acquaintances in 
Vienna and elsewhere ; in part, on standard historical authorities. 
For anyone who knows his Musil or Schorske it will contain no 
surprises. On the contrary, one of the most striking things we 
found, in preparing this chapter, was the unanimity-often, down 
to the very adjectives-of the reports and descriptions of the dif
ferent writers and speakers on whom we relied. 

The chapter on Karl Kraus is another matter. Hitherto, schol
arly studies of Kraus have been chiefly literary ( e.g., those of 
Zohn and Iggers ) or historical ( e .g., that of Frank Field ) .  
Though our own discussion does not seriously contradict or su
persede those studies, it does go beyond them, in placing a novel 
philosophical and ethical interpretation on Kraus 's  writings and 
opinions. The central importance we have given to Kraus as a 
representative ethical spokesman for his milieu is one point over 
which this book makes new claims and must be judged as such. To 
some extent, the same is true of the manner in which we have 
juxtaposed Ludwig Wittgenstein and Fritz Mauthner. Although 
Wittgenstein explicitly contrasts his own philosophical approach 
to that of Mauthner at one central point in the Tractatus, we have 
no further evidence that the Tractatus itself was actually in
tended as a reply to Mauthner 's earlier " critique of language " ;  
so our view of the relations between Mauthner and Wittgenstein 
is, in this respect, frankly conjectural. 

A word about our division of labor : the main work involved 
in the preparation of Chapters 2, 3 ,  4 and 5 was undertaken by 
A.S.J., that for Chapters 1, 7, 8 and 9 by S.E.T. ,  while that for 
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Chapter 6 was shared. Both of us, however, have worked over the 
entire book and have agreed on the final text. Given the unortho
doxy of the central view here presented, and the great differen�es 
in our respective backgrounds and directions of approach, it has 
been a surprise and a delight to discover how quickly and how 
easily we were in fact able to reach agreement on all substantial 
points. Specifically, S .E.T.  knew Wittgenstein personally, and 
studied under him at Cambridge in 1941 and again in 1946-47, 
coming to his work primarily from the standpoints of physics, 
philosophy of science and philosophical psychology. A.S.J. came 
to Wittgenstein 's work much later, with a previous preparation 
in ethics, general philosophy and intellectual history, writing an 
M.A. thesis at Villanova University on the parallels between 
Schopenhauer and Wittgenstein, and a doctoral dissertation at 
Brandeis University, much of which is incorporated in the pres
ent book. Despite these differences, we have had no difficulty in 
arriving at a common view of Wittgenstein 's  work and its sig
nificance, which diverges markedly from the " received interpre
tation "-as represented in the commentaries of, for example, 
Max Black and Elizabeth Anscombe-that is based almost ex
clusively on Wittgenstein 's  association with the logicians Gottlob 
Frege and Bertrand Russell. In this, we have had some encour
agement from conversations with Professor G. H. von Wright 
and others, whose familiarity with the German-language physics, 
philosophy and literature of the period has made them aware 
how necessary it is to consider Wittgenstein not just as a logician 
and philosopher of language, but also as a Viennese and a stu
dent of theoretical physics and engineering. 

Many friends and colleagues in the United States, Austria and 
elsewhere have helped us in our work. Michael Slattery, of Vil
lanova, first introduced A.S .J. to the subject, and he has re
mained a valued onlooker and critic ; Harry Zohn, of Brandeis, 
has unstintingly given advice and help from his vast knowledge 
of the late Habsburg period. Some of the preparatory work for 
the book was included in an article by S.E.T.  for Encounter and 
in a paper given before the Boston Colloquium for Philosophy of 
Science in January 1969. In Vienna, A.S.J. had extensive conver
sations with many people ; among those who went particularly 
out of their way to help were Marcel Faust, Raoul Kneucker, 
Rudolf Koder and Dr. and Mrs. Paul Schick. The same was true, 
in Innsbruck, of Walter Methlagl, of the Brenner Archiv. In ad-
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dition, the reference staff of the 6sterreichische Nationalbiblio
thek and the Wiener Universitiitsbibliothek were most helpful at 
every .stage. 

Above all, we are happy to express our warmest thanks to all 
those members of Ludwig Wittgenstein 's family who gave us so 

much information and so vivid a picture about Wittgenstein the 
man, his family background and the milieu into which he grew 
up, notably, to his nephew Thomas Stonborough, without whose 
willing and gener01is collaboration all our work would have been 
so much harder. The ''all-pervading atmosphere of humanity and 
culture" which Bruno Walter found among the Wittgensteins at 
the turn of the century has not been diminished in the least with 
the passage of time. 

1972 
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1 
Introduction: 

PROBLEMS AND METHODS 

Our subject is a fourfold one-a book and its meaning ; a man and 
his ideas ; a culture and its preoccupations ; a society and its 
problems. The society is Kakania•-in other words, Habsburg 
Vienna during the last twenty-five or thirty years of the Austro
Hungarian Empire, as captured with such perceptive irony by 
Robert Musil in the first documentary volume of his novel The 
Matn Without Qualities. The culture is, or appears at first sight to 
be, our own twentieth-century culture in its infancy ; the " mod
ernism " of the early 1900s, represented by such men as Sigmund 
Freud, Arnold Schonberg, Adolf Loos, Oskar Kokoschka and 
Ernst Mach. The man is Ludwig Wittgenstein ; the youngest son 
of Vienna 's leading steel magnate and patron of the arts, who 
set aside his necktie and his family fortune in favor of a life of 
Tolstoyan simplicity and austerity. The book is Wittgenstein 's  
Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, or Logisch-philosophische A b
handlung/ a highly condensed and aphoristic text on the philos
ophy of language which claimed to present, " on all essential 
points, the final solution of the problems of philosophy "2 and was 
recognized from the outset as being one of the key works of its 
age,3 yet remains even today one of the least self-explanatory 
books ever published-an enigma, or roman a clef, to which the 
reader can bring any of a dozen different interpretations. 

* This name was invented b y  Robert Musil, and combines two senses o n  di:ll'erent 
levels. On the surface, it is a coinage from the initials K.K. or K. u. K., standing 
for "Imperial-Royal" or "Imperial and Royal," which distinguished all the major 
institutions of the Habsburg Empire. (For this, see the quotation from Musil below, in 
Chapter 2, page 36.) But to anyone familiar with German nursery language, it carries 
also the secondary sense of '' Excrementia'' or ' 'Shitland.'' 
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Wittgenstein's Vienna 

Our aim is, by academic standards, a radical one : to use each of 
our four topics as a mirror in which to reflect and to study all the 
others. If we are right, the central weaknesses manifested in the 
decline and fall of the Habsburg Empire struck deep into the 
lives and experiences of its citizens, shaping and conditioning the 
central and common preoccupations of artists and writers in all 
fields of thought and culture, even the most abstract : while, in 
return, the cultural pr9ducts of the Kakanian milieu shared cer
tain characteristic features, which speak of, and can throw light 
on, the social, political and ethical context of their production. 
These features, we shall argue, are epitomized most concisely in 
Wittgenstein 's Tractatus. 

In putting forward such a thesis, one must immediately be 
aware of the opposition it will provoke, merely on account of its 
form, and also of the serious problems of intellectual method and 
proof which are necessarily involved in making out a case in its 
defense.4 So let us begin here by indicating straightaway why, in 
our opinion, every one of our four chosen topics presents special 
problems and paradoxes to orthodox scholarly analysis and calls 
for hypotheses of a special, and specifically interdisciplinary, 
kind. 

Our tentative solutions to these Kakanian paradoxes will have 
nothing particulaTly mystifying or high-flown about them. Far 
from producing some Zeitgeist or similar historical virtus dormi
tiva as the unenlightening key to our explanatory analysis, we 
shall simply" draw attention to ( " assemble reminders about " )  a 
large number of well-attested facts about the social and cultural 
situation in the last years of Habsburg Vienna. And we shall add, 
as the " missing premises " in our argument, a severely limited 
number of supplementary hypotheses, several of which are at 
once open to indirect support and confirmation. 

The residual problems on which we shall be concentrating arise 
in the following way. Suppose we approach the last days of the 
Austro-Hungarian Empire-or, as Karl Kraus ironically called 
them, Die Letzten Tage der Menschheit5-with absolute respect 
for the accepted subdivision of the academic enterprise into 
separate " fields of study, " each with its own independent 
set of ' ' established ' '  methods and questions. The result will be 
that, even before we begin our specific discussion of the four 
topics in turn, we shall have abstrlj.cted and separated both the 
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Introduction 

problems that we are allowed to pose and the considerations we 
are permitted to advance. 

The political and constitutional history of the Habsburg re
gime is ( on this assumption) a subject to be discussed entirely on 
its own. A narrative account of its fortunes and misfortunes in 
the years between 1890 and 1919 should presumably be con
structed around the actions and motives of the Emperor Francis 
Joseph and the Archduke Francis Ferdinand, the conversations 
of Aehrenthal and Izvolski, the attitudes of all the varied parties 
and nationalities, the corrosive effects of the 1909 Zagreb trea
son trials and the associated Friedjuug Affair, and the rising 
star of Thomas Masaryk. The origins of Schonberg 's twelve
tone system of musical composition are something quite else. The 
historian of music must presumably focus his attention, in that 
case, on the technical problems posed by the apparent exhaustion 
of the older diatonic system in Wagner, Richard Strauss, and the 
earlier works of Schonberg himself. ( It would not immediately 
occur to him that Schonberg 's relations with a journalist like 
Kraus had any direct significance for an understanding of his 
musical theories. ) Likewise with the artistic breakaway by which 
the painters of the Secession separated themselves from the 
established activities of orthodox academic art ; likewise, again, 
with the beginnings of " legal positivism " in the jurisprudence 
of Hans Kelsen ; with the literary ambitious and fortunes of 
Rilke and Hofmannsthal ; with the analytical methods of Boltz
mann 's statistical thermodynamics, the parts played by Adolf 
Loos and Otto Wagner as precursors of the Bauhaus school of 
architecture, and the philosophical program of the Wiener Kreis. 
In each case, the orthodox first step is to treat the developments 
in question as episodes in a more or less self-contained history 
of, say, painting or legal theory, architectural design or episte
mology. Any suggestion that their cross-interactions might have 
been as significant as their own internal evolutions will be con
sidered only grudgingly, after all internal factors have been 
demonstrably exhausted. 

As for the life and character of a man like Ludwig Wittgen
stein, who became notorious--even legendary-for personal idio
syncrasies and quirks of temperament, it would seem at first 
glance quite indispensable to leave these on one side when assess
ing his direct intellectual contributions to the philosophical de
bate.6 Meanwhile, when considering the Tractatus from the 
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Wittgenstein 's Vienna 

point of view of historians of logic or philosophers of language, 
it seems that we can hardly do anything else than begin from 
Gottlob Frege and Bertrand Russell, who were the explicit ob
jects of Wittgenstein 's admiration, and ask how far Wittgen
stein 's own formal and conceptual innovations enabled him to 
overcome the logical and philosophical obstacles left unsolved by 
Russell and Frege. 

That, one must say, would in each case be the course to adopt, 
on the assumption that the Viennese situation truly lent itself 
to a complete understanding, in terms of the orthodox modes of 
academic inquiry. Our present account, by contrast, rests-meth
odologically speaking-:-on the contrary assumption : namely, 
that the distinctive features of the social and cultural situation 
in the Vienna of the early 1900s require us for once to question 
the initial abstractions involved in the orthodox separation of 
powers of, for example, constitutional history, musical composi
tion, physical theory, political journalism and philosophical logic. 
For, so long as we treat the validity of those abstractions as ab
solute, some of the most striking things about Ludwig Wittgen
stein the man and his first philosophical masterpiece, about Vien
nese modernism and its Habsburg background will remain not just 
unexplained but inexplicable. On the other hand, these very same 
features can become wholly intelligible and lose their paradox, 
on one condition : namely, that we look at the cross-interactions 
among (1 )  social and political development, ( 2 )  the general aims 
and preoccupations in .different fields of contemporary art and 
science, ( 3 )  Wittgenstein 's personal attitude toward questions 
of morality and value, and ( 4) the problems of philosophy, as 
these problems were understood in the Vienna of 1900 and as 
Wittgenstein himself presumably conceived them when he em
barked on the inquiries of which the Tractatus was the end 
product. 

For example,  by the standards of the late nineteenth century, 
Austria-Hungary, or the Dual Monarchy, or the House of Habs
burg-to refer to it by only three of its many alternative desig
nations-was one of the acknowledged ' ' superpowers, ' '  having 
a vast territory, a well-established power structure, and a long 
record of apparent constitutional stability. In 1918, the political 
work of centuries collapsed like a card castle. Whereas in 1945 
the imperial house of Japan retained enough mandate to bow 
before the consequences of military defeat without dynastic dis-
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aster, and whereas after 1918 Wilhelmine Germany preserved 
the political unity imposed on it by Bismarck even though losing 
its royal head, in the Habsburg superpower military defeat was 
followed at once by the crumbling-away not just of the mon
archy 's authority, but of all the pre-existing political bonds hold
ing the Empire together. For centuries the existence of the House 
of Habsburg was a dominant political fact-perhaps, even, the 
dominant political fact-throughout its ancestral territories. Yet, 
leaving aside the architectural style of castles and town halls, and 
the German-speaking communities of, say, Transylvania and the 
Banat, the Balkans today show scarcely any sign that the Habs
burg Empire ever existed. It has vanished leaving little more 
trace than the Hitlerian occupation of 1938--44, or the Japanese 
Co-Prosperity Sphere of 1941-45. Even its great rival, the Otto
man Empire,  has left a more enduring mark on Balkan life and 
customs, as one soon discovers in areas like Macedonia and 
South Serbia, where many towns and villages retain their 
mosques and the Turkish language is still an accepted medium of 
communication among Greek- and Vlach- and Slavic- and Al
banian-speaking villages .  7 

After reading the standard political histories of the Dual Mon
archy, however, one is left in some bewilderment that the First 
World War had quite so catastrophic an effect on Habsburg 
power and influence. After riding out the revolutionary storms 
of 1848, military defeat by Prussia, and a whole sequence of na
tionalist movements among Magyars and Czechs, Rumanians 
and South Slavs, why did it then collapse so finally and com
pletely T Even as comprehensive and magisterial a work as C. A. 
Macartney 's  The Habsburg Empire, 1790-1918, leaves one much 
better informed about the trees, yet almost as much in the dark 
about the wood as before. But, after all, there is no reason for 
surprise in this. Given all the rules of the scholarly game, it is 
the prime task of such works to add to our detailed knowledge 
of all the political conversations, maneuvers, concordats, con
ferences and decrees through which the constitutional history of 
the chosen period and regime worked itself out; and this tends 
only to distract us from the larger framework of scientific, artis
tic and philosophical ideas, ethical and social attitudes, personal 
and communal aspirations, within which all those political moves 
took place, and on whose character they were necessarily de
pendent for their leverage and long-term effect. It is only rarely 
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that these ideas and attitudes have the direct relevance to the 
immediate course of social and political change that we shall :find 
them having in turn-of-the-century Austria. 

Similarly, if we look on early-twentieth-century Viennese archi
tecture and art, journalism and jurisprudence, philosophy and 
poetry, music, drama and sculpture as so many parallel and in
dependent activities which just happened to be going on in the 
same place at the same time, we shall once again end by accumu
lating vast amounts of detailed technical information in each 
separate :field, while shutting our eyes to the most significant fact 
about all of them-namely, that they were all going on in this 
same place at this same time. In this respect, we can easily be mis
led by the profound differences between late Habsburg Vienna
where artistic and cultural life was the concern of a tightly knit 
group of artists, musicians and writers who were accustomed to 
meeting and arguing almost every day and had little sense of the 
need for professional specialization-and present-day Britain or 
America, say, where academic and artistic specialization is taken 
for granted and the various :fields of creative activity are culti
vated in substantial independence of one another. If Viennese 
culture in the 1900s did us the favor of mirroring our own cur
rent specializations, the separation of ( for example ) art-history 
and literature might indeed be legitimate and relevant. As it is, 
we overlook the interdependence of the different Viennese arts 
and sciences at our peril. 

Was it an absolute coincidence that the beginnings of twelve
tone music, " modern " architecture, legal and logical positivism, 
nonrepresentational painting and psychoanalysis-not to men
tion the revival of interest in Schopenhauer and Kierkegaard
were all taking place simultaneously and were so largely con
centrated in Vienna Y Was it merely a curious biographical fact 
that the young conductor Bruno Walter should regularly have 
accompanied Gustav Mahler to the Wittgenstein family mansion 
in Vienna and should have discovered in conversation that 
shared interest in Kantian philosophy which led Mahler to pre
sent Walter at Christmas, 1894, with the collected works of Scho
penhauerY8 And was it no more than a personal tribute to the 
individual versatility of Arnold Schonberg that he turned out a 
striking series of paintings and some highly distinguished es
says, on top of his revolutionary activities as a composer and 
musical theorist T This may seem to be so, until we :find Schonberg 
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presenting a copy of his great musical textbook on Ha.rmonie
lehre to the journalist and writer Karl Kraus, with the inscrip
tion, ' ' I  have learned more from you, perhaps, than a man should 
learn, if he wants to remain independent. '  '9 

If, by contrast, we are prepared to take Schonberg 's own prac
tice and testimony at their face value, we shall have to change 
our methods of inquiry. Why does it seem paradoxical to us to
day that Schonberg, the musician, should have recognized a pro
found debt to a journalist such as Kraus ? And why-more gen
erally-did artistic and intellectual methods which, up to the 
late 1880s, had kept their place in so many fields almost without 
challenge come under critical attack and find themselves dis
placed by the modernism which was the wonder or horror of our 
grandfathers, all at the same moment ? We shall never succeed in 
answering these questions, if we confine our attentions narrowly 
to, say, the novel principles of twelve-tone composition, the sty
listic innovations of Klimt, or the extent of l!,reud 's indebtedness 
to Meynert and Breuer. Still less, shall we then be able to 
broaden our social view and recognize how that same Vienna, 
which prided itself on its image as the City of Dreams, could at 
the same time be described by its own most penetrating social 
critic as the ' ' Proving-Ground for World Destruction. ' '10 

Similar paradoxes and inconsistencies distort our view of Lud
wig Wittgenstein, both as a man and as a philosopher. As has 
often been remarked, one of the gravest misfortunes that can 
affect a writer of great intellectual seriousness and strong ethical 
passions is to have his ideas " naturalized " by the English. All 
the moral indignation, political barbs and social vitriol of George 
Bernard Shaw were robbed of their power the moment the Eng
lish public for which he wrote pigeonholed him securely as an 
Irish wag and a comic playwright. And something of this same 
fate has shaped the current reputation of Ludwig Wittgenstein
at any rate, as he is seen by most professional English-speaking 
philosophers in Britain and America. 

When, at Frege 's suggestion, Wittgenstein first made contact 
with Russell and was drawn into the charmed circle of Cam
bridge intellectuals who so influenced his life both before 1914 
and again from 1929 on, he was entering into a cultural situation 
and a group of active, opinionated and self-willed men having 
well-marked preoccupations and a very definite history.11 Russell, 
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in particular, was charmed, intrigued and impressed ; it was 
gratifying and flattering to find this brilliant young foreigner 
paying so much attention to his work on logic and apparently 
ready to take up his own unsolved problems just at the point 
where Russell left off.12 So it is understandable that Russell him
self thought of Wittgenstein as a highly talented friend and 
pupil, and viewed his comments and writings entirely with an 
eye to his own problems in symbolic logic and epistemology ; and 
it is pardonable, also, that Wittgenstein's later abandonment of 
formal, quasi-mathematical methods and problems in favor of a 
more discursive, " natural-history " approach to human lan
guage, should have struck Russell as a heresy, and even as a 
defection.13 Yet, the very fact that Wittgenstein was introduced 
to the other Cambridge philosophers-and so to the whole net
work of English-speaking academic philosophers-through Ber
trand Russell has given the whole subsequent interpretation of 
Wittgenstein's ideas a Cambridge-orientated stamp. As a by
product of this fact, a gulf has opened up between our views of 
the academic Wittgenstein and Wittgenstein the man. Surely {his 
Cambridge colleagues agreed ) he was a curious, touchy and ec
centric figure, with un-English habits of dress and social opin
ions, and a quite unfamiliar moral earnestness and intensity. 
Yet they were ready to ignore these foreign oddities and idio
syncrasies on account of the unique contribution he was appar
ently making to the development of English philosophy. 

When Wittgenstein submitted the Tractatus as his doctoral 
dissertation, G. E .  Moore is reputed to have sent in an exami
ner's report including the words, " It is my personal opinion that 
Mr. Wittgenstein's thesis is a work of genius ; but, be that as it 
may, it is certainly well up to the standard required for the Cam
bridge degree of Doctor of Philosophy. '"'14 And a " genius " was 
what he remained to the end, in the eyes of his English-speaking 
colleagues and successors. By labeling Wittgenstein as a for
eigner of odd personal habits, with an extraordinary, phenom
enal, possibly unique, talent for philosophical invention, the Eng
lish thus defused the impact of his personality and moral passion 
as completely as they had earlier neutralized Shaw's social and 
political teachings. It scarcely seems to have occurred to them 
that there might be more than a chance connection between the 
man who rejected all his traditional privileges as a fellow of 
Trinity College, Cambridge, who was never seen around the town 
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except wearing an open-necked shirt and one or two zipper-fas
tened parkas, and who insisted passionately-as a point of ethics 
rather than aesthetics-that the only kind of movies worth see
ing were Westerns, and (on the other hand) the philosopher 
whose brilliant variations on the theories of Frege; Russell and 
G. E. Moore were doing so much to carry forward the Eng
lish philosophical argument. No doubt, something in his family 
background and upbringing would explain his personal peculiari
ties-" Viennese, you know; Freud and all that ... "-but, 
meanwhile, we must concentrate our professional attentions on 
the propositions advanced by Wittgenstein the formal logician 
and philosopher of language. 

This was the point of view from which Wittgenstein's students 
at Cambridge still saw him during his final years in the Chair of 
Philosophy at Cambridge, to which he was appointed after 
Moore's retirement.15 Those of us who attended his lectures dur
ing the Second World War or during his last two years of teach
ing there, in 1946 and 1947, still found ourselves looking upon 
his ideas, his methods of argument and his very topics of discus
sion as something totally original and his own. Viewed against 
the English background, indeed, his later teachings appeared 
unique and extraordinary, just as the Tractatus had earlier 
appeared to Moore. For our own part, we struck Wittgenstein as 
intolerably stupid. He would denounce us to our faces as unteach
able, and at times he despaired of'getting us to recognize what 
sort of point he was trying to get across to us. For we had come 
to his sparsely furnished eagle's-nest of a room at the top of the 
Whewell 's Court tower with philosophical problems of our own; 
and we were happy enough to lap up the examples and fables 
which comprised so large a part of his lectures and bring them 
to bear on those preconceived, Anglo-American questions. His de
nunciations we ignored. At best we treated them as jokes; at 
worst they seemed to us at the time one more manifestation of 
the intellectual arrogance that had led him to speak of ''the truth 
of the thoughts" set out in the Tractatus as "unassailable and 
definitive" and as "the final solution" to the problems of phi
losophy.16 

Yet the question needs now to be raised, in retrospect, whether, 
after all, the mutual incomprehension between Wittgenstein and 
his Cambridge pupils was not genuine-indeed, whether it was not 
as complete and thoroughgoing as he himself evidently believed. 
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If the story we shall be telling in the present book has any valid
ity, one of its implications will be that the preconceptions with 
which his English hearers approached him debarred them almost 
entirely from understanding the point of what he was saying. We 
saw him as a divided man, as an English-speaking philosopher 
with a uniquely original technical genius, who just happened also 
to adhere personally to an extreme moral individualism and 
egalitarianism. We would have done better to see him as an in
tegral and authentically Viennese genius who exercised his tal
ents and personality on philosophy among other things, and just 
happened to be living and working in England. At the time, Witt
genstein appeared to be spinning the whole substance of his later 
philosophy out of his own head, like some intellectually creative 
spider; in fact, much of his material had origins that his English 
audiences knew next-to-nothing about, and many of the problems 
he chose to concentrate on had been under discussion among 
German-speaking philosophers and psychologists since before 
the First World War. If there was an intellectual gulf between 
us and him, it was not because his philosophical methods, style 
of exposition and subject matter were (as we supposed) unique 
and unparalleled. It was a sign, rather, of a culture clash: the 
clash between a Viennese thinker whose intellectual problems and 
personal attitudes alike had been formed in the neo-Kantian en
vironment of pre-1914, in which logic and ethics were essentially 
bound up with each other and with the critique of language 
(Sprachkritik ) ,  and an audience of students whose philosophical 
questions had been shaped by the neo-Humean (and so pre-Kan
tian) empiricism of Moore, Russell and their colleagues. 

In our present argument, we shall not say anything to cast 
doubt on either the importance or the originality of Wittgen
stein 's actual contributions to philosophy; on the contrary, once 
his arguments are put back into context and the sources of his 
problems are identified, the true novelty and significance of his 
ideas becomes all the more apparent. But we shall be having to 
insist, in due course, that Wittgenstein the moral individualist 
and Wittgenstein the technical philosopher of ''truth tables'' and 
"language games" were quite as much alternative aspects of 
a single consistent personality as, say, Leonardo the anatomist 
and draftsman, or Arnold Schonberg the painter and essayist, 
musical theorist and admirer of Karl Kraus. 

The need to look afresh at the relation between Wittgenstein 
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the man and Wittgenstein the philosopher is confirmed, when we 
turn to the fourth outstanding set of unresolved paradoxes and 
problems. These are the ones that arise directly in the interpre
tation of the Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus itself. As we have 
remarked, Wittgenstein 's writings have commonly been viewed 
as contributions to the development of either twentieth-century 
mathematical logic or British analytical philosophy. His personal 
associations with Russell and Frege, G. E. Moore and John Wis
dom, have overshadowed everything else in his cultural origins 
and intellectual concerns. He has been applauded or attacked as 
the coauthor of the "method of truth tables," as the dominant 
influence on the positivism of the interwar years, as the critic of 
''private languages,'' ''ostensive definitions'' and ''sense data,'' 
as the analyst of " intellectual cramps," "language games" and 
"forms of life"-in short, as a man who took the ideas and meth
ods of Bertrand Russell and G. E. Moore, and refined them far 
beyond anything their first authors had imagined. Yet, if we see 
the publication of the Tractatus exclusively as an episode in the 
history of philosophical logic, one significant feature of the book 
remains totally mysterious. After some seventy pages apparently 
devoted to nothing but logic, theory of language and the philos
ophy of mathematics or natural science, we are suddenly faced by 
five concluding pages (propositions 6.4 on) in which our heads 
are seemingly wrenched around and we are faced with a string 
of dogmatic theses about solipsism, death and "the sense of the 
world" which "must lie outside the world." Given the sheer 
disproportion in the space allotted respectively to the logico
philosophical preliminaries and these last moral-theological 
aphorisms, the temptation has been to dismiss the final propo
sitions as obiter dicta--like the casual afterthoughts which are 
put in for effect at the end of some legal judgment and have no 
subsequent binding force, since they have no juridical bearing on 
the case in handY 

Yet is this reading of the Tractatus really justified? Were 
these last reflections about ethics, value and "the problems of 
life'' mere claptraps, makeweights, or private afterthoughts? Or 
do they have some integral connection with the main text, which 
the familiar interpretation overlooks? So long as one remains in 
the professional technical world of English-language philosophy, 
this doubt is, perhaps, no more than academic. But it becomes an 
active one, when one makes the geographical shift from Cam-
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bridge to Austria and finds that the Tractatus is usually viewed 
as an ethical treatise. Those Austrians who were closest to Witt
genstein insist that whenever he concerned himself with any
thing, it was from the ethical point of view ; in this sense he re
minded one of them directly of Kierkegaard.18 The Tractatus was 
more than merely a book on ethics in the eyes of his family and 
friends ; it was an ethical deed, which showed the nature of ethics.  
And this impression is only reinforced by the recent M em
oir, published along with Paul Engelmann 's collection of Let
ters from Ludwig Wittgenstein, as well as by his correspondence 
with Ludwig Ficker.19 For Engelmann, with whom Wittgenstein 
discussed the Tractatus more than he did with any of the other 
people who have since written about it, the point of the book was 
deeply ethical. Engelmann characterized Wittgenstein 's basic 
idea as that of separating ethics from any sort of intellectual 
underpinning. Ethics was a matter of " wordless faith " ;  and 
Wittgenstein 's other concerns were viewed as arising, predomi
nantly, out of this fundamental notion. 

We accordingly find a direct conflict between the established 
English-language literature, which treats the Tra.ctatus as an 
essay about logic and the theory of language, and the tradition, 
still current in Viennese intellectual circles, which takes a very 
different view of what Wittgenstein was doing. Ever since Ber
trand Russell wrote his introductory essay to the Tractatus, Eng
lish-speaking philosophers have almost universally assumed that 
the fundamental concern of the Tractatus was with technical 
problems in philosophical logic and with the relation of language 
to the world. The fact that Wittgenstein initially rejected Rus
sell 's introductory essay as misleading, even to the point of won
dering whether he should withdraw the book from publication,20 
they have construed as indicating only that Russell had misrep
resented certain limited aspects of the work ; basically, they have 
continued to consider it an investigation of the logic of language, 
with certain curious implications about values. This interpreta
tion has gathered weight from the fact that logical positivists, 
such as Carnap and Ayer, clutched the work to their bosoms and 
treated it as an empiricist bible. And, although somebody as close 
to \Yittgenstein as Elizabeth Anscombe has dismissed the views 
ni the positivists as irrelevant to a proper understanding of the 
TrtJcfatus, her own alternative claim is simply that too little 
.:tention has been paid to Frege as Wittgenstein 's most im-
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portant precursor-so keeping the spotlight firmly focused on 
logic.21 

Anyone who tries to understand the Tractatus is, therefore, 
confronted with two contrasting views about the very subject 
matter of the book. These may be referred to, for convenience, as 
the " ethical " and the " logical " interpretations. Both views have 
reputable support. Both explain certain aspects of the Tractatus, 
yet neither suffices as a complete explanation. Our own analysis 
in this book will, once again, have the effect of reversing the bal
ance in the current English and American view. We shall be 
arguing here that, in order to understand the book in a way 
which coincides with Wittgenstein 's own intentions, one must ac
cept the primacy of the " ethical " interpretation. Quite apart 
from all the circumstantial evidence that we shall be assembling 
in the following chapters, there are two immediate reasons for 
doing so. In the first place, Wittgenstein himself objected to 
every interpretation given to the work during his lifetime ; and 
most subsequent interpretations have differed from those pub
lished during his lifetime only in detail. In the second place, Paul 
Engelmann 's firsthand testimony must be regarded as more au
thoritative than the subsequent inferences of those who have ap
proached the Tractatus with " logical " presuppositions and 
orientations. After all, Engelmann was in close contact with 
Wittgenstein during the very period when the book was written, 
and the two men had frequent opportunities for discussing the 
work. 

The most important suggestion that Engelmann has to offer 
about the interpretation of the Tractatus is that the book should 
be considered as emerging from a particular cultural milieu. En
gelmann identifies this milieu with the Vienna in which Wittgen
stein grew to maturity and in particular with a current in that 
milieu represented most strikingly in the works of Karl Kraus 
and Adolf Loos.22 Unfortunately, Engelmann himself provides 
very little information about the Vienna of Kraus and Laos
only the bare bones of the cultural scene in fin-de-siecle Vienna. 
And one of the main purposes of the present book is to pursue 
further the area of investigation that Engelmann has opened up : 
namely, the historical dimension of Wittgenstein 's early work. 

A very few writers have offered other, complementary insights 
into Wittgenstein 's historical background. His friend and pupil 
Maurice Drury has reported that Wittgenstein regarded Kierke-
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gaard as the most important thinker of the nineteenth century ;23 
Miss Anscombe has suggested that his work is seen properly only 
in relation to that of Frege ;24 several writers have noticed simi
larities and parallels between the views of Wittgenstein and 
those of Schopenhauer ;25 Erich Heller and Werner Kraft have 
emphasized the relation of the Tractatus to writings about the 
nature of language by other Central European thinkers of the 
same time, such as Kraus, Mauthner and Landauer ;26 while Erik 
Stenius and Morris Engel have pointed to Kantian elements both 
in the Tractatus, and in Wiftgenstein 's later philosophy.27 Yet 
much more than this needs to be done to bring to light the es
sential character of the Viennese cultural scene, if one is to 
resolve entirely the central paradox about the Tractatus
namely, how one is to reconcile the ' ' ethical ' '  Wittgenstein with 
the " logical " Wittgenstein and so heal over the incision that 
subsequent academic surgery has made in our views both of the 
man and of his work. 

In this preliminary discussion of method, our argument has 
been that an orthodox, scholarly analysis imposes on our picture 
of Wittgenstein 's Vienna, and of Wittgenstein himself, abstrac
tions which are in point of fact irrelevant and inapplicable. There 
are two reasons for this irrelevance, one general, the other pecu
liar to philosophy. In the first place, all the abstractions in ques
tion take for granted-and are themselves products of-an 
intellectual and artistic specialization which was unknown in the 
cultural life of late Habsburg Vienna and has become entrenched 
only in the subsequent fifty years. In the second place , they re
flect more particularly a conception of philosophy as an autono
mous, professionalized academic discipline-a conception that 
has become dominant in the universities of Britain and the 
United States only since the Second World War and is uniquely 
irrelevant to pre-1914 Austria. In ·wittgenstein 's Vienna, every
one in the educated world discussed philosophy and regarded 
the central issues in post-Kantian thought as bearing directly on 
his own interests, whether artistic or scientific, legal or political. 
Far from being the specialized concern of an autonomous and 
self-contained discipline, philosophy for them was multifaceted 
and interrelated with all other aspects of contemporary culture . 

Given this contrast, one further question arises. After 1920 the 
Tractatus itself became a foundation stone of the new " profes
sionalized ' '  philosophy. Within the resulting discipline, the at-
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tempt was made to separate " technical " issues of philosophy 
from their larger cultural matrix and to set these theoretical 
analyses on an independent basis, as free from extraneous com
mitments as the problems and theorems of, say, pure mathe
matics.28 Yet was this ( we must now ask)  in any way part of 
Wittgenstein 's own intention 1 And can we hope to understand 
the Tractatus aright if we see it primarily as an element in the 
academic traditions which other men subsequently built upon it ? 
That too is a question which we shall answer in our own way, in 
the light of our present investigations. For the moment, it is 
enough to point out one thing only. Wittgenstein himself did 
nothing to cut himself off from the wider literary and cultural 
traditions with which he was familiar in his youth. His compara
tive ignorance of the older philosophical classics was counter
balanced by a rich and varied familiarity with the main figures 
on the German and Austrian scene. And the mottoes he chose for 
his two chief books were taken from authors who could hardly 
have been more typically Viennese-Kiirnberger for the Tracta
tus, N estroy for the Investigations. 

George Santayana used to insist that those who are ignorant of 
the history of thought are destined to re-enact it. To this, we shall 
here add a corollary : that those who are ignorant of the context 
of ideas are, similarly, destined to misunderstand them. In a very 
few self-contained theoretical disciplines-for example, the pur
est parts of mathematics-one can perhaps detach concepts and 
arguments from the historico-cultural milieus in which they were 
introduced and used, and consider their merits or defects in isola
tion from those milieus. ( So it was possible for a self-taught 
Ramanujan, living alone in India, to master the theory of num
bers to such a point that he could make serious contributions to 
European mathematics. ) Elsewhere, the situation is different, 
and in philosophy that difference is probably inescapable .  De
spite the valiant efforts of the positivists to purify philosophy 
of historical dross and reframe its questions in the kind of ab
stract, general form already familiar in mathematics, the philo
sophical problems and ideas of actual men-the young Ludwig 
"\Vittgenstein, as much as anyone-confront us like geological 
specimens in situ ; and, in the process of chipping them free from 
their original locations, we can too easily forget the historical 
and cultural matrix in which they took shape, and end by impos-
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ing on them a sculptural form which reflects the preoccupations, 
not of their author, but of ourselves.  

How is this to be avoided ? In the case of Wittgenstein, we can 
do so by keeping one key question in the center of our minds .  That 
question is : What philosophical problems did Wittgenstein him
self already have in mind, before he ever got in touch with Frege 
and Russell Y Even now, in the 1970s, authoritative and scholarly 
books about Wittgenstein and the Tractatus still invite us to as
sume that his philosophical interests and preoccupations date 
from after those meetings ; that his concern with philosophy was 
awakened by his contact with the mathematical logic of Frege 
and Russell, and subsequently with the epistemology and linguis
tic analysis of Russell and Moore. (David Pears 's  recent essay 
on Wittgenstein is a perfect illustration of this tendency. } 29 Yet 
there is, surely, a strong presumption against this point of view. 
For all Wittgenstein 's later indebtedness to ' ' the great works of 
Frege and the writings of my friend Mr. Bertrand Russell, ' '30 we 
must remember that he himself took the initiative in approaching 
the two men. Far from his becoming interested in philosophy 
only after those contacts, it appears that he already had a well
formed set of philosophical problems in mind and hoped to find a 
solution for them, using the logical methods of Russell and 
Frege.  As for the origin of these problems themselves, he pre
sumably encountered them in the course of his Viennese upbring
ing and education. 

Certainly there is something generally implausible about any 
picture of Wittgenstein as a philosophical " pupil " or " fol
lower ' '  of Frege, Russell and Moore. V\r e know that Frege was 
quite at a loss to understand Wittgenstein 's questions and passed 
him on to Russell in the hopes that he could do better ; but, to 
judge from Wittgenstein 's reaction to Russell 's Tractatus intro
duction, the cross-purposes in that case were no less complete. 
We shall do much better to treat him as an entirely independent 
philosopher and see whether we cannot identify the issues which 
occupied the center of his mind by looking, rather, at the ideas 
and writers he was already familiar with, before he ever turned 
t<� Frege for help and advice. That is what Engelmann 's Memoir 
encourages us to do, and it is also in line with a remark which 
Wittgenstein 's own friend and literary executor, Professor G. H.  
von Wright, once made to us-that the two most important facts 
to remember about Wittgenstein were, firstly, that he was a 
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Viennese and, secondly, that he was an engineer with a thorough 
knowledge of physics.31 

And-in the absence of more direct evidence-we can hope to 
answer the question, What philosophical problems did Wittgen
stein originally have in mind ¥ ,  only if we are prepared to look 
first at the situation into which he grew up. Given a brilliant 
young man of great sensitivity, born into the very individual sur
roundings of Wittgenstein 's  family-at the focus of not just the 
industrial wealth, but also the culture, especially the musical cul
ture, of late Habsburg Vienna-and exposed to a rigorous train
ing in the mathematics and physical theory of men like Heinrich 
Hertz and Ludwig Boltzmann, what group of problems might 
reasonably be expected to present themselves to him as the prob
lems of philosophy and as problems to which the techniques of 
Russell 's logic might enable us to give an unassailable and defini
tive and, so, final solution 7 

In answering that question, we must forget about the ideas and 
methods that Wittgenstein picked up subsequently from Frege 
and the Cambridge analytical philosophers, and put to use for his 
own philosophical purposes. Instead, we must look directly at 
the Vienna of Wittgenstein 's childhood-at its social and politi
cal problems, its cultural preoccupations, and above all at that 
general philosophical framework which was the common pos
session of musicians, writers, lawyers and thinkers of all kinds, 
quite as much as of academic philosophers. And, to the extent 
that the Tractatus is a key book for understanding the period 
from which it came, we can hope that this .investigation will cast 
light in both directions, so that, in reappraising our view of Lud
wig Wittgenstein and his ideas about language, we shall come to 
see more clearly also the character of the Viennese environment 
which was the cradle for so much in mid-twentieth-century art 
and thought. 

Having stated the key question about Wittgenstein which it 
will be our central purpose to answer, we must now set it to one 
side . For the first step toward answering it must ( if we are right ) 
be to engage in a complex, cross-disciplinary study-namely, to 
set the political and social, cultural and philosophical preoccupa
tions of Austria--alongside one another and see them as framed 
and reflected in one another. If one is interested only in the his
torical origins of Wittgenstein 's logical methods, there is, of 
course, no need to question the prime importance of Gottlob 
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Frege and Bertrand Russell. Yet the historical ongms of his 
philosophical ideas will prove to be something quite else ; those 
we can recognize only by attempting a hypothetical reconstruc
tion of \Vittgenstein 's background and education, based in the 
first place on our independent knowledge of the broader Austrian 
context. 

In the first section of this book, accordingly, we shall be study
ing the political and social character of ' ' gay Vienna ' '  in the 
last decades of the Habsburg monarchy. In it we shall see a 
superpower plagued by problems of rapid economic change and 
turbulent racial minorities, a power whose established constitu
tional structure was, at essential points, incapable of adapting 
itself to the novel demands of its changing historical situation. 
Next we shall be focusing on the common themes and problems 
which, within this late Habsburg milieu, engaged the attention 
of writers, thinkers and artists in all fields, and of which Karl 
Kraus was the acknowledged, and most articulate spokesman. 
This was a society in which all established media, or means of 
expression-from the language of politics across the board to 
the principles of architectural design-had seemingly lost touch 
with their intended " messages, " and had been robbed of all 
capacity to perform their proper functions. 

When Kraus called for a critique of language, as the crucial 
instrument of thought, he did so with a moral hatred for that 
slovenliness in thought and expression which is the enemy of 
individual integrity, and leaves one defenseless against the 
political deceptions of corrupt and hypocritical men. But Kraus 's 
one-man crusade to restore the honesty of social debate had 
wider implications also. Very soon it woke echoes in other fields 
of intellectual and artistic activity, and broadened into the de
mand for a critique of the means of expression used in all fields 
-for example, for a stripping-away of all that conventional and 
meaningless decoration with which sentimentality had encum
bered the creative arts, so as to restore the expressive capacities 
they needed in order to fulfill their original and proper functions 
once again. How could any " medium " be adequate to any " mes
sage ' ' �  How could anything whatever serve as a means of ex
pressing or symbolizing anything else � All over the artistic and 
intellectual field, we find men taking up this same critique.  In 
what sense if any could music ( for example ) ,  or painting, or 
architecture, or everyday language, be regarded as a " repre-
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sentation, " or Darstellung?  And what alternative " symbolic 
function " could it be said to have � All those issues which Mar
shall McLuhan has popularized in the last few years were de
bated with far gTeater seriousness and rigor in the Vienna of 
Kraus and Boltzmann, Loos and Schonberg. 

Far from originating in Wittgenstein 's Tractatus, as we shall 
see, the idea of regarding language, symbolisms and media of 
expression of all kinds as giving us " representations " ( Darstel
lungen) or " pictures " ( Bilder)  had by 1910 become a common
place in all fields of Viennese cultural debate. Among scientists, 
this notion had been in circulation at least since the time of Hertz, 
who had characterized physical theories as providing just such a 
Bild or Darstellung of natural phenomena.32 At the other ex
treme, it was equally familiar among artists and musicians ; 
Arnold Schonberg, for instance, wrote an essay on musical 
thought, with the title, Der Musikalische Gedanke und die Logik, 
Technik, und Kunst seiner Darstellung.83 By the time Wittgen
stein came on the scene, this debate had been going on for some 
fifteen or twenty years in the drawing rooms of Vienna, often in 
terms drawn from the Kantian tradition, notably from the " anti
philosopher, " Arthur Schopenhauer . Wittgenstein 's achieve
ment, we shall argue, was not to initiate this discussion, but to 
draw the threads finally together by providing a completely gen
eral and definitive analysis of the issues involved. And the way in 
which he did this had one further advantage for him personally : 
it enabled him to undercut some pressing intellectual problems 
about his own ethical position-not by equipping that position 
with intellectual foundations, to be sure, but by giving seemingly 
unanswerable support to his own Kierkegaardian view that, over 
moral issues, no question of intellectual foundations can properly 
arise. 

So far, we have only stated our agenda for the chapters which 
follow, and said a little about the character and method of our 
inguiries.  Even so, we cannot expect academic, or professional, 
pHilosophers to be happy with our explanation. Still, any picture 
of Wittgenstein as one of the first generation of twentieth-cen
tury professional philosophers �ppears defensible only so long 
as we view him against the background of English-language 
philosophy. ( How much of a revolutionary he then appears . ) 
Once we see him in his native surroundings, by contrast, the in
adequacy of that picture is quite clear. For, in addition to the 
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paradoxes that arise from divorcing the logico-linguistic Witt
genstein from the ethical Wittgenstein, we shall then be con
fronted with a further puzzle-namely, the fact that, in carrying 
further the program of linguistic analysis inaugurated by Rus
sell and Moore, Wittgenstein happened, quite coincidentally, to 
resolve a general problem about representation which had been 
vexing all his Viennese contemporaries ;  and he happened to · do 
so, using the very same terminology that they had used them
selves I 

To sum up : the historical arguments put forward in this book 
are designed to throw light not so much on Wittgenstein 's beliefs, 
as on his problems. A thinker of Wittgenstein 's profundity, in
dependence and originality, does not adopt his characteristic 
intellectual and moral beliefs, simply on account of the historical 
influence of some stronger-minded predecessor or contemporary ; 
to that extent, we must let his arguments stand on their own feet, 
and see how he set out to provide an unassailable and definitive 
justification for those beliefs .  But, when it comes to understand
ing the problems which gave those arguments and beliefs their 
significance for him, we can no longer make so clean a separation 
between his ideas, on the one hand, and the his to rico-cultural con
text of their exposition, on the other. Regarded as documents in 
logic and the philosophy of language, the Tractatus and the 
Philosophical Investigations stand-and will continue to stand
on their own feet. Regarded as solutions to intellectual problems, 
by contrast, the arguments of Ludwig Wittgenstein, like those of 
any other philosopher, are, and will remain, fully intelligible only 
when related to those elements in their historical and cultural 
background which formed integral parts of their original Prob
lemstellung. 
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Habsburg Vienna: 

CITY OF P .AR.ADOXES 

Ak, Vienna, City of Dreams ! 

There 's no place like Vienna! 

Madman in Robert Musil 's 
The Man Without Qualities, 
Vol. III, Ch. 33 

In the popular imagination, the name " Vienna " is synonymous 
with Strauss waltzes, charming cafes, tantalizing pastries, and a 
certain carefree, all-embracing hedonism. To anyone who has 
scratched this surface even slightly, a very different picture 
emerges. For all those things that went to make up the myth of 
Vienna, the City of Dreams, were simultaneously facets of an
other, darker side of Viennese life. 

The best-known of Strauss 's  waltzes, The Blue Danube, was 
written a few weeks after the military defeat of Austria-Hungary 
by Prussia at Sadowa, which ended Habsburg claims to hege
mony in the German-speaking world.1 The rapidity with which 
Francis Joseph 's army was dispatched by that of Bismarck made 
it clear that the Dual Monarchy had become, at best, a second
rate power. Similarly, the most successful of Strauss 's oper�ttas, 
Die Fledermaus, had the effect of taking the minds of the Vien
nese burghers off the disastrous stock-market crash of May 9, 
1873, a date subsequently referred to by the Austrians as Black 
Friday.2 

The waltz has always been the symbol of Viennese joie de 
vivre ; yet it, too, had its other face . One visitor from Germany 
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described Strauss and his waltzes as providing an escape into 
the demonic : 

African and hot-blooded, crazy with life . . . restless, unbeautiful, pas
sionate . . . he exorcises the wicked devils from our bodies and he does it 
with waltzes, which are the modern exorcism . . . capturing our senses in 
a sweet trance. Typically African is the way he conducts his dances ; his 
own limbs no longer belong to him when the thunderstorm of his waltz is 
let loose ; his fiddle-bow dances with his arms . . . the tempo animates 
his feet ; the melody waves champagne-glasses in his face and the devil is 
abroad. . . . A dangerous power has been given into the hands of this 
dark man ; he may regard it as his good fortune that to music one may 
think all kinds of thoughts, that no censorship can have anything to do 
with waltzes, that music stimulates our emotions directly, and not through 
the channel of thought . . . Bacchantically the couples waltz . . . lust 
let loose. No God inhibits them.3 

This is but one of many reports in which contemporary observers 
spoke of the Viennese passion for the dance as pathological and 
as reflecting their need to escape the harsh realities of daily life 
in the City of Dreams. 

The delightful cafes lining the streets of Vienna, where one can 
sit the whole day with a single cup of coffee or glass of wine, 
reading newspapers and magazines from all over the world, 
formed an essential part of the Viennese way of life ; and they 
have always struck tourists as the embodiment of a relaxed, care
free existence. But, as with Viennese music and dancing, there 
was another side to this institution. Throughout the nineteenth 
century and right up to the present, Vienna has had a grave 
housing shortage. Viennese working-class housing has always 
been inadequate, both in quality and in quantity. Its apartments 
were dreary and impossible to heat adequately, so there has al
ways been a need to escape these dingy and cold living quarters, 
and it was satisfied by the warmth and cheer of the ubiquitous 
cafes. Once again, the charm of the cafes was the other face of 
the hard realities of life as most Viennese knew it ; and similar 
ambiguities characterized many aspects of Viennese lif�.4 

Few cities have been as unkind as Vienna, during their life
times, to those men whom it proclaimed cultural heroes after 
their deaths. In music alone, one can cite Franz Schubert, Hugo 
Wolf and Arnold Schonberg ; but the case of Gustav Mahler is a 
particularly illuminating instance of this duplicity. For, at one 
and the same time, Mahler was lionized as the greatest of con-
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ductors, who had raised the Imperial Opera to a hitherto-un
equaled pre-eminence, yet denounced as a degenerate (because 
Semitic ) composer.5 In music as in painting the voice of medioc
rity, personified in Hanslick and Makart, was able to dictate to 
Viennese society as a whole critical standards and judgments 
that were for the most part sterile and academic. And Hanslick 
too was himself a part of the Austrian paradox : in an enthusias
tic review of Tannhauser in 1846, this champion of Brahms had 
been among the very first to sing the praises of Richard Wagner, 
whose archenemy he later became.6 In a city that prided itself as 
a matrix of cultural creation, life was thus made as difficult as 
possible for real innovators. 

At the turn of the century, likewise, Vienna was the medical 
center of the world. America owes i ts pre-eminence in the medical 
sciences of our own time, in no small part, to the thousands of 
medical students who traveled to Vienna at a time when the 
standards of American medicine were scandalously low, in order 
to study with such luminaries as Hebra, Skoda, Krafft-Ebing 
and Billroth.7 Yet, in their own home city the pioneering work of 
Freud in psychoanalysis and of Semmelweis on infection went 
unrecognized, because their contemporaries did not have suffi
cient breadth of vision to recognize the significance of their work. 
The case of Freud is too well known to warrant repeating here. 
Semmelweis, who discovered that the dirty fingernails of mid
wives and obstetricians can cause fatal infection to mother and 
child alike, found it impossible to propagate his discovery in 
Vienna because doctors with political influence who were opposed 
to his findings saw to it that he was excluded from positions 
where he might implement those findings, and professionally dis
credited him. Semmelweis died in a mental institution some fif
teen years after his life-saving discovery, unable to cope with 
the ridicule that had been heaped upon him and his life 's work.8 

The implications of Freud 's views about the role of sexuality 
in human life offended the sensibilities of middle-class Viennese, 
while the satires and polemics of Karl Kraus attacked their 
hypocrisy and sham in a brill iant, witty and masterful prose 
style. The Viennese, in return, so feared to discuss the issues 
that Freud and Kraus had raised that they would never publicly 
mention their names in writing-so tacitly conceding the truth 
of their assertions. The resulting conspiracy of silence ( Tot
schweigentaktik ) did not prevent the works of Freud from becom-
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ing known in translation ; but, in the case of Kraus, his highly 
idiomatic, punning, colloquial, and consequently untranslatable 
German has prevented him from becoming widely known. That 
penetrating and impartial onlooker, Robert Musil-whose novel, 
The Man Without Qualities, has captured the atmosphere of fin
de-siecle Vienna better than any other historical or literary work 
-expressed the feelings of many Austrians when he remarked, 
' ' There are two things one can 't fight against, because they are 
too long, too fat, and have neither head nor foot-Karl Kraus 
and psychoanalysis. ' '9 Intellectual and cultural center she might 
be : all the same, Vienna was quite incapable of coping with her 
own critics. 

Social and political movements as opposed as Nazism and Ger
man anti-Semitism on the one hand and Zionism on the other had 
their origins in Old Vienna, as did some of the central elements 
in modern Catholic social thought and the original adaptation of 
Marx known as ' '  Austro-Marxism. ' '  Not least among the ambi
guities and paradoxes of Old Vienna was the fact that this city, 
which had been the Habsburg capital for hundreds of years, was 
the capital of a realm that had no accepted name ! As always, 
Musil is the best commentator : 

It was kaiserlich-koniglich ( imperial-royal ) and it was kaiserlich und 
koniglich ( imperial and royal ) to every thing and person ; but esoteric 
lore was nevertheless required to be sure of distinguishing which institu
tions and persons were to be referred to as k.k. ,  and which as k . u. k. On 
paper, it called itself the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy ; in speaking, how
ever, one referred to it as " Austria "-that is to say, it was known by a 
name which it had, as a state, solemnly renounced by oath while preserv
ing it in all matters of sentiment, as a sign that feelings are just as im
portant as constitutional law, and that regulations are not the really 
serious thing in life. By its constitution it was liberal, but its system of 
government was clerical. The system of government was clerical, but the 
general attitude to life was liberal. Before the law all citizens were equal : 
not everyone, of course, was a citizen. There was a parliament which 
made such vigorous use of its liberty that it was usually kept shut ; but 
there was also an Emergency Powers Act, by means of which it was pos
sible to manage without Parliament. And, each time that everyone was 
just beginning to rejoice in absolutism, the Crown decreed that there 
must now again be a return to parliamentary government.10 

The constitutional and social paradoxes embodied in the Habs
burg monarchy and its capital could scarcely be put more sue,. 
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cinctly. The sensuous worldly splendor and glory apparent on 
its surface were, at a deeper level, the very s11me things that were 
its misery. The stability of its society, with its delight in pomp 
and circumstance, was one expression of a petrified formality 
which was barely capable of disguising the cultural chaos that 
lay beneath it. On closer scrutiny, all its surface glories turned to 
their opposite ; this is the fundamental truth about all aspects of 
life in the Dual Monarchy. These same paradoxes were reflected 
equally in its politics and its mores, its music and its press, its 
Imperial aristocracy and its workers. 

The central factor responsible for this state of affairs was, 
without serious doubt, the unshakable commitment of the ruling 
dynasty to the Habsburg concept of H au,smacht-the idea that 
the Habsburgs were the instruments of God on Earth. The des
tiny of Austria-Hungary in Europe, and even the very physical 
structure of its capital city, were to a great extent determined 
by the penultimate incarnation of that idea, the Emperor Francis 
Joseph. Through the persons of Francis Joseph himself, his 
grandfather Francis I, and Metternich, who was the obedient 
executor of the Emperor Francis ' will during the thirteen-year 
reign of the imbecile Emperor Ferdinand from 1835 to 1848-the 
so-called Vormiirz, or " Pre-March "-the Habsburg idea shaped 
the policy of the Empire for a total of one hundred and twenty
four years. The most infamous manifestation of this policy was 
the Emperor Francis ' so-called ' '  Metternich System, ' '  which was 
the means of excluding revolution and revolutionary ideas from 
the Habsburg domain. ( Metternich not only did not devise the 
system, he was not even in agreement with all the policies it en
compassed. ) 1 1  Yet even this did not satisfy Francis, who was op
posed to all change per se. He was so afraid of change, indeed, 
that he refused to replace civil servants appointed by his pre
decessor, the " revolutionary " Emperor, Joseph II, even though 
they were opposed to his policies, insisting that the status quo be 
preserved in the most literal senseP 

Francis ' goal was Ruhe und Ordnung-the " law and order " 
of a police state. Censorship was strict and universal. The con
struction of a railroad system was forbidden, on the grounds that 
it might become a vehicle of revolution.13 Protestant seminaries 
were founded, so that ordinands need not leave the country for 
their education, and risk picking up new and presumably sub-
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versive ideas.14 All change was a threat to the Habsburg idea
' '  My realm, ' '  Francis remarked, ' ' resembles a worm-eaten 
house. If one part is removed, one cannot tell how much will 
fall. ' m As Metternich summed it up on another occasion, ' '  J 'ai 
gouverne l 'Europe quelquefois, l 'Autriche jamais. m6 Even after 
Francis ' death, Metternich continued as the executor of his 
policy. The net result of fifty-six years of this system was the 
1848 Revolution. 

The 1848 upheaval brought the eighteen-year-old Francis 
Joseph to the Imperial throne ; and the failure of that upheaval 
brought in its train, on the part of the new Emperor, a whole 
series of policies which, in the course of his sixty-eight-year reign, 
became the more and more revolutionary-seeming means toward 
consistently reactionary endsP The very length of Francis 
Joseph 's reign gave the monarchy an illusory stability. The most 
radical of his moves-on the face of it-was the introduction into 
the western part of the monarchy, in 1907, of universal manhood 
suffrage ; but this seemingly liberal move was, in fact, de
signed to protect the Emperor 's control over the Army against 
those in Hungary who wanted to create a separate Hungarian 
army.18 Despite such palliative measures, the old system sur
vived ; and the continuity from Metternich to Francis Joseph be
comes-thanks to hindsight-increasingly apparent, from the 
appointment of Taaffe as " Kaiserminister above party " to the 
resignation of Koerber at the end of 1904. By this time, it had 
become apparent that " Austria could still be governed, but only 
by non-parliamentary methods, which could, of course, only be 
applied as long as she possessed a sufficient number of disciplined 
servants willing and able to carry them through. ' '19 But this did 
not seem to the Emperor to matter, so long as his control of the 
military was unchallenged. 

As this cumbrous structure entered the twentieth century, both 
the Emperor 's tenacity and the conflict of nationalities, which 
made the Empire so difficult to govern, were growing by leaps 
and bounds. Even to sketch the highlights in the development of 
this nationalism is far beyond the scope of the present volume, 
since it would involve tracing a hundred years in the histories of 
all the multinational state 's eleven constituent peoples, in all 
their labyrinthine interrelations. Still, two facets of the problem 
are worth mentioning. Paradoxically, it was the modernizing re
forms of Joseph II that roused the national consciousness slum-
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bering in the Empire.20 At first, this consciousness manifested it
self merely in the revival of vernacular literature and philology : 
the first vernacular poetry in Hungarian was produced among 
the sons of the Hungarian nobility at the leading Habsburg 
Gymnasium, the Theresianum.21 By the middle of the nineteenth 
century, however, this national consciousness had become trans
formed into the brand of particularist politics which ultimately 
led to a war which was to destroy the Habsburg regime and with 
it everything the Habsburgs stood for in Central Europe. 

Another revealing incident is the so-called " Cilli Affair, "22 
which indicates the proportions to which the problem had devel
oped even before the end of the nineteenth century. Already, in 
1895, the question as to what language of instruction should be 
used in the schools of this Styrian town had become significant 
enough to bring down a government. This was truly ' ' a  question 
which in itself revealed all the maladies of Austria, and all the 
tangles of national controversy. ' '23 The Slovenes, who lived 
chiefly in the Styrian countryside, desired a Gymnasium in which 
their language would be the language of instruction. The Ger
mans, who were a majority in the town and in the Styrian Diet, 
consistently refused on the grounds that, as a result, German and 
Germans would disappear from Cilli. The Slovenes had thus to 
take their case to the Reichstag, where it was decided to establish 
such a �chool ; and, when the Germans in the ruling coalition 
heard of this decision, they left the government, which conse
quently fell from power. Nationalism had taken its toll. The Cilli 
Affair helped to make the Southern Slavs and the Czechs aware 
of the rise of German nationalism, which was the basis of their 
common plight. Before long, fist fights and flying inkwells were 
replacing debate between the different national factions in the 
Reichstag. It is surely no accident that Hans Kohn, the leading 
historian of nationalism, should have been a native of this " realm 
without a name. ' '  

After studying nineteenth-century Habsburg history, one can 
hardly deny the charm of Hegelian dialectic, as a mode of histori
cal explanation ; for in it one continually sees situations begetting 
their own opposites. The effort to introduce German in place of 
Latin, so as to streamline Imperial administration, begat Hun
garian and Czech cultural nationalism by reaction, and this in 
due course developed into a political nationalism. Slav national
ism in the politics and economics in turn begat German economic 
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and political nationalism ; and this in its turn begat anti-Semi
tism, with Zionism as a natural Jewish reaction. All in all, it is 
enough to cause one 's head to spin. The idea of the Habsburg 
Hausmacht centered around absolute Imperial control of the mili
tary and its financing24-" One spent tremendous sums on the 
army, " writes Musil, " but only just enough to assure one of 
remaining the second-weakest among the Great Powers ' '25-and 
Habsburg intransigence over this issue begat further intransi
gence in the Hungarian nationalists, who insisted that the only 
Hungary they could conceive was a ' ' greater Hungary. ' '  Was not 
Hungary identical with the lands of the Crown of St. Stephen Y 

At times, Francis Joseph could more or less admit this claim. 
Especially during the years when wheat was at a premium in Eu
rope, the abundance of the Hungarian harvests served to replen
ish the overtaxed Imperial Treasury, whose poverty helped to 
account for the Empire 's " second-weakest " status. Thus, he 
could accept the 1867 compromise as a cruel blow necessitated 
by the coincidence of a precarious economic position and a major 
military setback. But the H ausmacht could not withstand further 
competition from the Crown of St. W enceslas, which was the 
goal of the aspiring Czech nationalists. So, while Francis Joseph 
faithfully and tenaciously respected his commitment to Hungary 
-which the Hungarians themselves regarded as no more than 
the first step toward a purely personal union of the Kingdoms of 
Austria and Hungary-he could not budge in the face of demands 
for the recognition of similar claims by the Czechs or the South
ern Slavs.26 For these communities had not so much to offer as 
Hungary, and their claims posed a threat to the sovereign 's con
ception of the role ordained by God for him and for the dynasty. 

In the end, the monarchy 's affairs assumed a formalism behind 
which there existed nothing but vacuousness and chaos. At the 
best of times, Francis Joseph was mediocre and shallow, relying 
always on ceremonial for insulation, which more and more be
came a cover both for his own personal failings and for his un
governable melange of Germans, Ruthenes, Italia

'ns, Slovaks, 
Rumanians, Czechs, Poles, Magyars, Slovenes, Croats, Transyl
vanian Saxons and Serbs. The general attitude of the nationali
ties toward their emperor was not unlike that common among the 
intellectuals in the last years of the Habsburg superpower : 
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The Emperor and King of Kakania was a legendary old gentleman. Since 
that time a great many books have been written about him and one knows 
exactly what he did, prevented or left undone ; but then, in the last decade 
of his 8Jld Kakania 's life, younger people who were familiar with the cur
rent state of the arts and sciences were sometimes overtaken by doubt 
whether he existed at all . The number of portraits one saw of him was 
almost as great as the number of inhabitants of his realms ; on his birth
day there was as much eating and drinking as on that of the Saviour ; on 
the mountains the bonfires blazed, and the voices of millions of people 
were heard vowing that they loved him like a father. Finally, an anthem 
resounding in his honour was the only work of poetry and music of which 
every Kakanian knew at least one line. But this popularity and publicity 
was so overconvincing that it might easily have been the case that be
lieving in his existence was rather like still seeing certain stars, although 
they ceased to exist thousands of years ago.27 

Yet for all this-for the middle classes, at least-the existence 
of the Emperor ' ' simply was surprisingly real, ' '28 as was the 
City of Dreams. 

In all of the Habsburg lands, Vienna was unique in one impor
tant respect. Here was at least partially achieved that suprana
tional, cosmopolitan consciousness which was the dynasty 's only 
hope for survival. The external splendors of fin-de-siecle Vienna 
were, after all, largely due to Francis Joseph in person. Between 
1858 and 1888 he rebuilt the city, as though to efface 1848 and 
everything it represented.29 Where the city walls had previously 
been, the city was encircled by a magnificent, sixty-foot-wide, 
tree-lined boulevard, the celebrated Ringstrasse. Where the 
rrurks had camped during the siege of Vienna, a fine new city hall 
was erected. But this was only a beginning. He constructed also 
a new Imperial Palace, with two new museums opposite it, a 
new Reichstag building, and a controversial new Imperial Opera 
House and, as the final touch, a new Imperial Theater where the 
Viennese could satisfy their passion for drama. Twice during 
Francis Joseph 's reign, the city limits were extended. It 
abounded with parks and fine statuary. But the extension of the 
city limits from the Gurtel to their present boundaries in 1890, 
on completion of this great urban renewal, coincided with the 
last of the concessions which the · aging Emperor could make to 
the modern world. He eschewed the telephone, the automobile, 
and the typewriter, as well as the electric light. { To the end of his 
reign, the Hofburg was lit by kerosene lamps. ) As for the 
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" primitive toilet facilities in the palace, " Arthur May reports 
that these ' ' so irritated Stephanie, Francis Joseph 's daughter-in
law, that she had two bathrooms installed at her own expense. ' '30 
Yet, on the entire continent of Europe, Francis Joseph 's  Vienna 
could be compared as a city only to Paris. This was the physical 
setting of a Vienna that rapidly became not just a city, but the 
symbol of a way of life. 

As the Good Old Days drew to a close, Vienna was above all a 
city of the bourgeoisie . Most of her leading figures in all fields 
came from a bourgeois background. Though Vienna had been a 
commercial center from time immemorial and had been the cen
ter of large-scale public administration since the reign of Maria 
Theresa, the Viennese bourgeoisie acquired its individual charac
ter during the third quarter of the nineteenth century. This was 
the period of industrial expansion, when vast fortunes were made 
and lost by the i11vestor, the industrial organizer, or the man with 
an innovative manufacturing technique-the Grunderzeit, which 
created the material fortunes on which the next generation de
pended for leisure in which to cultivate the arts. Financial suc
cess was the basis for a patriarchal society. Bourgeois marriages 
were arranged as if they were first and foremost business mer
gers rather than affairs of the heart.31 In Old Vienna, one could 
truly say, with Marx, that " the bourgeoisie has torn away from 
the family its sentimental veil, and has reduced the family rela
tion to a mere money relation. ' '32 · 

For the would-be tycoon, a " good marriage " was essential. 
The values which this society cherished were reason, order and 
progress, perseverance, self-reliance and disciplined conformity 
to the standards of good taste and action. The irrational, the pas
sionate and the chaotic were to be avoided at all costs. By follow
ing these rules, one would be rewarded with a good name and 
whatever measure of success was regarded as commensurate with 
individual talent. This success was made visible in the property 
that a man possessed. As Max Stirner was wont to put it, a man 
expressed himself in what he owned. 

In such a society, with a profound commitment to the order 
and traditions of the past, it is not surprising that stability had 
a high place in the list of virtues. The concrete embodiment of 
these ideas was a man 's home, which in this period was truly 
( and often literally) his castle. In this microcosm of the mon-
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archy, the father of the household was the guarantor of order and 
security and, as such, possessed absolute authority. And the 
significance of the home did not end in its being the reflection of 
a man 's success .  It was also a refuge from the world outside, a 
place where the tedious details of the workaday world were not 
permitted entry. For one who was not of that era, it is difficult 
to imagine just what it was like to be born and grow into maturity 
in such an isolated environment, with all the cares of life so 
punctiliously circumvented. Stefan Zweig, who grew up in just 
such a house, remarked wistfully : 

Whenever, in conversation with a younger friend, I relate some episode 
of the times before the first war, I notice from their astonished questions 
how much that is still obvious reality to me has already become historical 
and incomprehensible to them. And some secret instinct tells me that they 
are right. All the bridges between our today and our yesteryears have 
been burnt.33 

The significance of Zweig 's World of Yesterday, to those who 
formed its last and crowning generation, can be measured only 
by their sense of loss. For the war destroyed that insulation from 
reality which the bourgeois home had been created to provide, 
and it left its inhabitants confronting aspects of reality with 
whose cruelties they were simply unprepared to deal. 

The artificiality of this bourgeois view of life is manifest at 
every point. If the home was more than a mere machine a vivre, 
so too the objects that filled it had a symbolic value as much as 
a function. At the time, conservative critics saw the influence of 
the nineteenth century as a disaster permeating all aspects of 
life. Nowhere was the true nature of the era more apparent than 
in the lack of style which marked its design. Having no style of 
their own, the bourgeois could only imitate the past ; so they filled 
their homes with imitations of the art of past eras. Every room 
was cluttered with garish objets d 'art in differing styles. Again 
and again, the complex was preferred to the simple, the decora
tive to the useful, resulting in rooms that were vulgar to look at 
and barely habitable. If fashion dictated that one 's home must be 
furnished in the styles of former ages and other cultures, its 
dictates were not to be disputed. Musil 's ironic eye saw to the 
heart of the matter : 

The nouveau riche class, on the other hand, in love with the imposing and 
grandiose eras of their predecessors, had involuntarily made a fastidious 
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and refined selection . Wherever a castle had passed into bourgeois pos
session, it was not merely provided with modern conveniences, like an 
heirloom chandelier with electric wiring run through it ; but, in the fur
nishing of it, too, what was less good had been cleared out and things of 
value had been added, either according to personal choice, or on the in
fallible advice of experts. Incidentally, this process of refinement was 
demonstrated most impressively not in the castles but in the town houses, 
which had been furnished in keeping with the times, with all the imper
sonal luxury of an ocean liner ; but which-in this country of refined 
social ambition-still in an ineffable breadth, in a scarcely perceptible 
widening of the distance between pieces of furniture, or in the dominating 
position of a picture on a wall, preserved the delicately clear reflected 
glint of a great glory that had passed away.34 

So, in the very furnishings of the homes that were their castles, 
the rising bourgeoisie expressed their own imperfect emulation 
of the Habsburg monarchy 's ancient Catholic aristocracy. I 

Once inside his castle, the paterfamilias could devote himself 
to enjoying the fruit of his labors-to the art, the music and the 
literature which were at once the " natural " humanizing outlet 
for all of his passions and the source for him of metaphysical 
truth. In due time, as the desire to imitate the aristocracy became 
more widespread, patronage of the arts was transmuted into a 
symbol of wealth and status, and was pursued with ulterior mo
tives . Once the castle and refuge had become a reflection of the 
man in the market place, the polish and grace acquired from the 
arts became desirable for something other than their intrinsic 
worth. A man proved that he was someone by devoting his free 
time to the arts as wholeheartedly as he did his working time to 
his business. Viennese of the generation that reached maturity 
at the turn of the century were raised, indeed, in an atmosphere 
so saturated with, and devoted to, " aesthetic " values that they 
were scarcely able to comprehend that any other values existed at 
all. 

An eminent historian of Viennese culture in this era has con
trasted Austrian aestheticism with its French and English coun
terparts : 
In brief, the Austrian aesthetes were neither as alienated from their so
ciety as their French soulmates, nor as engaged in it as their English ones. 
They lacked the bitter anti-bourgeois spirit of the first, and the warm 
melioristic thrust of the second. Neither degage nor engage, the Austrian 
aesthetes were alienated, not from their class, but with it from a society 
that defeated its expectations and rejected its values.35 
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Traditionally, the bourgeois had found in art an instrument of 
instruction in metaphysical and moral truth. During the Grun
derzeit, this notion was so far extended that man 's aesthetic 
taste was a barometer of his social and economic status. For the 
following generation, Art became a way of life. If the genera
tion of the Grunder held that ' ' Business is Business ' '  and art 
is essentially the ornamentation of (business ) life, their sons, 
for whom art was essentially something creative, retorted that 
" Art is Art " and business is a tedious distraction diverting 
one from ( artistic) creation. The generation of the Grunder 
valued an art that was oriented toward the values of the past ; 
they were collectors, or curators of those museums which they 
referred to as their homes.  The art of the younger generation, by 
contrast, was forward-looking and innovative, and it formed 
the center of their lives. 

This was the background to the circle of young poets, focused 
around Arthur Schnitzler and Hermann Bahr, who met at the 
Cafe Griensteidl and were known as Jung Wien : the most dis
tinguished of them being Hugo von Hofmannsthal and Stefan 
Zweig. They had been raised in a society that thought it quite 
natural to center its life upon the theater, which formed the stan
dards of speech, dress and mores ;36 and in a city in which the 
standards of journalism were exceptionally high. Indeed, the 
Neue Freie Presse was a contender for the title of the best paper 
in Europe. ' ' In Vienna, ' '  Zweig wrote, from his aestheticist point 
of view, 

there was really only one journal of high grade, the Neue Freie Presse, 
which , because of its dignified principles, its cultural endeavors and its 
political prestige, assumed in the Austro-Hungarian monarchy a role not 
unlike the Times in England or the Temps in France.37 

That which they (and indeed their fathers ) considered to be 
th� ne plus ultra in the paper was the literary or cultural essay, 
the " feuilleton "-

The feuilleton writer, an artist in vignettes, worked with those discrete 
details and episodes so appealing to the nineteenth century 's taste for the 
concrete. But he sought to endow his material with color drawn from his 
imagination. The subjective response of the reporter or critic to an experi
ence, his feeling-tone,  acquired clear primacy over the matter of his dis
course. To render a state of feeling became the mode of formulating a 
judgment. Accordingly, in the feuilleton writer 's style, the adjectives en-
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gulfed the nouns, the personal tint virtually obliterated the contours of 
the object of discourse.38 

It is clear from Zweig 's autobiography that to have an essay ac
cepted by Theodor Herzl, the feuilleton editor of the Neue Freie 
Presse, was to have ' '  arrived ' '  on the Austrian literary scene. 

The status that the fathers had purchased by their business 
labors meant little to the sons. For these devotees of l 'art pour 
l 'art, the only worthy task was to nurture the fledgling poet 
within. To the fathers, it seemed immoral that the sons should 
Feject the values of the society in which they themselves had 
struggled to obtain an identity. Once having succeeded in estab
lishing themselves in the old order, the fathers were its stanchest 
defenders, and they did their utmost to curb the innovating 
natures of the younger generation. So, at least, the young aes
thetes saw the educational system, whose diet of learning un
related to life filled them with a constant weariness and boredom. 
To escape the world where " business is business, " they fled to 
the coffeehouses frequented by artists, where they found a vital
ity and spontaneity of self-expression completely lacking in their 
rote education. Given such a system of regimentation, in which 
the teacher 's word was law and there were no such things as 
students ' rights, it is hardly curious ( Zweig commented ) that it 
should have produced the man who discovered the significance of 
" inferiority feelings " in the explanation of human behavior
Alfred Adler.39 So repressive was the system, in Zweig 's view, 
that any thought or activity not in explicit conformity with tradi
tional authority became, for many, a source of guilt. 

Zweig did not explicitly identify the origins of Freudian psy
choanalysis-with its emphasis on the frustration springing from 
repressed sexual desire as the key to an understanding of neu
roses and of human behavior in general-with the fact that Freud 
too was a Viennese ; yet he emphasized that this was a society 
completely preoccupied with the thought of sex. The very fact 
that sex was never to be discussed openly insured that it was al
ways upon one 's mind.40 Sexual taboos, far from promoting 
" purity " of thought and deed, served to make people sex-con
scious to the extreme. Whether the bourgeois Viennese of the 
time were more or were less preoccupied with sex than their 
opposite numbers in Paris, London or Berlin is an open question ; 
but it is at least certain that there was no socially accepted chan-
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nel for expressing this preoccupation. The older generation 
viewed it as an anarchical force which must be completely 
regulated by society. There must not be the slightest public ad
mission that such an urge actually exists, let alone that it is 
fundamental to human nature or that its frustration can have 
disastrous consequences. This conspiracy of silence about sex 
had two results : on the one hand, an overt inhibition and ignor
ance of sexual matters ; on the other, a covert emphasis on sex. 

In a society so thoroughly patriarchal, the women were bound 
to suffer most. Every part of the feminine anatomy had to be con
cealed by clothing so cumbersome that it was impossible to dress 
oneself without assistance.41 This cumbrous clothing necessitated 
in turn a totally artificial manner of movement on women 's part. 
The code of conduct required of women was equally artificial-on 
top of which, society did not permit women to be educated beyond 
what was essential to " good breeding. " Finally, the very fact 
that middle-class marriage was first and foremost a business 
contract rather than a personal union42 helps to explain why so 
many of Freud 's patients were middle-aged bourgeois women 
and also some of the limitations to the scope of Freudian analy
sis. In short, the whole design of the society was such as to 
frustrate women. Zweig remarks : 

This is how the society of those days wished young girls to be : silly and 
untaught, well-educated and ignorant, curious and shy, uncertain and un
protected and predisposed by this education, without knowledge of the 
world from the beginning, to be led and formed by a man in marriage 
without any will of their own.43 

The man 's problem was different, but none the less disturbing. 
Since a middle-class marriage presupposed the gentleman in 
question to be established both financially and socially-that is, 
thoroughly committed to the status quo-it was necessary for 
men to remain unmarried up to the age of twenty-five or twenty
six ; social manhood was thus recognized only six to ten years 
after actual manhood. If a man was to find a sexual outlet, there
fore, he had to turn to prostitutes, for sexual relations with a girl 
of ' ' good breeding ' '  were entirely out of the question. Hence 
( Zweig asserts ) ,  prostitution " constituted a dark underground 
vault over which rose the gorgeous structure of middle-class so
ciety with its faultless, radiant faQade. ' '44 

While women were required to submit to the frustrations of 
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celibacy, men could find an outlet-but at a high price, since they 
always risked venereal disease. The only alternative was to shun 
this world for the artist 's life of the coffeehouses, and this was to 
label oneself a decadent, immoral aesthete. 

If any single factor can be singled out to account for the special 
character of Vienna 's bourgeois society-if, indeed, this is itself 
simple enough to be called a single factor-it is the failure of 
liberalism in the political sphere. It is, perhaps, hardly surpris
ing that in the Habsburg monarchy liberalism should have been 
stillborn, for the liberals came to power only as a result of the 
debacle at Sadowa, at the hands of Bismarck. Carl Schorske tells 
the story in a single paragraph : 

Austrian liberalism, like that of most other European nations, had its 
heroic age in the struggle against aristocracy and baroque absolutism. 
This ended in the stunning defeat of 1848. The chastened liberals came 
to power and established a constitutional regime in the 1860 's almost by 
default. Not their own internal strength, but the defeats of the old order 
at the hands of foreign enemies brought the liberals to the helm of the 
state . From the first they had to share their power with the aristocracy 
and the imperial bureaucracy. Even during their two decades of rule, the 
liberals ' social base remained weak, confined to the middle-class Germans 
and German Jews of the urban centers. Increasingly identified with capi
talism, they maintained parliamentary power by the undemocratic device 
of the restricted franchise. 45 

The middle classes in general were never ready to assume 
political power. Given so small a base-made even smaller by 
the scandals which followed the Crash of 1873-liberalism was 
spent by the 1890s and was supplanted by the rise of the new 
mass parties which came to dominate Viennese politics. For a 
middle class which, try though it might, had never entirely suc
ceeded in becoming a part of the Old Order, aestheticism became 
the only alternative to immersion in business affairs. So art, 
which had earlier been the decoration adorning middle-class suc
cess in business, became for the younger generation an avenue of 
escape. ( This explains how Schorske can refer to the Austrian 
aesthetes as alienated " with their class " rather than from it. ) 
At the turn of the century, accordingly, Viennese aestheticism 
and the mass political movements emerged alongside each other, 
but independently, as the twin · orphans of liberalism. 
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The goals which the liberals had aspired to realize once they 
came into power were, firstly, the transformation of the Habs
burg Empire into a genuine constitutional monarchy in which 
they, the entrepreneurs, would replace the aristocracy as the rul
ing class ;  secondly, the establishment of a strong central adminis
tration through parliamentary channels ; and thirdly, the replace
ment of superstitious feudal Catholicism with modern scientific 
rationalism ( i.e . ,  laissez-faire ) as the official state philosophy.46 
All of this was to be brought about by the national group with the 
deepest cultural roots : the German V olk. In the minds of the 
German-speaking population, then, liberal nationalism had al
ways been based upon cultural facts. What Slovak poets were 
there to compare with Goethe and Holderlin ? What composers 
of the rank of Mozart, Gluck and Beethoven, not to mention 
Wagner ? The Italians alone could compare with the Germans, 
but they were never interested in anything but a complete separa
tion from the Habsburg domains. Ruthene, Slovene and Slovak 
culture had become literate only recently. Czech and Hungarian 
literary and musical culture were barely a century old. Surely, 
thought the liberals, there could be little doubt in anyone 's minds 
that no other nation could lay claim to cultural equality with the 
Germans, let alone hegemony over them. Yet these arguments 
had by then lost the wider force and appeal they had possessed 
in the days of Joseph Il 's attempts at reform. By 1848, indeed, 
the cultural nationalism evoked in response to Joseph 's German
ization of the imperial bureaucracy had become a political nation
alism. By the nineties, it had become mass-based and, by the 
dialectical pattern of Habsburg history, had elicited its regular 
counterreactions among the Germans in Vienna. 

In 1848, the three major cities in the Empire-Prague, Vienna 
and Budapest-were all of them German cities ; indeed, the over
whelming majority of towns possessed largely German popula
tions.47 ( It is easy for outsiders to forget that Prague, for ex
ample, was a German cathedral city long before Vienna. ) 48 This 
state of affairs was largely changed by the Grundungsfieber of 
the fifties and sixties, with Vienna as the most notable exception. 
She, of course, had the advantage of an immediate countryside 
populated by Germans ; nevertheless, by the time World War 
One rolled around, her population of two million already in
cluded 200,000 Czechs.49 Drawn away from the countryside by 
the agrarian depressions of the late-nineteenth century, which 
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affected the entire Empire except for Hungary and Transylvania, 
the movement into the cities of these minority groups trans
formed their composition and their politics. 

The failure of Habsburg liberalism to appeal to these new 
groups in no small part sealed its fate. Thus, by the turn of the 
century, the most thriving political groups in Vienna were work
ing-class movements captained by defectors from liberalism. 
Viktor Adler, the organizing spirit behind Austrian Social De
mocracy ;  Karl Lueger, the Christian Social demagogue ; Georg 
Ritter von Schonerer, the fanatical Pan-German ; and even Theo
dor Herzl, the prophet of Zionism-each began his political ca
reer as a liberal. The defection of these men from liberalism 
resulted from the traditional liberals ' incapacity to come to grips 
with the problems of urban growth and industrialization, with 
Adler and the Social Democrats seeking to continue the construc
tive work of the liberal tradition, while in Lueger and Scho
nerer-and, by reaction, Herzl...:_the politics of reason was trans
formed into a politics of fantasy, built upon the social blight of 
anti-Semitism. 

Adler and Schonerer had been associated with the radical wing 
of the liberal party which drafted the Linz Program in 1882.110 
( By 1884, Lueger too had publicly endorsed one of its main 
points . )  The Program combined social reforms that were con
trary to laissez-faire with a nationalism that was openly, but not 
rabidly, anti-Semitic. Insofar as the liberals were unable and un
willing to carry through such reforms, they fertilized the soil for 
the mass movements which were to displace moderate middle
class liberalism so completely, both from the right and from the 
left. 

The housing crisis, alluded to earlier, was but one of the grave 
problems facing the industrial proletariat in Vienna.111 Vienna 
had always had a housing shortage, and the rapid growth of its 
population ( from 476,220 in 1857 to 2,031,420 in 1910 ) merely 
aggravated a long-standing problem. By 1910, the average Vien
nese dwelling housed 4.4 persons, with an average of 1.24 per 
room ( including kitchens, bathrooms and front halls ) ; " a  con
siderable number of persons " were even reduced to " living in 
caves dug in railway embankments, in boats, in hiding places 
under the bridges, and in other emergency refuges. " The situa
tion in Budapest ( the fastest-growing capital city in nineteenth
century Europe ) was even worse : in 1905, thirty-five persons 
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were found to be nesting in the trees of its public parks. 52 Yet the 
Viennese situation was critical. Many people were forced not 
only to let all their spare rooms, but also to rent bed space to 
Bettgeher, who enj oyed no privileges whatsoever in the apart
ment, not even the use of any closet space that might exist. Young 
girls sometimes turned to prostitution, simply in order to have a 
place to sleep. In 1910 there were but 5,734 single-family homes, 
housing a mere 1.2 percent of the total Viennese population. 
Only 7 percent of the buildings used exclusively as dwellings 
were equipped with bathrooms and toilets, while a scant 22 per
cent had indoor toilets. On the average, rent took one quarter of 
a worker 's wages. Admittedly, the workers did not face the same 
slum problem as their counterparts in, say, Naples or Glasgow, 
but theirs was far from a pleasant lot. 

As late as the eighties, Viennese workers faced a seven-day, 
seventy-hour week, tempered by a customary absenteeism on 
Mondays, to sleep off Sunday night 's  hangover.113 Many factories 
employed women and children alongside men. The women re
ceived considerably smaller wages than the men, and they had no 
alternative second source of income except " the oldest profes
sion. ' '  After 1883, employers were required to see that children 
were allowed Sunday-or at least one whole day per week-off 
work ; children were also allowed to rest for an hour, after eleven 
hours ' work, but their wages were, of course, not the wages of an 
adult. ( Even so, not all of the industrial workers had moved to 
the factories because they had been displaced by machinery in the 
agricultural areas ; despite the fact that the very best industrial 
wages were kept at a bare minimum, some were actually attracted 
by the pay ! )  

The average worker 's diet too reflected the conditions under 
which he lived. He had a breakfast of coffee and a roll, a mid
morning snack of bread and butter, a main meal of soup, vege
table ( s ) ,  bread, and perhaps coffee or beer ; in the afternoon, he 
had a snack of bread, and an evening meal which was basically 
bread, with the occasional sausage. His table carried beef, horse
meat and fish only on festive occasions. In such circumstances, 
workers formed benevolent organizations, which developed into 
trade unions. By 1870 these had won the right to collective bar
gaining, and the industrial workers finally found effective politi
cal expression, with the reorganization of the Social Democratic 
party, in December of 1888. 
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Before that date, the history of .Austrian Social Democracy 
had been one of internecine strife over ideological theory and 
strategy. This theoretical struggle ensured that the party re
mained leaderless.  The transformation which, within twenty
two years, brought the Social Democrats from insignificance to 
being the largest party in the Reichsrat, while holding together a 
political spectrum ranging from anarchists to monarchists, was 
the work of one man, Viktor .Adler. The charisma of .Adler, like 
that of Lueger, Schonerer and Herzl, virtually established and 
sustained his party. In each case, the story of the man is the 
story of the party, and to understand the man is to comprehend 
the social forces that he personified. 

Like so many of the dramatis personae of his age, .Adler was 
of Jewish ancestry, though he had accepted Christian baptism 
and had liberal, even nationalist, leanings.54 His early national
ism was cultural, and he was for a time a vehement Wagnerite.  
But his experiences as a physician treating the poor made him 
aware of the conditions of the proletariat, in a city whose cost 
of living was the highest in Europe and comparable with that in 
the United States.  He thereupon embraced the Marxian solution 
to the problem of modern society, with the same boundless en
thusiasm he had previously displayed for the works of Wagner. 
This enthusiasm was matched only by his capacity to communi
cate it to those who surrounded him . .Although he professed the 
' ' revolutionary and antiliberal ' '  Marxism of the German Social 
Democrats, he did not formulate policy any more than his Ger
man counterparts. Instead, he stressed that the most important 
thing for Socialists was unity. His powerful and moving oratory, 
as well as his personal philanthropy, help to explain how he was 
able to provide the leadership required. While he insisted upon 
the primacy of the economic order and the inevitability of revolu
tion, he oriented his life and practical policies around the values 
of reason, justice and nonviolent opposition to capitalism . 

.Adler 's evolutionary approach was based upon the premise 
that the main concern of the party ought to be preparedness
that is, that the party must make its members ready to assume 
power when the time came. He therefore initiated adult-educa
tion programs, established libraries, discussion groups for work
ers of all ages, and Social Democratic organizations of every 
sort. Two first-rank publications were founded : the daily Ar
beiter Zeitung, and the monthly Die Zukunft. His central aim was 
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to better the whole life of the entire community. Thus, while his 
socialism transcended the limitations of liberalism by extending 
its goals, it displayed continuity with the ideals of reason and 
progress to which the liberals had subscribed. So, while liberal
ism failed as a political movement, it would be false to say that 
it died ; right up to the very last days of the Empire, the majority 
of middle- and upper-middle-class Viennese professed to be ' ' lib
erals . ' '  Nor was Viennese liberalism sterile . Its theorists still 
rank high in the history of economics ; for instance, Menger 's 
Marginal Utility Theory-so characteristically Viennese in its 
emphasis upon the psychological and subjective factors which 
underlie value-is still a central tenet of many modern econo
mists.55 Last but not least, liberalism 's legacy to Adler 's  social
ism was just that continuity which distinguished Adler and the 
party he created from the rival movements inspired by Lueger, 
Schonerer and Herzl. 

If Adler dedicated his charismatic energies to humanistic and 
rational goals, Karl Lueger, the leader of the Christian Social 
party, lent his to demagoguery and opportunism.116 As mayor of 
Vienna, Lueger possessed these qualities more abundantly than 
any of his contemporaries. " Handsome Karl " had an eloquent 
command of the charming Viennese dialect, and a sense of oc
casion at baptisms, weddings, anniversaries and suchlike, which 
endeared him to the petit b ourgeois artisans, clerks and munici
pal servants, who made him the most powerful elected official in 
the Dual Monarchy. Just as Adler harnessed and channeled the 
political aspirations of the proletariat, Lueger did likewise for 
these " little men " who felt that they were gradually being 
squeezed out of existence between big business and organized 
labor. 

Lueger came to the Christian Social movement in 1888, the 
same year that Adler began his reorganization of the Social 
Democrats at Hainfeld. Catholic political thought in the Empire 
had previously been based on an antiliberal, feudal aristocracy. 
It contrasted the idealized personal character of the " relations 
of production " in the precapitalist era to the dehumanizing 
plight inflicted on the proletariat by capitalist industrialization. 
Its chief sponsors were the Princes Alois and Alfred Liechten
stein, while the ideologue of the movement was a Prussian con
vert who had emigrated to the Empire, Karl von Vogelsang. 
(Vogelsang can also be credited with the basic social ideas 
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of Pope Leo XIII 's encyclical Rerum N ovarum, which makes 
him the father-or grandfather-of modern Catholic social 
thought. ) 57 All of this Lueger used for his own purposes. The son 
of a concierge at the Vienna Technical Institute, he had risen 
by his own labors to become a lawyer and a member of the Muni
cipal Council, and was a man whom the " little men " could easily 
respect. Lueger made his reputation in the Municipal Council, 
where he was known for his relentless exposure of the corrup
tion of " Jewish capitalists. " He enhanced his popularity by his 
advocacy of franchise reform and, as mayor, by a vast program 
of public works. 

Now here in liberal capitalism was the Jewish element more 
prominent then in the Habsburg Empire. Those who sought 
scapegoats during the twenty-three years of depression which 
followed the Bourse crash of 1873 found obvious candidates in 
the Jews and in the corruption of many liberal deputies, which 
had involved so many Jewish financiers and businessmen. One 
historian has written that ' '  anti-Semitism rose as the stock mar
ket fell. "118 As a young left-wing liberal, Lueger had already been 
exposing corruption, mismanagement and profiteering in munici
pal affairs in the mid-seventies, and he constantly railed against 
the corrupting influence of big business. But his anti-Semitism 
was more opportunistic and propagandist than fanatical or doc
trinaire-social and economic, rather than racialist or religious. 
The shopkeeper could respond to this because his competition so 
often came from ' ' the Jew down the street. ' '  

Once securely established in power-having been elected 
mayor five times before the Emperor, who found his rabble
rousing techniques disgraceful and unbecoming in a public ser
vant, finally agreed to confirm his appointment-Lueger 's  
attacks on the " Judaeo-Magyars "  grew fewer and fewer, and 
less and less vehement. Throughout his career, indeed, he rarely 
declined invitations to dine at the tables of the Jewish capitalists 
whom he excoriated in his speeches. This attitude is best summed 
up in his infamous remark, " Wer ein Jude ist, b estimme ich. " 
When the circumstances were appropriate, he could in fact bring 
himself to say something not unpleasant, at least about the 
Viennese Jews : 

I dislike the Hungarian Jews even more than I do the Hungarians, but I 
am no enemy of our Viennese Jews ; they are not so bad and we cannot do 
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without them. My Viennese always want to have a good rest ; the Jews are 
the only ones who always want to be active. 59 

Lueger 's redeeming characteristic was the fact that, despite 
being a demagogue, he did give his whole energy to the cause of 
the " little men, " and he left the lot of the petit b ourgeois, and the 
city in general, substantially improved. In the political sphere, 
he championed electoral reform, after the gross injustices of the 
system of " electoral geometry "  devised by Schmerling. The 
vast public-works projects which he initiated included the forma
tion of a native gas company to replace the British company that 
had hitherto supplied Vienna, improved public transportation, a 
new water system, improved bridges, the establishment of or
phanages and hospitals, the construction of canals, enlarged 
park and playground space, more schools, free lunches for poor 
children, and many similar social services. So it is unjust to con
demn Lueger out of hand, as some have tended to do, just be
cause Hitler considered Lueger 's policies models for his own 
public-works programs. It is fairer to recall, instead, that the 
fine statue adorning the Luegerplatz was put up after World 
War One by a Social Democratic administration. In his own way, 
Lueger is as difficult a character to appraise as the Emperor 
who so despised him. Both men had certain genuinely commend
able traits, and our judgment is easily warped by the complexity 
both of the events in which they participated and of those sub
sequent developments which they affected. 

No such complexity surrounds Lueger 's counterpart in the 
German Nationalist movement in the Habsburg Empire, Georg 
Ritter von Schonerer.60 His infamous legacy was the explicit 
rejection of the ideals of reason and progress, and their replace
ment by the politics of the will to power. Of the four figures who 
most reflect the atmosphere on the political scene in Vienna be
fore World War One, Schonerer was the least charismatic and the 
only one who never achieved a mass following. His effect was, 
rather, to introduce the politics of violence into the city ; the 
characteristic marks of his brand of political nihilism were vio
lent rhetoric and street fighting. He was the son of a wealthy 
parvenu nobleman and was known as the Knight of the Rosenau, 
after his father 's estate ; and he became increasingly hot-tem
pered, romantically " Germanic, " and fanatically anti-Semitic as 
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he grew older. Schonerer began his political career by represent
ing the interests of the neighboring farmers, who recognized him 
as an " improving landlord. " Like Lueger and Adler, he at first 
associated himself with the left democrats among the liberals in 
the Reichstag. As with so many among their number, he feared 
that Taaffe 's " Iron Ring " was destined to produce an encircle
ment of the culturally superior and enlightened Germans by the 
inferior and barbarous Slavs. This would be especially damaging 
to the Germans of Bohemia and would orient foreign policy to
ward the Tsar and away from Schonerer 's ideal of Germanic 
superiority, Bismarck. ( Incidentally, German nationalism, like 
all ideologies, was abhorrent to the pragmatic Bismarck. ) 

Schonerer 's  fear of Slav encirclement, combined with a feeling 
for social questions, led him to collaborate with Adler, Friedjung 
and others, in drafting the Linz Program in 1882. ( Curiously, the 
Statthalter would not permit Schonerer 's group to convene at 
Linz, so the program could not be adopted there.61 ) In 1885 a 
twelfth point was added, pledging that the nationalist faction of 
the Liberal party would work for " the removal of Jewish in
fluence from all sections of public life . . .  indispensable for 
carrying out the reforms aimed at it. "62 From this point forward, 
Schonerer 's fanatical nationalism and doctrinaire anti-Semitism 
began to displace his concern for social justice. In 1884, Lueger 
joined him in denouncing a proposal to renew the Rothschild 
concession for the Northern Railroad linking Vienna with the 
industrial areas of northern Bohemia, as carrying further the 
corrupting influence of the Jews on public life. As early as 1878, 
Schonerer had shocked and astounded even his fellow German 
nationalists, when he shouted out in Parliament, " If only we al
ready belonged to the German Empire 1 "63 Some ten years later, 
on March 8, 1888, the Knight of Rosenau gave his concept of 
nationalism a thorough practical demonstration, when he and his 
companions wrought havoc in the offices of the Neues Wiener 
Tageblatt, breaking up the presses and beating up the staff. 

Schonerer paid a high price for this exploit : a jail term, loss 
of political rights for five years, and cancellation of his patent 
of nobility. Up to this point, his following had consisted largely 
of university students, professors and other professionals, who 
felt threatened by competition from Jews ; together with arti
sans, small businessmen and minor officials sharing similar fears. 
Yet he won these followers with a self-contradictory ideology. 
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well described by Schorske as a melange of ' ' aristocratic elitism 
and enlightened despotism, anti-Semitism and democracy, 1848 
grossdeutsch democracy and Bismarckian nationalism, medieval 
chivalry and anti-Catholicism, guild restrictions and state owner
ship of public utilities. ' '64 With these ideals, he could attract 
people to himself, but his fanaticism and intransigence pre
vented him from carrying his ideas through to fruition. Conse
quently, he lost the city 's artisans and clerks to Lueger ; his in
ability to accomplish anything effective, reinforced by his anti
Catholic and anti-Habsburg rantings, finally made him repulsive 
to that class of men, while his personal authoritarianism led in
evitably to a fragmentation of his following. 

After the Neues Wiener Tageblatt fiasco, when Lueger had dis
placed him, Schonerer turned away from the capital to seek a 
following elsewhere, in the industrial areas of northern Bohemia. 
Andrew Whiteside has meticulously described the nationalism 
which developed among the German working class, as they met 
competition from Czechs who were willing to work in poorer con
ditions for less pay.65 Both Czechs and Germans considered that 
the Social Democratic party, with its emphasis upon gradualism 
and reconciliation, was selling them out. As a result, each group 
formed its own working-class party in opposition to the inter
nationalist and prodynastic policies of Adler. It did not take very 
long for the Germans to lay' the blame for the failure, as they saw 
it, of the Social Democrats in Bohemia. Were not their ranks 
Jew-ridden Y ( As August Bebel was reported to have said ; anti
Semitism was " the soc�alism of the dunce. " ) 66 In Bohemia in 
the late 1890s, however, this was but one aspect of the all-perva
sive nationalities question. The Badeni Ordinances of 1897 stipu
lated that both German and Czech were to be languages of the 
inner service in Bohemia, and provoked a violent reaction both 
there and in Vienna. To the Germans, this was tantamount to 
recreating the Iron Ring, since few Germans bothered to learn 
Czech. To the Czechs, it was their long-awaited due. To Badeni, 
it guaranteed Czech support in the decennial negotiation with 
Hungary over the economic treaty. To Schonerer, it was an op
portunity, such as had not before offered itself, to practice the 
politics of the will. 

In the capital, in Graz and in Salzburg, as well as in Bohemia, 
rioting broke out on a scale that could be compared only to the 
events of 1848. But there was this important difference : 1848 had 
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witnessed the outcry of hungry mobs for parliamentary rep
resentation, while 1897 witnessed the radicalization of the other
wise highly respectable law-and-order bourgeois. Mass national
ism, initiation to that mysterious entity the Volk by street vio
lence and a baptism of blood, had arrived in the Habsburg mon
archy and was there to stay. Badeni himself suffered a slight 
wound in a duel with Schonerer 's fellow nationalist Karl Wolff. 
The matter became serious enough to affect the Viennese restau
rants, where Germans refused to serve Czech customers. Though 
Schonerer 's greatest political success was to come only in 1901, 
when twenty-one members of his Pan-German Union were elected 
to the Reichstag, within twelve months of the 1901 elections the 
Pan-German Union had splintered, and his true legacy to the 
politics of the Empire was his role in the 1897 demonstrations. 
His conception of violence as a political means was to leave a 
deep impression on the minds of those to whom German national
ism came as a messianic message. These included the house 
painter and would-be architect from Linz, Adolf Hitler, whose 
admiration for Lueger was eclipsed only by his sympathy for the 
dedication and idealism which, as he saw it, the Knight of the 
Rosenau brought to his noble cause. As late as 1928, Oscar Jaszi 
could write his Dissolution of the Habsbur,q Monarchy without 
referring to Schonerer. The style of his nationalism, which re
jected the values upon which European civilization had been 
raised, had not yet become the pattern of political praxis. But the 
time was soon to come when a frustrated man from Linz was to 
spell out in gross detail the practical implications of Schonerer 's 
nihilism. 

Perhaps the strangest paradox of Viennese life is the fact that 
the politics of both the Nazis ' Final Solution and the Zionists '  
Jewish State not only sprang up there, but had strikingly similar 
origins.67 True, Zionism already had a long history before Herzl 
discovered that he was not only a Jew but the leader of the new 
Exodus. But it was only when this extraordinary man became 
converted to the Zionist movement that it became a political force 
to be reckoned with. Herzl 's path to Zionism is so curious that it 
is well worth following out here ; his personal story is itself an 
essential element in the collapse of the City of Dreams. 

Herzl was not a native Viennese. He was born in Budapest, but 
not long after his arrival in Vienna in 1878 he, like so many other 
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immigrants, had become, so to say, more Viennese than the 
Danube. His family was Reform Jewish, politically liberal and 
culturally German. The exclusion of all but a very few Jews from 
the aristocracy led them to compensate by entering the cultural 
elite. For the purpo8e of the official census, which used language 
as the criterion of nationality, Yiddish was treated as a German 
dialect, so the Jews had for years been counted as Germans. So it 
need be no surprise that the Jews of Vienna should have turned 
to German culture to create an aesthetic aristocracy, and so 
escape ( as Herzl saw it ) from the J ives of trade for which middle
class Jews were otherwise destined. Many a Jew found himself 
an enthusiastic Wagnerite, like Viktor Adler, while Herzl was not 
alone among his race in responding affirmatively to his first en
counter with German nationalism. 

A considerable number of Viennese Jews had long ceased to 
practice Judaism and had accepted baptism, usually as Method
ists. Many of them had actually forgotten that their families 
were Jewish. Viktor Adler and Heinrich Friedjung, the liberal 
historian, both belonged to this class of converts ; as a young 
man, Herzl himself was ready to accept baptism, apart from his 
fear of offending his parents. Although the prosperous apostate 
and semiapostate Jews were the most prominent of their · race, 
there were Jews in every class save the high aristocracy, the mili
tary and the civil service . By 1910, indeed, they constituted five 
percent of the city 's population and made up the largest segment 
of the legal, medical and journalistic professions. The Leopold
stadt in the second district, across the Danube Canal; meanwhile 
housed large numbers of immigrant Orthodox ' '  Ostjuden ' '  from 
Galicia, who were the very antithesis of their capitalist core
ligionists in the fashionable upper-middle class. Taking the num
ber of people of Jewish descent into account would drive the fig
ures considerably higher, for even the ranks of the anti-Semites 
included many apostate Jews, who displayed a public anti-Semi
tism as a sign that they had renounced their ancestral past. 

Herein lies the shocking element in Herzl 's career. His Zionism 
was, in a real sense, the result of his own initial anti-Semitism 
and his failure to escape, as he sorely desired, from his own 
Judaism. Herzl was first, last and always a dandy ; his insistence 
that frock coats be worn at the first Zionist International Con
ference in Basel is but one instance of that affectation which was 
one of his primary characteristics. His manner of dress and his 
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aspirations to the aristocracy were functions of his dandyism, 
and his greatest fear was social rejection ; he never got over his 
rejection by the Albia fraternity at the university, when his 
defense of Judaism caused his exclusion. Naturally enough, he 
was drawn to the medium of the feuilleton, which required of its 
practitioners a high degree of narcissism in order to " subjectify 
the objective " to the necessary degree. By 1891, Herzl 's facility 
in the form had procured him the prestigious position of Paris 
correspondent for the Neue Freie Presse, and his experiences 
there transformed the dandy into a Zionist. Early in life, Herzl 
had digested Diihring 's arguments for the revocation of Jewish 
emancipation-he had agreed that the businessman-Jew, who 
was lacking in culture and nobility, ought to be excluded from 
Europe. In Paris, he now came into contact with the writings of 
Drumont, and these confirmed in him the idea that the Jew did 
not ' ' belong ' '  in Europe, and had no roots there. During this 
period, Herzl covered two trials, each of which was to have an 
impact upon his Zionism. The first was that of the anarchist 
Ravachol, who deeply impressed him with his fanatical will to 
power. The other was the Dreyfus Affair, which confirmed all 
that he had read in Diihring and Drumont. When Dreyfus was 
condemned, France, the cradle of liberty, had rejected him too. 
Only socialism could save the Jew, but what was there in so
cialism of the aristocratic or aesthetic ? Nothing. Failing any 
solution in rational politics, Herzl turned, like his contemporaries 
Barres, D 'Annunzio and George, to romantic solutions. The first 
was that Jewish honor must be established by dueling ; Herzl 
himself would challenge a prominent Viennese anti-Semite, such 
as Lueger or Prince Alois Liechtenstein, and if he were killed he 
would become a martyr to his cause and excite world opinion in 
its favor. If, on the other hand, he killed his opponent, he would 
stage a spectacular, moving defense, exposing the evils of anti
Semitism ; as a result, he would be freed, and the world would be 
set aright. His alternative plan was, if anything, even more of an 
adolescent fantasy : he would enlist the support of the Pope 
against the enemies of the Children of Israel ; and in return he 
would see to it that the Jews of the monarchy would present their 
youth in St. Stephen 's Cathedral for mass conversion. 

But it is to Herzl 's " experience " of Wagner 's Tannhiiuser 
that we directly owe his advocacy of the Jewish state. During a 
performance of that opera, the truth of irrational VOlkisch poli-
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tics became clear to him, in a flash of intuition. The only answer 
lay in a state where Jews would not be guests or intruders, but 
would truly have roots. For Herzl, this involved translating 
Wagner 's Gesamtkunstwerk from the sphere of art into that of 
politics. How could such a Jewish state be realized Y Herzl 's  
answer was characteristically Viennese : ' ' If you wish it, it  is no 
fairy tale, " and " If you don 't wish it ,  it  is a fairy tale. "68 Thus, 
the origin of modern Zionism was yet another Viennese response 
to the problems of alienation in modern mass society, which 
spread throughout the rest of Europe only after World War One.  
Like Schonerer, Herzl sought to lead his people in founding a 
new society, within which Truth would not be compromised by a 
degenerate aristocracy, a materialistic middle-class, or an ignoble 
proletariat : rather, it would be enshrined in a spiritual elite, 
whose collective will alone would bring it into existence. 

Such were the dreams that were dreamed by those who knew 
Vienna best. This was the bitter pill that lay beneath the sugar
coating of hedonistic aestheticism and Sachertorte. Yet the mid
dle-class, and above all the young middle-class, Viennese hardly 
recognized the seriousness of the situation that was developing 
before their very eyes.  Zweig reports that, when he and his 
friends read the newspapers, they passed over the Boer War, the 
Russo-Japanese War, and the Balkan crises, in much the same 
way that they disregarded the sports page. 69 Before the final 
cataclysm of 1914, almost their only inkling that the Habsburg 
stability disguised an essential cleavage between appearance and 
reality came from the Redl Affair. 

In May 1913, it was discovered that the deputy director of the 
Imperial-and-Royal Army Intelligence, Alfred Redl, was a trai
tor, and that he had become one in order to finance a life of 
homosexual debauchery.70 Which was the more shocking and dis
graceful crime in the bourgeois eyes of the City of Dreams, the 
treason or the homosexuality, is a moot question. What is certain 
is that the Redl Affair opened the closet door and displayed the 
skeletons that had hitherto been concealed within it. Redl, who 
was the son of a poor railway clerk in Lemberg ( Lvov ) ,  had risen 
to prominence in the Empire 's military machine, by an excep
tional capacity to conceal his true opinions aiid attitudes, an un
canny knack for saying just what his superiors wanted him to 
say, and for doing just what was expected in any situation. As 
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with so many boys of his generation, his sexual awakening came 
during his days in Cadet School. ( Musil 's own partly autobio
graphical novel, Young Torless, centers on just such a situation 
and was received as nothing short of scandalous. )  Redl cleverly 
hid the truth about his homosexuality as successfully as he had 
hidden everything about himself. He was a man with but one 
goal : the status which accompanied success in the military. He 
sacrificed everything and everyone to this end, proving that any
thing was possible in the Empire for a man who did not quibble 
over means, so long as he kept up appearances. 

To Vienna, he was the ideal officer-temperate, clever, charm
ing, even masculine. He had taken great care to cast just such 
an image, putting on the faQade of a loyal, obedient officer, quick 
to size up a situation. His generosity endeared him to his col
leagues and subordinates, while his elegant, extravagant tastes 
were those that the Viennese cherished most. When the news 
reached Stefan Zweig in Paris that the General Staff colonel 
whom he had known by sight was a double agent in the pay of the 
Tsar, he confessed himself terror-stricken. For the Redl case 
illustrated the deceptive aspect of everything in the monarchy.71 
This officer, who had been commended by the Emperor, was a 
traitor. War, the last thing conceivable to the bourgeois mind, 
was by no means out of the question. Evidence of homosexuality 
high in the military-though, in fact, it was rare-struck at the 
very core of bourgeois morality. Yet the most important aspect 
of the Redl Affair was not immediately obvious. Here was the 
case of a man who had succeeded p1·ecisely because he could as
sume a mask that completely veiled his real personality. In Habs
burg society as a whole, artificiality and pretense were by now 
the rule rather than the exception, and in every aspect of life the 
proper appearances and adornments were all that mattered. 

No one knew this, or portrayed it in his work, better than 
Arthur Schnitzler. This physician 's son, himself a physician 
turned playwright, brought his unique talents to bear in a mas
terful diagnosis of the " Last Days of Vienna. "72 Like his emi
nent contemporaries, Sigmund Freud and Viktor Adler, Schnitz
ler was a bourgeois Jewish doctor, and had worked as an 
assistant in Meynert 's clinic, where he specialized in the tech
niques of hypnosis.73 When he turned from a typical middle-class 
career to writing, Schnitzler was thus intimately familiar with 
the course of bourgeois life. In so doing, however, he did not re-
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ject his past but rather turned his abiding interest in the psyche 
into new channels. Literature had been his first love and he had 
set it aside at his father 's insistence, while pursuing a more 
conventional and respectable bourgeois occupation. Schnitzler 's 
extraordinary capacity to diagnose the plight of his society, in 
literary form, was thus the result of the fact that, as physician 
and poet, he straddled two vastly different generations with 
vastly different sets of values. And this dual background pro
vided Schnitzler with a theme that pervaded all of his work
namely, the problem of communication. 

Schnitzler rightly saw that the problem of communication has 
two aspects : one personal, the other social. The meaninglessness 
of sex reflected the identity crisis of the individual, while anti
Semitism was its social embodiment. While the sexual elements 
in Schnitzler 's world have long been in the public eye, his con
cern with anti-Semitism is anything but insignificant. He con
sidered it to be one manifestation of the human condition, a 
symptom of a universal spiritual malaise, rather than some sort 
of social paranoia . In his novel De1· W eg ins Freie he portrays the 
essential insolubility of the Jewish problem, and is critical of his 
friend Herzl 's all-too-facile solution. His play Professor Bern
hardi is an attempt to classify and analyze anti-Semitism in its 
various guises : by the end, B ernhardi is a morphology not only 
of anti-Semitism, but of all the destructive and dehumanizing 
forces at work in society. In his portrayal of his hero, Schnitzler 
remains true to his class, his profession, and his race. ( In 
Schnitzler 's pathological universe of decadence and egoism, the 
medical profession is one of the few bright spots. )  Egoism lies 
at the root of all of men 's problems. They cannot communicate, 
because they encapsulate themselves hopelessly within social 
roles which satisfy their immediate desires, and thereby rob 
themselves of all hope of more lasting fulfillment. 

His Reigen-familiar in English translation, as Hands Around, 
Ring Around the R osey and La Ronde-is a penetrating glance 
at the whole spectrum of social types, epitomizing the dynamics 
of1mman relationships reduced to a single common denominator, 
in the desire for immediate sexual gratification. Reigen depicts 
ten characters-rich and poor, mighty and humble,  crass and 
sensitive-in the context of sexual relations of both kinds with 
others of the ten, and unfolds like a dance of death. It is a se
quence of character studies by a master literary psychoanalyst, 
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whom Freud could hail as a ' ' colleague. ' '  The characters include 
a soldier who cannot wait to be satisfied by one woman, so that he 
may rush on to the next-reflecting Schnitzler 's low view of the 
military, especially the officer class, whom he portrays as shal
low, intolerant, self-indulgent and forceful devotees of an anach
ronistic code of honor. His Count, like the rest of the declining 
aristocracy, is treated with a sympathetic irony ; at the opposite 
end of the social ladder is the streetwalker, society 's victim, who 
is none the less capable of a spark of kindness toward the em
barrassed, unsure Count. 

Eroticism thus becomes a principle of social dynamics, and 
sexuality is the only kind of personal contact of which Schnitz
ler 's characters are capable. This is the very point of the 
" dance " motif : sex without love is a meaningless, mechanical 
ritual. As in Strauss and Lehar, society gleams and glitters on 
the outside, but within there is only hedonistic egoism. One half 
of society is incapable of opening itself to another, one half re
fuses to make the effort. In Musil 's words, " the notion that 
people who live like that could ever get together for the ration
ally planned navigation of their intellectual and spiritual destiny 
was simply unrealistic ; it was preposterous. '  '74 A coating of 
waltzes and whipped cream was the surface covering to a de
spair-ridden society in which anti-Semites denounced Felix Sal
ten for the ' '  Jewish babble ' '  of the rabbits in Bambi,15 and police 
extorted protection money from women forced into prostitution 
by meager wages.76 In the process, all proportion between ap
pearances and realities had disappeared. 

Near the beginning of his classic study of suicide, published in 
1897, Emile Durkheim remarks how timely such a study is : 

At any given moment the moral constitution of society established the 
contingent of voluntary deaths. There is, therefore, for each people a 
c9llective force of a definite amount of energy, impelling man to self
destruction. The victim 's acts, which at first seem to express only his per
sonal temperament, are really the supplement and prolongation of a so
cial condition which they express externally.77 

Subsequent thought has done much to reinforce Durkheim 's 
views. If the Habsburg Empire 's national, racial, social, diplo
matic and sexual problems were as grave as we have suggested, 
the Empire 's suicide rate should have been correspondingly 
high. The list of prominent Austrians who were to die by their 
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own hands is, in fact, both long and distinguished. It includes 
Ludwig Boltzmann, the father of statistical thermodynamics ; 
Otto Mahler, the brother of the composer, who was not lacking in 
musical talent himself ; Georg Trakl, a lyric poet whose talents 
have been rarely surpassed in the German language ; Otto W ein
inger, whose book Sex and Character had made him a cause ce
lebre, only a few months before his suicide in the house where 
Beethoven died ; Eduard van der Niill, who was unable to bear 
the criticism that was leveled upon the Imperial Opera House he 
designed ; Alfred Redl, whose story has already been told ; and no 
less than three of Ludwig Wittgenstein 's own elder brothers. 
Perhaps the most bizarre case is that of General Baron · Franz 
von U chatius, the designer of the 8-cm. and 9-cm. cannon. His 
crowning achievement was to have been the gigantic 28-cm. field 
piece ; but, when the weapon was tested, the barrel split, and a 
few days later Uchatius was found dead in his arsenal, having 
cut his own throat. Even the Imperial-and-Royal House had not 
been spared. In 1889, at his lodge in Mayerling, Crown Prince 
Rudolf took his life and that of the woman he loved, Baroness 
Maria Vetsera, in circumstances that were more lurid than ro
mantic. These were a few of the men for whom Vienna, the City 
of Dreams, had become a city of nightmares past further bearing. 

The problems of identity and communication plagued Vien
nese society at every level-political and social, individual and 
even international. The international problems followed fast 
upon the exclusion of the Habsburg realm from the young strong 
German Reich that had been fashioned by Bismarck. The politi
cal problems are too vast to be discussed adequately in a single 
volume, let alone a chapter or paragraph ; they can at best be 
hinted at by considering the case of the Czechs, who were prob
ably the best-placed of the Empire 's subject peoples-that is, of 
the nationalities other than the Germans, Magyars, Italians and 
Poles. By 1907, when universal manhood suffrage was introduced 
into the western half of the monarchy, the Czechs could no longer 
communicate with the Germans, because the Germans failed to 
recognize the Czech language. As with all the minorities, this was 
their means of identifying themselves within the Empire ; lan
guage was the basis of social as well as political identity in the 
bitter struggles for civil rights which marked the final years of 
Habsburg rule before the cataclysm of 1914. 

In a different but by no means unrelated manner, the genera-
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tion of aesthetes-typified by Jung Wien-sought in their poetry 
a more " authentic " language, one that would allow them to 
escape from the straitjacket of bourgeois society. And the re
mainder of our story has to do with the ways in which such 
geniuses as Kraus and Schonberg, Loos and Wittgenstein, rec
ognized that the escapism of the aesthetes was no more than a 
narcissistic pseudo-solution to the problem. Whereas Musil con
sidered that ' ' everyday language, in which words are not defined, 
is a medium in which nobody can express himself unequivocally, ' '  
and that unambiguous expression would be possible only in some 
private, nonfunctional, as yet unknown-and perhaps impossible 
-' ' holiday language, ' 178 based directly on Machian ' '  sense-im
pressions, ' '  Kraus, Schonberg, Loos and Wittgenstein found the 
key to a solution of all these problems in a fundamental, but es
sentially positive critique of the accepted means of expression. 
Since all these men took a cue from the life and work of Karl 
Kraus, it is to him that we must now turn. 
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Language and Society: 

KARL KRA US .AND THE LAST DAYS OF VIENNA 

Nur in der W onne sprachliche Zeugung 

wird aus dem Chaos eine W eU 

-KRAUS, Pro Domo et Mu'lldO 

For Karl Kraus, Vienna was a " proving ground for world de
struction, 1 1 1 just as for the author of 1l1 ein Kampf it was " the 
hardest, but the most thorough school. "2 If anything, Kraus was 
even more acutely aware than Schnitzler and Musil of the de
humanizing forces operating in Vienna ; but, unlike them, he was 
not satisfied with diagnosis, and he believed that major surgery 
alone could save the society. Like the ancient Hebrews, the Vien
nese had wandered from the path of righteousness, and Kraus 
was the J ererriiah sent to reprimand them for their waywardness. 
The weapons of this prophet, ' ' the most Viennese of Viennese 
writers, ' '3 were polemic and satire. To the Viennese nothing 
was more important than the arts, especially literature, theater 
and music, and their very tastes in these matters reflected ( in 

. Kraus 's view ) the moral duplicity which existed throughout the 
society. So it was precisely through literature and music that he 
would lay bare the hypocrisy underlying life in the City of 
Dreams. 

- Like so many of his eminent contemporaries, Kraus came from 
a well-to-do Jewish family.4 His father was a merchant who had 
emigrated from Bohemia when Karl was a very young child. 
So he was eminently qualified for the task which he chose for him-
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self when, at the age of twenty-four, he began publication of his 
satirical fortnightly, Die Fackel, in 1899. Kraus 's talents for 
satire were such that Moritz Benedikt, the editor of the Neue 
Freie Presse, had in the previous year offered him a position as 
the paper 's chief satirist, a position which had been vacant for 
five years, apparently because no one could be found good enough 
to replace the talented Daniel Spitzer. There can thus be no doubt 
of Kraus 's extraordinary satirical talent ; indeed, his very mas
tery of language accounts for the effectiveness of his polemics at 
the time, and also for the fact that many of his works are simply 
untranslatable. Everything in his style was deliberate ; he was 
known to fret for hours over the position of a comma. He played 
games, not only with the words of the German language in his 
puns, but also with the very style of those whom he sought to dis
credit. The fallacies in a man 's logic as well as the defects of his 
character, he maintained, are reflected in his style of writing and 
in the very structure of his sentences. In a negative as well as a 
positive sense, le style, c 'est l 'homme meme; it was just a matter 
of seeing it in the right light. 

Die Fackel, Kraus 's " antipaper, "  was modeled after Maxi
milian Harden 's Die Zukunft in Germany and was the instrument 
Kraus used to expose corruption wherever he found it. From 
1899 right up to 1936, 922 issues of the little red booklet delighted 
and infuriated the Viennese public, with its attacks and parodies 
on Hermann Bahr and the aesthetes, Hofmannsthal, the oper
ettas of Franz Lehar, Franz Werfel, Kraus 's own prototype 
Harden, and innumerable other writers ; with its attacks on the 
corruption of the police, the Zionism of Herzl, and the brutish
ness and futility of World War One ; and, last but by no means 
least, with its criticisms of the N eue Freie Presse, the very paper 
which had earlier employed him and offered him such a pres
tigious post. During the first twelve years of publication, Kraus 
included also pieces by Peter Altenberg, Houston Stewart Cham
berlain, Richard Dehmel, Egon Friedell, Else Lasker-Schiiler, 
Wilhelm Liebknecht, Detlev von Liliencron, Adolf Loos, Heinrich 
Mann, Arnold Schonberg, Frank Wedekind, Franz Werfel and 
Hugo Wolf. But, from November 1911, he wrote the whole of each 
issue himself, with the exception of one issue in 1912 which con
tained a contribution by August Strindberg. 

Rarely has there been such a complete identity of a writer and 
his work. Kraus lived for his writings and ordered his life around 
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his work : no personal sacrifices were too great for it. He himself 
referred to it as " an inverted way of life, "5 sleeping by day and 
working ail night. That such satirical activity could be physically 
dangerous was indicated in the Fackel 's first quarterly " state
ment of accounts, "  which included the following ironical entry : 

anonymous reviling letters 236 
anonymous threatening letters 83 
assaults6 1 

Only a man with a personality far out of the ordinary could 
spend nearly forty years of his life in such a manner. It was not 
for nothing that Theodor Haecker in his 1913 monograph, Beren 
Kierkegaard und die Philosophie der Innerlichkeit, should have 
likened Kraus to Kierkegaard himself.7 

A superficial acquaintance with Kraus and his work might give 
the impression that he was simply a crank, with many axes to 
grind. He at first strikes one as being obsessed with hatreds-for 
the feminist movement and women in general, for Zionism, for 
the press, for successful innovative writers and for psychoanal
ysis . Here is a man whose wrath seems to be meted out in an 
absolutely arbitrary manner. He could poke fun at Hermann 
Bahr for changing his political and aesthetic positions in the way 
most men changed their shirts, since Bahr had been successively 
a moderate socialist, an atheist, a Pan-German, a realist, an Im
pressionist, a liberal, and finally a monarchist Catholic. Yet 
Kraus himself had supported at one time or another, a liberal, 
a conservative, a socialist, and a clerical position. He entered the 
Catholic Church, but identified himself with the Church publicly 
only when he left it in 1922, twenty-three years after similarly 
renouncing Judaism. 

· 

To judge by first appearances alone, the personal attacks that 
Kraus leveled at everyone around him, including many former 
friends, such as Harden, can be explained only as the acts of a 
jealous, if witty, cynic. Yet what on the face of them: are attac_ks 
against betes noires are, in fact, much more than that ; they are 
rooted in a general view that judges artistic honesty and truth 
to be the most important factors in life. To understand K:r'(tus, 
one must comprehend the integrating factor which made his iife 
and work a consistent, coherent unity and proved him to be at 
once anything but a crank, and much more than a run-of-the-mill 
journalist. In Kraus 's hands, polemic and satire became weapons 
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with which to direct men away from everything superficial, cor
rupt and dehumanizing in human thought and action, back to 
the ' ' origin ' '  of all values, and so, in effect, to accomplish a re
generation of culture as a whole. His aphorisms bit at the hy
pocrisy that passed in Old Vienna for morality, and at the 
twaddle that passed for art. In his hands, scathing wit-in the 
form of polemics, satires and aphorisms-were instruments of 
civic and cultural education. Though he ridiculed politicians, his 
critique of society was never merely political ; for Kraus, the 
sphere of politics was concerned only with surface problems, 
while the roots of the contemporary crisis lay in a spiritual 
malaise. 

Consider, for example, Kraus 's  attitude toward prostitution. 
Stefan Zweig has emphasized the social role of prostitutes in the 
Vienna of his youth. Prior to a late marriage-and sometimes 
afterward as well, since marriage was so often merely a business 
merger-prostitutes provided the only sexual outlet for the young 
Viennese bourgeois. Yet this prostitution was simultaneously 
immoral and a social necessity, illegal and protected by the 
police, though at a price. Meanwhile, the prostitutes themselves 
faced ubiquitous disease, as well as exploitation by the madames 
and pimps. Kraus found this situation not only intolerable in it
self, but a prime symptom of the inherent duplicity of current 
bourgeois Judaeo-Christian morality. So he rallied to the support 
of the prostitutes, whom he considered more heroic than sol
diers. The latter served the existing social order by facing in
jury, disease and death ; the former did likewise, but were subject 
in addition to social and legal penalties. In Kraus 's eyes, legal 
action taken against a prostitute marked the transition from 
private immorality, on the part of her hypocritical accusers, to 
public immorality, on the part of the hypocritical laws against 
prostitution. 

He railed against both this evil and the depraved society that 
institutionalized such hypocrisy in its legal system. In such es
says as ' '  Sittlichkeit und Kriminalitat, ' '  Kraus ridiculed the 
legal system and defended the rights of this persecuted minority, 
just as he did those of that other, more persecuted sexual mi
nority, the homosexuals. As to them, Kraus argued that a per
son 's sexual activities were his affair and his alone, just so long 
as they did no one any harm. The real perverts and agents of a 
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perverted society were the police and the scandalmongers who 
hounded these groups in the press and elsewhere. 

Kraus 's defense of the prostitute and the homosexual was, 
however, more broadly based, being rooted in his general concep
tion of feminine sexuality. As Kraus saw her, woman is a totally 
sexual being :  everything a woman does emanates from the sex
uality which is her essence-operatio sequitur esse. In this re
spect, the woman differs from the man : the man has sexual urges, 
the woman is sexuality itself. Woman is emotion, irrationality 
and sexuality incarnate. She only appears to be of the same race 
as the man, for he, being at least potentially rational, has a ca
pacity, which she lacks, for controlling his sexual nature. Hence, 
it makes no sense to hold a woman rationally accountable for her 
conduct, since it is in fact determined by the unconscious sen
suality which is her very nature. Kraus viewed it as a funda
mental indication of respectable sanctimoniousness that Viennese 
society recognized and demanded from mistresses precisely that 
which it resolutely denied to wives, and so privately encouraged 
that which it legally and socially forbade. 

This Krausian conception of womanhood-which grew out of 
a debate familiar also to Freud and his other Viennese contem
poraries-should be understood alongside, and in contrast with, 
the work of the enigmatic Otto Weininger, which Kraus both ad
mired and reacted against at the same time. Weininger twice 
shocked Vienna in 1903 : first, by the publication of his chief 
book, Sex and Character, which had the marks of genius ; and 
secondly by his suicide in the house where Beethoven had died, 
which elevated him further into a full-fledged Romantic hero.8 
Anti-Semitic writers later asserted that Weininger was the wis
est of Jews : when he realized the impossibility both of assimila
tion and of continuing to live as a Jew in non-Jewish society, he 
chose the only reasonable solution to his dilemma ; believing as 
he did that the Jewish character was by nature the lowest, most 
depraved type of character-the lowest form of " womanhood " 
-and that all character was eternal and immutable, he had no 
alternative. 

The intellectual origins of Weininger 's characterology lay, he 
claimed, in Plato, Kant and Schopenhauer ;9 in Aristophanes ' 
speech in the Symposium; in the individual 's " intelligible char
acter " outside of time, as discussed in Kant 's  Idea of a Universal 
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History ( the character which, if accessible, would enable us to 
predict his actions with complete accuracy and so determine 
every historical act ) ; and in Schopenhauer 's  " Metaphysics of 
Sexual Love. ' '  But there was also much of Weininger himself in 
that scandalous work ; and, as in the case of Freud, not a little 
of the scandal lay precisely in what it reflected of the ways in 
which the Viennese saw themselves .  

Weininger 's views were based upon the notion that the con
cepts masculine and feminine represent, primarily, psychological 
ideal types or variations on Platonic ideas, and are embodied 
only secondarily in actual human beings.10 The ideal types do not 
and cannot, according to Weininger, exist in a pure form ; but 
they do provide a basis for explaining human behavior--even if 
a poor basis, since they allow for explanation only after the 
event. The " masculine idea " is that of perfect rationality and 
creativity. The ' '  feminine idea ' '  is the antithesis of the masculine 
-that is, a purely wanton urge to sexual gratification, an urge 
that is in principle unsatisfiable. The essence of womanhood is 
expressed in the ancient myths of the magna mater-universal, 
inchoate fecundity, the source of all irrationality and chaos in 
the world. Just as the sexual organ is at the center of the female 
body, so the sexual idea is the self-thinking thought which con
stitutes her psyche. 

All the men and women who actually exist are androgynous, 
as Aristophanes had argued in Plato 's Symposium. In them, the 
two ideal types are found mixed together in varying proportions, 
each individual possessing psychological counterparts to the 
anatomical vestiges of the opposite sex. The ideal human rela
tionship then occurs when, for example, the femininity of the man 
exactly counterbalances the masculinity of the woman, so that 

male ( m% + f% ) + female ( f% + m% ) = 1 male & 1 female 

and the constituents taken together add up to the two ideal types. 
In proportion as two actually existing individuals vary from this 
equation, they will be unhappy together, since they will not ( lit
erally) fulfill one another. On this theory, the homosexual is then 
a male who is psychologically more than 50 percent feminine ; 
and it is this fact that explains his " depraved " state.U 

All the positive achievements in human history, Weininger 
argued, are due to the masculine principle.  All art, literature, 
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legal institutions, and so on, flow from this masculine principle. 
The ' ' eternal feminine, ' '  far from drawing us onward and up
ward, is responsible for all the destructive, nihilistic events and 
tendencies in history. The Aryan race is the embodiment of the 
masculine-creative principle of being, while the feminine-chaotic 
principle of nonbeing is embodied in the Jewish race and, above 
all, in Jewish culture.12 On his own principles, Weininger 's  final 
act of despair was the inevitable verification of his own theory. 
He thereby made himself a prime example of that curious, but by 
no means rare, phenomenon which Theodor Lessing has de
scribed as ' ' Jewish self-hatred ' '  ( J udischer 8 elbsthass ) . 13 

In his monograph on Otto Weininger und sein Werk published 
in 1912, Carl Dallago, a fellow-Austrian and a member of the 
Brenner Circle ( which formed around Ludwig Ficker in Inns
bruck and included also such notables as Theodor Haecker 
and Georg Trakl ) praised Weininger 's " spiritual honesty, "14 
an attitude toward Weininger shared by Kraus and many others. 
For Dallago, Weininger was a Nietzschean character who philos
ophized, not by reading books and writing learned articles, but 
from within the depths of his own personal experience of life . 
This was the correct way to carry on the philosophical enterprise, 
even though Weininger had cast off in the wrong direction and 
overstated his own case, through confusing the power of women 
over him with the power of " the feminine, "  purely and simply.15 
In his dualism, Weininger had been too much of an intellectual, 
too much of a rationalist ; and this, according to Dallago, caused 
him to miss the true significance of love in human life. In Dal
lago 's view, Weininger had many of the right categories, but 
failed to understand that the " nothingness " essential to woman 
is one aspect of the Kierkegaardian abyss, into which one must 
leap in order to find truth-that is, that the " nothingness " 
which woman is, is precisely the " origin " where- Kraus located 
the source of all values.16 

Kraus shared both Dallago 's view of W.:Jininger 's  significance 
and his critique of ·Weininger 's position. Indeed, one can scarcely 
penetrate to Kraus 's fundamental ideas without a prior knowl
edge of Weininger 's work. Kraus accepted the premise that there 
is a vast difference between masculine and feminirie sexuality, 
that " male " and " female " are distinct characterological cate
gories. He further maintained, with Weininger, that " rational
ity " is the distinguishing characteristic and exclusive property 
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of the masculine, and ' ' emotion ' '  that of the feminine. Yet there 
the comparison ends. Kraus was anything but the same kind of 
rationalist as Weininger. He did not exalt the rational element, 
but rather considered it as having a purely instrumental function 
in putting order into our activities.  It is doubtful whether Kraus 
was familiar with the biological-instrumentalist theories of 
knowledge which became commonplace with the popularization of 
Darwin 's discoveries, or with their simultaneous distortion by 
such people as Ernst Haeckel. Kraus himself was no philosopher, 
still less a scientist. If Kraus 's  views have a philosophical an
cestry, this comes most assuredly from Schopenhauer ; for, alone 
among the great philosophers, Schopenhauer was a kindred 
spirit, a man of philosophical profundity, with a strong talent 
for polemic and aphorism, a literary as well as a philosophical 
genius . 

Schopenhauer, indeed, was the only philosopher who at all ap
pealed to Kraus. Schopenhauer 's views about the essential na
ture of masculinity and femininity had influenced Weininger, 
though in the final analysis they remain opposed to the view 
Kraus accepted, particularly in their negative attitude toward 
the essence of the feminine. Kraus 's conception of the feminine 
is more like that of Dallago. The emotional essence of woman is 
not wanton or nihilistic, but is rather a tender fantasy, which 
serves as the unconscious origin of all that has any worth in 
human experience. Herein lies the source of all inspiration and 
creativity.17 Reason itself is merely a technique, a means by 
which men obtain what they desire. In itself it is neither good nor 
evil, it is merely effective or ineffective. Reason must be supplied 
with proper goals from outside ; it must be given direction of a 
moral or aesthetic type. The feminine fantasy fecundates the 
masculine reason and gives it this direction. The source of moral 
and aesthetic truth is, thus, the unity between feeling and reason ; 
these two are complementary sides of one and the same coin. Yet 
fantasy remains the guiding element since, without proper feel
ings, without a sense of the value of things, reason becomes an 
instrument which makes the evil man only more effective in his 
malefactions.  Kraus 's point, then, is that the feminine is the 
source of all that is civilizing in society. So the feminist move
ment became a threat from the other side. The feminist picture of 
woman as man 's equal was, in its own way, as distorted as Wein
inger 's ; it attempted to eradicate the very wellsprings of civiliza-
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tion. This is what made Kraus an implacable enemy of woman 's 
rights. The goal of human life was to find one 's  way to this 
or1gm : 

Two runners run the track of time, 

Reckless the one, the other strides in awe. 

The one from nowhere, wins his goal; the other

The origin his start-dies on the way. 
And he from nowhere, he that won, yields place 

To him who ever strides in awe and e 'er 

Has reached his terminus : the origin.18 

Fantasy-the ' ' eternal feminine ' '  which, as Goethe put it in 
the concluding line of Faust, Part II, " draws us on "-is under 
attack on all sides in the modern world. It is threatened by such 
diverse, seemingly unrelated forces as a corrupt press, the 
feminist movement, aestheticism, bourgeois morality, psycho
analysis, Zionism, and, of course, the misunderstanding and mis
use of sex itself. For Kraus, the encounter between man and 
woman was the " origin " by which reason was fecundated from 
the wellspring of fantasy. The product of this encounter was an 
artistic creativity and a moral integrity, which expressed itself in 
everything that the person does. This is the central notion from 
which Kraus 's  whole life and work assumes its unity. A sys
tematic analysis of his polemic bears this out. 

Among those few of Kraus 's aphorisms which have become 
known outside his native land is the much-quoted remark, ' '  Psy
choanalysis is that spiritual disease of which it considers itself 
to be the cure. ' n9 His attacks on psychoanalysis at first appear to 
have a personal basis ; but they were, in fact, leveled against the 
distorted picture of human nature which Freud and his immedi
ate coterie were propounding. For Kraus, Freud and his circle 
were simply replacing the traditional Judaeo-Christian bour
geois myths about sexuality with another in the form of psy
choanalysis. The immediate occasion for this onslaught was an 
" analysis " of his own " case " by Fritz Wittels, a man who had 
been an admirer of Kraus, but had recently taken to Freudianism 
with enthusiasm. In a paper given before the Vienna Psychoana
lytical Society, Wittels-a terrible simplificateur-attempted to 
locate the source of Kraus 's  polemics in his Oedipal frustration.20 
Briefly, in attacking Moritz Benedikt and Die Neue Freie Presse, 
Kraus was endeavoring to attack his own father, with whom, in 
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fact, his relations had not actually been strained. Wittels placed 
great weight on the fact that Kraus 's father was called Jacob, 
the Hebrew for " blessed " ;  and this, of course, was the equiva
lent of the Latin benedictus, the root of Benedikt 's name. 
Kraus 's attacks in Die Fackel were construed as an attempt to 
prove to his father ( Moritz Benedikt-Jacob Kraus ) that his own 
little organ ( Die Fackel ) was every bit as effective as his father 's 
great big organ (Die Neue Freie Presse ) ! This was taking psy
choanalysis too far even for its founder. In the subsequent dis
cussion, the ever-skeptical Freud made it clear that he considered 
such wild speculations as unfounded and unscientific, but this 
attack on his own work made Kraus pay attention to the dangers 
inherent in the psychoanalytical picture of human nature .  

For Freud, the unconscious was the exact antithesis of  Kraus ' s  
conception. Freud 's id  was a seething mass of  irrational, ego
centric, antisocial impulses which could at best be held at bay by 
reason. Aesthetic and moral values were the result of frustration, 
which was an essential concomitant of the socialization of these 
impulses. To Kraus, this was tantamount to severing all ties with 
the creative fantasy which is the source of all that is healthy in 
the individual and society. Thus, the new myth was no better 
than the one it sought to displace and was itself one more mani
festation of the illness it sought to cure. Psychoanalysis was in 
fact a further complication, rather than a solution, of the psy
chological problems that affiicted the Viennese middle class. 

Not the least of these problems was hysteria, a physical ail
ment that appeared to have no psychological cause. Kraus saw 
that the actual root of this problem, so common among bourgeois 
W ienerinnen, lay in the business character of bourgeois mar
riage. Marriages designed to create financial dynasties, regard
less of the personal fulfillment of the partners, guaranteed frus
tration, especially for women in so straitlaced a society. For the 
husbands, incompatibility meant recourse to prostitutes, or to af
fairs of the sort that Schnitzler was so adept at recreating in his 
stories and plays. For the wives, the problem was more compli
cated, since it was instilled in them early on that only lascivious, 
depraved women could actually desire or enjoy sexual gratifica
tion. No wonder if, when they discovered that sex was pleasant 
after all, they came to think of themselves· in those terms ; extra
marital sex, which was a challenging game for the husbands, 
necessarily generated deep-seated feelings of guilt in the wives. 
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Kraus firmly believed that a change in social mores would 
bring about the end of the hysterical Viennese wife. Once men 
and women looked on marriage as a life partnership that ought 
to be entered into totally-within which sexual and spiritual ful
fillment were opposite sides of a single coin-married life would 
become an arena where reason and fantasy could interact with
out hindrance, and this would lead to cultural as well as personal 
dividends. Hysteria would cease to be " the running milk of 
motherhood "21-that is, part and parcel of the " maturation " of 
so many middle-class Viennese women. 

Kraus 's barbs against psychoanalysis accordingly reflected 
much more than a personal dislike . Psychoanalysis, in his view, 
aimed at a further distortion of the balance between the mascu
line and the feminine, reason and fantasy, the conscious and the 
unconscious. This could lead only to a deepening crisis in society, 
as it carried men farther away from the " origin, " away from the 
fantasy. " I  would rather go back to childhood with Jean Paul 
than with Sigmund Freud, ' '22 Kraus insisted. For Jean Paul, 
childhood was that time of life when fantasy vivifies all that we 
do, while for Freud it is nothing but a series of crises that issue 
in frustration. Kraus feared that the psychoanalytic approach to 
life, with its emphasis on adjustment to society, threatened the 
artist : 

Nerve doctors who ruin genius for us by calling it pathological should 
have their skulls bashed in by the genius ' collected works. . . . One 
should grind one 's heel into the faces of all rationalistic helpers of " nor
mal humanity ' '  who give reassurance to people unable to appreciate 
works of wit and fantasy.23 

Herein lay the reason for Kraus 's wholehearted opposition, not 
just to psychoanalysis but also, curiously enough, to the press. 

While we know what stimulated Kraus 's battle against psycho
analysis, the precise occasion for his lifelong polemic against the 
press is unknown. His main complaint was that the press as
sumed a role far beyond its proper function of objectively re
porting the news, even when it actually succeeded in being ob
jective. This deviation was a threat to civilization, since it too 
threatened the life of fantasy. Thus, he founded Die Fackel as an 
" anti press " ;  in the words of one Kraus scholar, in order " to 
fight the press, to undermine public confidence in it, and to undo 
the damage it was currently doing. "24 It was typical of Kraus 
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that he should choose to concentrate the brunt of his attack on his 
former employer, Die Neue Freie Presse, which was certainly the 
foremost paper in the Empire and possibly the one with the high
est journalistic standards in the world. (Wickham Steed, the 
Vienna correspondent of the London Times, reported-as much 
in truth as in jest-that Francis Joseph was the most powerful 
man in the Dual Monarchy, except for its editor, Benedikt. ) 25' 
And it was precisely the pre-eminence of the paper that caused 
Kraus to focus his barrage upon it. 

Once again, Kraus 's jibes at the press appeared to many the 
rantings of a malcontent, for everyone knew the immense inter
national reputation of the Die Neue Freie Press e. Yet certainly 
his polemic was not the result of any frustration of his own jour
nalistic ambitions, nor was it occasioned by any prior attack upon 
him. What provoked his diatribes was, more, the exalted role that 
the press has assumed for itself in bourgeois society. And Die 
Neue Freie Presse was a special object of his wrath, precisely 
because its high journalistic standards were . allied to a point of 
view and presentation which were anything but objective. Fear of 
official censorship, in fact, made the paper the covert mouthpiece 
of the regime, while its elegant reporting was always slanted 
toward industrial interests. In Kraus 's view, therefore, claims to 
journalistic excellence included, above all, a claim to excellence 
in deceit. It was the most deserving of attack, because it exempli
fied all the things that other newspapers sought to emulate and 
was the ideal to which every other publisher aspired. 

Industrial interests infiltrated the -whole press ; even the So
cialist press regularly carried heavy capitalist advertising.26 So 
the duplicity and hypocrisy which characterized society as a 
whole was particularly well-entrenched in the newspapers-

There is no baseness which the press would not be ready to falsify and 
pass ofl' as a magnanimous deed ; there is no crook on whose head it would 
not place the laurels of glory or the oak-wreath of citizenly virtue, when
ever that served its purposes.27 

No institution more opposed the ' ' social blight ' '  of prostitution, 
or was more indignant to discover that " depraved and per
verted ' '  homosexuals walked the streets of Vienna ; yet the very 
same press contained, in its classified section, innumerable ad
vertisements for " masseur " services and " companions. "28 Evi
dently the proprietors were not above accepting money for the 
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back pages from the very people whom they reviled on the front 
pages.  Was there not collusion here with the police, who extorted 
money from the prostitutes by guaranteeing them protection 
within their specified territories ? For Kraus, there was no doubt 
about it. In his extreme moments, Kraus considered the strictest 
censorship preferable to such a press .  

What roused Kraus 's  resentment toward current journalism 
to particular heights was the mingling of opinion and fact in
volved in presenting the news slanted by class interest. The hy
pocrisy of the press was a function of greed ; it prostituted itself 
before the interests of industry by distorting the facts for money. 
But the situation was even more complicated than this. The whole 
society was completely imbued with hypocrisy ; and, as a result, 
it was the aesthetic side of the press which Kraus found most of
fensive of all. The cultural essay, or feuilleton, was for many the 
most important section of the whole paper. If the class stand
point of the paper resulted in a general distortion of the news, 
it was specifically distorted in the free mingling of fact and opin
ion, rational objectivity and subjective reaction, that was the de
liberate aim of the feuilleton. As Carl Schorske describes it in a 
passage cited earlier,29 the feuilleton called for a species of 
vignette, in which a situation was described with all the color 
the author could muster ; it was a subjective response to an ob
jective state of affairs, intended to be conveyed in language 
which was laden with adverbs and especially adjectives ; so much 
so, that the objective situation was lost in the shuftle. Objective 
facts were thus viewed through the prismlike emotions of the 
writer. Success in this essay form was open only to those nar
cissistic enough to regard their own emotional responses as hav
ing a universal perceptiveness and quality. 

For the bourgeois Viennese, with their passion for the arts, the 
feuilleton was the high point of all journalism, and the dream of 
every would-be man of letters was to be published in Die Neue 
Freie Presse. To Kraus, however, the feuilleton destroyed both 
the objectivity of the situation described and the creative fantasy 
of the writer, since, while distorting the news as facts, it pre
vented the writer from coming to terms with the depths of his 
own personality by demanding a response to a ready-made situa
tion. So it both reduced the essayist 's  creativity to the level of 
word-manipulating and prevented the reader from making any 
rational assessment of the facts of the case. Here, then, was the 
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ideal medium for those who believed in art for art 's sake, the per
fect journalistic form for the aesthete. Its narcissism made it a 
denial of all that Kraus held sacred-that is, the notion that 
fantasy fecundates reason in the encounter between man and 
woman. So it need not be surprising that Kraus leveled an all-out 
attack against everyone having any connection with the feuille
ton-writers, editors, and reading public alike. Their joint con
spiracy of egotism was, Kraus believed, a supreme manifestation 
of the duplicity characteristic of bourgeois society. Thus Kraus 's 
attitude toward the feuilleton was both a reflection of his ideas 
about the origin of creativity and the point at which his views on 
language and art made direct contact with his polemics against 
the hypocrisy of the society in which he lived. 

Such a literary form as the feuilleton could only have assumed 
the cultural significance it did in fin-de-siecle Vienna, in a society 
in which decadent aestheticism was the rule rather than the ex
ception-in which ( to paraphrase Carl Schorske ) 30 artists were 
not alienated from, but rather alienated with their whole class .  
Such, indeed, was Kraus 's own view of the art and the society to 
which he himself in so many ways belonged. Bahr, Schnitzler, 
Zweig, and the whole Jung Wien group were, in his view, the 
foremost exponents of the inverted view of the world that char
acterized the Habsburg capital. Just as, for the preceding genera
tion of liberal laissez-faire and economic positivism, " Business is 
business ' '  had been a motto and a credo, and the classical eco
nomic laws of the market a metaphysics, so now the generation 
of the aesthetes were literary positivists, for whom the motto 
was ' ' Art for art 's sake, ' '  and a technical perfection of form was 
the chief end of literature. This conception of the artist as the 
consummate stylist was the exact opposite of Kraus 's own, and 
Die Fackel rarely passed up an opportunity to poke fun at the 
perpetrators of such " works of art. " 

It is a central fact about Karl Kraus that the man and his 
work are unclassifiable. None of the standard literary or artistic 
categories-Impressionist, Expressionist, Social Realist, and so 
on-is applicable to him. To Kraus, this was a triumph, for he 
desired precisely to be unique. Both for Kraus and for those who 
saw themselves as extending his achievement in their own work, 
uniqueness was the distinguishing characteristic of the true 
artist ; the quality which can be acquired only by the man who has 
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found the ' ' origin, ' '  and in whom true ' ' fantasy ' '  is therefore 
operative. The distinguishing characteristic of all that is moral 
and artistic, for Kraus, is integrity. Integrity is what Kraus 
found lacking in so many of his contemporaries, and this lack 
made them deserving of his attack. 

This emphasis on integrity explains why Kraus could be fond 
even of such feuilleton writers as Spitzer and Kiirnberger, Alten
berg and Hanslick, while being vehemently opposed to the form 
itself.81 It explains also how the ever-widening circle of writers 
whom he considered to be leading society into barbarism could 
include both impressionists and expressionists ; why his barbs 
were cast impartially at Bahr, Hofmannsthal, Reinhardt, Werfel, 
and Lehar-to mention only the best-known. Kraus did not pit 
one school against the other, as critics so often do. Rather he 
concerned himself with the integrity of the individual writer. It 
was not a matter of ideology or literary schools ; it was always 
a question of the unity of form and personality. So, in every case, 
Kraus 's polemics were inevitably personal. He viewed a man 's  
art as intimately connected with his moral character. To criticize 
a work of art was to determine whether or not it was a true ex
pression of the artist. On this conception of art, there was no 
room for sensationalism or for crowd pleasing ; these were be
trayals of the nature of art, rooted in character defects. His 
polemics therefore aimed at bringing out the moral defects in the 
character of the writer, corresponding to the aesthetic defects in 
his work-hence his critical assaults on Bahr, Lehar, and others. 

Kraus 's opposition to Bahr and Jung Wien was based not so 
much on their philosophy of literature as on their personal atti
tudes toward their work. Bahr had sought a philosophical basis 
for impressionism in the psychology of Ernst Mach, particularly 
in the notion that all knowledge is an ordering of ' ' sense impres
sions " according to the simplest mathematical formula. What 
Bahr found significant here was the notion that sensory data
that is, subjective states-are the basis for all knowledge. From 
this, he concluded that the impressionst 's effort to describe his 
subjective experiences in the most colorful manner was not only 
warranted, but in some sense necessary, since on Mach 's view 
these experiences alone are " real. " Kraus 's dispute was not 
with this abstract view of literature, but with the majority of its 
actual practitioners. This is indicated, for example, by his respect 
and admiration for the vignettes of Peter Altenberg, which, for 
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all their unique qualities, fitted Bahr 's general description of art. 
The differences between Bahr and Altenberg lay in the fact 

that, for Bahr, writing was an occupation, not an organic exten
sion of his personality. Bahr the writer and Bahr the man were 
not identical ; Bahr was an opportunistic character, who wrote 
what he thought his public wanted. Altenberg, on the other hand, 
was an integral man. The man and his work were at all times one. 
In Vienna, artistic life centered in the coffeehouses, where its ex
ponents met and talked and then went home ; all except Alten
berg, for he lived in the Cafe Central. There was no part of Al
tenberg 's life that was not, at the same time, a part of his work. 
In less than a page of print he could convey the charm of some 
typical scene or personal encounter on the street or in a park or 
hotel or cafe of Old Vienna, just because he was himself so much 
a part of that ambience. With his sandals, slouch hat and walking 
stick, " P.A. " was a proto-Hippie and could capture what was 
unique and charming in Viennese life, precisely because of what 
he was. 

The case of Max Reinhardt also throws light on Kraus 's views 
about the nature of art. Strictly speaking, Kraus 's polemic 
against Reinhardt, his collaborator Hofmannsthal and the Salz
burg Festival belong to a period later than that which we are 
concerned with here ; but the underlying conflict of aesthetic prin
ciples had its origins before 1914. Kraus considered Reinhardt 's 
theatrical techniques a kind of glorified sleight of hand, an ex
travaganza intended to divert the audience from the quality of 
the drama. In Reinhardt 's  hands, a theatrical production became 
a mere spectacle and an exercise in deception, for all the embel
lishments served only to distract the audience from what they 
had come to see-actors creating the realm of fantasy before 
their very eyes. ' In earlier times, the decorations were made of 
cardboard and the actors were genuine. Now, " Kraus lamented, 
' ' the decorations are beyond any doubt real, and the actors are 
made of cardboard. ' '82 

In Reinhardt 's " theater of spectacle, " all was external. It fol
lowed that such a theater could achieve no more than superficial
ity. Kraus desired to replace it with a ' ' theater of poetry, ' '  which 
he attempted to realize in his dramatic readings. Here, there was 
nothing but the text and its interpreter-no costumes, no scenery, 
not even action. Given Kraus 's view of the functions of the theater 
and acting, nothing more was required. If the drama had any real 
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worth and the actors had any genuine proficiency, anything else 
could only interfere with the drama. 

He was no more lenient with Reinhardt 's playwrights, such as 
Hugo von Hofmannsthal. Hofmannsthal was very much under 
the influence of Wagner when he turned to the stage. What struck 
him as of paramount importance in Wagner was the concept of 
the Gesamtkunstwerk,S3 that artistic vehicle which would combine 
all the performing arts-poetry, music, and theater-into a unity 
that would produce the same essential effect as the ancient 
drama. The aim of Hofmannsthal 's plays was to evoke in the 
audience a new type of catharsis. Wagner conceived a music
drama which should revivify the German V olk, by presenting the 
great Germanic virtues as exemplified in old Norse myths. His 
theory of art was in fact a social philosophy, and his drama was 
a means toward implementing that philosophy. Hofmannsthal 
assimilated this conception and applied it, first by imitating an
cient Greek plays, as in his Elektra, then by adapting it to certain 
medieval and baroque conceptions, to yield the new Christian 
drama of the Festival Plays and such operas as Die Frau ohne 
Schatten. In this way, Hofmannsthal hoped to regenerate the so
ciety in which he lived, as a response to the experience his art 
would evoke in those who beheld it. In the very process of attend
ing these productions they would participate in the action, and 
their characters would undergo a consequent transformation. By 
experiencing the disastrous results of their own selfishness, they 
would be converted and committed to a Christian agape which 
would lead to a transformation of society. 

Like Wagner, Hofmannsthal thought that spectacular theatri
cal effects were capable of producing equally spectacular effects 
in those who beheld them, and this belief inspired his collabora
tion both with Reinhardt and with Richard Strauss. Strauss 's  
curious sense of theatrical authenticity has been well described 
by Barbara Tuchman in her Proud Tower, as " freaks of real
ism "-for example, his demand that Clytemnestra 's sacrifice in 
Elektra should involve live sheep and bulls.34 Kraus, by contrast, 
was convinced that nothing did more to destroy and distract from 
the experience of theater than such ' ' effects. ' '  Hofmannsthal was 
endeavoring to recapture the baroque by imitating it and by en
hancing its style and plots with the effects that a Max Reinhardt 
could provide. But the attempt to influence politics and society by 
these curious anachronistic pageants was totally absurd-all the 
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more so after World War One. To suppose that lighting, noise, 
and the spectacle of a reconstituted baroque, could directly 
change the world was for Kraus sheer illusion. Here was yet 
another ' ' cure ' '  which was merely ' ' part of the disease. ' '  

Kraus was especially sensitive to the folly of Hofmannsthal 's 
schemes, not because the very idea of a social and political func
tion for the theater struck him as essentially ridiculous, but be
cause he himself was deeply committed to the role of the theater 
as an important force for morality within society. Hofmannsthal 
infuriated him, because his conception of drama was so banal. 
Hofmannsthal did indeed have a sense of the role that fantasy 
ought to play in life, but he was unaware of the extent to which 
it must be mediated by reason. Kraus rightly saw that by produc
ing works of art so obviously based upon uncontrolled fantasy, 
one reduced it to the level of the commonplace and so betrayed it. 

To complete our picture of Kraus the polemicist, as a back
ground to what might be called the " philosophical underpin
nings ' '  of his life and work, let us consider finally the reasons 
which led him to attack Lehar, as one of the most degenerate 
artists of his day. Franz Lehar, composer of such operettas as 
The Merry Widow and The Count of Luxemburg, was a cynical 
crowd pleaser who wrote his operas simply to make money and 
was consequently an enemy of all that was authentic in contem
porary culture.35 The success of Lehar 's operettas was likewise, 
in Kraus 's eyes, a barometer of the moral degeneration of Vien
nese life. By catering to their basest instincts, Lehar made him
self, more than any other figure, responsible for the poor taste 
of the Viennese populace . He gave them a new ' ' realism ' '  in the 
operettas, with an explicit treatment of sexual themes which 
titillated rather than edified his audience. The very success of 
this deliberate titillation enraged Kraus-' ' An inartistic truth 
about an evil is itself an evil. Truth must be valuable in and of 
itself. Then it becomes reconciled to evil and its grief over the 
fact that there is evil. ' '36 

For Kraus, " immoral art " was the negation of art, just as 
" ugly truth " was falsity. Society was in a sad enough state be
fore Lehar came on the scene ; he merely encouraged the forces 
of decadence by portraying it with such ' ' charm ' '  in his musicals. 
As with Die Neue Freie Presse, Lehar became a special object of 
Kraus 's wrath, because he was so good at carrying through and 
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popularizing this decadent art. For Lehar, sex was basically 
something egocentric and common ; in Kraus 's opinion, this 
' ' realistic ' '  or plausible treatment of sexual matters divested the 
relations between man and woman of their mysterious poetic 
element and completely distorted their creative power. 

In this, Lehar was the antithesis of Jacques Offenbach, whom 
Kraus admired so much that he actually translated La Perichole 
into German, and sang it in a sort of Sprechgesang. Alban Berg, 
who was an admirer of Kraus, reported that, although Kraus 
possessed very little vocal talent, his profound feeling for Offen
bach in these recitals conveyed an extraordinary sense of Offen
bach 's music. 

Kraus 's admiration for Offenbach was an expression of some
thing very central to his conception of art. For Kraus, operetta 
was " the fulfillment of the true meaning of the theater, "37 be
cause it was most capable of forming the character of its audi
ence ; its very essence was to teach moral values of aesthetic 
experience . Through this vehicle-at least, in the conception of 
romantic operetta which he considered alone authentic-the audi
ence was put directly into contact with the world of fantasy. Of
fenbach carried this out better than any other composer ; in this 
capacity only Johann N epomuk N estroy surpassed him. If Offen
bach succeeded where Kraus 's contemporaries failed so miser
ably, this was because the imaginary settings and the implausi
bilities of his plots enabled the audience to detach itself from the 
banalities of everyday life and be transported into a magical 
world where they experienced before their very eyes the triumph 
of good over evil. This was the only sort of theater which was nat
urally musical, one in which music was an essential part of the 
drama, and not merely an additional source of effects .118 

This attachment to a theater which evoked moral discipline by 
the power of poetry linked Kraus not only to Offenbach, but to a 
main current in traditional Austrian theater. Mozart 's  Magic 
Flute is the best-known example of the Austrian " magic farce, " 
a kind of fairy-tale pantomime which was at the same time a 
pedagogic instrument.39 Nineteenth-century Austrian drama had 
been deeply rooted in this traditional popular theater. It was a 
purely romantic theater, where fantasy reigned supreme, and 
where good and evil were always clearly defined and always in 
combat. It was, above all, an instrument of social criticism that 
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enshrined moral values. Before the 1848 revolution, it domi
nated the Viennese theatrical scene, in the plays of Raimund, 
and it found its perfect realization in the works of N estroy. 

Johann N epomuk N estroy would perhaps have passed into ob
livion had it not been for the efforts of Kraus. N estroy was con
sidered by the Viennese public-with its penchant for missing 
the point-as no more than a very witty actor, in the sense in 
which it found Kraus 's  most devastating satires " witty. " N es
troy was his own director, writer and stage manager, as well as 
starring actor. As a writer, he transformed the plots of French 
social satires into sparkling parodies of Viennese life . ( The musi
cal show Hello, Dolly ! is, in fact, an up-dated version of an adap
tation by Thornton Wilder of one such Nestroy play ! )  The basis 
of Nestroy 's humor lay in his amazing feeling for the nuances of 
ordinary spoken language. His was not the stately drama of the 
Imperial Theater, but rather a highly individual slapstick, writ
ten for common folk. He adopted not the magnificent Buhne
deutsch of the masters, but rather the idiomatic language of the 
Austrian aristocrats, bourgeois and peasants. His sensitivity to 
Viennese idiom and dialect made his work so untranslatable that 
even present-day Germans cannot follow it unaided : 

N estroy 's real tool was, of course, German, the language he truly mas
tered as a virtuoso . He combined Viennese idiom and High German into 
similes, metaphors, mixed-up proverbs, and gyrating figures of speech. 
His word-creations may have been primitive or ingenuous, but they were 
never an end in themselves.40 

During the short-lived success of the 1848 uprising, N estroy 
tried his own hand at writing political plays ; but, with the coun
terrevolution, they were suppressed by the censor. This led him 
to write dialogue which was in itself inoffensive but which, when 
delivered by Nestroy the actor with a wink or a shrug of the 
shoulders, changed its meaning completely and resulted in fre
quent jail sentences for him. Nestroy 's tongue-twisting songs, 
with their parodies of German multisyllabic words, combined to 
make his a unique form of music drama. To the majority, who did 
not penetrate his subtlety, Nestroy provided a coarse, earthy 
humor ; to the Habsburg censor, he was a dangerous nihilist ; yet 
to a few who saw the full depths of his work, Nestroy was, in the 
words of Egon Friedell, " the greatest, in fact the only, Austrian 
philosopher. ' '  Friedell characterized him as 
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a Socratic dialectician and a Kantian analyzer, a Shakespeareanly strug
gling soul that, with a truly cosmic fancy, distorted the metric of human 
things, in order thereby to let them appear for the first time in their true 
dimension.41 

Here, in the plays of Nestroy, one can understand the Krausian 
notion that the language of the satirist attains the ' ' origin, ' '  as it 
lays bare the moral character of the person who speaks. In this 
type of linguistic art, the writer and his work are fused into such 
a unity that the writer has no identity apart from his work. In 
short, the man and his work were so perfectly integrated that he 
expressed his character through the very nuances of the gram
mar that he used to expose the foibles and hypocrisies of society. 
This was the task which Kraus saw himself as continuing. 

Throughout his life, Kraus 's efforts to carry on the work of 
N estroy involved him in litigation. The differences in their re
spective methods-the fact that for Kraus battle took place 
largely in print, for N estroy on the stage-were rooted in 
the integrity of the individuals. Each was a consummate artist 
who turned his artistry into the most effective weapon he pos
sessed, in the battle against the deterioration of values in society. 
·when personal integrity is the measure of virtue, imitation is the 
chief vice. { That is why Kraus 's immediate followers resembled 
him, integrity apart, in so few respects . )  In the struggle against a 
bourgeois morality based on " good breeding " and doing what 
" one does, " the authentically moral man uses the gifts which he 
himself possesses to the best of his particular talents. So the 
Krausian can engage in a critique of culture only indirectly
that is, by maintaining what Paul Engelmann referred to as a 
" creative separation " between reason and fantasy, between the 
sphere of " facts " and the sphere of " values. "42 This explains 
why those who view the resulting work only superficially easily 
misunderstand it, as has certainly been the case with the two 
most eminent Krausians, Ludwig Wittgenstein and Arnold 
Schonberg. For, like Kraus and N estroy before him, the Kraus
ian will be appreciated by some for the wrong reasons and con
demned as a nihilist by others on equally mistaken grounds, both 
sets of critics having somehow stopped short of the Krausian 
' ' origin. ' '  

The central notion that unifies the life and work of Karl Kraus 
is, then, the " creative separation " of the two spheres of factual 
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discourse and literary artistry. It followed from this separation 
that Kraus was never doctrinaire in his polemics ; only a man 
who has an excessive faith in the efficacy of ideas in forming 
people 's character and actions can afford to be doctrinaire.  This 
was, as we have seen, the exact opposite of Kraus 's view ( that 
reason is morally neutral ) ,  which formed the basis for the per
sonal nature of his polemic. Men, not ideas, are moral or im
moral. Hence his critique of, say, expressionism was directed 
against those writers who merely sought after novel effects to 
make their points ; it did not extend to such outstanding expres
sionists as the poet Georg Trakl and the playwright Frank 
Wedekind. Men of integrity, individuals who lived for fantasy, 
might belong to any movement, for they really had no choice 
in the matter. What Kraus said of himself also applied to any 
authentic writer-' ' I command the language of others. Mine does 
what it wants with me. ' '43 

The writer who manipulated words was immoral in proportion 
to his talents, because he lacked integrity ; the man and his work 
were not one and the same. The paradigm of such an author was 
Heinrich Heine. It was he who introduced the French feuilleton 
form into German, a language for which it was unsuited ; and the 
very fact that Heine was a master of the technique made his 
example all the more disastrous. Technique, in the Krausian 
view, was a product of reason and calculation and so must always 
be a means. Heine had converted it into an end in itself. 

As Kraus saw it, even technical competence, or " virtuosity, " 
cannot be attained by those whose only interest in writing is fi
nancial success or renown. To prove that this was the case with 
Die Neue Freie Presse, he was in the habit of submitting pseu
donymous letters to the editor, comprising sheer nonsense 
couched in mock scholarly language. It was necessary for him to 
submit these under an alias, because the Viennese newspapers ' 
way of handling Kraus 's attacks was from the beginning the 
Totschweigentaktik-no matter what he did, his name was never 
to be mentioned in the paper. (Die Neue Freie Presse would not 
report the funeral of Peter Altenberg, for example, because this 
would have compelled it to mention Kraus, who had read at 
graveside. ) 44 One of his most celebrated nonsense letters de
scribed an earthquake from the point of view of a mining engi
neer. It included fictitious distinctions between " cosmic " and 
" telluric " tremors, and in the course of his description the 
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mythical engineer related how the mysterious Grubenhund beast 
became restless and began to bellow.45 Kraus delighted in such 
escapades ; any competent editor with average intelligence ought 
to be able to see through his little jokes. As a further aggrava
tion, he wrote a letter to the press protesting the treatment at the 
hands of the Munich government of Ernst Toller, the playwright
president of the short-lived Bavarian Socialist Republic, and 
signed it with the names of Hofmannsthal, Bahr, and five other 
notables .  The " signatories "  were somewhat embarrassed when 
they publicly thanked the anonymous author of the letter for do
ing something that they should have done themselves in the first 
place.46 

When Heine failed to distinguish the boundaries of factual dis
course that separate it from artistic and moral discourse, he had 
opened a Pandora 's box. The failure to make this " creative 
separation, ' '  Kraus declared, leads to a falsification of the fac
tual, and a debasement or distortion of the aesthetic and moral. 
Adolf Loos and I-he literally and I grammatically-have done nothing 
more than show that there is a distinction between an urn and a chamber 
pot and that it is this distinction above all that provides culture with 
elbow room. The others, those who fail to make this distinction, are di
vided into those who use the urn as a chamber pot and those who use the 
chamber pot as urn.47 

Kraus here expresses his deep conviction that the sphere of 
values is altogether distinct from the sphere of facts. The evil 
effects of mingling the two are most evident, firstly, in the feuil
leton, in which imagination runs riot with the facts, and sec
ondly, in the concept of " moral legislation " ( for example, the 
laws against prostitution ) ,  in which morality is represented as 
something that can be deduced from " natural moral laws "
than which nothing could be more unnatural. 

Kraus 's insistence that he is trying to effect, by a polemical 
analysis of grammar and language, the same " creative separa
tion " between the sphere of reason ( or fact ) and that of fantasy 
( or value ) as Adolf Loos was doing in his critique of bourgeois 
Viennese taste, by distinguishing merely functional artifacts 
from genuine objects of art, should be taken quite literally. From 
the very beginning of Kraus 's career, he identified absolutely the 
aesthetic form and the moral content of a literary work, seeing 
its moral and aesthetic worth as reflected in its language. As time 
passed, he became more and more convinced of this truth. 
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Gradually, after 1905, it is borne in upon him that language-that is, the 
way a statement is made-bears within itself all the signs he needs to 
understand the moral and ethical quality of that statement and of him 
who made it. Conversely, it is necessary to read a statement in a way that 
is supremely sensitive to all its linguistic qualities, in order to discover 
the truth.48 

Kraus 's analytical and polemical commentary on such a state
ment did not add anything new to it, but merely showed more 
clearly what lay hidden within it. Any writer who lacked integ
rity . was like the man of whom Lichtenberg-whom Kraus 
greatly admired-had said, " He can 't hold his ink ; and when he 
feels a desire to befoul someone, he usually befouls himself 
most. ' H9 This description applied particularly to the press ; it 
determined his method for showing the world how corrupt the 
press was, and a fortiori how corrupt the society was. Kraus 's 
critique of the way people used language in his society was, thus, 
an implied criticism of that society. 

Kraus 's attitude toward language has been described as a sort 
of " erotic mysticism, " having affinities to the Hasidism which 
Martin Buber was in the process of discovering,0° and which in
spired the writer of the ninth Duino Elegy to sing of " the heavi
ness and long experience of love ' '  as ' ' unutterable. ' '51 His asser
tion that his language " does what it wants with him " is an ex
pression of this attitude. Accordingly, less and less effort was 
required to expose the duplicity in the language of the corrupt ; 
often, it was enough to quote that person 's own words in Die 
Fackel without comment, and the context was enough to reveal 
the truth about its author. In his monumental satire on World 
War One, Die Letzten Tage der Menschh eit, Kraus used this tech
nique with great success. It is a seven-hundred-page play, with 
a thirteen-page cast of characters, and records Kraus 's reactions 
to the war minutely, incorporating whole speeches and editorials 
directly from the newspapers as they stood, in a way reminiscent 
of the more recent play Oh, What a Lovely War! 

This language mysticism may be taken to imply that the per
fect satire is a work which in no way changes the statements that 
are being satirized, but simply shows them in a light which il
luminates their inherent hypocrisy. Like no other writer, except 
possibly N estroy, Kraus believed that his mission was to show 
the world how every statement had an unspoken moral dimen
sion, by virtue of what might be termed its ' ' pre-established har-
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mony ' '  with morality. Even the complex jokes, of which he and 
Nestroy were so fond, could thus lead one to a moral insight. 
Kraus 's critique of Viennese society was therefore rooted, partly 
in language mysticism, partly in the unflinching steadfastness 
with which he maintained his supreme principle of creative in
tegrity-" If I must choose the lesser of two evils, I will choose 
neither. "52 

This saying became the motto for a whole generation of Vien
nese who emulated Kraus in a wide range of different fields and 
pursuits. We shall turn next to consider a few of the most im
portant of these ' '  Krausians. ' '  
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Culture and Critique: 

SOCIAL CRITICISM AND THE LIMITS OF 

ARTISTIC EXPRESSION 

Modern morality consists in accepting 
the standards of one 's age. 

-OSCAR WILDE 

It is not easy today, especially for a younger American, to rec
ognize just how small and tightly knit were the cultural circles 
of the Habsburg monarchy. We are accustomed nowadays to liv
ing in a society in which there are many different cultural centers 
and a great many diverse cultural attitudes. Mass education 
makes it difficult, likewise, to conceive of a country in which there 
was only one real university, and that contained pretty much in 
one single building ; just so it is difficult in this day and age to 
understand exactly how central Vienna was to the Empire 's en
tire cultural life . ( The position of Paris in French culture is, 
perhaps, the only comparable present-day phenomenon. ) Thus it 
comes as a slight shock to discover that Anton Bruckner gave 
piano lessons to Ludwig Boltzmann ; 1  that Gustav Mahler would 
bring his psychological problems to Dr. Freud ;2 that Breuer was 
Brentano 's physician ;3  that the young Freud fought a duel with 
the young Viktor Adler, who had attended the same high school 
as both the last of the Habsburgs, Charles I, and Arthur Seyss
Inquart, later the N azi Commissioner of Holland ;4 and that Adler 
himself, like Schnitzler and Freud, had been an assistant in Mey
nert 's clinic.5 In short, in late Habsburg Vienna, any of the city 's 
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cultural leaders could make the acquaintance of any other with
out difficulty, and many of them were in fact close friends despite 
working in quite distinct fields of art, thought and public affairs. 

This factor needs to be borne in mind when we discover that a 
whole range of intellectual and artistic creations, ranging from 
the music of Arnold Schonberg to the architecture of Adolf Loos 
-and including even, in its own way, Ludwig Wittgenstein 's 
Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus-were intimately and con
sciously related to, and even extensions of, the critique of lan
guage and society conducted by Karl Kraus. Each of these men 
acknowledged the inspiration of Kraus and could be said to be a 
Krausian ; but the integrity of a Krausian demanded in each case 
that the struggle against moral and aesthetic corruption be car
ried on by a critique of that particular area of human experience 
in which the individual artist or writer was himself most at home. 
For Loos, this was architecture and design ; for Schonberg, it was 
music ; for Wittgenstein, philosophy. 

In the last chapter we saw Kraus identifying his task with that 
of Loos ; so that Kraus considered himself as doing for language 
what Loos was doing in the sphere of design-making people 
morally aware of the essential distinction between the chamber 
pot and an urn ! This, indeed, was the central idea behind every
thing Loos did-distinguishing articles for use from objets d 'art. 
Just as Kraus had declared war upon the feuilleton, for obliterat
ing the distinctions between reason and fantasy, Loos waged a 
similar war against the ' ' art ' '  which consisted in ornamenting 
artic�es for daily use, on the grounds that the very notion of ' '  ap
plied art ' '  obliterated a similar distinction between a utensil and 
an art object. Loos desired to eliminate all forms of decoration 
from functional items-' ' Cultural evolution is equivalent to the 
removal of ornament from articles in daily use. ' '6 He put this no
tion into effect himself by designing buildings that entirely 
lacked the conventional elaborate fagade. According to Loos, the 
architect like any other craftsman should follow the plumber as 
his model, not the sculptor. 

Loos did not put these aesthetic theories forth in a vacuum. 
If we need to understand the background of Viennese letters and 
journalism in order to comprehend the life work of Karl Kraus, 
we must similarly look at developments in the plastic arts, and 
at the late-nineteenth-century canons of popular taste, in order 
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to grasp the significance of Loos 's program for art and architec
ture. In the mid-1890s, naturalism and academicism were su
preme in the most admired painting of Austria-Hungary. In 
order to study painting, one had to attend the Imperial Academy, 
and the arbiter of good taste there was Professor Hans Makart, 
whose paintings have been described as " huge academic ma
chines, " and as " decorative works of vast dimensions and glow
ing colors. 1 17 ( One famous example is his portrait of the cele
brated actress Charlotte Wolter. )  Makart 's art was ornate, draw
ing heavily on mythological subjects ; and this was the paradigm 
which all aspiring painters were required to follow slavishly. 
The Academy was a state institution in a conservative state, so 
it is not surprising that a rigid formalism was the order of the 
day, or that, instead of favoring innovation in the arts, it im
posed upon its students the bourgeois prejudices of an earlier 
generation. Nor is it any wonder that the students at the Acad
emy finally rebelled against their master, of whom one eminent 
historian of the monarchy has said, ' ' His drawing was defective, 
his execution careless, his material of inferior quality, and he was 
guilty of glaring anachronisms. ' '8 

In 1897, Gustav Klimt led nineteen students in withdrawing 
from the Academy, and forming ' ' the Secession. ' '  Klimt and his 
followers insisted that the artistic revolution initiated by the 
French Impressionists, twenty-three years before, had at last 
come to Austria to stay. The days when imitation of past forms 
could be the goal of the painter were past ; the twentieth century 
must have its own style. Thus the motto of the movement was, 
Der Zeit ihre Kunst, der Kunst ihre Freiheit ( " To the era its 
proper art, to art its proper freedom " ) .  Klimt provided the 
movement with a guiding spirit rather than with any fixed views 
of what painting ought to be. This nondoctrinaire approach was 
essential to the freedom these artists sought, and to that " new 
art " which would be the reflection of the spirit of the new cen
tury. Thus, scarcely any common characteristics can be found in 
the paintings of those artists whose works are commonly referred 
to as Secessionstil. 

As a movement, the work of the nineteen around Klimt was not 
unrelated to the parallel Berlin Secession, which had begun in 
1892 but did not exhibit till 1899, and which is called Jugendstil.9  
The inspiration for the movement in Germany, which can be de-
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tected also in the work of Klimt, was the art nouveau of Odilon 
Redon and Puvis de Chavannes, heavily influenced by the sym
bolist poets. These painters and poets were concerned to discover 
all the possibilities latent in the medium they utilized. They were 
anxious to escape from the shackles of popular taste and develop 
the finer subtleties of their media. Nothing was to be clearly 
spelled out-only suggested, hinted at, by means of the nuances 
of the medium. In art nouveau nothing was explicit, just as in the 
art of Makart everything was explicit. For some, like the Impres
sionists, color was to replace line ; for others, line was to domi
nate over color, as it did in the paintings of Egon Schiele. The 
decorous bunches of grapes flanking huge masses of languishing 
female flesh, in Makart and his like, were to be banished forever. 
The history of the resulting movement is the history of Austrian 
Expressionism, which begins with Klimt in the 

·
1890s and ends 

with Kokoschka after World War One-a story requiring a book 
of its own. However, it is worthwhile here to look at Klimt 's  
achievement in particular, since this shows us ,  simultaneously, 
the break with tradition and the transition from Impressionism 
to Expressionism. 

Klimt 's paintings were highly personal creations, which were 
much admired both by his colleagues and by the public, but he 
evoked no imitations. When we look at many of his paintings, 
Beardsley is the artist who most readily comes to mind. Klimt 's  
large-scale use of gold and silver makes some of  his works look 
like modern ikons, as does his weakening of the representational, 
and his use of a nonrepresentational ornamentation. Klimt 's  art 
was meant to reflect a transformation of the everyday by the 
artist 's imagination. By his lavish use of ornamentation, he 
sought what Henry van de Velde has termed ' ' a  logical structure 
of products, uncompromising logic in the use of materials. '  ' 1 0  

Few of the other artists influenced by art nouveau were capable 
of using ornament with the same success as Klimt ; for too many 
of them, ornamentation of a fantastic kind became an idee fixe, 
in a way that it never became for Klimt. These artists merely ex
changed the popular type of decoration for ornamentation of a 
more esoteric type ; for them, there was no real escape from tra
dition, only a flight. Klimt 's achievement lay in his complete 
mastery of technique and in the utter charm of his imagination, 
which ' ' sold ' '  the public a form of art that was neither mytho-
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logical, historical, nor naturalistic. By proving that innovation 
was not ipso facto change for the worse, he thus accomplished an 
important feat of aesthetic education. 

( So immediately successful were Klimt and the Secession on 
the surface that by 1900-only three years after the rebellion at 
the Academy-the movement was officially represented at the 
Paris International Exhibition. This is an indication of the ex
traordinary capacity that the old Empire appeared to possess to 
reconcile itself with, and draw the teeth of, its critics just so long 
as they did not threaten the Hausmacht or the central values of 
the society. Or maybe there was some sort of " elective affinity " 
between the glitter and dazzle of Klimt 's ornamentation, and the 
superficial splendor of Habsburg institutions and social life ! )  

The architects and designers of the Secession embraced 
Klimt 's style of ornamentation with an enthusiasm paralleled 
only by those who were later to make a dogma of the purely 
functional. Foremost among the architects was Otto Wagner, a 
former professor of architecture at the Academy, who joined the 
Secession in 1899.11  In his earliest days, Wagner had designed 
Renaissance-style buildings and had been an advocate of an his
torical style, but he now came to realize that contemporary social 
life and culture should be the springs of contemporary design. 
His Moderne Architektur, in which he expounded his views, was 
highly influential in shaping the minds of young architects.  With 
their pastel-colored, smooth faQades, his buildings emphasized 
the rectangular rather than the curve. Even where he employed 
the curve, as in his controversial subway station on Karlsplatz, 
the rectangle still appears dominant. The equally controversial 
Post Office Savings Bank buildings also displayed Wagner 's 
Beardsleyan imagination ; but, in terms of ornamentation, it 
could not be compared to Josef-Maria Olbrich 's Secession build
ing with its golden cabbage atop. So, in architecture as in paint
ings, bizarre decoration was replacing conventional ornament. 
The same was true of the artifacts that Kolo Moser, Josef Hoff
mann and their circle were producing in the Wiener Werkstatte, 
founded in 1903 . As with the work of Klimt, the products of these 
men are still significant today, as the transition to a truly " mod
ern ' '  style of design. 

Egon Friedell has described the homes of the bourgeois Vien
nese in his Cultural History of the Modern Age, in a way which 
makes absolutely clear the necessity for the Secession in the field 
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Culture and Critique 

of design. The house which he describes as typical of contem
porary ' ' good taste ' '  inspires horror in the reader today : 

Theirs were not living-rooms, but pawnshops and curiosity shops . . . 
[ There was ] a craze for totally meaningless articles of decoration . . .  a 
craze for satin-like surfaces : for silk, satin and shining leather ; for gilt 
frames, gilt stucco, and gilt edges ; for tortoise shell , ivory, and mother
of-pearl, as also for totally meaningless articles of decoration, such as 
Rococo mirrors in several pieces, multi-colored Venetian glass, fat-bellied 
Old German pots, a skin rug on the floor complete with terrifying jaws, 
and in the hall a life-sized wooden Negro. 

Everything was mixed, too, without rhyme or reason ; in the boudoir a set 
of Buhl, in the drawing-room an Empire suite, next door a Cinquecento 
dining-room, and next to that a Gothic bedroom. Through it all a flavor of 
polychrome made itself felt. The more twists and scrolls and arabesques 
there were in the designs, the louder and cruder the color, the greater the 
success. In this connection, there was a conspicuous absence of any idea 
of usefulness or purpose ; it was all purely for show. We note with aston
ishment that the best situated, most comfortable and airy room in the 
house--the " best room " -was not in tended to be lived in at all, but was 
only there to be exhibited to friends.12 

Passion for ornament turned into a delight in the unreal, with 
every artifact having a quite distinct " appearance " and 
' ' reality ' '-

Every material used tries to look like more than it is. Whitewashed tin 
masquerades as marble, papier mache as rosewood, plaster as gleaming 
alabaster, glass as costly onyx . . .  The butter knife is a Turkish dagger, 
the ash tray a Prussian helmet, the umbrella stand a knight in armor, and 
the thermometer a pistol . 13 

Under no circumstances should an object reveal its purpose by 
its shape-if, indeed, the object served any function at all. Orna
ment thus became a way of distorting things, an end in itself 
rather than an embellishment. Nothing was immune. Funerals 
themselves became extravaganzas, not unlike circus parades, as 
the very design of artifacts came to reflect the elaborate empti
ness of social life and politics in the last days of Habsburg rule. 

In a society for which ' '  good taste ' '  was the first among values, 
to challenge popular and academic taste radically was to ques
tion the very foundations of society. This was the task that the 
nineteen members of the Secession had begun ; but their efforts to 
bring art closer to life fell far short of the mark. Their aesthet
icism succeeded merely in transforming the contemporary views 
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about ornamentation ; they cured the symptoms, not the disease. 
Like Jung Wien, the members of the Secession were so much a 
part of the society that even their rebellion from it was carried 
through in its terms and was therefore radically incomplete and 
ineffective . So, just as Kraus had taken it upon himself to com
plete the task on which Schnitzler had begun, it was left to Loos 
to drive home the sad fact about the Secession-that its ideals 
were unrealizable, because its members were too much a part of 
the established society. 

Art, like belles-lettres, could be reformed only by an artist who 
assumed the role of an Old Testament prophet. This is precisely 
what Loos did. He declared war on all forms of ornamentation in 
architecture and design. His essay ' ' Ornament and Crime, ' '  
which won the status of Scripture among Dada artists, con
demned all forms of decoration on articles of use. The degen
eracy of his contemporaries could be read in the fact that modern 
Europeans actually bore tattoo marks on their bodies. Tattooing 
had a significant place in Papuan culture, but in Habsburg cul
ture, Loos insisted, " those who have been tattooed and are not in 
custody are latent criminals or degenerate aristocrats. '  '14 They 
could be classed only with the creators of graffiti-" You can 
measure the culture of a country by the extent to which its lava
tory walls are scribbled on. ' 1 15 Loos claimed that there was a 
definite link between the antisocial tendencies of criminals and 
the fact that so many of them sported tattoos ; while the " good 
taste " of the middle class in the Habsburg monarchy marked 
them, in his view, as no better than sophisticated barbarians. He 
went so far as to date the political decay of the Dual Monarchy 
from the establishment of a government-subsidized Academy for 
Applied Art. Only a society which no longer desired to see things 
as they really are could possibly be so enamored of ornament ; in 
the healthier Anglo-Saxon world, he declared, use was primary, 
and decoration mere embellishment.16 

Where beauty and use were sufficiently distinguished, so that 
one could still distinguish art from artifact and the one did not 
engulf and pervert the other, decoration could still be meaning
ful. Qrnament could genuinely embellish American and British 
artifacts ; but, in Austria, ' ' ornament is no longer organically re
lated to our culture, it is no longer the expression of our cul
ture. ' 117 It had become a Frankenstein monster and was smother
ing the artisan 's creativity. The ornate utensils adorning hour-
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geois Viennese homes in imitation of every previous age and the 
decoration of functional objects according to the principles of the 
" new art " were equally the objects of Loos 's diatribe ; both of 
them obliterated the essential distinction between the artist and 
the artisan. Like Kraus, but in contrast to Gropius and the Bau
haus, Loos was not doctrinaire, nor did he attack ornamentation 
as such, since he did believe that it could be acceptable as long as 
it was organically related to cultural life . Rather, his attack was 
mounted against the fetish of ornamentation, both among the 
well-to-do classes in Vienna and among the rebellious representa
tives of ' ' new art. ' '  

In the sphere of design, Loos battled against the notion of ap
plied art, in the same way that Kraus fought the feuilleton. As 
with the feuilleton the very notion of applied art involved a con
tradiction in terms. The products of the applied artist were not 
more useful or functional artifacts, but simply heavily embel
lished utensils. Decoration was " applied " from outside to every
thing from beer mugs to doorknobs. In th is, Loos perceived a 
mixture of fact and fantasy which was highly detrimental to both. 
The principles for designing objects for use should be purely 
factual and determined by the functions that the objects are to 
serve. Such artifacts ought to be as simple and serviceable as 
possible. Their design ought to be so " rational " that any two 
artisans faced with the same task would produce identical ob
jects. Since the utensil was to be designed for use in a particular 
place, and at a particular time, its design was always determined 
by the context-that is, the mode of life-current in that particu
lar milieu : 

I assert that use [ is ]  the form of culture, the form which makes objects 
. . .  We do not sit in such-and-such a way, because a table maker has 
built a chair in such-and-such a way ; rather the table maker makes the 
chair as he does, because someone wants to sit that way.18 

The form of objects for use is thus a reflection of life in a society, 
and the only justified changes in the former are those which arise 
from changes in the latter. This is the meaning of Loos 's asser
tion that he was " against revolution. " It was not that he was a 
counterrevolutionary, but that his was a revolution against revo
lutions in design which are not rooted in the demands of social 
life. 

According to Loos, objets d 'art were quite the opposite of arti-
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facts ; their function was indeed revolutionary. Art is great when 
it is atemporal and revolutionary. The artisan produces objects 
for use here and now, the artist for all men everywhere. The an
cient Greeks understood this . Their utensils and architecture 
were built for their own purposes, in the attempt to perfect the 
environment in which they lived ; their tragedy, on the other 
hand, depicted the universal human condition. Art aims at edify
ing men 's minds by refocusing their attentions from the dullness 
and drudgery of everyday life into the sphere of fantasy and 
spiritual values. In this sense, art is always revolutionary ; it 
aims at transforming a man 's  vision of the world and his atti
tudes toward his fellow men. 

Loos 's critique of the society extended to all matters of taste, 
ranging across the board from hair styles, dress and table man
ners, to design and architecture ; but it was in this last field that 
he himself put his ideas into practice. His attitude toward build
ing is aptly summed up as follows : 

The house has to please everyone. To distinguish it from art that does not 
have to please anyone. Art is a private matter for the artist. Not so with 
the house. The work of art is set forth in the world without any necessity 
for its being used for anything. The house serves a purpose . The art work 
is not answerable to anyone, the house is to everyone. The work of art 
wants to tear men from their comfort [ complaisance ]  . The house has to 
serve their comfort . The art work is revolutionary, the house is conserva
tive . . . . Has the house nothing to do with art, and is architecture not 
one of the arts ? That is the truth.19 

All the buildings which Loos designed bear witness to his credo. 
His identification of culture with simplicity of design is nowhere 
more evident than in the building which he erected on the Michae
lerplatz, opposite the Imperial Palace in Vienna. It is a per
fectly unadorned building, lacking even a decorative surround to 
the windows, a simplification that Loos pioneered. When the 
building was completed, its very simplicity and functionality 
were regarded as an intentional insult to the Emperor, by virtue 
of its contrast with the incredibly ornate domed entrance to the 
Imperial Palace, which it appeared to defy.20 With its smooth, 
plain fa<1ade the modern commercial building appeared to be ad
monishing Habsburg society that its ornamental conception of 
good taste was perverted and perverting. 

The very objects which were intended to serve man had thus 
come to enslave him. Both the middle classes, who subscribed to 
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the accepted aesthetic canons, and the craftsmen, who designed 
and producd the resulting objects, had come to be the servants of 
ideas gone wild. The relation of their work to social life had be
come inverted ; they were determining how men ought to live by 
building as they did, rather than building to suit the contem
porary form of life . By his polemic, Loos hoped to drive home 
this criticism both to the public and to the artisans ; while, by his 
buildings, he aimed to show the way toward re-establishing the 
proper relationship between design and life . In the hope of elim
inating the reign of terror imposed on social life and art alike by 
the demands of ' ' style, ' '  he drew a radical distinction between 
them. And, in his effort to get art seen in its proper perspective, 
he was soon joined by the controversial and self-taught painter 
Oskar Kokoschka. 

Kokoschka 's independence and genius expressed itself from 
the start in a whole range of forms, of which drawing and paint
ing were but two. With his Murder, Hope of Women ( 1907 ) 
Kokoschka has been acclaimed as the founder of antigrammatical 
expressionist drama, for in it he ' ' radically distorted ' '  the rules 
of German word order ; while his corpus also includes a number 
of poems and essays on art.21 Loos introduced Kokoschka to 
many of his friends and acquaintances, including Kraus and Al
tenberg and the art historians Hans and Erica Tietze, whom 
Kokoschka sketched and painted many times. The paintings 
Kokoschka produced during this period are done in the darkest 
of values, and emphasize the flatness of surface. The artist has 
referred to them as his " black " paintings. 

My early black portraits arise in Vienna before the World War ; the 
people lived in security, yet they were all afraid. I felt this through their 
cultivated form of living, which was still derived from the baroque ; I 
painted them in their anxiety and pain.22 

Kokoschka clearly saw in their faces the spiritual vacuum that 
filled the lives of so many Viennese, and he painted what he saw. 
Like Klimt, he desired to bring out this spiritual element ; but, 
unlike Klimt, he sought the spiritual within the intensely individ
ual faces he painted, rather than attempt to surround them with 
a decorous air of " spirituality. " Klimt 's portraits always em
phasize the static nature of the subject, while Kokoschka 's bring 
out the reflection of a man 's character dynamically in his face, 
especially his eyes, and in his hands. Face and hands, between 
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them, convey sheer terror in the presence of reality. In short, 
Kokoschka subscribed to the doctrine that the artist must never 
shout what he is trying to depict, but must let it suggest itself. 
Klimt does this by the external setting ; Kokoschka does it by 
delineating the spiritual behind the physical, in such a way that 
the individuality of the subject achieves universality precisely 
because he is so individual. In Loos 's eyes, Kokoschka was the 
master of decoration and ornament, because he used it with ex
actitude to express the inner character of the subject. Kokosch
ka 's art thus laid hold of the sphere of fantasy and depicted 
its role in men 's lives on their very faces, laying bare the eternal 
which was latent within the temporal and so " showing " things 
about a man that are almost impossible to state. 

The lifework of Arnold Schonberg attests to the manner in 
which the cultural critique inspired by Karl Kraus could be, and 
was, extended into yet another sphere-that of music. Schon
berg has identified his aims with those of Kraus, even more dra
matically than Kraus himself did his with those of Loos. On the 
flyleaf of Kraus 's  presentation copy of the Theory of Harmony, 
as we remarked earlier, Schonberg wrote the inscription, " I  have 
learned more from you, perhaps, than a man should learn, if he 
wants to remain independent. ' '23 Like Kokoschka, Schonberg was 
a many-sided and self-taught genius. Quite aside from his music 
and music theory, he was also a first-rate painter and a member 
of the Blaue Reiter group of Expressionists ; his essay ' ' On the 
Relation to the Text " first appeared in their catalogue in 1912, 
along with two of his drawings.24 His talent for painting won 
praise from Klee and Kandinsky, another member of the Blaue 
Reiter.25 His style of writing too was highly individual, with a 
penchant for puns and a truly Krausian feeling for the nuances 
of language. This is respected in the very title of Die Gluckliche 
Hand, as well as in its text and in many of his other works. 
Schonberg 's music and painting, like the buildings of Loos and 
the polemics of Kraus, were yet another element in the common 
all-embracing critique of contemporary society and culture ; but, 
since it is by his music that he made his reputation, we shall here 
expound the fundamental views which he shared with Kraus and 
Loos with special reference to his music. 

Schonberg saw clearly that Viennese society was as stifling to 
the composer 's fantasy as it was to the painter 's. Conformity to 
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conventional tastes, elaboration of orchestration, emphasis upon 
the effects which the music produced in the listener, were consid
erations no composer who hoped to be successful could dare to 
ignore. So, as a background both to his compositions and to the 
theory which they were intended to illustrate, we must look 
closely at Viennese tastes in music in the period before World 
War I ;  and there is no better guide to this subject than the es
says of Edward Hanslick, the founder of modern music criticism 
and of music appreciation as an academic subject. 

In the latter half of the nineteenth century, the music-loving 
public had been sharply divided between those who were avidly 
enthusiastic for Richard Wagner 's " music of the future " and 
those who championed with equal zeal the more traditional ap
proach of Brahms. It was not possible to be at all interested in 
music, without taking sides in this dispute. The most famous and 
acid pro-Wagner critic was George Bernard Shaw ; foremost 
among the advocates of Brahms was Edward Hanslick, professor 
of music at the University of Vienna.26 This was no novel debate ; 
it had roots as far back as the feud between Piccinni and Gluck in 
Paris, in 1778. The central question was whether music was 
" self-sufficient "-that is, merely a coherent assemblage of 
sounds, and a language unto itself-or whether it was essential 
for it to express ideas or feelings-that is to symbolize some
thing other than the musical. Among the supporters of the for
mer view was the Austrian poet, Franz Grillparzer ; among the 
latter, composers of the stature of Rameau and Rousseau.27 
Whether Hanslick was an illuminating and penetrating thinker 
who made a genuine contribution to this discussion or merely 
the mouthpiece of the musical establishment, a pedantic medioc
rity blindly opposing all innovation, is still an open question. The 
truth probably lies somewhere between these extremes. The for
mer opinion is supported by his exceptionally thorough approach 
to criticism ;28 he never reviewed a performance of a work that he 
had not played through for himself beforehand. The latter is 
supported by statements like those reported by Henry Pleasants, 
in the biographical essay which introduces a collection of Hans
lick 's reviews : 
He once confessed that he would rather see the complete works of Hein
rich Schutz destroyed than Brahms ' Ein Deutsches Requiem, the complete 
works of Palestrina than Mendelssohn 's, all the concertos and sonatas of 
Bach than the quartets of Schumann and Brahms, and all of Gluck than 
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Don Giovanni, Fidelio, or Der Freischutz . ' ' A shocking confession, ' '  he 
added, ' ' but an honest one ! ' '29 

Hanslick 's curious blend of perspicacity and narrow-minded
ness helped to justify the attention of friends and foes alike. The 
Wagnerites wrote him off as yet another " Jew in music " ( it is 
worth recalling that Wagner used racial categories to describe 
types of music ) ; but, in doing so, they forgot that Hanslick him
self was among the earliest supporters of Tannhiiuser, which he 
always praised. The same Hanslick whom they followed their 
master in reviling could still bring himself to recognize Wagner 's  
achievement, while deploring their own slavish adulation. 

I know very well that Wagner is the greatest living opera composer, and 
the only one in Germany worth talking about in a historical sense. He is 
the only German composer since Weber and Meyer beer whom one cannot 
disregard in the history of dramatic music. Even Mendelssohn and Schu
mann-not to speak of Rubenstein and the newer ones-can be ignored 
without leaving a gap in the history of opera. But between this admission 
and the repulsive idolatry which has grown up in connection with Wag
ner, and which he has encouraged, there is an infinite chasm.30 

Wagner was offensive to Hanslick because, in personal as well 
as musical matters, he was always the conjurer, always the enter
tainer, never serious or morally responsible in what he did. The 
cult that surrounded him bore witness to that. Decoration and 
tone painting were his forte, but his was thoroughly unnatural 
music. 

The natural relationship has been reversed. The orchestra is the singer, 
bearing the guiding thoughts ; the singers are merely complementary.31 

( The ' ' guiding thoughts ' '  referred to here are, of course, the 
" leitmotifs " by which Wagner aimed to depict specific events, 
objects and persons within the opera. ) 

So the spiritual unity which Wagner sought in the Gesamtkunst
werk of his " music-drama " ended by producing something that 
was an aberration, both as music and as drama. To Hanslick, it 
was more the music of the past-that is, an exaggerated roman
ticism-than the ' ' music of the future, ' '  and he could only de
plore the way in which such composers as Bruckner and Richard 
Strauss had been ' ' taken in ' '  by it. 

Hanslick had pointed out the fallacies involved in this view of 
music as early as 1854, in the first edition of his treatise On the 
Beautiful in Jlusic, which subsequently went into nine German 
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editions, as well as into English, Italian, French and Russian 
translations. The position he takes in this essay is that music is, 
properly speaking, not a language of feelings as the romantics 
assert, but a logic of sound in motion. The same tune, he argues, 
can with equal ease be made to express joy or sadness, the sub
lime or the ridiculous. He admits that music does in practice 
evoke an emotional response in the listener, but this is only a 
secondary feature, which music possesses in common with every 
other art. 

Every real work of art appeals to our emotional faculty in some way, but 
none in any exclusive way. No canon peculiar to musical aesthetics alone 
can be deduced from the fact that there is a certain connection between 
music and the emotions.32 

Those who opposed him on this point for the most part singled 
out vocal or operatic pieces .  Hanslick was quick to reply that this 
was where the root of their fallacy lay. 

In vocal or operatic music, it is impossible to draw so nice a distinction 
between the effect of the music, and that of the words, that an exact defini
tion of the share which each has had in the production of the whole be
comes practicable. 33 

Only instrumental music is music simpliciter, so, 

if we wish to decide the question whether music possesses the character of 
definiteness, what are its nature and properties, and what its limits and 
tendencies, no other than instrumental music can be taken into considera
tion. 

Literary subjects are in no way subjects for music composition ; 
they merely provide the composer with ' '  suggestions. ' '  

What, then, is the subject of a musical composition ? Hanslick 
replies that it has no subject other than the ' ' musical idea ' '  it
self : ' ' The theme, or themes, are the real subject of a piece of 
music. ' '34 Composition consists in articulating themes according 
to " certain elementary laws, which govern both the human or
ganism and the phenomena of sound. ' '35 The foremost of these is 
the " primordial law of harmonic progression "86 by means of 
which themes are developed and transformed. It supplies the 
logical basis of composition. The composer is thus a kind of logi
cian whose operations are not adequately expressible in any 
metalanguage. By the very nature of music itself, any attempt 
to describe in words what he produces must fail. 
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All the fantastic descriptions, characterizations and periphrases are either 
metaphorical or false. What in any other art is still descriptive is in music 
already figurative. Of music it is impossible to form any but a musical 
conception, and it can be comprehended and enjoyed only in and for 
itsel£.37 

One who desires to know what a piece of music is ' ' about ' '  can 
discover the answer to his question only by hearing it played, by 
an aesthetic analysis of the harmonic structure of the melodies 
which the work contains. The composer is not responsible for the 
" pre-established harmony " which permits his audience to iden
tify his themes with certain feelings . 

One of the curiosities of Viennese cultural history is the fact 
that the theories by which Arnold Schonberg created a revolu
tion in composition are so strikingly in accord with those of the 
conservative critic Hanslick. A comparison of their respective 
attitudes to Wagner 's music will help us here, not only to con
trast their views on music theory, but also to evaluate Hanslick 's  
place in the history of criticism and to introduce Schonberg 's 
views on the nature of music. Schonberg, like Hanslick, was well 
acquainted with the works of Wagner, and he recognized Wag
ner 's talents. His admiration led him, indeed, to compose such 
early works as Erwartung and notably the Gurrelieder in the 
style of Wagner. Yet he resembled Hanslick also in detesting all 
composition which aimed at effects of a kind other than musical ; 
both Hanslick and Schonberg felt only scorn for Wagner 's racist 
romanticism, and for the personal cult with which Wagner sur
rounded himself. 

Still, Schonberg did not overlook the fact that, by his use of 
the leitmotif, Wagner himself had made a significant contribution 
to the very ' '  logic of composition ' '  which Hanslick considered the 
essence of music. (Hanslick had dismissed the leitmotif as an un
necessary embellishment, noteworthy only for its occasional 
charm in breaking up the monotony of the vocal declamation tak
ing place on the stage. ) ' ' In music, ' '  Schonberg wrote, ' ' there is 
no form without logic, there is no logic without unity " ; 38 and he 
considered that Wagner was performing a great service to music 
in making the first conscious attempt to unify opera from within 
the musical score, independently of the action on the stage. Mo
zart and other great opera composers had done this uncon
sciously, but Wagner 's was the first explicit effort to formulate 
a principle by which it might be accomplished. If Hanslick was 
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unable to see this, it proved only that he did not recognize the full 
implications of the ideas that he championed. Schonberg also 
agreed with Hanslick that, in composers like Wagner, Bruckner 
and Richard Strauss, harmony had got out of hand ; this fact 
was closely linked with their concern for effects, whereas the 
structure of a composition should properly be musical alone. Yet 
Schonberg looked further than Hanslick. In his view, the true 
cure for this disease was nothing less than a radically new theory 
of harmony. In Hanslick 's terms, it was the " logic of composi
tion ' '  that stood in need of revision. 

Schonberg himself referred to this task as " breaking through 
the limits of a bygone aesthetic. ' '39 He approached the task in the 
same spirit as De Morgan and Boole, who had been subjecting 
Aristotelian logic to a similar scathing critique and insisting that 
a new view of logic was required-thus ' ' breaking through the 
limits of a bygone logic, " so to speak. One can, indeed, draw a 
close analogy between Schonberg 's H armonielehre and White
head and Russell 's Principia M athematica, as compendious ex
positions of a new logic. In 1932, Schonberg wrote, in a letter : 
I believe that meaningful advantage can be derived from this art of com
position when it is based upon knowledge and realization that comes from 
musical logic ; and that is also the reason why I do not teach my students 
" twelve-tone composition " but " composition, " in the sense of musical 
logic ; the rest will then come sooner or later.40 

Where was this musical logic to be found ? Bach and Mozart and 
Beethoven were its foremost exponents, Brahms and Wagner 
also possessed an unconscious understanding of it, as did Schu
bert and Mahler and even Max Reger. All these composers un
derstood the nature and articulation of musical ideas. 

Schonberg 's method of teaching, by a very rigorous analysis 
of the structure of musical ideas, disappointed many students, 
who came to him seeking rather to master the technique of com
position ,with " twelve-tone rows. " But Schonberg was adamant 
in his insistence that the only way to learn to write music was by 
a thoroughgoing study of the older masters : 
Scholarship is concerned with presenting its ideas exhaustively and in 
such a way that no question remains unanswered. Art, on the other hand, 
contents itself with a many-sided presentation, in which the idea appears 
unambiguously without having to be directly stated as such. Thus a win
dow remains open through which from the viewpoint of knowledge sur
mise may enter. 
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In Counterpoint, it is not so much a matter of the combination itself ( that 
is, it is not an end in itself ) as of such a many-sided presentation of the 
idea. The theme is so constructed that it already contains within itself 
these many figures, through which the many-sided presentation of the 
idea is made possible.41 

Strict adherence to rules of composition is, paradoxically, the 
source of the composer 's  freedom. He wished to teach them how 
to express themselves, a task which he conceived could only be 
accomplished by a thorough knowledge of the master 's articula
tion of musical ideas ; not by teaching them directly ' ' how to 
compose, ' '  but only by indirectly teaching them the language of 
music in which they could come to express themselves. The 
twelve-tone row was thus, for Schonberg, a principle of organiza
tion. It was a more rigorous and reformed method for an age of 
slovenly composition. In this respect, Schonberg saw himself as 
a modern Monteverdi, simplifying the tortuously complex har
monies of a Richard Strauss, a Reger or a Mahler, just as Mon
teverdi had simplified Renaissance polyphony. 

Modern composers were thoroughly lacking in discipline, and 
the twelve-tone row was far more rigorous than the seven. It was 
therefore, one way of obtaining the requisite discipline : " My 
works are twelve-tone compositions, not twelve-tone composi
tions. Here again I am confused with Hauer, to whom composi
tion is only secondary. '  '42 (Joseph Matthias Hauer was the eccen
tric composer who introduced the twelve-tone technique, but did 
so with intentions very different from Schonberg 's . ) 43 

In the latter half of the nineteenth century, romanticism had 
made composition a matter of " inspiration, " and as a result 
composers had neglected discipline. Undisciplinedly " inspired " 
composers had produced cumbrous works which required sim
plification. This was the function of the twelve-tone row : " The 
row, thus, is contained a priori as a melodic element in the 
musical inspiration. ' '44 

Thus, working from principles quite similar to those of Han
slick 's treatise On the Beautiful in Music, Schonberg ushered in 
a revolution, not only in music theory, but in musical composition 
as well. Still, just as in painting a Klimt was required before a 
Kokoschka was even possible, and in architecture an Otto Wag
ner before a Loos-a transition figure, in whom ornamentation 
served the fantasy instead of stifling it-the Vienna which 
Schonberg made his home already contained just such a transi-
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tional composer, in the person of Gustav Mahler. Schonberg 's 
esteem for Mahler is well summed up in the dedication of the 
H armonielehre : 

This book is dedicated to the memory of Gustav Mahler. The dedication 
was intended to give him some small pleasure while he still lived. It was 
also meant to express reverence for his immortal compositions, and to show 
that these works, which academic musicians pass by with a shrug of the 
shoulders, indeed with contempt, are worshiped by someone who is per
haps not entirely ignorant either. Gustav Mahler was denied greater joys 
than my dedication was meant to provide. This martyr, this saint, had to 
pass on, before he had even seen his work through to the point where he 
could safely hand it over to his friends. To give him pleasure would have 
been enough for me. But now he is dead, I want my book to win me re
spect, so that nobody can pass by when I say, ' ' That was one of the truly 
great men ! ' '45 

As director of the Imperial Opera, Mahler was identified with 
everything progressive in music. He was largely responsible for 
the rapidly growing popularity of Wagner and Mozart ; and he 
was therefore greatly admired as an impresario and conductor. 
As a composer, however, the fickle Viennese considered him a 
nihilist, as they did Schonberg. At first sight, Mahler 's enormous 
symphonic pieces requiring a large orchestra, chorus and solo 
vocalists appear the complete antithesis of Schonberg 's  mature 
works. Yet Schonberg was deeply impressed by the integrity 
which totally informed each of Mahler 's works, from the Songs 
of a Wayfarer to the Song of the Earth. These huge romantic 
symphonies and song cycles, with their alternating exhilaration 
and despair in the face of existence, were the perfect expressions 
of a romantic hero isolated within his society-" as a Bohemian 
among Austrians, as an Austrian among Germans, as a Jew 
throughout the world. ' 146 Each day in the life of this successful 
fin-de-siecle artist alternated between exhilaration and despair 
at existence. Mahler everywhere sought answers to the ultimate 
questions : 

How dark is the foundation upon which our life rests 7 Whence do we 
come ? Whither does our road take us ? Have I really willed this life, as 
Schopenhauer thinks, before I ever was conceived 7 Why am I made to 
feel that I am free, while yet I am constrained within my character as in 
a prison ? What is the object of toil and sorrow ? How am I to understand 
the cruelty and malice in the creations of a kind God ? Will the meaning 
of life finally be revealed by death ?47 
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He sought the answers to these questions wherever he might 
find them-in the music of Mozart and Wagner, and in that of 
Anton Bruckner ; in poetry, and also in science ; in the philoso
phy of Kant, and in that of Schopenhauer. His music was an 
attempt to express his experience of life in sensuous and ornate 
music ; and, thanks to his all-embracing integrity, he succeeded 
in an individual way which, like Klimt 's, was forever closed to 
others. 

Mahler 's legacy to Schonberg lay in the dominance of " au
thenticity " over " convention " in matters of sound ; one did not 
compose in order to produce pleasant sounds, but in order to 
express one 's personality. Schonberg embraced this idea whole
heartedly, but he insisted that future composers would have this 
way open to them only if they subjected themselves to the most 
rigorous discipline. To Mahler, self-expression and self-disci
pline alike came naturally and spontaneously ; therein is the ex
planation of his exceptional life 's work. As with all authentic 
music, his innovative fantasy was the source of his musical 
ideas-

Music is not merely another kind of amusement, but a musical poet 's, a 
musical thinker 's representation of musical ideas ; these musical ideas 
must correspond to the laws of human logic .48 

At the root of Schonberg 's concept of music, accordingly, lies the 
Krausian ideas of fantasy ; and this is also the explanation of 
Berg 's comment about Kraus having the capacity to express 
Offenbach 's musical ideas by virtue of his spiritual kinship with 
Offenbach. Fantasy produces the themes, the musical ideas ; 
musical logic, the theory of harmony, provides the laws of its 
development. Both are essential to good music. Fantasy is the 
fons et origo of creativity, it is primary ; but that is not to say 
that the discipline is any less required. Style; which Schonberg 
defines as " the quality of a work, " is based upon " natural con
ditions expressing him who produced it. ' '49 It is an expression of 
the integrity of the composer, and an index of the authenticity 
of its aesthetic qualities. 

Schonberg expressed his basic conception of musical creativity 
in an essay entitled " Style and Idea. " In this essay, as in our 
own present discussion of Schonberg, nothing is said about sound 
itself. This is because Schonberg, unlike Hanslick, considered the 
question, how a composition sounds, as having no importance. 
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Only the authenticity of the musical idea and its articulation ac
cording to musical logic matter to him. For this reason, he could 
praise so unlikely a composer as George Gershwin for the authen
ticity of his music ;50 and we may add that Hanslick . himself 
praised Sir Arthur Sullivan on similar grounds.51 Schonberg 
used to defend his so-called " atonal " music-while disavowing 
the term-against those who attacked it for its dissonance, by 
reminding them that the musically untutored had similarly at
tacked all the classical Viennese composers, whom they con
sidered to be writing dissonant monstrosities. But Haydn and 
Mozart did not write for the untutored, and never aimed at 
' ' sounding good. ' '  The audiences for which they composed were 
made up of such nobles as Esterhazy and the Prince-Archbishop 
of Salzburg, who were themselves amateur musicians and, so, 
aware of the subtleties of the compositions they had commis
sioned and capable of appreciating their technical aspects. Schon
berg then turns the argument against modern " music lovers, " 
who do not understand anything about music but " know what 
they like. ' '  

To be musical means to have an ear in the musical sense, not in the nat
ural sense. A musical ear must have assimilated the tempered scale. And a 
singer who produces natural pitches is unmusical, just as someone who 
acts " naturally " in the street may be immoral . 52 

Viewed from this perspective, all of Schonberg 's compositions 
represent attacks on the pseudo-sophistication of bourgeois aes
theticism. His work as a composer becomes, simultaneously, a 
critique of society, somewhat as Loos ' s  architecture did. In the 
latter half of the nineteenth century, composers had " copped 
out. ' '  They had deliberately written music that their audiences 
would find pleasing, and thus they reversed the true order of 
things. All groups alike were at fault, and all must be chastised. 
This is the negative aspect of his revolution in music, which we 
can now see in its true perspective as one further attempt at a 
' ' creative separation ' '  of all dramatic or poetical ornament from 
the musical idea itself and its presentation according to the laws 
of musical logic. So the " beautiful " in music is, for Schonberg, 
a by-product of the composer 's  integrity, a function of his search 
for truth-" the artist attains the beauty without willing it, for 
he is only striving after truthfulness. ' '118 This is what qualified 
him for partnership in the enterprise that Kraus was carrying on 
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in letters, arid Loos in design. So Schonberg 's lifework illus
trates, along with that of Kraus and Loos, how a critique of the 
mores of contemporary Viennese society with its artificiality and 
aestheticism quite naturally assumed the form of a critique of 
aesthetic expression. 

The fact that this awareness of the central problems of " com
munication, ' ' and of moral ' ' authenticity, ' '  was not the exclu
sive property of Kraus and his allies is indicated by the case of 
Hugo von Hofmannsthal. In the year 1891, Schnitzler and the 
rest of Jung Wien were electrified by the poetry of a mysterious 
character go!ng by the name of Loris. Not since Goethe and Hol
derlin had such exquisite lyrics been penned. Perfect form of 
expression was united with an insightful power to capture and 
condense the abiding in the ephemeral. In short, the lyrics of 
Loris were paradigms of aesthetic perfection. It is difficult to 
describe their astonishment at the discovery that Loris was a 
seventeen-year-old high-school student. Schnitzler could :find no 
better words to express it than to speak of " the miracle of Hof
mannsthal. ' '  

The young Hofmannsthal 's cosmopolitan background pene
trated everything that he was to write . His immediate back
ground was a bourgeois one ; the noble von had been awarded to 
his father. The family, of Jewish origins, had Italian and Ger
man connections, and they had embraced Roman Catholicism. 
Hofmannsthal 's early education in Italy and his own Italian 
heritage made this young Austrian unique among the aesthetes 
of his day ; unlike so many of them, he never felt any conflict 
between the ' ' dark serious, deeply moral Teutonic ideal ' '  and 
the ' ' sprightly, festive Latin aestheticism. ' '  Similarly, he never 
experienced the generation gap. Although his father was a suc
cessful businessman, the orthodox mentality of " Business is 
business, and art is art " was quite foreign to his house. Hof
mannsthal never felt the same need to rebel as, say, a Schnitzler, 
whose home was one in which one could profitably search for 
Oedipus complexes. 

These factors helped to shape Hofmannsthal 's artistic activity 
and explain some of the distinctive characteristics of his work. 
Aesthetes throughout Europe were committed to the principle 
that the essence of art is the creation of beauty through form 
alone. The only duty of the artist is to produce works of formal 
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perfection. As Oscar Wilde wittily put it, punning on the word 
artificial,  ' ' The first duty in life is to be as artificial as possible. 
What the second duty is no one has yet discovered. ' '  Aesthetes 
everywhere likewise considered this maxim as universally op
posed to the bourgeois ' ' Protestant Ethic. ' '  Thus Gide and 
D 'Annunzio, as well as Wilde, saw a universal opposition be
tween life and art, an opposition that was unthinkable to Hof
mannsthal. 

For Hofmannsthal, the goal of poetry was the creation of unity 
between the self and the world. This element always remained 
central to his conception of the artist 's vocation, even after he 
had radically altered his view of art in other respects. The young 
Loris sought to unify the self and the world at the point where 
they interacted : his impressions. Poetry was a recording, an 
articulation, of these impressions and images. ' ' I  am a poet, ' '  
says Loris, ' ' because my experience is pictorial ' '  ;54 in these 
images, objective content and subjective form become one. Like 
so many other Viennese aesthetes, Hofmannsthal found in the 
philosopher Ernst Mach a theory of knowledge that appeared to 
confirm his poetic experience completely. " The world consists 
only of our sensations, " Mach asserted, " in which case, we have 
knowledge only of sensations ' '  ; 55 Mach went on to argue that 
physics was a shorthand method of relating and correlating these 
sense data, with the help of mathematics. Hofmannsthal, like his 
contemporary Hermann Broch, considered Mach so significant 
that he actually attended his lectures at the university. It seemed 
to Hofmannsthal-as to Bahr and others-that if Mach was cor
rect, the poet was surely expressing more of " reality " in his 
verses than the scientist could do. The scientist stood at one re
move from sensations, because he described them in a nonverbal 
way, by means of mathematics . The poet endeavored to express 
his sensations directly, in as thoroughgoing and precise a man
ner as possible. 

What is it about reality that enables objectivity and subjec
tivity to coincide in the sensuous image ? This question perplexed 
the young Hofmannsthal above all others. As he grappled with 
this problem, the answer that appealed most to him was the old 
Platonic thesis of " pre-existence. " In that state, all souls, all 
minds are one ; and one with the stuff of the universe. As in Plato, 
knowing comes to be identified with remembering. The very func
tion of the lyric is, then, to ' ' touch strings and strike harmonies 
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which have been asleep in us without our knowledge, so that we 
look into the depths of wondrous mysteries as if a new meaning 
of life were opened to us. "56 

Hofmannsthal 's early plays, such as the fragment, The Death 
of Titan, and Death and the Fool, and his poems such as the 
famous " Manche freilich miissen drunten sterben, " reflect this 
preoccupation with the ideas of death and pre-existence. And it 
was this youthful concern with death that led him to his eventual 
recognition of the limits of language and to a rejection of aes
theticism. 

For the young Hofmannsthal, the meaning of life presented no 
problems ; in his utter passivity, he could somehow become one 
with all Creation and attain a state in which the self shrank to an 
extensionless point. In the depths of this aesthetic mysticism, his 
feeling of exultation issued in poetry, poetry written with a com
mand of language rarely equaled in German literature, and from 
the depths of a self-knowledge hitherto regarded as inconceivable 
in one so young. His poetry appeared to flow freely from some 
infinite source. He did not need to think about writing, he simply 
wrote-that is, until his twenty-fifth year. At that time, he ex
perienced a crisis which compelled him to reject all that had gone 
before. The first inklings of what was to come were in Death and 
the Fool, where the aesthete realizes, too late, that he has dis
sipated himself in egoism. Hofmannsthal 's 1'ale of the Six Hun
dred and Seventy-Second Night contains a fuller expression of 
the aesthete 's fear that the world may crumble around him. He 
had begun to reconsider the question whether language as such 
was capable of expressing anything of the meaning of life. The 
daemon that had taken hold of Loris had left him ; he could no 
longer write poetry. 

His literary apologia for giving up the medium of poetry came 
in his story The Letter of Lord Chandos, published in 1902. ( This 
Letter is written in magnificent and detailed German of a kind 
appropriate to a courtier writing-ostensibly-to Francis Bacon, 
Lord Verulam. ) There he wrote, " I  have lost completely the 
ability to speak or to think of anything coherently. ' '57 The rare 
gifts which he had possessed as a youth, the capacity to compose 
spontaneously, seemed to vanish as he grew in consciousness, as 
though his very attempts to understand himself had dried up the 
springs of his creativity. The poet of whom it was said that if 
only he had died at the age of twenty-five he would have been 
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guaranteed immediate entry to the Hall of the Immortals, could 
no longer write a line : 

I experience in and around me a blissful never-ending interplay, and 
among the objects playing against one another there is not one into which 
I cannot flow. To me, then, it is as though my body consists of nought but 
ciphers which give me the key to everything ; or as if we could enter into 
a new and hopeful relationship with the whole of existence, if only we be
gan to think with the heart. As soon, however, as this strong enchantment 
falls from me, I find myself confused ; wherein this harmony transcend
ing me and the entire world consisted, and how it made itself known to 
me, I could present in sensible words as little as I could say anything pre
cise about the inner movements of my intestines or a congestion of my 
blood. 58 

Hofmannsthal 's problem here is quite explicitly one of language.  
He clearly states that he perceives the world and its meaning 
just as before, but can no longer even begin to put that meaning 
into words. 

Gerhard Masur has written that " his earlier belief in the re
demption of the world through the medium of the poetic word
his own medium, that is-had been shattered ; and without faith 
in this tool he found it beyond his power to create . "59 It must be 
emphasized that this in no way implies that Hofmannsthal had 
nothing to say : it was rather that language, or at least his lan
guage, simply could not express those things which were most 
important in life. Nor was it implied that language cannot ex
press anything at all, for the very existence of the Chandos Let
ter contradicts this interpretation ; it is only the things that are 
of greatest significance-the meaning of life, the ultimate values 
-that are inexpressible. 

The difficulty -of Lord Chandos raises the problem, ' ' Where 
can the aesthete turn when he has lost faith in his medium, when 
it dawns on him that perfection of form alone is insufficient, and 
there is something to the external claims of morality after all Y ' '  
How is he to regain entry to this all-important realm, when he 
cut himself off from it at the very start ? For Hofmannsthal, the 
answer clearly lay in rejection of aestheticism itself. So he began 
to search for a method by which to teach men " to think with the 
heart. " Now that the old medium had failed him, he required a 
new way to convey his message. This search was to lead him to 
his collaboration with Richard Strauss, in Rosenkavalier, Elek
tra, A rabella, Die Frau ohne Schatten, and other works ; and also 
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to the rediscovery of the Spanish Baroque and Calderon, which 
culminated in the Salzburg Festival Plays and his collaboration 
with Max Reinhardt. 

What, then, was the root of Lord Chandos ' crisis Y It would be 
fair to say that, in the course of his appraisal of the nature of 
poetry, Hofmannsthal came to realize that the self-centeredness 
of the young aesthete Loris was in fact a distortion of the world, 
since his impressionist lyrics pictured the world as lacking a 
moral dimension. His awareness of the shortcomings of the 
lyric, the aesthete 's medium par excellence, grew in direct pro
portion to his inability to write in that form. His new task was 
to discover a medium that would permit him to draw men to a 
consideration of values and of the meaning of life, on an existen
tial plane. In one sense, the experience of Lord Chandos itself 
implies a critique of Mach 's sensationalism ; in a nutshell, Hof
mannsthal 's message is that such a theory of knowledge
which locates the foundation of knowledge in sensuous images
is radically deficient, because the most pressing questions about 
life and society are unanswerable, and cannot even be repre
sented, in terms of sense impressions alone. Wolfram Mauser 
puts his finger on the root of Hofmannsthal 's problem, when he 
says, 
Images and concepts only lead back to themselves. They do not open any 
way to the nature of things and to individual life. They are a roundelay, 
similar to a circle in which everything is in tune, everything is in a state 
of harmony and beauty, but they are ' ' eyeless statues ' '  which surround 
him, forms without genuine relation to existence.80 

Concepts and images cannot convey the subjectivity of truth ; 
only experiences which could affect the innermost being, the 
very way of life of the audience would accomplish this.  

· The artistic vehicle that Hofmannsthal finally settled upon 
was the Gesamtkunstwerk, a theater which sought to emulate 
that of ancient Greece by unifying all the arts. Poetry, drama and 
music would fuse to produce in its audience an experience which 
was at once social and religious. Hofmannsthal thus turned away 
from the attempt to capture the world in aesthetically perfect 
pictures ( Bilder) , and endeavored instead to convey an actual 
experience of life ( Gebiirde ) as it ought to be. He gave up at
tempting to convey impressions of the world, in favor of the 
attempt to convey the very essence of the human and the moral, 
employing a medium which aimed not merely at communicating 
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ideas, but in transforming the way in which men conducted their 
lives. This task could not be accomplished by words alone, but 
might be attained by an operatic allegory. Fittingly enough, his 
first major effort in this genre, and the first fruit of his collabora
tion with Richard Strauss, was his adaptation - of Sophocles '  
Elektra. Hofmannsthal was ultimately to produce six operas 
with Strauss, with Max Reinhardt often staging them. He also 
produced a version of Everyman for the Salzburg Festival, an 
adaptation of Calderon, in The Tower, and a fairy tale of resur
rection, in The Woman without a Shadow. These are all stories 
of man 's existential condition-his encapsulation within his ego, 
and his redemption from egoism, the source of all that is anti
social in him, through Christian agape.  

Hofmannsthal 's solution to the problems of life lay in a radi
cal reassertion of the older values of the Habsburg baroque heri
tage, in which he saw the basis of a universal, humanistic culture. 
The Habsburgs had fallen upon evil times because they had 
come under the sway of brutish Prussian ideas, which were for
eign to the true spirit of Austria ; but when that spirit was re
vitalized (by his works ) it would lead the world to see the folly 
of the war which was ( in 1917 ) raging throughout Europe. The 
poet had become a prophet, who sought to humanize the irra
tional in man, to transform hatred and greed into love and co
operation, using the Gesamtkunstwerk to produce a socializing 
catharsis and so solve the problems of modern society. Hof
mannsthal 's view of art, as the cure for the human ills of in
dustrial society, shared something with the views of Kraus, Loos 
and Schonberg. Although Kraus attacked and ridiculed him as 
being na'ive about the ways of the world-since truth is existen
tial rather than abstract, a matter of actions rather than beliefs 
-for both men theater was the primary instrument for propa
gating moral values. Kraus was, we may say, so violently op
posed to Hofmannsthal, precisely because he was close and yet 
at the same time so far away from the ideal of N estroy. 

We have spotlighted the problem of language in Hofmanns
thal, because this serves to introduce and illustrate our own 
central hypothesis about Viennese culture-namely, that to be a 
fin-de-siecle Viennese artist or intellectual, conscious of the so
cial realities of Kakania, one had to face the problem of the na
ture and limits of language, expression and communication. Half 
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a dozen other illustrations might have served our purpose 
equally well. We might have discussed the Rilke of the auto
biographical Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge, or the Kafka 
of the fragmentary Description of a Struggle. Both men cer
tainly formulated the problem of existence in terms of the limits 
of language, and the encapsulation of the self. Though they 
wrote these works before the First World War, their despair at 
the irrationality of existence essentially spoke to the postwar 
world ; here one can only survive silently, because society itself 
has crumbled. ( Kraus himself seems eventually to have sensed 
this. As the Third Reich was establishing itself, it became more 
and more apparent to him that the weapons he had used before 
and during the war were increasingly powerless, though he never 
for a moment ceased to struggle against the inhuman forces in 
the world wherever he met them. ) In the last days of the Habs
burg monarchy, where Rilke and Kafka first saw the light of day 
-and especially in fin-de-siecle Prague, which merits a study in 
itself-one could at least catch a glimpse of what Europe was to 
become after "\Vorld War One, before it was remotely conceivable 
as a political fact. 

Musil, who was not from Prague, shared with Rilke and Kafka 
a prewar concern with the incapability of language to explain 
men 's innermost being to others. He brought this out explicitly 
in his autobiographical story of life in a military high school, 
Young Torless ( 1906 ) .  At the time, his novel had a shock effect, 
since Musil spoke openly for the first time of the homosexuality 
which was widespread in such schools. But this was by no means 
the point of the novel. The denouement comes when Torless has 
to explain his intense feelings to the authorities and finds that 
this is impossible.61 Once again, language cannot express what is 
most real ; this is something which remains forever private in 
the depths of the person 's subjectivity. This problem remained 
to the very end unresolved for Musil, both in his life and in his 
writings. 

Here it is worth pointing out that Musil too was an admirer 
of Mach ; yet he was a ' '  Machian ' '  in a more significant sense 
than Broch or Hofmannsthal, since he had been trained both as 
an engineer and as an academic philosopher.62 Musil 's doctoral 
dissertation for the philosophy faculty in Berlin was in fact on 
Mach ; and he gave up a promising career in philosophy only 
with the success of Torless in 1906, when he turned down aca-
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demic appointments at Munich and Berlin. Given the state of 
academic philosophy, Musil decided that the fundamental prob
lems raised by philosophy, psychology and modern logic simply 
could not be solved. So he abandoned it for literature, just as 
Broch, who had a similar background, was to do later. In its own 
way, therefore, The Man Without Qualities is pre-eminently a 
" philosopher 's novel, " and deserves special attention from stu
dents of twentieth-century philosophy, for much the same rea
sons that Tristram Shandy does for students of Locke and the 
seventeenth century. 

To sum up : by the year 1900, the linked problems of communi
cation, authenticity and symbolic expression had been faced in 
parallel in all the major fields of thought and art-by Kraus and 
Schonberg, Loos and Hofmannsthal, Rilke and Musil. So the 
stage was set for a philosophical critique of language, given in 
completely general terms. The next item on our agenda is to look 
and see how this task presented itself to thinkers and writers 
brought up in the Viennese milieu of the 1890s and 1900s-espe
cially, when it was viewed in the light of the three philosophical 
traditions with which they were most familiar. These were ( 1 )  
the neoempiricism of Ernst Mach, with its emphasis o n  " sense 
impressions " and natural science ; ( 2 )  the Kantian analysis of 
" representation " and the " schemata, " regarded as determining 
the forms of experience and judgment, and its continuation by 
the antiphilosopher Arthur Schopenhauer ;  and ( 3 )  the anti-in
tellectualist approach to moral and aesthetic issues put forward 
by that other antiphilosopher, S0ren Kierkegaard, and echoed 
in the novels and essays of Leo Tolstoy. 

We shall begin this philosophical reconstruction by looking at 
the views of the first modern European writer to consider lan
guage itself as the central and crucial topic for philosophical ex
amination. Given the outcome of our investigations to date, it 
will come as no surprise that this first attempt to give such a 
completely general critique of language, from the philosophical 
point of view, was made by a Bohemian apostate Jew who, as a 
drama critic in Berlin, straddled in his own person the frontiers 
between philosophy and literature. The man was Fritz Mauthner, 
a writer whose Sprachkritik Wittgenstein himself referred to 
later in the Tractatus, and whose skeptical aims and discursive 
methods he explicitly contrasted with his own more formal and 
rigorous approach to the philosophy of language. 
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Nur was ihr in W orte kiinnt fassen, 

kiinnt ihr denken. 

-Quoted by Mauthner 

Philosophers have always been concerned with problems relating 
to language. From Plato and Aristotle to Petrus Hispanus and 
Thomas of Erfurt, from John Locke to Maurice Merleau-Ponty, 
questions about symbolism, meaning and prediction have always 
been live issues, while, in their efforts to explain the relations 
between mind and reality, thought and being, philosophers have 
been continually impressed by the importance of problems re
lating to language. Yet, until the latter part of the nineteenth 
century, problems in the philosophy of language remained essen
tially secondary to issues of other kinds. 

Nobody did more to change this situation, in the long run, than 
Immanuel Kant. During the hundred years following the publi
cation of his Critique of Pure Reason, the implications of his 
" critical " program gradually came to dominate German philos
ophy and natural science ; and, as a result, the problems of lan
guage were brought into the center of the philosophical picture. 
Previously, the primary topics for any philosophical theory of 
knowledge ha'd been ' ' sense perception ' '  and ' ' thought ' ' ;  these 
have been regarded as prior and independent elements in ex
perience, with language as a secondary instrument or means by 
which knowledge, once formed, was given public expression. 
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Kant 's emphasis on the role of the " forms of judgment " in giv
ing a ' ' structure ' '  to knowledge implicitly challenged the sub
sidiary role hitherto allotted to language and grammar. Accord
ing to his account, the logical or linguistic forms of judgment 
were the forms, also, of any genuine ' ' experience. ' '  Knowledge 
involves not just the conceptual interpretation of formless, pre
conceptual sensory inputs, or impressions. Our very sense ex
periences present themselves to us with an epistemic structure ; 
this structure can be characterized only in terms of the forms of 
judgment, and these forms themselves can be expressed only in 
terms of the standard forms of logical grammar. So, instead of 
beginning our philosophical analysis of knowledge with raw 
sense impressions-as the empiricists have done-we must now 
treat the basic data of experience as comprising structured sen
sory " representations, " or Vorstellungen. The common forms of 
language and thought were built into our sense experience, or 
representations, from the very start ; and the limits or boun
daries of the " reason " were thus, implicitly, the limits or 
boundaries of representation and language also. We shall see in 
this chapter how, between 1800 and 1920, the problem of defining 
the essential scope and limits of the reason was twice trans
formed : first, into the problem of defining the essential scope 
and limits of representation and, subsequently, into that of doing 
the same for language. 

By profession, Fritz Mauthner was a journalist rather than a 
philosopher. But his experience as a journalist and observer of 
political ideas drove him into a position of extreme philosophical 
nominalism, which he attempted to carry through in such a way 
as to yield a complete and consistent nominalist theory of knowl
edge. ( One is reminded of Thomas Hobbes 's Leviathan, with its 
similar alliance of epistemology and political philosophy. ) The 
immediate stimulus to Mauthner 's nominalist " critique of lan
guage ' '  was his reaction against the political witchcraft he saw 
being exercised all around him by the use of such grandiose ab
stract terms as Volk and Geist. Like Bertrand Russell-whose 
ideas about the " logical construction " of abstract terms out of 
simpler, more concrete ones were similarly spurred on, in part, 
by his early interest in socialism and his suspicion of large po
litical abstractions like " the state "-Mauthner came to episte
mology and the theory of language through marrying a liberal, 
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antiauthoritarian position in politics to a Machian empiricism 
in philosophy. 

In his efforts to maintain a thoroughgoing nominalism, Mauth
ner was led to the conclusion that all philosophical problems are, 
in fact, problems about language. For the strict nominalist, 
' ' concepts ' '  are nothing more than words which are adopted to 
name or otherwise describe collections of ' ' individuals ' ' ;  general 
terms are thus names or descriptions of aggregates of individ
uals, rather than of genuine " entities . "  Mauthner considered 
that concepts must be identical with words and speech, and con
sequently, identical with thought, since it was clearly impossible 
even to imagine something without being able to say what that 
something is. To the end of his days, he was aware that this was 
anything but an iron-clad argument, but it seemed a far more 
reasonable position than the contrary view, that thought and 
language, concepts and words, are not identical. Mauthner 's dif
ficulties grew largely out of the fact that no such connection 
between thought and language could be proven in brain physi
ology ; Gershon Weiler 's recent study Mauthner 's Critique of 
Language contains an excellent discussion of the subtle rela
tionship between the scientific and the philosophical sides of 
Mauthner 's ideas. 

Hence, beginning from a traditional starting point, Mauthner 
drew radical conclusions as to just what the program of philos
ophy ought to be-
Philosophy is theory of knowledge. Theory of knowledge is critique of 
language [Sprachkritik ] .  Critique of language, however, is labor on be
half of the liberating thought, that men can never succeed in getting be
yond a metaphorical description [ bildliche Darstellung ] of the world uti
lizing either everyday language or philosophical language.1 

Philosophical language was merely a refinement of ordinary lan
guage, and was every bit as metaphorical as it. Like all rigorous 
nominalists, he was skeptical about our capacity to know the 
world. Nominalists have traditionally tried to argue that names 
are the exact correlatives of sense experiences, and so the only 
sound foundations for knowledge. Mauthner, as we shall see, 
went one better in asserting, on the basis of his theory of mean
ing, that names are at best metaphors for what the senses per
ceive . The resulting variation on Humean skepticism led him to 
the task, which he considered a " Kantian " one, of determining 
the nature and limits of language. 
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What disturbed Mauthner, above all, was the tendency ordi
nary people have to attribute reality to abstract and general 
terms. This natural tendency to reify abstractions he regarded 
as the origin not just of speculative confusion, but also of prac
tical injustice and evil in the world. Reification-to use a Mach
ian phrase-begets all sorts of " conceptual monsters. " In sci
ence, these include such misleading notions as force, laws of 
nature, matter, atoms and energy ; in philosophy, substance, ob
jects and the absolute ; among religious ideas, God, the devil and 
natural law ; in political and social affairs, obsession with no
tions like the Race, the Culture, and the Language, and with 
their purity or profanation. In all such cases, reification involves 
assuming the existence of entities which are " metaphysical . " So 
Mauthner considered metaphysics and dogmatism to be two 
faces of a single coin, which was also the fountainhead of in
tolerance and injustice . 

Such were the considerations which led him to undertake his 
critique of language. It was a Kantian effort, inasmuch as it was 
antimetaphysical and directed toward setting limits to the ' ' say
able ' ' ;  but its roots lay more in British than in German thought. 
Kant had been right in the task that he had set for himself, but 
his Germanic heritage blinded him to the prejudice in favor of 
the abstract inherent in the German language-the feature 
which Leibniz and Wolff had erroneously considered to be the 
glory of German, qualifying it eminently for scientific expres
sion. Mauthner viewed his own work, by contrast, as belonging 
to the British tradition of nominalism and empiricism. He con
sidered Locke to have been the pioneer of language critique with 
his theory of meaning in the Essay Concerning Human Under
standing. (That essay Mauthner believed would have been more 
appropriately called A Grammatical Essay, or A Treatise on 
Words, or simply Language. ) Likewise, he identified as his im
mediate predecessor Arthur Schopenhauer, who had been con
spicuous among leading nineteenth-century German philoso
phers as an intellectual Anglophile. 

Mauthner also claimed to take his point of departure in philos
ophy from Schopenhauer. It was Schopenhauer 's  formulation of 
the epistemological question, in his dissertation On the Four
fold Root of the Principle of Sufficient Reason, that made Mauth
ner aware of just what philosophy is all about. Indeed, he said, 
Schopenhauer 's impact on him was so great that he had diffi-
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culty in extricating himself from Schopenhauer 's  system. In The 
Fourfold Root, Schopenhauer had attempted to solve the age-old 
problem of the relation between reason and nature in a Kantian 
manner by maintaining that nature is, in fact, a product of rea
son. The essential function of reason was to contribute the a 
priori elements-that is, the necessary connections between our 
representations of experience, which make a systematic ( and 
consequently scientific) knowledge of nature possible . In itself, 
of course, this did not represent an advance beyond the critical 
philosophy of Immanuel Kant ; but Schopenhauer himself-as 
we shall see shortly-was a Kantian revisionist, not merely an 
expositor of the master. He maintained that the complexities of 
the Analytic were unnecessary ; that the Categories of the Un
derstanding were superfluous, because all that Kant really 
needed to justify was Causality-that is, the necessary connec
tion between phenomena-and that it was the very nature of rea
son to provide such a " causal nexus. " The purpose of The Four
fold Root  was, then, to explain how the four classes of judgments 
which comprise all our knowledge-whether of nature, logic and 
mathematics, physical science, or the behavioral sciences-are 
based upon one and the same causal nexus as it applies to differ
ent classes of phenomena ; and, further, how these four classes of 
judgments are distinct and must remain so. 

Mauthner was deeply impressed by the elegance and clarity 
with which Schopenhauer executed his revision of Kant 's first 
critique. Schopenhauer 's identification of reason and language 
( and his citing of a similar equation between ratio and oratio in 
Cicero 's De officiis ) made this achievement seem all the more 
startling, especially to one already interested in the philosophi
cal problem of language. As Mauthner saw it, The Fourfold Root 
construed the order in nature as a priori, contrary to Aristotle 
and the Scholastics ; and the a priori was identical with lan
guage, the true logos. Yet, for all its profundity, this position 
was not beyond Mauthner 's criticism. Schopenhauer too had 
fallen victim to the ever-present temptation to reify abstract 
words. While his epistemology constituted a major break
through, his philosophy of the world as will contained a residual 
element of Scholasticism. In his notion of will, Schopenhauer re
mained subject to what Mauthner refers to as " word supersti
tions " ( W ortaberglauben ) ,  asserting that they are existing ob
jects corresponding to words. 
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Mauthner argues that the notion of will arises from experi
ence of our various perceptions as pleasant or unpleasant. 
Schopenhauer distinguishes the experience of like or dislike from 
the perception that accompanies it : so arises his distinction be
tween " knowing " and " willing. " But Mauthner maintains that 
this distinction is not legitimate, since like or dislike is itself a 
perception-a representation of a feeling ( Gefiihlsvorstellung ) ,  
but a representation nevertheless, not something entirely dis
tinct from our other perceptions. And, if Schopenhauer were en
titled to make the sort of distinction he attempts here, even then 
the will could not legitimately be spoken of, for the only lan
guage we possess is one which describes our representations. 
Moreover, Schopenhauer had failed to distinguish between the 
will considered as an entity ( Wille ) and the deliberate actions 
(Handlungen ) which are the practical expressions of " willing. " 
In Mauthner 's view, when Schopenhauer thought that he was 
being metaphysical, he was actually being metaphorical. Actu
ally, Schopenhauer 's metaphysical will is only a metaphorical 
expression of the appeat·ance of human self-consciousness.  Thus, 
Schopenhauer too had committed the fallacy of reification in 
attempting to reach beyond the word will to a real entity
namely, the Will. 

Mauthner 's analysis of Schopenhauer 's notion of will is typi..: 
cal of the whole program of the Dictionary of Philosophy which 
he published in 1901. His aim in the Dictionary was to analyze a 
hundred and one crucial words in the philosophical vocabulary, 
in much the same manner as he had dealt with Schopenhauer 's  
will ; and the methodology of the book is a reflection of his theory 
of knowledge. He begins by explaining the " psychological ori
gin ' '  of each term-that is, the sort of sense data it arises from. 
He then proceeds to explain how a term that originally 'func
tioned as, say, an adjective is transformed into a noun-that is, 
how the process of reification applies to the given term. Finally, 
he relates these changes in usage to. the history of philosophy. 
His goal was to demonstrate to metaphysicians that all the is
sues to which they address themselves are based on an illicit 
move, an assertion that there are " objects " which correspond 
to the ' ' properties ' '  that we alone can perceive. Furthermore, 
the contingent nature (Zufallssinn ) of our sensory apparatus 
guarantees that necessary truth-that is, knowledge which is 
' ' true for all time ' '-is an impossibility for us. 
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As Weiler has pointed out, the notion of the contingency of the 
senses is Mauthner 's most original, as well as his central, 
philosophical conception. It determines his attitude to science 
and logic, as well as his view that critique of language is a 
" learned ignorance, "  because it shows that there can be no eter
nal truths, even within the critique itself. His method, then, is 
psychological and historical ; as such, it is similar to Mach 's 
" historical and critical " exposition of the physical sciences .  
Indeed, it  would not be inaccurate to assert that where Mach had 
executed a critique of the language of physics, Mauthner was at
tempting a critique of language in general. Just as Mach based 
his critique on the analysis of sensations, Mauthner 's critique 
was rooted in his psychology ; yet even here his skepticism com
plicated matters, for he insisted that " mind " is unknowable, ow
ing to the fact that the senses are oriented to the physical, or 
" external, "  rather than to the psychical, or " internal. " Con
sequently, even psychology cannot really be a science. Thus, 
while sharing his spirit, Mauthner was even more thoroughly 
skeptical than Mach. Both men were vigorous positivists, de
nouncing the idolatrous obfuscations of the metaphysicians. 
For Mach, the prime enemies were the scientists of an earlier, 
more theological, era ; for Mauthner, they were scholastic the
ologians, materialistic scientists, and those Platonizing, racist 
nationalists who had invented the Germanic ideology. Those 
were the opponents Mauthner had sought to refute in his earlier 
book Contributions to a Critique of Language, which first ap
peared in 1901. 

At first glance, the most startling aspect of Mauthner 's cri
tique is, perhaps, his insistence that there is no such " thing " as 
larnguage, but only individual human beings who use language. 
His own nominalism, that is, compelled him to include language 
itself as a reified abstraction. For Mauthner, then, language is 
an activity, not some sort of entity. However, the crucial point 
is that language is a human activity and, as such, a purposeful 
one. It orders human life in the way that a rule orders a game. 
' ' Language is only a convention, like a rule of a game : the more 
participants, the more compelling it will be. However, it is 
neither going to grasp nor alter the real world. ' '2 

Thus, we can understand language properly only in terms of a 
specific language which is part of a specific social complex. Lan
guage is a social phenomenon, to be grasped along with other 
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associated customs of the individuals who use it. (At this point, 
Mauthner''s position was very much influenced by the Volker
psychologie of Lazarus and Steinthal. )  A given culture distin
guishes itself from all other cultures by the means by which it 
organizes itself, and the most distinctive of such means is its 
language. A culture 's language is part of its operating equip
ment�specifically, it is the communal memory, since it contains 
within its vocabulary the verbal expression of its traditional 
customs and practices. Hence Mauthner continually refers to 
language as the " common sensorium " of a culture.  Conversely, 
however, the customs and practices of a culture are the source 
of the meaning of its language ; and in this duality lies the source 
of one of the many tensions in Mauthner 's thought. 

Like the British empiricists, Mauthner wanted to root all 
knowledge firmly in the sensations of the individual ; however, he 
also wished to retain the viewpoint of Volkerpsychologie-that 
is, the insight that language is a social phenomenon. Sensations, 
as such, can never partake of the social character of language ; 
while language, as such, can never partake of the private charac
ter of sensations. While insisting to the last that there exists a 
perceptual basis upon which the edifice of language is raised, 
Mauthner resolved this dilemma ( to the degree to which he ever 
did resolve it ) by appealing to the pragmatic nature of language. 
Sensory impressions simpliciter cannot be the basis of meaning, 
since that would give rise to inescapable difficulties. For how, in 
that case, could any two people know that they had both given 
the ' ' right ' '  name to the ' ' right ' '  impression Y How could men 
have ever come together to name sense impressions Y Would they 
not have had to possess a language to begin with Y Clearly, the 
public aspects of language can never be accounted for purely and 
simply in terms of an origin in private sense experience. How
ever, if one considered language as a part of man 's biological 
equipment and, so, as an instrument of survival-a view which 
Mach had made fashionable at that time-one can see a way 
clear of these difficulties.  If the original purpose of words was 
to insure the survival of a group of men in a situation where 
a single individual could not survive, it made little difference 
whether or no the same sensory image was before different 
men 's minds when a word was used, just so long as they all knew 
how to react, what was expected of them, when such a word was 
used. What really matters, what really has meaning, is not the 
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image a word or sentence conjures up, but the action that it sug
gests or commands, warns from or prohibits .  

Thus, Mauthner surmounted his difficulty by considering lan
guage primarily as a necessary condition for the survival of the 
human species, and consequently as a necessary basis for com
munity living. At the same time, as a philosophical empiricist, he 
did not deny the perceptual basis of the radically differing 
images occurring in the minds of different individuals on hearing 
the same word. On the contrary, Mauthner 's pragmatic theory 
of language at once explained another phenomenon which he 
considered to be essential to language : the phenomenon of mis
understanding. Just because language is a mediator between men 
when they act, it can similarly become a barrier when they desire 
to know. Just as an ocean simultaneously separates and joins 
continents, so too language is at one and the same time a bridge 
and a barrier between men-" Language is not a possession of 
the solitary individual, because it only exists between men. How
ever, language is not common to two men, because plainly two 
men never conceive the same thing by the words. ' '3 

This is so because language is essentially metaphorical. As 
such, it is by its very nature ambiguous ; no one can ever be cer
tain, either that he understands what another is saying, or that 
he is himself understood. Furthermore, ' ' words are always in 
statu nascendi. ' '4 Not only language, but the whole of culture as 
well, is continually in a state of transformation. Nothing stands 
still. 

In the practical affairs of everyday life, the inescapable am
biguity of language permits sufficient clarity to establish a prag
matic unity of purpose but, as an instrument for coming to know 
and understand the world, language is of very little value. Even 
if human beings had some way of attaining objectivity in know}: 
edge, language itself is too ambiguous to convey it. ( Mauthner 
illustrates the point by analyzing the first two lines of Goethe 's 
poem An den Mond-eight words in alP Before he has ex
hausted the possible meanings of the words individually, and the 
varied ways in which they may be construed in combination, his 
discussion has run to sixteen pages. ) From this inherent am
biguity, Mauthner infers that language is nonetheless eminently 
qualified to mediate subjective states between individuals-that 
is, to convey emotions. Precisely because it is essentially meta-
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phorical, language is well adapted to poetry, but ill adapted to 
science and philosophy. 

It is impossible to arrest the conceptual content of words permanently. 
Therefore knowledge of the world through language is impossible. It is 
possible to arrest the motive content of words. Therefore art is possible 
through language, verbal art, poetry.6 

The metaphorical nature of language precludes all univocity and 
thereby makes any sort of precise scientific knowledge impos
sible. Science too is, at best, poetry. 

The laws of the natural sciences and the moral sciences then tum into 
social phenomena, the natural rules of the party game of human cogni
tion. They are the poetics of the fable convenue of learning.7 

Mauthner 's Critique thus appeared to have dire results for sci
ence . Yet the actual existence and success of logic, mathematics 
and the natural sciences, far from contradicting his concept of 
the contingency of the senses, did riot perturb Mauthner in the 
least. His analysis of these subjects followed lines similar to 
those of Mill 's empiricism. Being consistent with the views of 
Mach and to some extent those of Kirchhoff, they consequently 
possessed some scientific reputability among his contemporaries. 
Thus, Mauthner considered hypotheses to be good guesses-suc
cessful " shots in the dark, " so to say. The foundation of all sci
ence is exceptionally good inductions ; the so-called laws of na
ture are nothing more than historical generalizations, and 
Mauthner spared no effort to explain the historical origin of the 
notion that physical laws are inexorable. He considers that the 
term " law of nature " is a metaphor left over from the bygone 
days of mythological explanation, when Nature was personified 
in the endeavor to comprehend it. He traces the origins of the 
notion back to Plato and Aristotle, and particularly to Lucretius, 
who first used the phrase explicitly. In the Middle Ages, the 
notion became incorporated into theology as the " natural law " 
or ' God, the divine providential ordering of the universe. With 
Spinoza 's Deus sive Natura it became secularized, along with 
much else that had earlier belonged exclusively to the sphere of 
theology. Thus did the myth of the " laws of nature " pass down 
to the present time ; the phrase began as a metaphor and later 
became reified and universally adopted by scientists. In fact, 
says Mauthner, there are no " laws " anywhere, only chance 
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phenomena. Modern physical science had fallen victim to the 
same sort of mythologizing as took place when the followers of 
Darwin transformed " evolution " from a principle of explana
tion into a metaphysics of nature. 

Mauthner 's analysis of logic clearly resembles that of Mill. He 
too rejects the claim that the syllogism can extend knowledge. 
The only " necessity " in logic is the necessity of identity, which 
is incapable of extending our knowledge : all substantive syl
logisms fall into either the class of non sequitur or that of petitio 
principii argument. Mauthner 's critique in fact reduced logic to 
the psychology of thinking, and, a fortiori, to the psychology of 
language. Logic was identical with that part of social psychology 
( Volkerpsychologie ) which related the observances, usages and 
other activities of a people to their language. As such, it had no 
value in the search for knowledge. 
Thus I want to say that our faith in logic, our faith that our knowledge 
of the world will be increased through logical operations, is a theological 
faith.8 

The idea that there exists such a thing as logic, in the sense of 
something universal and immanent in all languages, is another 
illegitimate rei:fication. Belief in such a thing, even though it ap
pears to comprise a body of knowledge, is superstition. " Every
thing about thinking is psychological, " Mauthner insists ; " only 
the pattern [Schema-] of our thinking is logical. "9 However, the 
pattern of a man 's thinking-and of his speaking, which is the 
same thing-is determined by, and reciprocally determines, the 
culture in which he lives, as both develop simultaneously ; it is 
not something pre-existing which can be derived from ' '  im
mutable laws of thought. ' '  
Sound human understanding would necessarily have to learn that hence
forth there are as many logics as there are languages with different struc
tures.10 

Logic is thus transformed into a matter for cultural anthropol
ogy, since t:p.ere is no common structure or cultural pattern nec
essarily underlying all languages. He thus ends up in a thor
oughgoing cultural relativism. 

Mauthner the relativist pokes fun at the absolute of the the
ologians and metaphysicians : 

Even the most certain truth is only more or less true. Real Truth is a 
metaphysical concept. Men attained to the concept of Truth just as they 
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did the concept of God-without any experience. In this sense one may 
certainly assert : God is Truth.U 

Indeed, Mauthner 's attempt to · set the limits of language has led 
him to the self-deprecatory truth of Nicholas of Cusa 's " un
learned knowing, ' '  and the learned ignorance of the ironic Soc
rates, whom the Oracle praised as the wisest among men for his 
awareness of his own ignorance. In Mauthner 's view, the nega
tive conclusion of the skeptic is as near as one can get to the 
truth. 

Faust is a philosopher not because, besides jurisprudence, medicine, and 
(alas ! )  theology, he has thoroughly studied philosophy : rather, because 
he sees that one cannot know anything and because this makes his heart 
burn with concern.12 

Mauthner sighs that philosophy must hark back to its Pythag
orean origins and resign itself to a love of wisdom and a striv
ing after truth, rather than claim the possession of it. The very 
conception of a " critique of language " confronts the difficulty 
that such a critique must itself be undertaken in and with words. 
It is born in contradiction and ends in silence, in what Mauthner 
has termed the ' ' suicide ' '  of language. 

That would truly be the redeeming act, if Critique could be carried on 
with the quietly despairing suicide of thought or language, if Critique did 
not have to be carried on with words possessing a semblance of life.13 

The end of the way through the critique of language is Maeter
linck 's holy silence-' ' As soon as we really have something to 
say, we are forced to be silent. "14 However, this silence is of far 
greater value than all that is verbally expressible. This is the 
end of Mauthner 's road ; with this belief, he takes a place beside 
Eckhardt and Cusanus. He shares their notion of the ultimate, 
that unspeakable feeling of mystical unity with the universe. 
This clarifies the assertion in the Introduction to Mauthner 's 
Dictionary, which we touched on earlier-�-the assertion to which 
Wittgenstein himself was to allude shortly afterward in the 
Tractatus-that he would be pleased 

if an intelligent reader has to affirm, when all is said and done, that skep
tical resignation, insight into the incomprehensibility of reality, is not 
merely another negation among others . It is our best knowledge. Philos
ophy is theory of knowledge. Theory of knowledge is critique of language. 
Critique of language, however, is effort on the behalf of the liberating 
thought that man can never succeed in getting beyond a metaphorical 
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description of the world utilizing either everyday language or philosophi
cal language.15 

Again and again in the history of philosophy, assertions of 
epistemological skepticism-that is, the thesis that knowledge is 
impossible-have generated, by reaction, an epistemological 
" transcendentalism, " which takes the possibility of knowledge 
as indisputable and asks, instead, how and on what conditions 
it is possible. So here, with Mauthner 's three linked claims-that 
" men can never succeed in getting beyond a metaphorical de
scription of the world ' ' ;  that true knowledge is impossible either 
in science or philosophy ; and that the .so-called laws of nature 
are no more than ' ' social phenomena, ' '  or fables convenues
these assertions at once invited a counterdemonstration that sys
tematic knowledge is indeed possible in logic and science alike 
and that these subjects do enable us, on certain assumptions, to 
get a genuine grasp of the real world. And, in due course, we 
shall find the young theoretical-engineer-turned-philosopher 
Ludwig Wittgenstein basing his Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus 
on the conception of a bildliche Darstellung of the world about 
which Mauthner himself had written. For vVittgenstein, how
ever, this phrase will have a radically different meaning from 
the " metaphorical description " of Mauthner ; for Wittgenstein 
they will refer, rather, to a " representation " of the world hav
ing the form of a " mathematical model, " in the sense in which 
Heinrich Hertz had analyzed the theoretical representations of 
the physical sciences. 

But this is to run ahead. During the last decades of the nine
teenth century, the status and validity of scientific knowledge 
had been discussed at length by a great many German-speaking 
scientists and philosophers of science, including such dis
tinguished men as Gustav Kirchhoff, Hermann von Helmholtz 
and Ernst Mach, Heinrich Hertz and Ludwig Boltzmann. The 
term ' ' representation, ' '  which played a large part in this debate, 
had been put into circulation by Kant and Schopenhauer. This 
term dovetailed two connected notions, which were not clearly 
distinguished at the time and are frequently confused to this day. 
In one sense, the term had a " sensory " or " perceptual " use
as in the physiological optics of Helmholtz and the psychology of 
Mach-which linked it back to the empiricist philosophies of 
Locke and Hume. In the other sense, it had a more " public " or 
" linguistic " use-as in the mechanics of Hertz-s�milar to that 
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of the phrase " graphical representation " in physics today. On 
the whole, the " sensory " use was associated with the German 
word Vorstellung, the " public " use with the word Darstellung; 
the former word is, for instance, the standard German transla
tion for the Lockean term " idea. " But there are important ex
ceptions to this generalization-for example, Mauthner himself 
-and the accounts given in nineteenth-century German philos
ophy of the status of scientific knowledge were deeply affected 
by the resulting ambiguities. So, at this point in our reconstruc
tion, we must turn and look more closely at that debate in the 
philosophy of science, beginning with the dominant figure of 
Mach. 

Seldom has a scientist exerted such an influence upon his cul
ture as has Ernst Mach. As we have already seen, his psychology 
had a direct impact on the aesthetic views of Jung Wien; Hof
mannsthal himself attended Mach 's :university lectures and rec
ognized Mach 's problems 'as somehow similar to his own, while 
Robert Musil was very much in Mach 's debt.16 In addition, 
through their influence on Hans Kelsen and his positivist theory 
of law, Mach 's ideas played a significant role in the drafting of 
the postwar Austrian constitution, for which Kelsen was in no 
small part responsible .17 Mach 's ideas were embraced with en
thusiasm by Austrian revisionist Marxists.18 The Machist ver
sion of Marxism penetrated Russian socialism through the 
agency of Bogdanov, and achieved a position from which it could 
challenge Leninism as a theoretical exposition of socialism. 
( Lenin 's reply to Bogdanov, Materialism and Empirio-Criti
cism, was thus occasioned by Mach 's  ideas or certain applica
tions of them. ) 19 In the twenties, the prominent Austrian social 
scientist Otto N eurath founded the Ernst Mach V erein, a fore
runner of the Vienna Circle.2° From poetry to philosophy of law, 
from physics to social theory, Mach 's influence was all-pervasive 
in Austria and elsewhere. Not the least of those who came under 
Mach 's spell was the young physicist Albert Einstein, who ac
knowledged Mach 's ' ' profound influence ' '  upon him in his 
youth.21 It has further been brought to light that Einstein 's early 
career was modeled on Mach 's view of the nature of the scien
tific enterprise.22 After meeting Mach, a dazzled William James 
could only refer to him as a ' ' pure intellectual genius, ' '  who read 
and discussed absolutely everything.23 

· Mach 's reduction of all knowledge to sensation forms the base 
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on which all of his thinking is founded. The task of all scientific 
endeavor is to describe sense data in the simplest or most eco
nomical manner. Mach actually prefers to designate sense data 
by the more neutral and noncommittal term ' ' elements ' ' ;  it is the 
feature of simplicity or economy which is distinctively scientific. 
So Mach 's point of view is that of a thoroughgoing phenomenal
ist ; the world is the sum total of what appears to the senses. So, 
dreams constitute " elements " in the world just as much as any 
other class of elements, for ' ' inner ' '  experience is experience 
quite as much as ' ' outer ' '  experience is. Abstract conceptions, 
ideas, representations, are similarly reduced to sense data, by 
being identified as species concepts which enable us to deal with 
groups of " elements " efficiently. 

As a positivist, Mach was absolutely opposed to any sort of 
metaphysical speculation. He equated metaphysics with mysti
cism and consequently with obfuscation in science. In psychology 
he was a relentless opponent of all those who posited the " ego " 
as an entity ; he rejected any position which smacked of the 
slightest hint of dualism, for he said that all dualism culminates 
in metaphysics. Indeed, as an ardent positivist, he did not rec
ognize philosophy to have any legitimacy apart from science, and 
he continually insisted that he was not a philosopher. David 
Hume, the destroyer of all metaphysical claims to truth, and 
Georg Christoph Lichtenberg, the enemy of all pseudo science, 
were his philosophical heroes. Mach was, in fact, the first man to 
draw attention to the philosophical significance of Lichtenberg, 
whose writings soon became popular and influential in the artistic 
and intellectual circles of Vienna. 

Mach conceived the problem of science to be threefold. 
We learn very soon to distinguish our presentations from our sensations 
(perceptions ) .  Now the problem of science can be split into three parts : 

1 .  The determination of the connexion of presentations. This is psy
chology. 

2. The discovery of the laws of the connexion of sensations (percep
tions ) . This is physics. 

3. The clear establishment of the laws of the connexion of sensations 
and presentations. This is psychophysics.24 

For his conception of ' ' psychophysics, ' '  MaGh was indebted to 
Gustav Theodor Fechner. Fundamentally, psychophys1cs is a 
monistic philosophy which attempts to explain how the psychical 
and the physical are two aspects of one and the same reality. 
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However, the most successful attempt to unite physics and psy
chology into one science was that of Richard Avenarius, whom 
Mach recognized as a colleague. 

As to the views of Avenarius, the affinity between them and my own is as 
great as can possibly be imagined where two writers have undergone a 
different process of development, work in different fields, and are com
pletely independent of one another.25 

In his ' ' critique of pure experience, ' '  A venarius sought to 
avoid the Scylla and Charybdis of materialism and idealism by 
recourse to a na'ive realism having affinities with the philosophies 
of G. E. Moore and Edmund Husser!. Like Moore, he sought to 
avoid the conundrums of the metaphysicians by appealing to 
common-sense realism. To the question, " How do I know that 
here are two hands T ' '  Moore responded by holding first one and 
then the other up before him and saying, " Because here is one 
and here is the other ' '  ;26 and Avenarius would have appreciated 
the force of this sort of explanation. Like Husser!, Avenarius 
believed that the task of philosophy is to describe the world as we 
meet it in ordinary experience-' ' The important thing for ex
perience is how it is characterized, not what exists without it. ' '27 
Thus Avenarius " brackets " the question of the existence of the 
objects of consciousness, as does Husser! with his concept of the 
epoche.28 The two thinkers agree that there is no pure " con
sciousness, " that consciousness is " known " only inasmuch as it 
is consciousness of some object. 

That, however, is as far as the similarity between them ex
tends. Avenarius insists that the perspective of " pure experi
ence " is the meeting place of realism and solipsism, because it 
makes no difference to his phenomenalistic description of expe
rience whether or not other minds exist. The objects of pure ex
perience are facts, not perceptions-" . . .  by pure experience 
we shall mean experience as the immediate cognition of fact, 
which facts may be things or relations, thoughts, feelings, convic
tions, or uncertainty. "29 Avenarius ' goal is the systematization 
of all our experience into a central " representation, " which 
would be the most general of concepts and would constitute as 
simple ( economical ) a picture of the whole of experience as pos
sible. 

This systematization would entail a physiological description 
of physical phenomena, which would be built up into a concept of 
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the totality of experience on the basis of an associationist psy
chology. The aim of the construction of this world-picture would 
be to simplify and systematize experience in such a way that we 
could more easily deal with it. Philosophy, then, becomes the 
activity of thinking about the world according to the ' ' principle 
of least action. " ( So A venarius entitled the prolegomena to his 
Critique of Pure Experience . ) 30 Mach was in complete accord 
with this program, recognizing in it a significant presentation of 
the principle of the economy of thought, as well as an important 
contribution to the clarification of the relation between the physi
cal and the psychical. These were the considerations foremost in 
Mach 's  mind when he came to analyze the nature of ' '  representa
tion ' ' in physics. 

Mach maintained that physical theories are descriptions of 
sense data which simplify experience by allowing the scientist to 
anticipate further events. Mathematical functions serve to sim
plify what the senses perceive through their organizing power. It 
is less correct to speak of theories as true or false than it is to 
speak of them as more or less useful, since it is their very nature 
to be descriptions of, rather than judgments on, sensations. 

It is the object of science to replace, or sav e experiences, by the reproduc
tion and anticipation of facts in thought. Memory is handier than ex
perience, and often answers the same purpose. This economical office of 
science, which fills its whole life, is apparent at first glance ; and with its 
full recognition all mysticism in science disappears.31 

Metaphysical elements in science offend against its essential 
characteristic-that is, its economy. The notions of " absolute " 
space, time, and motion in Newton 's physics are just superflui
ties.  Mach 's views on Newton 's absolutes are well summarized 
in his statements regarding absolute time : 

This absolute time can be measured by comparison with no motion ; it has 
therefore neither a practical nor a scientific value ; and no one is justified 
in saying that he knows aught about it. It is an idle metaphysical con
ception.32 

For Mach, the way to understand-and so learn to peel away
these accretions is through a study of the principle of mechanics 
which is historical as well as critical. It is thus no accident that 
his major work should be entitled The Science of Mechanics : A 
Critical and Historical Account of Its Development, and that an
other should be The History and Root of the Principle of Con-
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servation of Energy. In order to justify his claim that science is 
properly restricted to describing sense data in the most efficient 
manner, it was essential to explain how factors which were not 
descriptions of sense data had found their way into earlier physi
cal theory. By analyzing the origin of certain scientific ideas, he 
was able to show how scientists had been led to form explana
tions which transcended the limits of the observable ; the pres
ence of metaphysical elements in mechanics, such as the notion of 
" force, " is thus accounted for by pointing out that mechanics 
came of age during a period when men were immersed in theo
logical problems. 

Every unbiased mind must admit that the age in which the chief de
velopment of the science of mechanics took place was an age of pre
dominantly theological cast. Theological questions were excited by every
thing and modified everything. No wonder, then, that mechanics is colored 
thereby. But the thoroughness with which theological thought thus per
meated scientific inquiry, will best be seen by an examination of details.83 

The historical element in Mach 's critique of science serves to 
indicate the limits within which profitable scientific inquiry can 
take place ; it also possesses a heuristic value, in that 

the historical investigation of the development of a science is most need
ful, lest the principles treasured up in it become a system of half-under
stood precepts, or worse, a system of prejudices. Historical investigation 
not only promotes the understanding of that which now is but also brings 
new possibilities before us by showing that which exists to be in great 
measure conventional and accidental. From the higher point of view at 
which different paths of thought converge we may look down upon us with 
freer vision and discover routes before unknown.34 

Thus, apart from endeavoring to explain that mechanics has no 
more than a historical claim to primacy among the different 
branches of physics, Mach is also concerned to open up new paths 
in mechanics through a reconsideration of its development. 

Mach 's stress upon the " conventional and accidental " charac
ter of the state of science in his own time also sprang from 
broader considerations. He believed that all knowing is directed 
toward the adaptation of the animal to its environment. All con
cepts, theories, maxims, and the like were for him functions of 
our instinct for biological survivaP5 Conceptual schemes are 
economical instruments for dealing with practical problems. As 
such, they are by nature colored by our motives-" In the re-
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production of facts in thought, we never reproduce the facts in 
full, but only that side of them which is important to us, moved 
directly or indirectly by a practical interest. ' '36 For Mach, men 
are for the most part passive as knowers. Knowing consists 
primarily in describing the world of sensation to ourselves, as we 
must do in order to come to terms with our environment. In this 
context, intellectual history becomes the story of the ' ' survival ' '  
of the ' ' fittest ' ' idea. Concepts too must compete with their rivals 
in order to gain adherents and consequently to survive. They 
must " adapt " themselves, both to facts and to one another. 

One might expect that, when notions such as these were set 
forth by a scientist who claimed to be the foremost among the 
denouncers of metaphysics, someone would object that he had let 
the · enemy in through the back door. One man who criticized 
Mach on these grounds was Max Planck. Planck maintained that 
Mach 's biological theory of knowledge was every bit as meta
physical as those theories which he condemned ; he also attacked 
Mach 's concept of the nature of physical theory, denying that 
physical theories were based solely upon sense data.37 In Planck 's  
view, the physicist creates the system of the physical world by 
imposing form upon it. He held that the mind creates the mathe
matical structures which organize empirical facts into the unified 
system that is physical science . He accused Mach of anthro
pomorphism, the cardinal sin among physical scientists. To 
Planck, Mach 's attempt to base physics on the description of 
sense data involved the assumption that " physical " states were 
somehow identical with ' '  psychical ' '  states. 

On the other hand, Planck nowhere argued against basing sci
ence upon the principle of economy. On the contrary, he insisted 
that certain of the ideas which Mach most vehemently opposed 
were in fact in accord with the economy of nature. " It would not 
surprise me, if one day a member of Mach 's  school came up with 
the great discovery that the probability hypothesis, or the reality 
of atoms, is in fact a consequence of scientific economy. "38 
Planck 's words were prophetic, for Einstein 's career was to 
reflect such a process of discovery. In fact, a strict adherence to 
Mach 's principles led Einstein eventually to reject most of what 
Mach stood for.39 In this debate with Mach, Planck 's  position 
was, curiously enough, a development of the work of a physicist 
whom Mach himself knew and respected. This physicist, who 
was, Helmholtz had asserted, " endowed with the rarest gifts of 
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intellect and character ' '40 and who died prematurely in the early 
1890s, was Heinrich Hertz. 

Mach expressed the fundamental antithesis between himself 
and Hertz when he remarked : 

It is not the business of a man of science to criticize or refute a philoso
pher like Kant, though it may be observed in passing that it would no 
longer be a particularly heroic achievement to show the inadequacy of 
Kant 's philosophy as a guide to modern scientific research.41 

Hertz, as a student of Helmholtz, could not overlook the signifi
cance of Kant 's theory of knowledge for theoretical physics. For 
Mach, on the other hand, the surest guide in all epistemological 
matters was Hume 's skeptical psychologism. It is certain that 
Mach read Hertz 's Principles of Mechanics with great interest, 
but he does not appear to have grasped the significant difference 
between his own conception of the nature of physical theory and 
that propounded by Hertz in the introduction to his Principles. 
While praising Hertz 's elimination of the " physical " side of 
mechanics, Mach failed to recognize that, in its basic conceptions, 
the Hertzian system was completely Kantian. 

Mach 's general misunderstanding of Hertz is typified by his 
comments on the word Bild (meaning, literally, " picture "  or 
" image " ) ,  which is the central concept in Hertz 's physical the
ory. Mach claims that " Hertz uses the term Bild in the sense of 
the old English philosophical term idea, and he applies it to 
systems of ideas or concepts relating to any province. '  '42 A more 
careful reading of the introduction to the Principles of Mechan
ics does not bear out this claim. By ' ' images ' '  or ' ' pictures, ' '  
Hertz means anything but the British empiricist notion of ideas.  
What he is trying to set forth is ,  in fact, a theory of mathematical 
models.43 True, his choice of words may be unfortunate ; though 
this is due in part to the vagueness of the term Bild. But it is 
significant that, in describing his Bilder as " representations, " 
Hertz consistently chose to employ the word Darstellungen 
rather than V orstellungen. 

If he had had the British philosophers '  ' ' ideas, ' '  or sensations, 
in mind, V orstellungen would have been the appropriate word. 
( That is the word ordinarily used by German philosophers to 
denote a mental picture of a sense datum. ) Thus, in the title of 
his major work, Schopenhauer refers to Die Welt als Wille und 
Vorstellung; while Avenarius ' philosophical goal is that of a 
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Centralvorstellung, which " represents " all that is essential to 
experience by means of a single completely general concept.44 
Hertz, on the other hand, employs the word Darstellung to refer 
to the function of his pictures or images.  By this usage, he does 
not mean the kind of representation which is merely the repro
duction of sense impressions, but rather ( for example ) the whole 
system of mechanics, in the sense in which even Mach 's Science 
of Mechanics in Its Development is historisch-kritisch " darge
stellt. ' ' In this mode of representation, men are not merely passive 
spectators to whom " representations, " like Humean " impres
sions ' '  or Machian ' ' sensations, ' '  just happen; on the contrary, 
Darstellungen are consciously constructed schemes for knowing. 

Hertz characterizes these " cognitive schemes, " or " models, " 
as follows : 

Various models [Bilder] of the same objects are possible, and these 
models may differ in various respects. We should at once denote as inad
missible all models which implicitly contradict the laws of our thought. 
Hence we postulate that in the first place all our models shall be logically 
permissible-or briefly, that they shall be permissible. We shall denote as 
incorrect any permissible models, if their essential relations contradict the 
relations of external things, i .e . ,  if they do not satisfy our first funda
mental requirement. Hence we postulate that in the second place our 
models shall be correct. But two permissible and correct models of the 
same external objects may yet differ in respect of appropriateness . Of 
two models of the same object that is the more appropriate which includes 
in it more of the essential relations of the object-the one we may call the 
more distinct. Of two models of equal distinctness the more appropriate 
is the one which contains, in addition to the essential characteristics, the 
smaller number of superfluous or empty relations ;-the simpler of the 
two. Empty relations cannot be altogether avoided : they enter into the 
models because they are simply models,-models produced by our mind 
and necessarily affected by the characteristics of its mode of modelling 
them.45 

The three tests to be satisfied by a representation of mechan
ical phenomena are logical consistency, correspondence with 
empirical data, and simplicity or elegance of presentation. We 
must accordingly distinguish the internal structure or articula
tion of our mathematical models of mechanical phenomena from 
their relation to the facts given in experience. The former, which 
includes the factors of mathematical deduction ( consistency or 
permissibility) and systematic or formal presentation ( simpli-
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city or appropriateness ) ,  is the a priori element in Hertz 's sys
tem and is explored in Book I of his Principles. In Book II, he 
goes on to consider how such an a priori deductive system is put 
into relation with experience. The two books taken together con
stitute Hertz 's own representation of the science of mechanics. He 
compares this representation to a " systematic grammar " ;  and 
in order to give some indication of how his system relates to the 
traditional representations of mechanics, he compares those to 
the more elementary, simplified grammars constructed to help 
those who are beginning to learn a new language : 

Our representation of mechanics bears towards the customary one some
what the same relation that the systematic grammar of a language bears 
to a grammar devised for the purpose of enabling learners to become 
acquainted as quickly as possible with what they will require in daily life. 
The requirements of the two are very different, and they must differ 
widely in their arrangement if each is to be properly adapted to its 
purpose.46 

To appreciate the novelty of Hertz 's theory, we may return 
to the comparison between his ideas and those of Mach. For 
Mach, the critique of representations in physics is historical and 
polemical. He tries to explain, by recapitulating that develop
ment, why mechanics developed as it did, while all the time he 
himself is standing on the sidelines, to point out the spots where 
metaphysics entered in to confuse the physicist. Mach 's program, 
then, is one that essentially involves the belief that the limits, 
both of mechanics in particular and of natural science in general, 
are determined by a process of " reduction, " which relates state
ments about physical phenomena to their evidential basis in state
ments about sense data. He thus sets the limits of mechanics ex
ternally. The account of mathematical models introduced by 
Hertz possesses, by contrast, one great advantage. One can in
dicate the limits of these models from within. 

Our fundamental law, although it may suffice for representing the motion 
of inanimate matter, appears ( at any rate, that is one 's first and natural 
impression ) too simple and narrow to account for even the lowest proc
esses of life. It seems to me that this is not a disadvantage, but rather an 
advantage of our law. For while it allows us to survey the whole domain 
of mechanics, it shows us what are the limits of this domain.47 

So, in expounding his theory of models, Hertz simultaneously de
fines the limits of their applicability. As such, the model itself 
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shows us the limits of all possible experience which can be called 
' ' mechanical. ' '  

Hertz 's  models, whose very structure prescribes their sphere 
of application, mark a great improvement over the basic concep
tual apparatus which Mach had utilized-that is, symbols which 
are " copies " or " names " of actual sense experience-because 
their foundation is not psychological and descriptive, but logico
mathematical. Thus, on Mach 's  own principle of economy of 
thought, these structures fulfill the function of enabling the scien
tist to " anticipate experience " much more efficiently than 
Mach 's descriptions had done. Indeed, it may be argued that a 
historical critique of the sort that Mach undertook is a ' ' gram
matical ' '  propaedeutic to the systematic representation of the 
laws of mechanics, as conceived by Hertz. It establishes the his
torical fact that several systems of mechanics have explained the 
same phenomena and, further, that no particular system has any 
priority except that derived from the economy of its presenta
tion. Nevertheless, the system which enables the scientist to 
anticipate experience remains the most efficient one by far, 
especially when it simultaneously bypasses as many philosophi
cal pitfalls as does that of Hertz. 

It is also significant that Hertz 's theory developed not out of 
a general philosophical analysis, but as a way of solving a prac
tical problem. Hertz had been trying to determine the precise 
nature of Maxwell 's theory, by considering the several different 
sets of equations used by Maxwell to express his theory, and thus 
to discern what sorts of things Maxwell was asserting about the 
deeper nature of electromagnetic phenomena. It occurred to 
Hertz that, in actual fact, Maxwell was saying nothing at all 
about the physical nature of these phenomena. His equations 
were logical formulas which enabled him to deal with the phe
nomena and to understand how they operated. In short, Hertz 
realized that " Maxwell 's theory is Maxwell 's system of equa
tion. ' '48 He thus became aware that mathematical formulas could 
provide a framework for dealing with all the problems of physics 
and, so, confer a logical structure on physical reality. 

The elements of such a structure or model need not be derived 
from perception ; they correspond, rather, to possible sequences 
of observed events. They thus simplified experience to a greater 
extent than psychological reproductions do. Mach had founded 
his theory of physical representation on the more general notion 
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of a basic science of psychophysics, after studying the psycho
physiological theories of Herbart about the intuition of space 
and the organization of the senses ; he thus began his ana1ysis 
outside physics and never managed to expound physical theory 
from within. Indeed, he hardly appears to have considered this 
necessary. From the time of Carnot on, when it was discovered 
that the new science of thermodynamics did not require any sort 
of picture or model to explain the nature of heat, there had 
been a widespread hostile attitude among Continental physicists 
to any form of hypothetical model in science. By Planck 's  time, 
however, new developments in physics were requiring fresh pat
terns of explanation, and these warranted complex mechanical 
hypotheses, of which the atomic theory is the most familiar ex
ample. When he attacked both the theory of atoms and the 
hypothetical thinking which it typified, Mach was expressing 
the attitude of an earlier generation of scientists. For men like 
Planck and Boltzmann, on the other hand, atomic theory was 
very much a part of the economy of science. 

The Kantian element in Hertz 's interpretation of physical 
theory is evident also in the ideas of Ludwig Boltzmann, the man 
who founded the ' ' statistical mechanics ' '  which lies at the basis, 
not only of the twentieth-century approach to thermodynamics, 
but of the modern attitude toward theoretical physics generally. 
Boltzmann took Hertz 's  account of mechanics as defining a sys
tem of " possible sequences of observed events, "  and made it the 
starting point for a general method of theoretical analysis in 
physics itself. He did so, by treating each independent property 
of a physical system as defining a separate coordinate in a multi
dimensional system of geometrical coordinates. All the possible 
locations of each separate body in the physical system, for in
stance, were ordered along three spatial ' ' axes of reference ' ' ;  
all values of, say, temperature along another axis ; all values of, 
say, pressure along a fifth ; and so on. The totality of theoretical 
' ' points ' '  in the resulting multidimensional coordinate system 
gave one a representation of the ' ' ensemble of possible states ' '  of 
the physical system in question ; and any actual state could be 
defined, by specifying the particular point in this " multidimen
sional space ' '  whose coordinates corresponded to the actual 
values of all the variables. The general problem for statistical 
mechanics was then to discover mathematical relations govern
ing the frequencies with which-on various assumptions and 
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conditions-the actual states of a physical system would be dis
tributed among its possible states ; and, so, to compute the rela
tive probabilities of finding the system, in actual fact, in one over
all physical state rather than another.49 

It would take us too far afield to explain here, even in brief, 
how Boltzmann 's .statistical method of analysis came to play so 
central a part in twentieth-century physics. Planck himself im
mediately picked on it as a stroke of genius. In this way, one 
could eliminate finally all subjective references, to " sensations of 
warmth ' '  and the like, which lingered on in Machian accounts of 
heat theory, and replace them with rigorous mathematical de
scriptions.50 With the new emphasis on statistical explanation 
characteristic of quantum mechanics, the importance of Boltz
mann 's  method has only increased. In particular, his method of 
specifying the physical state of a system, by reference to a multi
dimensional space whose coordinates represent all the indepen
dent variables of the system, has been taken over entirely into 
the standard presentations of modern quantum theory. But
technicalities apart-it is worth pointing out that this notion of 
a ' ' space of theoretical possibilities, ' '  which plays the key part in 
Boltzmann 's  method of analysis, can be summarized concisely 
in words from Wittgenstein 's Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, 
as follows : 

The facts in logical space are the world ; the world divides into facts ; 
each item can be the case or not the case while everything else remains 
the same . . .  We construct for ourselves representations [Bilder] of 
facts. 

A Bild depicts reality by representing a possibility of existence and non
existence of states of affairs. A Bild represents a possible situation in logi
cal space. 

A proposition determines a place in logical space . . . In geometry and 
logic alike a place is a possibility : something can exist in it.111 

As we shall be seeing later, it is a short step from Boltzmann 's 
method of treating actual physical " states of affairs, " as distrib
uted statistically among the total ensemble of possible ' '  states of 
affairs ' '  defined within a particular multidimensional space, to 
Wittgenstein 's " method of truth tables, " in which the truth or 
falsity of the " molecular " propositions corresponding to differ
ent complex combinations of facts is treated as a function of the 
independent truth or falsity of the elementary propositions cor-
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responding to all the independent " atomic " facts or states of 
affairs involved. 

· 

For the most part, twentieth-century science has come out in 
favor of Hertz 's " models " rather than Mach 's " descriptions . "  
However, this did not come about without a struggle ; and the in
fluence of Mach 's positivism is still clear in, for instance, the 
arguments of the quantum physicists ( e .g., Bohr and Heisen
berg) about the primacy of " observables. "52 For Planck, this 
disagreement meant a period of ostracism from the scientific 
community. Boltzmann, who identified himself as continuing the 
work of Hertz, was unable to cope with the harsh criticisms of 
Mach, Ostwald and their followers ; this hostility was, indeed, a 
factor in the mental unbalance of his later years which finally 
led him to take his own life-just at the moment when the young 
Wittgenstein was preparing to study under him. By 1906, the 
struggle against metaphysics had become petrified into a dog
matic empiricism, which considered all hypothetical structures 
taboo. If this attitude has been largely displaced in science, this 
is thanks to the successors of Hertz, though in the philosophy of 
science this dogmatic attitude has survived far longer in the 
work of the Vienna Circle. Among historians, however, the pio
neering importance of Hertz 's work remains even today largely 
unrecognized, despite the high regard 

·
which a philosopher of such 

repute as Ernst Cassirer had for his work.53 And the history of 
fifty years of interpretation of Ludwig Wittgenstein 's Tractatus 
Logico-Philosophicus has been profoundly influenced by the 
philosophical successors of Mach-the Vienna Circle-who dis
torted the argument of a work on the philosophy of language 
which was, as we shall see, derived essentially from Hertz 's and 
Boltzmann 's theories, into an epistemological exercise in Mach
ian empiricism. 

One distinctive virtue of Hertz 's analysis, we said, was that it 
showed how the scope of any theoretical representation can be 
shown from within. Unlike Mach 's  ' '  reductionist ' '  analysis, 
which related all physical theories back to a universal-and 
philosophically more fundamental-system of psychophysics, 
Hertz 's method allowed one to define the totality of ' ' theoretical 
possibilities ' '  which the theory in question can meaningfully be 
used to represent in a way that makes no appeal to any more 
general principles, external to the particular representation. For 
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anyone brought up to appreciate the full philosophical force of 
Kant 's critical program, this was an important point in Hertz 's  
favor. For one of Kant 's  central ambitions had, likewise, been to 
map the overall scope of boundaries of the " reason " by showing 
them from within, in a way that avoided all reliance on external 
metaphysical assumptions ; and then not merely to assert, but to 
show, that metaphysics is-rationally speaking-concerned with 
the " unknowable, " because its questions lie at or beyond the 
boundaries of the reason so mapped. In this sense, we can legi
timately speak of Hertz 's attitude toward physical theory as 
Kantian ; as such, it falls squarely into place alongside the other 
attempts at which we have already looked, to define the scope, 
conditions of validity, and boundaries, of different media, sym
bolisms, modes of expression and/ or languages, which were a 
dominant feature of Viennese intellectual and cultural debate 
from 1890 on. 

In order to see most clearly the philosophical issues involved 
in proportion, we must place them in their historical perspective. 
This means seeing them in the light of the arguments put for
ward by the two men who did most to shape the questions under 
discussion in that debate-namely, Immanuel Kant himself and 
Arthur Schopenhauer. Kant never tired of reminding his readers 
that the human reason tends to run riot and " precipitate itself 
into darkness. "54 The whole of the " critical philosophy " is di
rected toward explaining the proper limits of reason and showing 
how these limits are overstepped because of reason 's innate tend
ency to pass from sensible experience itself to an explanation of 
that experience, although such an explanation lies beyond it in the 
sphere of " things in themselves. " There is a natural disposition 
on the part of reason to explain the world of perception in terms 
of an intelligible world beyond the possibility of perception ; such 
explanation is characteristic of metaphysics, which claims to be 
not only a science, but the queen of the sciences. The critique of 
reason which Kant produced in 1781 was an attack upon these 
claims. 

The point which made Kant suspicious of the assertion that 
metaphysics had the status of science was the multiplicity of 
diverse, and often contradictory, metaphysical systems. Physical 
science ( or natural philosophy, as it was then called ) exhibited no 
such multiplicity. The knowledge that it contained was cumula
tive. Each scientist could build on the work of his predecessors ; 
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this was not true of the metaphysician. In natural science the 
work of many men stood together as a b ody of knowledge. The 
work of the metaphysicians was no such body of knowledge, but 
merely the work of several men contradicting each other.  For 
this reason the claims of metaphysics to be a science were sus
pect. Metaphysics and natural science were both held by Kant to 
be works of reason ; but, since they are in practice so different, 
it became necessary for him to reconsider the nature of the foun
dation of that knowledge which is denominated ' ' scientific. ' '  The 
resulting Critique of Pure Reason was, in Kant 's own words, the 
philosophical equivalent of the Copernican revolution in astron
omy. It produced the most radical change of viewpoint in phi
losophy since Parmenides ' discovery that logical coherence is es
sential to any explanation of the world, and it resulted in Kant 's 
rejection of all claims of metaphysics to a scientific status. 

It was, Kant concluded, in the very nature of reason itself to 
strive to pass beyond the scope of all experience, and even all 
possible experience. He referred to the " natural predisposition " 
( N aturanlage ) of our reason to do so. 55 Since Kant insisted that 
he was not concerned with psychology or anthropology, this can 
only mean that it is an. essential feature of reason that, in its 
desire to complete the world-picture it has created, it should 
strive to pass beyond the limits of possible experience. Meta
physics is thus the most ' ' human ' '  of man 's activities. 

For metaphysics, in its fundamental features, perhaps more than any 
other science, is placed in us by nature itself and cannot be considered the 
product of an arbitrary choice, or a casual enlargement in the progress of 
experience, from which it is quite disparate. 56 

Even though it is not possible for us to form a definite idea of 
what lies beyond experience, reason is never satisfied with what 
experience has to offer it. Consequently, it postulates without 
justification that its ideas correspond to something actually 
existing. 

As for such ideas as those of the soul, of the world and of 
God, although these ideas do not extend our real knowledge, they 
are not without a function. For the scientist they function as 
' ' regulative ideas ' '-they furnish him, for example,  with the idea 
of that unity which is proper to science, thereby aiding the scien
tist to ' ' render experience within itself as nearly complete as 
possible. "57 Similarly, they provide the ethical theorist with no-
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tions which serve to protect him against the temptation to take 
materialism, naturalism or fatalism really seriously, to the point 
of actually accepting them. Thus, the ideas of reason are related 
to morality, not essentially, but as a scholium. The fact that rea
son transcends the limits of experience, then, does not entail that 
what it produces beyond those limits is wholly meaningless, but 
only that its products, the ideas, cannot extend our knowledge. 

This theory of ' ' the limits of reason ' '  is of direct importance 
to us here, since it was the starting point of the whole debate 
about language and values, which came to a head in the Vienna 
of 1890-1914. In order to understand it more completely, one 
must look into Kant 's distinction between limits and bounds 
( Schranken and Grenzen ) .  " Bounds ( in extended beings ) al
ways presuppose a space existing outside a certain definite place 
and enclosing it, " says Kant ; on the other hand, " limits do not 
require this, but are mere negations which affect a quantity so 
far as it is not absolutely complete. ' '58 Hence, ' ' in mathematics 
and in natural philosophy, human reason admits of limits but 
not of bounds : namely, it admits that something indeed lies with
out it, at which it can never arrive, but not that it will at any 
point find completion in its internal progress. ' '59 Mathematics 
and physics will go on explaining appearances for all time. The 
number of phenomena that they may discover is unbounded. 
Nevertheless, their discoveries are limited to appearances. They 
are, by their nature, unequipped to discover the nature of things 
in themselves. These branches of knowledge are restricted to 
what can be known about objects of sense-experience. They can 
never explain anything in such a way as to transcend that ex
perience. A science of metaphysics ( if there could be such a 
thing) would lead, not to the limits of speculative reason, but to 
its bounds ; in that case, one would reach the b ounds of the con
ceivable, as opposed to the limits of the actual . 

The implications of the Kantian critique were particularly 
far-reaching in the field of ethics .  No longer could morality be 
based on any sort of " natural law " or " human nature. "  Kant 
was convinced that any such notion as that of human nature, 
regarded as a " thing in itself, " was beyond the reach of human 
knowledge. For him, the absolute necessity which binds the 
will to perform moral acts-like the necessity of a particular 
class of propositions-springs from the reason itself, which is 
the source of all necessity. Reason can know, and therefore be 
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responsible for, only that which it creates itself. Just as any sys
tematic knowledge of forms, structures and necessary connec
tions in nature is a result of the application of a priori forms of 
the understanding to what has been perceived through the a 
priori forms of sensibility, so too our moral actions must be 
based on the legislation of reason. In metaphysics, reason drives 
itself beyond the limits of understanding to the conception of an 
" unconditionally necessary " being, this being the only concep
tion which entirely satisfies it. In the moral sphere, similarly, 
the only sort of motivation that can entirely satisfy the practical 
reason is an " unconditioned necessity, " binding the will to act : 

The speculative employment of reason with respect to nature leads to the 
absolute necessity of some supreme cause of the world : the practical em
ployment of reason with a view to freedom leads also to absolute neces
sity, but only of the laws of the actions of a rational being as such.60 

Here is the origin of the Categorical Imperative, the legislator 
and judge of all human actions. In its speculative function, rea
son legislates for sensible experience, thereby producing nature 
as a " system. " In its practical function, reason legislates for 
itself as a cause of action. What to the speculative reason were 
illusions-the Transcendental Ideas of God, the world, and the 
soul-are now seen in a different light, as necessary fictions for 
organizing conduct according to reason. The practical applica
tion of reason to conduct necessitates that reason should think 
itself in a noumenal world ; that is, an intelligible " kingdom of 
ends ' '  in which the ideas of freedom, immortality and God have 
meaning. Only in such a context can the Categorical Imperative 
be meaningful. Thus, for Kant, ethics is concerned with the con
duct of rational beings precisely insofar as they are rational ; 
and he claims that such an ethic would be valid not only for men 
but for all rational beings whatever. 

Having started from the idea that reason has an innate ten
dency to overstep its limits, Kant 's critique of reason thus pro
ceeds by positing-and distinguishing-two spheres of activity 
as the concern of reason : the sphere of facts, and that of values. 
In the first sphere, reason 's drive to attain the source of all 
necessity (namely, the " unconditioned " )  creates intellectual 
monsters which fetter speculation. In the second sphere, the un
conditioned becomes the very basis for the activity of reason and, 
so, the foundation of morality. Indeed, a primary concern of 
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Kant 's critique of reason lies in the need to establish the true 
character of the sphere of values ; one of the main reasons for 
undertaking it had been to prove that, regarded as systems of 
nature, such doctrines as materialism, naturalism, atheism, fatal
ism and the like are impossible. In fact, none of the systems of 
nature has anything at all to do with the nature of Man as a 
rational being ; consequently they cannot provide . a foundation 
for ethics. Reason alone is capable of this. Since he considered 
metaphysical systems to be a threat to human freedom and, so, 
to morality as well, Kant set out to show that they were at best 
fictions. Yet at the same time, in determining the limits of reason, 
he saw himself as performing a service to natural philosophy, for 
" we do not enlarge but disfigure the sciences if we allow them to 
trespass upon one another 's territory. "61 (Logic provides him 
with a perfect example of a science that is limited in the way he 
describes ; its great value in intellectual life is derived therefrom 
-' ' that logic should have been thus successful is an advantage 
which it owes to its limitations . . .  " ) 62 .In short, the critical phi
losophy determines the sphere of applicability of natural science 
at the same time that it defends the sphere of morality from a 
reason that has gone wild and overstepped its own proper limits. 

Probably no philosopher has ever considered himself more of 
a Kantian than Arthur Schopenhauer. He ceaselessly inveighed 
against those philosophers who had transformed the critical 
philosophy into the grandiose idealist systems of the early
nineteenth century. Hegel, in particular, was the continual object 
of his wrath. Thus he says, 

People generally are · beginning to be conscious that real and serious 
philosophy still stands where Kant left it. In any case, I cannot see that 
anything has been done in philosophy between him and me ; I therefore 
take my departure direct from him. 63 

Curiously, time has proved that Schopenhauer had much more 
in common with the idealists than he ever cared to admit ; he 
himself thought that he was taking up where Kant had left off. 
His main work, The World as Will and Representation, grew out 
of his marriage of Kant to Oriental thought, the importance of 
which for Western philosophy he was-leaving aside Leibniz ' in
terest in the I Ching-the first to recognize. 

The title of Schopenhauer 's book reflects his basic notion that 
the world possesses two fundamental aspects-corresponding 
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roughly to Kant 's practical and speculative reason, respectively 
-which he refers to by the two words " will " and " representa
tion. " We are aware of ourselves both as knowers or thinkers 
and as actors or agents. Like Kant, Schopenhauer was very much 
concerned with limiting the sphere of abstract, intellectual 
thought and, so with distinguishing and separating the sphere of 
facts from that of values. In Schopenhauer 's opinion, Kant 's 
two greatest achievements were the Transcendental Aesthetic, 
in which he had proved that all that we perceive is ' ' phenomenal ' '  
( or mere appearance ) ,  and the associated distinction of the 
" phenomenon " from the " thing in itself. " For Schopenhauer, 
these together give us ground for arguing that the two funda
mental aspects of the world are separate, but related in a deter
mined way-that is, the representation stands to the will as 
" phenomenon " to " thing in itself. " Schopenhauer considered 
himself a Kantian on account of his development of these no
tions ; and, when interpreted in his own fashion, they form the 
cornerstone of his philosophy. In effect, while affirming Kant 's 
greatness and insight, Schopenhauer was simultaneously trans
forming the Kantian critique into something quite different. 

An essential part of Schopenhauer 's thought is the thorough 
critical analysis of the Kantian philosophy, to be found primarily 
in his dissertations On the Fourfold Root  of the Principle of 
Sufficient Beason and On the Two Fundamental Problems of 
Ethics and, in a summary form, in the essay " Criticism of the 
Kantian Philosophy, ' '  appended to his major work. Among the 
gravest deficiencies Schopenhauer finds in the critical philosophy 
is the fact that Kant fails to define his basic concepts. " Reason, " 
' ' understanding, ' '  ' ' concept, ' '  ' ' category, ' '  and many other 
terms are used and distinguished, without being properly ex
plained. 

Now as I have said above, if Kant had seriously investigated to what ex
tent two such different faculties of knowledge, one of which is the dis
tinctive characteristic of mankind, come to be known, and what reason 
and understanding mean according to the use of language in all nations 
and by all philosophers, then he would never have divided reason into 
theoretical and practical without any further authority than the intel
lectus theoreticus and practicus of the scholastics, who use the terms in an 
entirely different sense, and he never would have made practical reason 
the source of virtuous conduct. In the same way, Kant should really have 
investigated what a concept is in general, before separating so carefully 
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concepts of the understanding (by which he understands partly his cate
gories, partly all common concepts ) and concepts of reason (his so-called 
Ideas ) , and making them both the material of his philosophy, which for 
the most part deals only with the validity, application and origin of all 
these concepts.64 

Here and throughout, the chief charge that Schopenhauer levels 
at Kant is that a residual Scholasticism is allowed to distort the 
brilliant insights from which it began. A prime example of such 
scholastic vestiges is Kant 's  architectonic, which demands sym
metry everywhere within his system. It is precisely this architec
tonic, Schopenhauer asserts, that ruins the Critique of Pure 
Reason. Kant proceeds smoothly enough as far as the Tran
scendental Aesthetic, where he succeeds in formulating one of his 
most brilliant notions ; but after that the demands of the architec
tonic take control of him. Schopenhauer 's dissertation On the 
Fourfold Root  of the Principle of Sufficient Reason, was an at
tempt to set this straight : simplifying the analytic, by removing 
the unnecessary accretions which this externally-improved struc
ture required. All that Kant was really concerned to establish in 
the analytic was the principle of causality, as the basis of science ; 
but the architectonic compelled him to include, also, other super
fluous judgments. 

Schopenhauer set out to rectify this by demonstrating that the 
a priori in human knowledge is based upon the principle of suf
ficient reason, which has four forms ( the " fourfold root " ) ,  
depending on what it is required to ground. He begins by dis
tinguishing science from a mere aggregation of facts-" For by 
science we understand a system of notions, that is, a totality of 
connected, as opposed to a mere aggregate of disconnected, no
tions. ' '65 It is the principle of sufficient reason that provides the 
a priori basis for connecting our representations into a sys
tematic body of knowledge, or science. For Schopenhauer, in 
other words, science is a coherent representation of perceptions, 
grounded a priori in the principle of sufficient reason. It is the 
function of the understanding to represent and unify perceptions 
into a science : 

Now it is the Understanding which, by means of its own peculiar func
tion, brings about the union [ of space and time] and connects their 
heterogeneous forms in such a manner, that empirical reality-albeit only 
for that understanding-arises out of their mutual interpenetration, and 
arises as a collective representation, forming a complex held together by 
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the forms of the principle of sufficient reason, but whose limits are 
problematical. 66 

Schopenhauer 's attempt, then, is to prove that the a priori struc
ture of the world, regarded as an object of knowledge-the 
World as Representation-is entirely based on the principle of 
sufficient reason, and in so doing to simplify and clarify the 
Kantian position with regard to the foundations of knowledge. 

However, there was one fundamental point at which Schopen
hauer claimed to advance beyond the Kantian position. This was 
his transformation of the sphere of pure speculative reason into 
" the World as Representation. " In taking representation ( V or
stellung ) as his point of departure, Schopenhauer claimed to 
avoid the problems generated by the Kantian dichotomy between 
subject and object : 

Now our method of procedure is toto genere different from these two op
posite misconceptions ( i .e .  attempting to deduce the object from the sub
ject or vice versa ) ,  since we start neither from the object nor from the 
subject but from the representation, as the first fact of consciousness.67 

If we start from the object, we find ourselves in a pre-Kantian 
dogmatism. If we start from the subject, we are soon caught up 
in Fichtean idealism. Starting with the representation, or Vor
stellung, the mental image of our perception, we do not face such 
difficulties. Representation, in this sense, must be distinguished 
from the abstract conceptions which are derived from it-that is, 
from the representation of species or the class concept, and from 
the Platonic Idea, the object of art. For Schopenhauer, the sub
ject is not something in the world, but a precondition of its very 
existence : 

Because in general no object without subject can be conceived without in
volving a contradiction, we must absolutely deny to the dogmatist the 
reality of the external world, when he declares this to be its independence 
of the subject. The whole world of objects is and remains representation, 
and is for this reason wholly and forever conditioned by the subject.68 

Objects exist only insofar as they are known ; subjects exist only 
insofar as they are knowers. Outside this context, nothing can be 
said of either. They are the reciprocal limits of the world as 
representation. 

Yet this is not the only aspect of the world. 

The objective world, the world as representation, is not the only side of 
the world but merely ( so to speak) its external side. The world has an 
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entirely different side which is its inmost being, its kernel, the thing-in
itself . . . i .e. , wm.so 

It is possible to know this noumenal aspect of the world, because 
men are capable of knowing themselves, insofar as they are act
ing, willing subjects, and therefore objects of knowledge. Kant 's 
" practical reason " was a muddled way of discussing " the world 
as will. " In Schopenhauer 's thought, however, the meaning of 
the distinction between the world as representation and the world 
as will goes far beyond the distinction between the twin functions 
of reason in Kant ; and, indeed, it goes in a direction contrary to 
some of Kant 's basic notions. For Schopenhauer believed that 
he had opened the door to a new method of attaining the noume
nal, or the ' ' thing in itself. ' '  Thus he asserted : 

Phenomenon means representation and nothing more. All representation, 
be it of whatever kind it may, all object is phenomenon. But only the wiU 
is thing-in-itself j as such it is not representation at all, but toto genere 
different therefrom. It is that of which all representation, all objects, are 
the phenomenon, the visibility, the objectivity. It is the inmost essence, 
the kernel, of every particular thing and also of the whole. It appears in 
every blinding acting force of nature, and also in the deliberate conduct 
of man, and the great difference between the two concerns only the degree 
of the manifestation, not the inner nature of what is manifested.70 

Representations, thoughts, can be said to be objectifications of 
the will, inasmuch as they are the instruments of desire ; they 
are tools which enable man to satisfy the needs of his physical 
structure. The function of thought is to fulfill the biological needs 
of nutrition and propagation ;  in this sense representations serve 
the will. 

Schopenhauer was aware that his notion of the world as will 
constituted a divergence from the path that Kant had chosen to 
follow. His essay On the Basis of Morality helps to clarify the 
relation between Kant 's practical reason and his own " world as 
will. " It is an essay about the foundation of Kantian ethics-or, 
more precisely, about Kant 's confusions over the nature of 
ethics. Like The Fourfold Root of the Principle of Sufficient 
Reason, it attempts to explain away the deficiencies of Kantian 
thought as residues of Scholasticism, but Schopenhauer 's  attack 
here is far more devastating than in The Four{old Root. 

For Schopenhauer, Kant 's great contribution to ethics lay in 
liberating morality, at a single stroke, both from eudaemonism 
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and from its dependence on theology. A great stride in this direc
tion had been taken when Kant succeeded in distinguishing ethics 
proper from the exposition of its foundations. Consequently, 
Schopenhauer has a good deal of respect for the Foundations of 
the Metaphysics of Morals where Kant established that distinc
tion, but he has only disdain for The Critique of Practical Rea
son. The former book was written, he maintains, by a genius at 
the height of his powers, the latter by .a garrulous old man. In 
The Critique of Practical Reason, Kant let theology in through 
the back door, by basing morality on a categorical imperative, on 
the " ought " rather than the " is. " For Schopenhauer, Kant 's 
assumption that there exist purely moral laws is entirely gratu
itous. He considers that this notion, like that of the Creator-God, 
had been part of Judaism 's legacy to the intellectual enslave
ment of mankind. To base ethics on obligation is tantamount to 
the reintroduction of the divine judge and eudaemonism-' ' A  
commanding voice, whether it comes from within o r  from with
out, cannot possibly be imagined except as threatening or prom
ising. ' 171 

Such an ethic rests, then, upon happiness and therefore upon 
egoism. Another muddled aspect of Kant 's ethics is the notion 
of a morality proper to " all rational beings whatever. " In this 
concept, says Schopenhauer, we have a genus the predicates of 
which apply to only one species, the only one we know or can 
know, that is, man. When Kant speaks of ' ' rational beings apart 
from men, " he might just as well be speaking of " heavy beings 
apart from bodies . ' '  

Contrary to Kant, Schopenhauer argues that the basis of 
morality must be, not a pure a priori conception, but something 
empirical. Only the empirical is real, and only the empirical can 
move the will. To say that something a priori and conceptual 
moves the will is tantamount to maintaining that the will is 
stimulated to action by nothing actual. In a devastating argu
ment, he castigates Kant 's idea that the reasonable and the hu
man-and, consequently, the virtuous-are coterminous. Reason
able, for Schopenhauer, carries an ethically neutral meaning, 
!neither virtuous nor vicious. It merely signifies the faculty which 
distinguishes man from the animals, and enables him to perform 
more varied types of activity-namely, the capacity of human 
beings to deal with their environment in terms of abstract con
ceptions. As a result of their ability to think abstractly, men are 
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said to be ' ' free, ' '  for in comparison with animals they are ca
pable of far more varied modes of activity. Thus it is possible to 
be very reasonable without being virtuous, just as it is possible 
to be virtuous and quite unreasonable. 

Schopenhauer found the true foundation of motivation in the 
Scholastic principle operatio sequitur esse. For him, this meant 
that the observable actions of different men were manifestations 
of each man 's :fixed nature. He saw this older principle as antici
pating one of Kant 's monumental discoveries, the coexistence of 
freedom and necessity in the willing subject. Schopenhauer con
sidered the will to be identical with its acts, that is, its bodily 
manifestations. Both are thus capable of being known as " phe
nomena, " strictly determined by the law of causality, and at the 
same time as ' ' things in themselves, ' '  therefore free. His ethics 
begins, therefore, with an empirical search for truly moral acts
that is, for acts which are not motivated by egoism. Egoism is 
the manifestation of the will to live in man, which drives him to 
seek life under the optimum circumstances, and not to consider 
his means of attaining it. ' ' The absence of all egoistic motives is 
thus the criterion of an action of moral value. "72 

The only adequate basis for morality, in Schopenhauer 's view, 
is one upon which men are able to act morally, justly and kindly, 
toward one another ; it accordingly has little to do with what is 
taught in ethics courses at universities. Such a morality can only 
be one founded upon compassion, upon the actual giving of one
self to the other, in that kind of relationship which Buber was 
later to describe as proper to an " I "  and a " Thou. " Schopen
hauer derived this notion from his studies of Hindu mysticism. 
For him, the Hindu ethics culminates in a kind of Solipsism, in 
which the good man 
perceives that the distinction between himself and others, which to the 
wicked man is so great a gulf, belongs only to a fleeting, deceptive phe
nomenon. He recognizes immediately, and without reasons or arguments, 
that the in-itself of his own phenomenon is also that of others, namely that 
will-to-live which constitutes the inner nature of everything, and lives in 
all ; in fact, he recognizes that this extends even to the animals and to the 
whole of nature ; he will therefore not cause suffering even to an animaP3 

No positive expression whatsoever of this feeling is possible ; so 
Schopenhauer 's ethics culminates in a mystical experience. The 
only other experience which closely resembles it is also one in 
the sphere of values-namely, the aesthetic experience which 
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consists, to a large extent, in the fact that, when we enter the state of pure 
contemplation, we are raised for the moment above all willing, above all 
desires and cares ; we are ( so to speak) rid of ourselves.74 

As such, this too is a moral experience, but only a temporary one, 
because as long as we are engaged in it we are not capable of do
ing harm to the other. By the act of giving ourselves over to con
templation, we have dissociated ourselves from willing. 

Schopenhauer 's attack on the Scholastic residue in Kantian 
thought thus terminated in a move which makes morality im
mediately dependent upon feelings and intentions.  The sphere 
of facts and the sphere of values, which in Kant were distinct 
but by no means separate, come to be separated widely in the 
philosophy of Schopenhauer. In the thought of S0ren Kierke
gaard, this separation becomes an unbridgeable chasm. 

Kierkegaard believed, as Schopenhauer did, that morality is 
not founded upon intelligence ; and he attacked the abstractness 
of Hegelian morality, in the same way that Schopenhauer at
tacked Kant. For both men, ethics had to be rooted not in the 
conceptions of reason, but in the existing individual, and Kierke
gaard was sufficiently impressed by Schopenhauer to concede 
that he was " unquestionably an important writer . . .  who, in 
spite of complete disagreement, touches me at so many points. '  '711 
Still, Kierkegaard was right to see that there was a ' ' complete 
disagreement ' '  between their respective conceptions of the moral 
life. For Schopenhauer, the moral man is essentially passive ; his 
major moral effort consists in denying his instinctual urges. The 
" morality of compassion " is based upon the notion of the 
brotherhood of mankind, and is thoroughly social ; a man is 
genuinely moral for Schopenhauer, only when he takes the suffer
ings of the other upon himself. Kierkegaard, on the contrary, 
maintained that true morality is asocial, because it consists in 
an absolutely immediate relationship between each man and God. 
The goal of Kierkegaardian man is the " leap into the absurd, " 
the leap of faith by which the finite personality totally commits 
itself to the infinite.  In this relationship, the friend or fellow man 
becomes the unnecessary other. 

Kierkegaard spent his life attempting to make people aware of 
this truth. " The problem itself is a problem of reflection : to be
come a Christian . . . when one is a Christian of sorts . ' '78 This 
is Kierkegaard 's point of departure : how do I become a Chris-
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tian T The very question implies that, even though I may be one 
nominally, I am not a true Christian. Kierkegaard 's problem is, 
then, taken from the way men live ; he maintains that, between 
what men do and what they claim about themselves, there is a 
grave discrepancy. Hence, one essential element in Kierkegaard
ian thought was a thoroughgoing critique of conventional bour
geois mores ; this is recurrent throughout his work, but it is per
haps best illustrated in his essay The Present Age. Comfort, 
reflection, temporary apathy and equally temporary enthusiasm, 
he asserts, characterize the present age. It is an age of abstract 
thought in which passion plays no role, an age of ideas in which 
true feelings play no role. In such an age of indolence, revolu
tions are inconceivable. It is thus an age without genuine values 
-' ' An age without passion · has no values, and everything is 
transformed into representational ideas. ' 177 

In an age that cherishes abstractions, no morality is possible ; 
all that such an epoch is capable of producing is a sham life. The 
age itself becomes an abstraction. As such, it is characterized 
throughout by a leveling process that leaves no room for individ
uality. In effect, the age becomes incarnated in ' '  the public. ' '  

In order that everything should be reduced to the same level, it is at first 
necessary to procure a phantom, its spirit, a monstrous abstraction, an 
all-embracing something which is nothing, a mirage--and that phantom is 
the public.78 

This abstraction has a way of crushing the individual, by means 
of the further abstractions that it produces-" public opinion, " 
" good taste " and the like. In a deteriorating society, this " pub
lic ' '  is the fiction of the press. 

Only when the sense of association in society is no longer strong enough 
to give life to concrete realities is the Press able to create that abstraction 
' ' the public, ' '  consisting of unreal individuals who never are and never 
can be united in an actual situation or organization-and yet are held to
gether as a whole.79 

Thus, Kierkegaard in Copenhagen, like Kraus in Vienna some 
seventy-five years later, considered the press to be the special 
agent of demoralization, as a result of its impersonality and in
difference to truth. To all of this, he opposes the individual, who 
is the sole bearer of responsibility and the sole subject of reli
gious and moral experience. This individual has become lost in 
the stifling crowd, and Kierkegaard saw it as his responsibility to 
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call people 's attention to this situation in such a way as to 
remedy it. 

In order to do this, Kierkegaard had to undertake a vast po
lemic against his society. This polemic formed an essential ele
ment in what he called indirect communicatio'flr-" No illusion 
can ever be destroyed directly, and only by indirect means can it 
be radically removed. ' '80 The function of polemic was to de
stroy illusions, but at the same time its task was creative
' '  . . .  everything creative is latently polemical, since it has to 
make room for the new which it is bringing into the world. ' '81 

This is especially true of religious thought, for religion always 
enters the world as a stranger. Thus Kierkegaard 's polemical 
critique of society is an indispensable element in his thought. 
Most significantly of all, in order to establish new values, the old 
must be swept away. To attempt merely to refute the values of 
another gets one nowhere. It merely strengthens and embitters 
him. 

In all eternity it is impossible for me to compel a person to accept an 
opinion, a conviction, a belief. But one thing I can do : I can compel him 
to take notice. In one sense this is the first thing ; for it is the condition 
antecedent to the next thing, i .e. , the acceptance of an opinion, a con
viction, a belief. In another sense it is the last-if, that is, he will not take 
the next step.82 

The polemicist, then, puts a man in a position where he must 
make a choice, and this is-in the nature of the case-all that the 
teacher of ethics can do. 

Kierkegaard 's writings repeatedly emphasize that this " in
direct communication ' '  is, in fact, nothing more than the revival 
of the Socratic method in the service of Christianity. It is a " new 
militant science ' '83 intended to replace the older apologetic 
method, which does not provide an adequate instrument for the 
Christianization of the modern world. Indirect communication, 
or ( as Kierkegaard sometimes calls it ) " communication by 
means of reflection, ' '  is intellectual and moral midwifery on the 
Socratic pattern. It endeavors to bring someone up to the thres
hold of knowledge, so as to permit him to cross over it by him
self. In addition to polemic, the instruments of the moral teacher 
are, thus, irony, satire, comedy and allegory. By shocking or by 
poking fun at or attacking a position, these forms achieve what 
speculative argumentation cannot ; they bring men to the point 
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where they must choose. For Kierkegaard, the very notion of 
speculation itself is an object of derision, because it can never 
change a person 's mode of living. In Kierkegaard 's view, the 
greatest disaster that ever befell Christianity was the attempt to 
express its truths in speculative terms. As a result, Christianity 
contradicted itself. Speculative truth is a matter of universal 
and complete knowledge, true for all time;  whereas Christianity 
has to do with the existing person, who is always in a state of 
becoming, always an individual. Speculation is concerned with 
' .' objective truth, " Christianity is rooted in subjective truth, a 
notion which lies close to the heart of all Kierkegaard 's thinking. 

Kierkegaard defines " subjective truth " as " an objective un
certainty held fast in an appropriation process of the most pas
sionate inwardness. ' '84 This is his existential truth. What Kierke
gaard is speaking of here is, in fact, faith. Seen in this light, his 
attack upon the passionless society takes on a greater signifi
cance. In its passionlessness, his society refused to allow room 
for " inwardness " and, consequently, for faith. In this sense, the 
crowd is " untruth, " for the crowd and its mentality are strictly 
opposed to inwardness and passion. Similarly, no amount of 
speculation can ever produce passion : a person cannot be rea
soned into a confession of faith, and " indirect communication " 
alone can convey existential truth. This is also the source of 
Kierkegaard 's doctrine of faith as a '  ' leap into the absurd. ' '  

Christianity has declared itself to be the eternal essential truth which has 
come into being in time. It has proclaimed itself as the Paradox, and it 
has required of the individual the inwardness of faith in relation to that 
which stamps it as an offense to the Jews and a folly to the Greeks-and 
an absurdity to the understanding.85 

The ' ' absurd ' '  is the passionate clinging to an objective uncer
tainty that by its nature offends the understanding. Faith, for 
Kierkegaard, is measured by the risk it involves. Thus the great
est possible faith becomes the greatest possible risk, placing a 
total commitment in what is most uncertain, the absurd. Specula
tive thought can never explain this-' ' To explain the paradox 
would then mean to understand more and more profoundly what 
a paradox is, and that the paradox is the paradox. ' '86 Specula
tion would have to transcend itself in so doing, and such notions 
can be conveyed only ' ' indirectly. ' '  

In this way, Kierkegaard made the separation of the sphere of 
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facts from that of values an absolute one. The process which 
Kant had set in motion by distinguishing the " speculative " and 
the " practical " functions of reason, and which Schopenhauer 
kept moving by separating the world as representation from the 
world as will, culminated in Kierkegaard 's total separation of 
reason from anything that pertains to the meaning of life. 
Beyond this, for anyone who accepted this theory, yet neverthe
less wanted to produce teachings, there would be only one re
course : to devote himself to the writing of parables expressing 
the points of view of those who had found the meaning of life in 
their own living. 

The man who brought this conclusion to bear on the conscious
ness of the general reading public, at the end of the J).ineteenth 
century, was the novelist Leo Tolstoy. Between his work and 
that of Kierkegaard, there was no direct relationship. However, 
there are definite parallels both in their conceptions of art and 
in their attitudes to " indirect discourse "  and the " meaning of 
life. ' '  Tolstoy conceived morality as essentially based upon feel
ing, and art as " the language of feeling " ;  speech, by contrast, 
was the medium of rational thought. Hence art was, for him, the 
medium through which moral teachings must be propagated. In 
his detailed views about the moral life, however, Tolstoy was 
more in agreement with Schopenhauer than with Kierkegaard ; 
for Tolstoy, morality was nothing if it was not social. Art is 
thus a condition of human life, the transmission of feelings in 
which men are united. It produces a true ' ' compassion, ' '  or 
" feeling-with, " the situation of another person and thus may be 
said to be religious in nature. Yet it is religious, not in the sense 
that it is dogmatic, but in the sense that it makes men aware of 
the fundamental law of human life-that is, the principle that " I  
am my brother 's keeper. ' '  

Inasmuch as this principle has the same meaning as the doc
trines of the Sermon on the Mount, Tolstoy takes it to mean 
" Resist not evil. " Thus, Tolstoy 's version of Christianity is one 
which accepts a life dedicated to suffering and in this respect 
resembles Schopenhauer 's conception of morality. At the same 
time, Tolstoy vehemently rejected all dogma-' ' I do not care to 
expound the doctrines of Christ ; I should wish only one thing : 
to do away with all exposition. ' '87 Here, he is closer to Kierke
gaard with the notion of subjectivity. Like Kierkegaard, Tolstoy 
had little use for speculative knowledge in his mission : 
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If we turn to the branches of knowledge which are not concerned with the 
problem of life but find an answer to their own particular scientific ques
tions, we are lost in admiration of the human intellect, but we know be
forehand that we should get no answer to our question about life itself, 
for these branches of knowledge directly ignore the question of life.88 

We possess what is very probably an autobiographical account 
of the mental struggles by which Tolstoy himself came to his 
conclusion, in the novel Anna K arenina. The figure of Konstantin 
Levin represents, in many ways, Tolstoy 's own self-portrait. 
Throughout the whole long story, Levin is striving to achieve an 
understanding of his own human situation-in relation to his 
family, the peasants who work on his estates, his fellow land
owners, the Russian people, humanity at large, and finally God
which will permit him to see some meaning in his life and so feel 
confidence in the principles by which he guides his own conduct. 
Insofar as it is concerned with Levin 's self-development, the 
whole novel chronicles his successive attempts to find the in
tellectual foundation for morality for which he is seeking-in 
public affairs, in marriage, in the rational organization of his 
own farming methods, and so on. Finally, at the very end of the 
story, he experiences a kind of conversion. The scales drop from 
his eyes. A casual conversation with one of his peasants produces 
in him ' ' the effect of an electric spark, suddenly transforming 
and welding into one a whole group of disjointed impotent sepa
rate ideas, ' '  as a result of which he recognizes that his very at
tempt to base the principles of conduct on intellectual founda
tions had itself been misguided from the very start.89 

I, and all other men, know only one thing firmly, clearly, and certainly, 
and this knowledge cannot be explained by reason : it is outside reason, 
has no cause, and can have no consequences. 

If goodness has a cause, it is no longer goodness ; if it has a consequence 
-a reward-it is also not goodness. Therefor\' goodness is beyond the 
chain of cause and effect . . . .  

I have discovered nothing. I have only perceived what it is that I know. I 
have understood the Power that not only gave me life in the past but is 
giving me life now. I have freed myself from deception and learnt to 
know my master. 

I used to say that in my body, in this grass, in this insect . . .  there takes 
place, according to physical, chemical, and physiological laws, a change 
of matter. . . . And I was surprised that, in spite of the greatest effort 
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of thought on that path, the meaning of life, the meaning of my impulses 
and my aspirations, was not revealed to me. . . . 

I looked for an answer to my question. But reason could not give me an 
answer-reason is incommensurable with the question. Life itself has 
given me the answer, in my knowledge of what is good and what is bad. 
And that knowledge I did not acquire in any way ; it was given to me, as 
to everybody, given because I could not take it from anywhere. 

The meaning of life is thus a question of a different order from 
that with which the sciences deal. Tolstoy felt that in his version 
of Christianity he had found the answer to the problem of the 
meaning of life. It then became his vocation to teach this to men. 
The stories and tales of his later years-notably those short 
parables written between 1872 and 1903, and published together 
under the title, Twenty-Three Tales-are the fruits of his effort 
to teach morality through literature. These tales are extremely 
simple parables about simple people, and they exemplify men 's 
major virtues and vices in a very direct, often very moving 
manner. As such, they are beautiful illustrations of what Kierke
gaard had meant by " indirect communication. "  Their function 
is to teach Christianity as a way of life that everyone is capable 
of embracing, and they stress that often the observance of the 
Christian way of living may conflict with the formal beliefs of 
Christian doctrine.90 

Finally, in his book What Is Art?, Tolstoy expounded his own 
theory of art, criticizing the aestheticism and esoteric character 
of the art of so many of his contemporaries .  His attack on 
aestheticism was based on the idea that this art had become 
merely a palliative for the upper classes.91 As these classes lost 
their faith in Christianity, beauty-that is, their satisfaction or 
pleasure in form alone-had come to be the sole criterion of 
' ' good ' '  and ' ' bad ' '  art. In becoming secularized, art thus fell 
away from its proper function, the transmission of the artist 's 
perception of the meaning of life. At the same time, the profes
sionalism and academicism of art supported by the upper classes 
had the effect of estranging it from the common people. The re
sult was an immoral art, an art that had forgotten its social 
obligations. When it became the servant of class interests, art 
became simply a matter of amusement. For the artist, this meant 
that sincerity was no longer required of him ; with sincerity gone, 
the artist could produce esoteric works that no longer spoke to 
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the common man ; and all of Tolstoy 's efforts, in his later years, 
went into counteracting this tendency. In short, What Is Art?  
represents his polemic against aestheticism on the level of 
theory, while his Tales represent his practical work to reinstate 
a religion-inspired popular art. 

Although the historical continuity from Kant 's critical philos
ophy to Tolstoy 's stories is neither complete nor direct, there is 
a certain logical development, set in motion by Schopenhauer 
and completed by Kierkegaard, whose :final outcome, as we can 
observe with the wisdom of hindsight ( the Owl of Minerva takes 
wing only at dusk } ,  is best exemplified in Tolstoy 's Tales. What 
began as an attempt to chart the limits of reason in all its vari
ous spheres of activity ended in an outright denial of the validity 
of reason within the realm of values. So the attempt to set limits 
to the scope of the reason resulted ultimately in the assertion 
that values, morality and the meaning of life can be discussed only 
beyond the frontiers of rational thought, within the sphere of 
affectivity, by indirect means only. Despite all the differences 
between the resulting attitudes toward morality-Kierkegaard 's 
being purely individualist, Tolstoy 's collective-they were at any 
rate alike in strictly rejecting all attempts to give morality ' ' in
tellectual foundations " in the world of facts-whether in the 
accepted codes of conventional morals or elsewhere. 

In this respect, all the men involved in this development had 
a natural appeal to a generation of Viennese thinkers, artists 
and social critics who found themselves, as a class, alienated 
from the values of the society in which they lived. So, at this 
point we return to the cultural situation in Vienna at the turn of 
the century-in particular, to Karl Kraus and those who shared 
his attitudes in regard to social and artistic " critique " and the 
" creative separation " of facts and values. Given their own 
views, the Krausians were naturally receptive to the direction in 
which the post-Kantians had developed and, of all the post
Kantian philosophers, Arthur Schopenhauer-with the epigram
matic punch and elegant literary style which set him off from 
his academic and professional colleagues in philosophy-was the 
most widely read and influential in the Vienna of the 1890s. 
Before long, he was joined in popularity by Seren Kierkegaard. 
Meanwhile, as Paul Engelmann reports, there was an equally 
lively interest in the writings of the novelist-turned-moralist 
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Tolstoy-notably in his crucial essay What Is Art?, which effec
tively discredited the fashionable aestheticism of the time, and 
revived interest in art as the main channel of moral communica
tion. 

With this historical reconstruction as a background, we can 
now .identify the general intellectual problem which faced men 
in all fields of thought and art in Vienna in the years just before 
the First World War-the problem which might well present 
itself to them as the central problem of philosophy itself. By 
1900, we said, the time had already been ripe for a comprehen
sive critique of language, designed to draw together and general
ize, in philosophical terms, all the more localized and particular 
critiques of established means of expression and communication 
already familiar in (for example ) logic and music, poetry and 
architecture, painting and physics. Such a philosophical critique 
must presumably confirm and justify the separation between 
facts and values as a philosophical necessity, so going far beyond 
the boundaries of particular fields . Mauthner, with his Critique, 
had made a first attempt to provide such a general philosophical 
analysis, and up to a point the result was impressive enough. By 
exploring the ramifications of his nominalist principles, his final 
Sprachkritik certainly ended by supporting the core ethical 
position held in common by Schopenhauer, Kierkegaard and 
Tolstoy-namely, the view that the " meaning of life " is not a 
matter for rational debate, cannot be given " intellectual founda
tions, " and is in essence a " mystical " matter. But it supported 
this proposition only at a steep price. For, according to Mauth
ner 's arguments, it was not merely the ' ' meaning of life ' '  which 
ceased to be a possible object of knowledge. His principles had 
compelled him to deny, also, the possibility of any genuine 
knowledge going beyond a metaphorical description of the world, 
even in science and logic. 

The road by which Mauthner had reached this conclusion was, 
however, open to criticism. Instead of mapping the scope and 
limits of language from within, in an essentially Kantian 
manner, he had followed the example of Mach : basing his analy
sis on general principles external to the subject in hand and so 
giving needless hostages to fortune. So was there any alternative 
road, by which one could reach the same end point in a more 
rigorous manner, without having to sacrifice logic and science in 
the process ? An example of what might be done was already 
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available in the work of Hertz and Boltzmann. These men had 
shown how the logical articulation and empirical application of 
systematic theories in physical science actually gives one a direct 
bildliche Darstellung of the world, in a sense of that phrase quite 
different from the metaphorical description of Mauthner
namely, a mathematical model which, when suitably applied, can 
yield true and certain knowledge of the world. And they had done 
so, furthermore, in a way that satisfied Kant 's fundamental anti
metaphysical demands-namely, by mapping the limits of the 
language of physical theory entirely " from within. " 

For anyone approaching the ethical position of Kierkegaard 
and Tolstoy with a previous knowledge of Hertz and Boltzmann 
-for anyone who, with their help, had seen how the descriptive 
language of scientific theory acquires a " representational " use 
in the factual inquiries of physics-it was therefore only a single 
straightforward step to pose the further question : 

Is there any method of doing for language-in-general what Hertz and 
Boltzmann have already done for the language of theoretical physics Y Is 
there ( that is ) some way to map the scope and limits of the " sayable " ex
haustively from within, so that both it can be seen how descriptive lan
guage in general is used to give a bildliche Darstellung in the Hertzian 
sense of a representation in the form of a mathematical model of all 
matters of fact, and also the " transcendent " character of all ethical is
sues-which make them amenable only to ' ' indirect communication ' '-at 
the same time shows itself as the by-product of the analysis ?92 

In this question, the critical problems that had been the common 
concern of social, artistic, scientific and philosophical debate in 
Vienna, ever since the late 1880s, at last come to a single sharp 
focus. Philosophically, this question epitomizes the whole cul
tural debate in fin-de-siecle Vienna, as we have studied it here. 
And anyone who produced a completely general Sprachkritik 
which satisfied all these requirements-one which was more 
rigorous and less open to refutation than Mauthner 's-could 
legitimately feel that, at one stroke, he had succeeded in resolv
ing the central and most pressing intellectual problem of the 
epoch. 
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The Tractatus Reconsidered: 

AN ETHICAL DEED 

AUe Philosophie ist Sprachkritik. 

AUerdings nicht im Sinne Mauthners. 

-Tractatus, 4.0031 

We are here at the nodal point of our argument. At the end of 
the introductory chapter, we posed a question about Wittgen
stein which, we claimed, would throw light on the real signifi
cance of his Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, a question which 
explained why, even at the time, this book appeared to be an 
epitome or final culmination of the contemporary intellectual de
bate. This was the following : 

What was the philosophical problem by which Wittgenstein was already 
preoccupied-the problem whose solution he saw as a key to all the out
standing difficulties in philosophy-before he even got in touch with 
Frege and Russell in the first place Y 

In the four intervening chapters, we have been reconstructing 
a picture of the social and cultural situation in late Habs
burg Vienna, indicating the importance of the continuing post
Kantian critique for the men of that milieu-not just for pro
fessional philosophers, but for all educated, thinking men. As 
the outcome of this investigation we have recognized ( 1 )  that the 
need for a general philosophical " critique of language " 
( Sprachkritik ) was already acknowledged in Vienna some fifteen 
years before Wittgenstein wrote the Tractatus; and ( 2 )  that the 
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shortcomings of Mauthner 's first attempt at such a comprehen
sive Sprachkritik had left unresolved one quite specific difficulty, 
which might nevertheless be overcome, if some method could be 
found of reconciling the physics of Hertz and Boltzmann with 
the ethics of Kierkegaard and Tolstoy, within a single consistent 
exposition. The hypothesis to which our analysis has led is, quite 
simply, that this was the problem with which Wittgenstein was 
originally preoccupied, and which determined the goal at which 
the writing of his Tractatus was directed. 

So far, our inquiries have been progressively narrowing down 
from a broad study of Habsburg society and its structural prob
lems, by way of certain general preoccupations of fin-de-siecle 
Viennese culture, to the specific difficulties of early-twentieth
century philosophy proper. From this point on, we shall be 
moving in the reverse direction : seeking first to establish that 
the Tractatus did indeed have the aims and implications we have 
here proposed, and subsequently exploring the wider ramifica
tions of this hypothesis and the light which the later develop
ment of Wittgenstein 's own philosophical ideas can throw on 
more recent cultural and social developments . But, to begin with, 
we must set about justifying our central hypothesis. 

This cannot be done by appealing only to internal evidence, 
taken from within the text of the Tractatus. Wittgenstein 's for
mal arguments-and the reasons why he saw the book as solving, 
in all essential respects, the outstanding problems of philosophy 
-are anything but self-explanatory ; and, once we have recog
nized his evident determination to present his analysis by the 
strictly Kantian method of " mapping from within, " that is only 
to be expected. Anything that he had chosen to say within the 
book to explain " what his argument was for"  would have in
volved a deviation from this Kantian method, so laying him open 
to avoidable criticism. Yet, if we are ready to look in the right 
direction, the text itself is by no means devoid of evidence-espe
cially if we are to take the final ten pages of the book as seri
ously as the previous sixty or sixty-five. Let us merely suppose 
that, in actual fact, these final ten pages were not intended as a 
string of obiter dicta thrown in as an afterthought or make
weight, but that they are-as their position suggests-meant to 
be the climax of the book. In that case, a further question im
mediately arises : 
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Why, then, did Wittgenstein devote so much of section 6.3 to the relative 
positions of logic and of theoretical mechanics a la Hertz, of section 6.4 to 
the ' ' transcendental ' '  character of ethics, and of section 6.5 to the problem 
of the ' ' meaning of life ' '  Y 

Inevitably, however, much of the argument to confirm our 
present account of Wittgenstein 's pre-Fregean preoccupation 
depends upon circumstantial evidence. Given the social, cultural 
and philosophical situation we have depicted here, and given also 
Ludwig Wittgenstein 's  own family background and education, 
he was-we shall see-uniquely placed ( 1 )  to feel the full force 
of that problem, ( 2 )  to recognize the possibility of attacking it 
by the methods of the new propositional logic, and ( 3 )  to pro
duce a completely general and formal solution of just the kind he 
did. True, without the example of Russell and Frege before him, 
Wittgenstein could never have written the Tractatus as we have 
it. But what Frege and Russell did for him was to provide new 
techniques, using which he was able to solve his own precon
ceived problems. If this diagnosis is once accepted, no difficulty 
remains in reconciling the ' ' logical ' '  and the ' ' ethical ' '  aspects 
of Wittgenstein 's ideas. The point of his book-as he himself 
was in due course to insist-is an ethical one ; its formal tech
niques alone are drawn from propositional logic. And, once this 
is recognized, it becomes clear also just why, in addition to being 
a characteristically Viennese document, the Tractatus was a key 
book for Wittgenstein 's contemporaries. 

Certainly, Wittgenstein 's family situation placed him at the 
focus of the Austrian quandaries and paradoxes.1 Ludwig was 
the youngest child of Karl Wittgenstein, a millionaire indus
trialist, the peer of Skoda and Krupp in Central Europe, whose 
home was one of the most important musical salons in the Vienna 
(and a fortiori the Europe ) of his day. In public life, Karl Witt
genstein combined a thoroughgoing knowledge of the latest tech
nological advances with a keen business sense, and he thereby 
became a giant in Habsburg industry and finance. In private life, 
he was a great patron of the musical arts, to whose home such 
musicians as Brahms and Joachim, Mahler, Walter, and the 
youthful Pablo Casals were no strangers. The elder Wittgen
stein was convinced that the only genuine educational foundation 
for life was a rigorously disciplined course of private tutoring, 
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so his youngest son was educated at home until the age of four
teen. Furthermore, the Wittgensteins seldom went outside their 
own household to satisfy their cultural wants-a prerogative of 
the wealthy few. As a result, it is particularly relevant at this 
point to consider the idiosyncratic atmosphere of the Wittgen
stein family and household itself. ( This individual quality helps 
to explain why the philosopher was so seldom " at home " any
where else . ) But, if we are to understand the special character 
and atmosphere of this household, something more must :first be 
said here about the life and times of Karl Wittgenstein himself. 

Karl Wittgenstein was the youngest of the three sons of Her
mann Wittgenstein, a man of solid middle-class background who 
also had eight daughters and earned his living partly by dealing 
in wool, partly by purchasing inefficient farms and making them 
profit-making before selling them. The love of music so char
acteristic of his descendants was by no means lacking in the 
family of Hermann Wittgenstein. His eldest daughter, Anna, 
studied piano with Clara Schumann 's father, Wieck, and with 
Brahms ; Fine was a Lieder singer who studied with prominent 
practitioners of that art ; Clara was a pupil of Goldmark, while 
Karl himself played the violin and always took his instrument 
with him on trips away from home, even at the height of his busi
ness career, so that he could play some sonatas before retiring to 
bed. So it is no surprise that Hermann was well aware of the 
considerable musical talents of Joseph Joachim, who was his 
wife 's cousin, and whom he raised with his own eleven children ; 
his concern for the thirteen-year-old Joachim, in fact, led Her
mann to send him to Mendelssohn to study. Among his charities, 
Hermann acted as a patron to other musicians too. 

For all his artistic tastes, Hermann was a stern father, who 
would not permit his absolute authority to be questioned. For 
example, he rejected a suitor to one of his daughters without 
consulting her at all . This sternness and inflexibility in due 
course brought him into conflict with his youngest son. Karl 
very much desired to attend the Technical Institute in Vienna, 
but his father considered such an education unsuitable for a 
gentleman and refused to consider the suggestion at all. How
ever, Karl was his father 's son and could be equally intransigent. 
Since the conflict of wills was apparently irresoluble, there was 
nothing to do but to escape from his father 's influence, and 
escape he did. In January of 1865, he left Vienna, arriving in 
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New York in April of that year with nothing but his violin. His 
stay in the United States lasted for less than two years, and dur
ing this time he took various employments.  He was a waiter and 
violinist in a restaurant, a steersman on a canal boat, a bar
tender, a night watchman, a teacher at an orphanage for desti
tute children and also at a Christian Brothers school in New 
York, where he taught Latin, Greek, mathematics, violin and 
tenor horn ! 

Karl Wittgenstein 's American experience deeply impressed 
him. Later on, in a series of essays which he wrote as a successful 
businessman for Die Neue Freie Presse, filling three volumes, he 
expressed his admiration for the standard of living attained by 
the American worker in comparison with his Austrian counter
part.2 Not without difficulty, a rapprochement was arranged be
tween Karl and his father : this led to the return of the twenty
year-old son to Vienna in 1867, on the understanding that he 
should be allowed to attend the Technical Institute. Over the 
next twenty years, the financial world of Vien:p.a witnessed the 
meteoric rise of Karl Wittgenstein to the heights of business 
success. He had an extraordinary capacity for utilizing his tech
nological knowledge to transform failing factories into booming 
and productive enterprises. No small part of his success sprang 
from his fantastic capacity for work-day and night, and days 
upon end, without rest. By 1895, he was an undisputed master 
of the technique which came to be known as the ' ' rationalization 
of industry, ' '  eventually dominating the steel industry of the 
Habsburg Empire, which was located mainly in Bohemia. Taking 
this devotion to work together with his strict Protestant moral
ity, we can see in Karl Wittgenstein an all-but-perfect repre
sentative of Weber 's " Protestant Ethic. " 

In 1872, he met Leopoldine Kalmus, whom he married. The 
couple had nine children, of whom eight grew to adulthood. 
Aside from Ludwig, the best-known of these was Paul, who, de
spite losing his right arm, went on to become a successful concert 
pianist, commissioning a piano work for one hand by Richard 
Strauss as well as Maurice Ravel 's famous Concerto for the Left 
Hand, to constitute his repertoire.  ( The determination and 
discipline so required of him, as well as his steadfast and single
minded devotion to perfection of technique, were integral ele
ments in the heritage of stern Protestant morality characteristic 
of the world-view which Karl Wittgenstein transmitted to his 
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entire family. ) The very fact that Paul and Ludwig, who were 
the two youngest children, were not considered exceptional by 
the rest of the family, is itself evidence of the exceptional stand
ards which they all set for themselves.  

Karl and Leopoldine 's  other children were equally talented. 
The eldest, Hermine, was a painter of no mean ability, whose 
works reveal a mastery of technique and aesthetic sensibility. 
Hermine 's  deep admiration and enthusiasm for Klimt, indeed, 
prompted Karl Wittgenstein to supply the funds needed for the 
Secession Building, which bore an inscription recording the fact 
until Hitler 's barbarians effaced it. The second son, Rudi� was 
similarly inclined to the theater. Margarete, the youngest of the 
three daughters, was the rebel of the family and its brightest 
intellectual light. At a time when her parents could recognize 
only the merits of the established classics-Latin and German
she was immersed in the shocking ' ' modernism ' '  of Ibsen ; nor 
did she shy away from abstruse theories in philosophy, social 
sciences and the humanities. She became a close friend of Sig
mund Freud, and she helped Marie Bonaparte to arrange his 
escape from Austria after Hitler 's Anschluss. It was very likely 
Margarete who put the writings of her favorite philosopher, 
Schopenhauer, as well as those of Weininger and Kierkegaard, 
into the hands of her youngest brother, for she kept her finger 
always on the pulse of intellectual and cultural life. 

For the Wittgensteins as a family, however, culture was pre
eminently musical culture. Leopoldine Wittgenstein-' ' Poldy, ' '  
as she was affectionately called-was herself an accomplished 
pianist. It was she who brought the blind organist and composer, 
Josef Labor, to their home ; and, to the end of his days, her 
youngest son, Ludwig, was to admire Labor 's music, which is 
sadly too little known today. Kurt Wittgenstein, the third son, 
was a cellist ; but the most talented of the children, musically, 
was Hans, the eldest son, who played several instruments like a 
virtuoso. It was with Hans that the drama played out in the pre
vious generation between the father and grandfather was to be 
re-enacted, this time with tragic consequences. 

The attitude of the Wittgensteins toward their Jewish heritage 
further complicated matters. Although Karl Wittgenstein 's chil
dren adopted his Protestant outlook on life, they thought of 
themselves as entirely Jewish by extraction. A story is told that 
one of Karl Wittgenstein's sisters once approached her brother 
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Louis, the prominent Protestant presbyter, in a state of per
plexity, asking him if the rumors about the family 's Jewish blood 
were true. Louis is said to have replied, " Pur sang, Milli, pur 
sang ! "  They identified with what they took to be a tradition of 
aesthetic idealism in Judaism, although still remaining very 
much apart from its religious teachings and observances. The 
identification penetrated their character so deeply that Mar
garete Stonborough (Wittgenstein 's youngest sister ) insisted 
upon being jailed with other Viennese Jews after the Anschluss, 
over the expressed objections of the Nazis, who were content 
to consider her and her family non-Jews. These conflicts of re
ligious loyalty were, however, by no means the main source of 
family stress. The fact was that Karl Wittgenstein was prepared 
to allow his sons even less choice than his father had granted 
him in deciding on their life 's work. He insisted that Hans 's ex
traordinary musical talents must be sacrificed to a career in 
finance and industry, following in his footsteps. Here the fin-de
siecle generation gap-with the more practical father pitted 
against the artist son-was evident once again and was made 
tragic by the fact that Hans had inherited his father 's determina
tion. Even as a youth, when his father forbade him to play upon 
the family instruments, he would slip away to church to play the 
organ. Since father and son were simply unable to communicate, 
Hans could eventually no longer bear to go on living in his 
father 's hous.e . Like Karl before him, he had to escape, and 
escape he did, also to North America, where he finally ended by 
taking his own life. 

Incredible as this may seem, this episode does not appear to 
have affected Karl-at least, his 

-
attitude did not change in any 

observable manner. When his second son, Rudi, committed sui
cide in similar circumstances, the impact on him was more pro
nounced. Whether or not this event would have produced a 
lasting change in his attitudes is impossible to tell, for he him
self died of cancer in 1913, and so did not live to hear of the 
suicide in 1918 of his third son, Kurt, who killed himself rather 
than permit himself to be captured on the Italian front. Thus, 
Ludwig Wittgenstein 's  elusive remarks about suicide, in his 
Noteb ooks of 1 914-1 91 6, and the references to his own thoughts 
of suicide in his correspondence with Engelmann, are in no sense 
idle speculation on a tragic subject.8 Similarly, with his reflec
tions on his " lack of decency " in the Engelmann correspond-
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ence ; these must be considered in the light of the morality of ab
solute duty, with its total opposition to all sham and compromise, 
which permeated the cast of mind characteristic of the whole 
Wittgenstein patrimony. 

Evidently, then, we scarcely need to prove that Wittgenstein 
was personally exposed to the crises in art, morality, and even 
family life, that were the central sources of cultural and ethical 
debate in prewar Vienna. Rather, the burden of proof is the 
other way. Given that the very house in which he grew up was 
itself such a cultural center and comprised within itself many of 
the crucial tensions out of which this debate issued, he would 
have had to insulate himself quite consciously, in order to avoid 
being immediately aware of the discussions which were being so 
vigorously carried on around him. 

In one final respect, also, Ludwig Wittgenstein 's background 
and upbringing were, from our present point of view, remark
able. We have referred already to Karl Wittgenstein 's peculiar 
opinions about the only genuine bases for a first-rate educa
tion. Instead of sending his children away to school� he had had 
them educated at home by tutors, which made it possible for 
Ludwig to develop his intellectual powers at his own pace. This 
was also a determining factor in his later education� Without 
Greek, the humanistic Gymnasium was closed to him ; as a result, 
he ended up attending the Linz Realschule beginning in 1904-
just about the same time, incidentally, that the young Adolf Hit
ler left that same institution ! In view of the extraordinary talent 
he had already displayed for constructing things-at the age of 
ten, he made a model sewing machine out of matchsticks that 
actually worked, the only special talent he displayed as a child
he naturally chose to study engineering at Linz. At this point, it 
is important not to be misled by irrelevant associations. In 
Britain and America, the training of engineers has always had 
a much more practical emphasis than it has in Continental Eu
rope, and especially in the German-speaking countries. In Zurich, 
in Berlin and Vienna, the prime intellectual foundation de
manded of a first-rate engineer around 1900 was a thorough 
intellectual grasp of theoretical physics, especially Newtonian 
mechanics. So the first goal that a young man in Ludwig Witt
genstein 's position had to set himself was a proper understand
ing of mathematics, especially in its application to physics. ( In 
this respect, Ludwig Wittgenstein had the same formation pro-
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fessionelle as a Swiss " engineer " only a few years older than 
he, Albert Einstein. ) 4 

Accordingly, Heinrich Hertz 's book The Principles of M echan
ics will have come into Wittgenstein 's hands in the ordinary 
course of his education. And it will have done so, not just as one 
more textbook among others, but as the authoritative and mag
isterial analysis of fundamental ideas about the physical world. 
The admiration that Wittgenstein conceived for Hertz in his 
youth was something he never lost. Later in life, we find him 
entering reservations about almost everyone else-even about 
Frege11-but, right up to the end of his years, he continued to 
quote Hertz with approval and agreement. As for Ludwig Boltz
mann, we have already remarked on the echoes of Boltzmann 
apparent in Wittgenstein 's remarks about " logical space " ;  and 
the moment he returned to active philosophy, from 1927 on, he 
took up this particular topic again.6 If the late lamented Hein
rich Hertz gave Wittgenstein his first magisterial example in 
physics, Boltzmann was the man he hoped to learn from directly, 
when the time came to leave Linz in 1906-only to be frustrated 
by Boltzmann 's suicide at Duino in September of that year.7 

By now, we also have a good deal of evidence about Wittgen
stein 's broader interests. Music was the chief of these. Schopen
hauer used to argue that the musician somehow possessed a 
power, which the metaphysician inevitably lacked, to transcend 
the limits of representations and to convey deeper feelings, atti
tudes and convictions, which the verbal language of formal 
philosophy strives in vain to express. In his more relaxed mo
ments, Wittgenstein used in later life to discuss the expressive 
power of music-a topic which continued to fill him with philo
sophical perplexity-in terms which allotted to it little less sig
nificance than Schopenhauer had given it.8 Philip Radcliffe, 
lecturer in music at King 's College, Cambridge, describes how 
during Wittgenstein 's time as professor of philosophy at Cam
bridge he used to bring him bulky scores to play over on the 
piano-notably, some forgotten works by his mother 's old friend 
Josef Labor. Wittgenstein placed importance on the precise 
manner in which the scores were played, and seemingly found in 
them something of that preterlinguistic significance that Scho
penhauer had claimed. Nor was his range of musical tastes and 
interests limited or conventional. Hearing that G. E. Moore 's 
younger son, Timothy, had organized a successful jazz ' ' combo, ' '  
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Wittgenstein persuaded him to sit at the piano and explain at 
great length the structure and development-what Schonberg 
would have called the " logic "-of jazz.9 

Within 'Philosophy itself, by contrast, Wittgenstein seems to 
have read comparatively little. Like Schonberg in music and 
Kokoschka in painting, he set no store by professionalism and 
saw himself as none the worse for being a self-taught philos
opher. One of the few philosophical writers who impressed him 
from early on was Georg Christoph Lichtenberg. Lichtenberg, 
an eighteenth-century professor of natural philosophy at Got
tingen, had been admired by Kraus and was a major influence 
on Mach too. Lichtenberg 's writings became very popular among 
Viennese intellectuals at the turn of the century.10 Even more 
than Schopenhauer, he set the aphoristic style of philosophizing 
that became fashionable at this period, of which the aphorisms 
of the Tractatus are only one illustration. He wrote about both 
theoretical physics and the philosophy of language, indeed, in a 
spirit which ( as Wright has said ) shows " a  striking resem
blance to Wittgenstein. "11 

( To anticipate a point about Wittgenstein 's later ideas : Lich
tenberg 's writings were also the source of the term " paradigm, " 
which played so large a part in Wittgenstein 's later discussions. 
Lichtenberg used the notion of paradeigmata to link the formal 
patterns of grammatical analysis in linguistics with those of 
theoretical analysis in physics. Just as in grammar we relate 
the declension of nouns and the conjugation of verbs to certain 
general, standardized forms, or paradigms, so too we " explain " 
natural phenomena in physics by relating puzzling events and 
processes to certain standard and self-explanatory forms or 
patterns. This notion of paradigms-by which our thought can 
be either directed fruitfully, or alternatively misled-has a cen
tral place in Wittgenstein 's later accounts of " logical grammar " 
and its role in philosophy. ) 12 

Finally, as for Wittgenstein 's own contemporaries in Vienna, 
we know directly of his admiration for Weininger, Kraus and 
Loos. In particular, he was personally acquainted with the archi
tect Adolf Loos, whose ideas about ornament and decoration were 
so congenial with his own and whose conceptions of ' ' function ' ' 
throw light on Wittgenstein 's own later excursions into the 
architectural field. 

Like so many of his contemporaries, Ludwig Wittgenstein was 
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swept up in the Kierkegaard revival, which was associated with 
the Brenner Circle in general, and with Theodor Haecker in par
ticular, though it was Tolstoy who seems to have exerted the 
deepest and most direct moral influence upon him. From the very 
beginning, he was undoubtedly a man of great moral earnestness. 
(As his father 's son, how could he have been anything else ? )  
Thus, in writing about Moore, Russell and their associates, who 
were later to be the core of the Bloomsbury group, John May
nard Keynes bracketed " Ludwig " with D. H. Lawrence as hav
ing objected to the brittleness, superficiality, and above all the 
irreverence, of these young Cambridge intellectuals.13 Wittgen
stein 's natural gravity was greatly enhanced by his experience 
during the war. Just as his family had seen in him a happy sunny 
child, so his English acquaintances from before 1914 knew him 
as capable of great gaiety and sparkling intelligence ; at that 
time, any shadows there may have been were normally below the 
surface. From 1919 on, he became a lonely and introverted figure. 
He admitted to having been impressed by Oswald Spengler 's 
Decline of the West, and he retreated more and more into ethical 
attitudes of extreme individualism and austerity. For Wittgen
stein as for Tolstoy, the demands of personal integrity were 
associated with a theoretical commitment to an absolute egali
tarianism and an overriding concern with his brother men. Yet 
this commitment remained largely theoretical. His normal habit 
of life was that of a recluse, and it was only during the Second 
World War that his convictions had a chance to express them
selves practically, in his decision to take up war work in the 
most menial of occupations, as a hospital porter and orderly. 

To begin our reinterpretation of the Tractatus, we can best 
indicate how its preoccupations grew out of Wittgenstein 's up
bringing and cultural background by considering his connections 
with Ludwig Ficker and the group of young avant-garde 
intellectuals which was centered around Ficker 's periodical Der 
Brenner, published in Innsbruck, and more particularly, with the 
work of Theodor Haecker, with which Wittgenstein explicitly 
identified his own tasks in the Tractatus. 

Haecker 's career as a writer was largely devoted to making 
the name of Kierkegaard the household word that it has since 
become. When he published his first monograph, Seren Kierke
gaard and the Philosophy of Subjectivity, Kierkegaard was still 
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all but unknown, and Haecker 's  activities as an expositor have 
been in no small measure responsible for the new twentieth
century enthusiasm for Kierkegaard. In this first monograph, 
Haecker-among other things--draws a direct and open contrast 
between Kierkegaard and Mauthner, as between the true " cri
tique of language " and its counterfeit.14 A little unfairly, he dis
misses Mauthner as an armchair skeptic, whose life was unaf
fected by his philosophy. As Haecker saw it, Mauthner merely 
embraced skepticism as an intellectual thesis, rather than as an 
existential posture, and therefore had more in common with 
Descartes than with Pascal. By contrast, Kierkegaard 's skepti
cism was existential and filled with Angst. In spelling out just 
how Kierkegaard was the genuine skeptic and the genuine critic 
of language, Haecker may thus have drawn Wittgenstein 's at
tention once again to the problems which Mauthner 's critique of 
language either had left unsolved or, more significantly, had 
failed to raise at all. 

As Kierkegaard came in due course to discover, however, 
these very questions are in principle unanswerable. The problem 
of life, the meaning of human existence, is the sole object of 
his contemplation ; yet it is impossible for reason, his own tool, to 
find any solution to the resulting paradoxes of life. Reason can 
only lead Kierkegaard to paradox ; faith is needed to overcome 
it. This is the task of the ' ' subjective ' '  thinker-to attain the 
higher sort of truth which is beyond reason and once again in
tegrates life and thought. Within the terms of factual descrip
tion, subjective truth-the truth that is life, moral truth-is in
communicable. The subjective thinker, who would possess and 
teach values, must assume the intellectual posture of Socrates ; 
irony, satire, comedy and polemic are the instruments of " indi
rect communication ' '  and so the means to this end. The true 
critique of language, says Haecker, consists not in studying 
words in Mauthner 's manner, but in transforming language 
from an instrument of practical utility into an instrument of the 
spirit which will change people 's lives.  In this sense, Haecker 
presented Kierkegaard as a " language philosopher " who, like 
Tolstoy, viewed art as man 's means of access to the realm of the 
spirit. 

Among his contemporaries Haecker acknowledged one such 
subjective thinker : 
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Probably one person is capable of leading a life of the spirit unnoticed, 
and he comes infinitely closer to this than most people writing today, who 
have at bottom only two possibilities of proving their honor in his pres
ence : silence and self-deprecation. Indeed, without having to think twice, 
a name occurs to me instantly : Karl Kraus.H1 

Kraus was the true disciple of Kierkegaard without even know
ing his name, in Haecker 's opinion, for Kraus continued Kierke
gaard 's work in his satires and polemics. Kraus, like Kierke
gaard, knew all too well that ethics is not a science of morality, 
nor a branch of knowledge like geometry or chemistry. Ethics 
has nothing to do with facts .  Its basis is the subjectivity of con
viction, and its sphere is not that of science but that of the para
doxical. Kraus further agreed with Kierkegaard that the unity 
of form and content in a work of art was absolutely essential. 
Aesthetic form and ethical content are two faces of the same coin. 
Only the good man knows what values are, and only he can com
municate them. No amount of scientific knowledge can ever make 
a man good. On Kierkegaard 's and Kr�us 's view of ethics, 
Haecker insists, the notion of ' ' moral sciences ' '  ( Geisteswissen
schaften ) presents a contradiction in terms. Ethics is rooted in 
the paradoxical, and there can be no science of the paradoxical . 
Only the aphorism was equal to expressing the immediacy of the 
ethical. Thus Haecker 's ideal for a critique of language was to be 
found in the aphorisms and polemics of Kraus, who was Kierke
gaard redivivus. 

However, even though in Haecker 's eyes Karl Kraus might 
represent the best practical exponent of a Kierkegaardian " cri-. 
tique of language, "  that did nothing to resolve the problem left 
over by Mauthner 's analysis-the problem of reconciling, so to 
say, Hertz and Boltzmann on the one hand with Kierkegaard and 
Tolstoy on the other. As an engineer trained in the physics of 
Hertz and Boltzmann, Wittgenstein was well aware that, despite 
the philosophical skepticism of a man like Mauthner, a ' ' repre
sentational " language was not impossible ; in physics, at least, 
it was possible to represent natural phenomena meaningfully in 
a bildliche Darstellung, if that phrase could be radically reinter
preted in the sense of Hertz. The proof of this lay in the very 
fact that those same principles which physicists speak of the
oretically are also applied practically in the construction of 
machines. As an enthusiastic Hertzian, then, Wittgenstein knew 
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that Darstellungen-in the form of Bilder or " models "-were 
possible in mechanics. In fact, the certitudeoy which mechanics 
could be distinguished from the rest of human knowledge and re
garded as the most fundamental branch of physics was a conse
quence of the mathematical structure which the physicist im
poses on mechanical phenomena in the process of constructing 
his ' ' models ' '  of those phenomena. 

Furthermore, these representations have the advantage of be
ing self-limiting, in that the range of their applicability is largely 
determined by their mathematical form. So there existed one 
area of language, at least-namely, the language of mechanics
which was sufficiently univocal and well-structured to convey 
" facts " about the world, that is, to provide a " representation " 
of the world, in the form of a mathematical Bild. The univocity 
of this language, and its consequent capacity to remain free of 
ambiguity, were direct results of its mathematical structure, its 
form. This form did not arise out of experience ; yet neither was 
it the product of arbitrary conventions and definitions. Rather, 
it was imposed upon experience in such a way as to order it 
economically-the feature which had been the source of Mach 's 
praise for Hertz 's Principles. Thus, as Wittgenstein was in a 
first-hand position to know, Mauthner 's conception of knowl
edge was directly challenged by the Hertzian representation of 
the language of mechanics, in the form of a mathematical model. 
And, if one could only establish a corresponding-but all-em
bracing-" mathematics of language, " it might then be possible 
to carry through a " critique of language " which would explain 
" from within " the nature and limits of language in general in 
the same way that Hertz had been able to transform the critique 
of mechanics, placing it on a philosophically secure basis by 
considering its mathematical structure, rather than studying the 
psychological and historical development of its concepts, as Mach 
and Mauthner had done. 

The central task of Hertz 's own treatise on The Principles of 
Mechanics thus had curious parallels with the one that was now 
engaging Wittgenstein. Hertz had been concerned to explain 
how, at one and the same time, the classical theory of Newtonian 
dynamics can both form a mathematical system of axioms and 
deductions, and describe the actual world of nature, as con
trasted with all logically conceivab le worlds ; and this is a topic 
to which Wittgenstein was subsequently to devote an unusually 
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sustained passage in the Tractatus, in Propositions 6.34 to 
6.3611. If only, Hertz had argued, one distinguishes with suffi
cient care between the formal steps by which such a mathemati
cal calculus is articulated and the empirical or pragmatic steps 
by which the resulting axiom system is applied in actual experi
ence, that question will answer itself. 16 Furthermore, it will do 
so in a way that circumvents many fruitless and confused meta
physical debates-for example, those disputes about " the essen
tial nature of force " which had disfigured and obstructed the 
development of nineteenth-century physical science. 

If Wittgenstein was to establish a comprehensive " model " 
theory of language, we have said, he needed a similar " mathe
matics of language, " which could account for its formal struc
ture in completely general terms. It was at this point that he 
might naturally turn to the work of Frege and Russell. For the 
philosophical program in Russell 's early writings could im
mediately be read as providing the means of solving the general
ized form of Hertz 's problem. Suppose one reconstructed lan
guage as Russell proposed, on an explicitly defined formal model, 
and arrived in this way at a " propositional calculus " capable of 
expressing the real forms of propositions ; the resulting for
malism would enable one to show how the internal structures of 
language represent the corresponding structures by which ' '  ob
jects " in the real world are linked together into " facts. " So 
Russell 's claim that the real logical form of propositions is often 
disguised by the misleading grammatical garb of natural lan
guages-and that this real form is best captured by expressing it 
in the logical symbolism of Principia Mathematic0r-gave Witt
genstein his essential clue. By using the " propositional cal
culus ' '  as a formal model of language, it would be possible to 
construct a critique of language of a new kind, which would 
escape the criticisms incurred by Mauthner 's earlier effort. This 
is why Wittgenstein contrasts his own work with Mauthner 's, in 
terms that appeal to Russell 's new distinction between " ap
parent " and " real " logical form. 

All philosophy is a " critique of language " (though not in Mauthner 's 
sense ) . It was Russell who performed the service of showing that the ap
parent logical form of the proposition need not be its real one.17 

The logical symbolism of Russell and Frege was thus the 
meatns by which Wittgenstein could now provide a generalized 
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critique of language capable of doing justice both to Hertz and 
to Kierkegaard. In particular, Russell 's  " propositional cal
culus, ' '  of which Mauthner had been ignorant, gave him pre
cisely the ' ' logic of language ' '  he needed. In their revision of 
logic on the basis of mathematics, Russell and Frege had sum
moned up powerful arguments against the kind of " psychologi
cal reductionism " characteristic of Mauthner 's rejection of 
logic. Frege in particular devoted much of his efforts to this 
antipsychologistic task, and his monograph on Concept Writing 
( Begriffsschrift ) was the first attempt to systematize mathemati
cal logic ; Whitehead and Russell 's Principia Mathematica pro
vided a well-ordered compendium of such a system. Here, then, 
was a basis for the new " calculus of language " that Wittgen
stein sought. 

Mauthner 's arguments, being basically nominalistic, had at
tempted to demonstrate the limits of language by means of a 
theory ab out language ; they thus contained an element of cir
cularity. In this respect, they resembled Mach 's critique of me
chanics, which was based on a psychological theory about me
chanical concepts. Hertz 's critique of mechanics was far more 
penetrating than Mach 's, because he was able to focus clearly 
upon the structure of these concepts as they are used. His posi
tion entailed an understanding of the nature and limits of me
chanics from within the discipline. He did not have to take refuge 
in theories about mechanics ; the limits of mechanical explanation 
were evident, once the structure of its concepts was elucidated, 
and did not require further demonstration. The model ( Bild )  
simply displayed the limitations on its own application. With a 
propositional calculus at his disposal, Wittgenstein could elimi
nate the corresponding circularity, which-as Mauthner had 
admitted-characterized the earlier critique.  In this way, one 
could expound the nature and limits of language in terms of its 
structure ; the limits of language could be made evident and 
did not have to be stated explicitly. These are precisely the 
merits Wittgenstein claims on behalf of his so-called " picture 
theory of language. ' '  

British and American interpretations of the Tractatus have 
suffered as a result of difficulties over the German word Bild 
and its associated word forms, ab bilden et cetera. When writing 
in English, philosophers have tended to discuss Wittgenstein 's 
" picture " theory as though it invited us to think of " proposi-
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tions ' '  as providing, so to say, snapshots-or even mental images 
-of " facts. " Such an interpretation misses two central points 
about Wittgenstein 's discussion of Bilder. In the first place, all 
his discussions of the relation between propositions and facts 
are given in active, constructive terms. In the revised translation 
of the Tractatus, for instance, the crucial Proposition 2 .1  is ren
dered into English as ' ' we picture facts to ourselves. ' n s  whereas 
the original German says, " Wir machen uns Bilder der Tat
sachen. ' '  A Bild, or ' ' picture, ' '  is for Wittgenstein something 
which we make, or produce, as an artifact ; just as the painter 
produces an ' ' artistic representation ' '  of a scene or person, so 
too we ourselves construct, in language, " propositions " having 
the same forms as the facts they picture. And, again and again, 
we understand Wittgenstein 's aphorisms better if we think of 
linguistic Bilder as " deliberately constructed verbal representa
tions, ' '  instead of misleading ourselves by the use of the much 
looser English term ' ' pictures. ' '  

In the second place, too, the current translations of the Tracta
tus conceal the essential continuity between Hertz 's uses of the 
term Bild in physics and Wittgenstein 's in philosophy. Just as 
we understand Hertz 's account of theoretical mechanics best if 
we translate his word Bild as " model, " so also with the Trac
tatus ; for example, Wittgenstein 's notion that a gramophone 
record, the musical idea, the written notes, and the sound waves, 
are related to one another by virtue of a common abbildenden 
internen Beziehung ( 4.014 ) is best understood in terms of a com
mon " model, " rather than of a " picture . " The spatial order 
presented in a picture is of a very different type from the logical 
order characteristic of a theoretical or mathematical model in 
natural science. Like their Hertzian counterparts, again, Witt
genstein 's models are referred to as " representations, " in the 
sense of Darstellungen; this too helps to underline the fact that 
they are logical constructs . and, so, totally different from repro
ductions of sensory experience, or V orstellungen. Indeed, al
though the verb form stellen vor appears in the Tractatus twice, 
alongside the more frequent stellen dar, Vorstellungen as such 
are never mentioned. 

The term Darstellungen covers " models " in the widest sense. 
It embraces architects ' blueprints, children 's model toys, painted 
portraits ( though not photographs } ,  and all sorts of patterns ; 
mathematical models ( Bilder)  thus constitute only one species 
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of representations or Darstellungen. Wittgenstein emphasizes 
the logical structure of his models when he says, ' ' Every model 
is at the same time a logical one. ( On the other hand not every 
model is, for example, a spatial one. ) ' 119 He emphasizes the fact 
that his models are constructed when he says, ' ' We make models 
of facts for ourselves, "20 and that a model is " laid against 
reality like a measure. "21 Indeed, in his Notebook� he claims that 
the world could be completely described by completely general proposi
tions, and hence without using any sort of names or other denoting sign . 
.And in order to arrive at ordinary language one would only need to in
troduce names, etc. ,  by saying after an " ( 3 x ) , "  " and this x is A "  and 
so on.22 

Here he implies that it should be possible to create a ' ' logical 
scaffolding, " or logisches Geriist-that is, an a priori system 
capable of modeling the whole world and, so, of furnishing the 
logical structure of all description. If this were done, it would do 
for language in general what the first part of Hertz 's Principles 
had done for the language of mechanics. By introducing names 
into this general system, we could then apply it to reality. The 
result would be ' ' ordinary language ' ' ;  and this, Wittgenstein 
claimed, is what we in fact do. So he saw himself as having uni
versalized Hertz 's approach to the language of mechanics in 
such a way that it became applicable to all discourse ; and he had 
thus been able to execute the very bildliche Darstellung der Welt 
that, in virtue of its isomorphic character, went far beyond a 
mere metaphorical description. 

In order to understand just how Wittgenstein 's models ' ' rep
resent ' '  experience, it is necessary to look at their mode of mod
eling-that is, at the way in which these models are constructed. 
Propositions are representations that we make of situations or 
arrangements of objects, more commonly called " facts. " They 
are not exact reproductions of these facts, but only of what is 
essential in them-objects designated by names, and the logical 
relationships between them represented by connectives. Thus, 
Wittgenstein says : 
The fact that the elements of a model are related to one another in a de
terminate way represents that things are related to one another in the 
same way. Let us call this connection of its elements the structure of the 
models, and let us call the possibility of this structure its form of model
ing.23 
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He adds : ' ' Only the end points of the graduating lines actually 
touch the object that is to be measured. ' '24 In this respect, Witt
genstein 's models resemble Hertz 's ones, which also model only 
what is essential to the structure of the corresponding phe
nomena. Beyond naming objects and describing their configura
tion, Wittgenstein 's models cannot, in principle, assert anything 
about them. The determinate relationship between names or sym
bols is the sense of a proposition. " What a model represents is 
its sense " ;25 this is what it shows about the symbols. If the ob
jects to which the name or symbols refer ( bedeuten) actually 
have this configuration, the proposition is true, and the model 
is correct ; if not, it is false, and the model is incorrect. In either 
case, " in order to tell whether a model is true or false, we must 
compare it with reality. '  '26 

Two things, accordingly, are essential to Wittgenstein 's model 
theory of language : a correspondence theory of truth, and the 
assumption that there exists a sufficient " isomorphism " ( Ver
bindung ) between language and reality to permit-and validate 
-all our descriptive use of language. The logical structure of 
language makes it possible for us to ascertain a priori that cer
tain configurations of objects are, or are not, " possible. " This 
is the function of " truth tables " in Wittgenstein 's system ; they 
establish the a priori truth possibilities of any model. Given all 
the possible " truth values "  for the symbols a proposition con
tains, it can be determined which of these are truth possibilities, 
given the sense of the proposition-that is, what relation it as
serts or denies to hold between the symbols. This is how ' ' a  
model presents a situation in logical space. ' '27 It determines a 
certain configuration of objects by asserting or denying a logical 
connection between symbols ; and by assigning all possible truth 
values to these symbols, the conditions under which the proposi
tion can be true or false are established. Thus ' ' a  proposition 
can determine only one place in logical space ; nevertheless, the 
whole of logical space must already be given. '  '28 

As we remarked earlier, Wittgenstein 's " logical space " is 
similar to a coordinate system in theoretical physics. Any one set 
of coordinates presupposes the whole system. Indeed, the spatial 
metaphor is similar to that of ' ' phase space ' '  in statistical me
chanics.29 The latter is an artificial space of 6n dimensions, where 
n is the number of molecules in a given volume of a given gas. 
The 6n dimensions represent the microscopic state of the gas, as 
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defined by the position and momentum of each molecule at a 
given instant. ( Thus the 6n----three coordinates for the position 
of any molecule, and three for its momentum. ) This notion of 
phase space is a device for representing all possible states of 
the individual molecules, and it furnishes the a priori probabili
ties from which the most probable macroscopic state can be com
puted by means of the probability calculus. In the light of Witt
genstein 's scientific background and his expressed interest in the 
work of Ludwig Boltzmann, this similarity of metaphor is cer
tainly more than a coincidence. 30 

The model theory of propositions and the theory of truth as
sociated with it had one further advantage. It was also capable 
of dealing with a problem which Frege had inherited from 
Meinong but had not solved to the satisfaction of his fellow logi
cians. Briefly : suppose that we are given a proposition such as, 
' ' The pot of gold at the end of the rainbow is full, ' '  and asked 
whether it is true or it is false. Either answer is unsatisfactory, 
for either of them seems to imply that there indeed exists a pot 
of gold at the end of the rainbow. Frege held that affirmative 
propositions with ' ' sense ' '  must have ' ' reference ' ' ;  his reason 
for maintaining this was a belief that names continued to refer 
to things, whether or not they were functioning as symbols in a 
proposition. For do not names convey a meaning-that is, have 
a sense of their own Y So, Frege inferred, there must exist some
where a realm comprising such possible objects of reference as 
golden mountains, reigning kings of France, and pots of gold at 
the end of the rainbow ; and Russell 's celebrated " theory of de
scriptions ' '  was an attempt to extricate logicians from this 
morass. 

Wittgenstein needed no such special theory, because his gen
eral notion of the " mode of representation " made the meaning 
of propositions prior to that of names. For him, propositions 
" model " situations relating objects in configurations ; the sense 
of the proposition is the logical relation it expresses between the 
symbols. If the objects for which the constituent symbols or 
names stand form the configuration which the logical relation 
" models, " then the proposition is true ; if this is not the case, it 
is false. ' ' Only propositions have sense ; only in the nexus of a 
proposition does a name have reference. '  '31 Names on their own 
are without sense ; it is only in the context of the logical rela
tions between them that they are intelligible. Thus, thanks to the 
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model theory of propositions, Wittgenstein was able to incor
porate into his new critique of language the solution to a critical 
problem in logical theory also. 

With this logical problem in mind, it is worthwhile asking, 
" Just how did Ludwig Wittgenstein stand as a logician in rela
tion to Gottlob Frege and Bertrand Russell Y ' '  Russell himself 
took it for granted that Wittgenstein was, first and foremost, 
his own pupil and disciple ; and he became disillusioned with 
Wittgenstein later on, when his own natural philosophical de
velopment took him off in uncongenial directions.  Other com
mentators, such as Elizabeth Anscombe, have seen Wittgenstein 
as a follower of Frege. Certainly, they allow, Wittgenstein in
troduced a number of important logical novelties, but Frege was 
his essential starting point and must be kept in the center of at
tention if Wittgenstein 's logical techniques are to be properly 
understood. 

Our own analysis, however, suggests yet a third possibility : 
this is, that Wittgenstein was, all along, an independent and orig
inal contributor to philosophical logic. He was, of course, deeply 
indebted to Frege and Russell for inaugurating the whole pro
gram of symbolic logic and the propositional calculus ; but he had 
come to logic and the philosophy of language from his own, inde
pendent starting point, and he had developed his own original 
standpoint for dealing with the problems that were in the center 
of his mind. Even in logic itself, he was in fact indebted to Frege 
and Russell more for their methods and for his initial stimulus 
than for the detailed doctrines which he subsequently developed. 
And, when the occasion arose, he could himself be quite critical 
of his colleagues in logic. In a retrospective conversation with 
W aismann in 1929, for instance, he made a remark which was 
-philosophically-highly damaging to both men : 

In constructing symbolic logic, Frege, Peano and Russell always had 
their eye on its application to mathematics alone, and they never gave any 
thought to the representation [Darstellung ] of real states of affairs 
[Sachverhalte ]  .32 

For his own part, the use of language within pure mathematics 
was always of secondary interest. From the beginning, it was his 
goal to establish a formal ' '  theory of language ' '  capable of show
ing how propositions succeed in representing real states of af
fairs and serving the purposes of real life. 
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Wittgenstein 's critique of language is based, then, upon the 
logic inherent in ordinary language ; just as Schonberg had 
sought the essence of music in the logic of composition. The 
propositional calculus becomes for him the a priori ' ' scaffold
ing " of language and, so, the basis for any scientific description 
of the real world. Logic makes the very existence of a describable 
world possible, simply by making description itself possible. 
Just as, in Kant, the understanding creates the order in nature, 
logic makes Wittgenstein 's " world " possible, by providing it 
with a form-" It is obvious that an imagined world, however 
different it may be from the real one, must have something-a 
form-in common with it. ' '38 To put the same point negatively : 
" We could not say what an ' illogical ' world would look like. "34 
Here the link between the logical form of propositions and Witt
genstein 's critique of language comes sharply into focus. ' ' What 
a model must have in common with reality, in order to be able to 
model it-correctly or incorrectly-in the way that it does, is the 
form of modeling " ;35 and again, " A  model cannot, however, 
model the form of modeling ; it displays it. "86 And finally, 
' ' What can be shown cannot be said. ' m  

At this point in Wittgenstein 's analysis, however, a funda
mental difficulty presents itself. Russell had been prepared to 
take for granted the possibility of expressing the " real " logical 
forms of propositions capable of describing the real world in the 
symbolism of the propositional calculus, and he was accordingly 
content to reconstruct language on an explicitly defined mathe
matical model, without paying close attention to its actual ap
plication. Yet, what guarantee was there that the resulting for
malism had any application to our actual descriptive language, 
and through it to the real world ? Calling Russell 's formal system 
by the name of " the propositional calculus " was all very well ; 
but this begged the fundamental question, instead of answering 
it. ( Treating the formal expressions of the system as proposi
tions, without further ado, was merely arbitrary. ) What had to 
be shown, further, was on what conditions such a formally de
fined calculus could serve a propositional function at all. As Hil
bert and Hertz had demonstrated, no axiomatic system can by 
itself say anything about the world. If such a system is to per
form a propositional-that is, a linguistic-function, something 
more is required : it is necessary to demonstrate, in addition, that 
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the relations actually holding between language and the world 
make such a formalization possible. 

As Wittgenstein very soon saw, his own fundamental prin
ciples were such that this could not be demonstrated. The pos
sibility of relating propositions to facts was something which 
might show itself, and which might therefore be seen;  yet there 
could be no question of asserting or of ' ' proving ' '  it. In this one 
respect, Wittgenstein 's  general critique of language was in a 
different position from Hertz 's more specialized critique of 
theoretical physics. In the case of physics, it was legitimate 
enough to analyze explicitly the relations between the language 
of physical theory and the natural phenomena it is used to ex
plain ; this could be done in a language other than that of the 
theory under discussion, without presupposing the very thing 
that it was meant to justify. In the case of language-as-a-whole, 
by contrast, no ' ' extralinguistic language ' '  was-in the nature 
of the case-available in which to conduct the critical analysis 
required. Russell 's program required one to assume, at one and 
the same time, b oth that the " true structure " of language is 
" propositional " in the required, formalizable sense, and that the 
real world is describable by means of su<;h a language. These as
sumptions, as Wittgenstein saw, were substantial ones ; yet 
what more could legitimately be said to clarify the situation T 
Once the validity of using language to describe the world at all 
was called into question, we did not improve matters by using 
this same language in the attempt to describe and validate the 
relations b etween language and the world. That whole enter
prise, he hinted, would be a kind of Indian rope trick-like trying 
to climb up an unsupported ladder and hold it up at the same 
time. 

This dilemma is fundamental to our understanding of the 
Tractatus. At this early stage, Wittgenstein evidently accepted 
Russell 's  program as being legitimate and worthwhile not only 
for mathematics, but also for philosophy. Initially, his questions 
about the applicability of the propositional calculus reflected no 
active doubts ; on the contrary. Yet his quandary was genuine. 
He might urge his readers to think of the world as being ' ' com
posed of the totality of facts, not of things " ;38 of the unit ele
ments in a fact as " fit [ting] into one another like the links in a 
chain, ' '39 and so on, and so on. Yet, if he were challenged to ex-
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plain why we must suppose that language is related to the world 
in that particular way, he was-on his own confession-in no 
position to give any literal reply. If the propositional calculus is 
to provide the sole instrument for making literal, meaningful 
statements, one can then speak about its linguistic role only 
figuratively. In a manner of speaking, therefore, the whole 
Tractatus had been ( as he acknowledged later ) a kind of Platonic 
myth. Rather than provide a straightforward theoretical ac
count of the relation between language and the world, for which 
any literal defense could be given, it had given at best a helpful 
image, capable of providing insight into the nature of the lan
guage-world relationship-but one which, in the long run, had 
to be transcended. The propositional calculus had attracted 
Wittgenstein, in the first place, as the intellectual instrument 
required for a fully rigorous " critique " of language in general. 
By the time he had finished, it turned out to have given him only 
the scaffolding for an elaborate metaphor.40 Unless one saw the 
possibility of modeling " facts " by " propositions " having the 
same " real logical form, " no independent demonstration was 
possible to prove that the propositional calculus can be used to 
describe real ' '  states of affairs. ' '  

In the last resort, then, the relationship between language and 
the world itself became, for Wittgenstein, as ineffable as all 
other nonfactual considerations. Propositions were capable of 
modeling and, so, describing reality ; but they could not simul
taneously describe how they describe it, without becoming self
referential and consequently meaningless. Wittgenstein 's models 
showed the limits of what they were capable of saying : they 
modeled the way things were in the world, and accordingly made 
scientific knowledge of phenomena possible, but they could do 
nothing more. This was clear from the nature of the models 
themselves ;  they were not even capable of representing anything 
that was not factual. Thus Wittgenstein says, ' ' And so it is im
possible for there to be propositions of ethics ' ' ;  and he at once 
goes on to add-rather startingly-" Propositions can express 
nothing that is higher. "41 This very last word indicates that, in 
one crucial respect, the content of the Tractatus had been rad
ically incomplete. The word " higher " intimates that there is 
more to the doctrine of " showing " than the model theory, for 
Wittgenstein goes on to pronounce in the next proposition that-
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like logic-" Ethics is transcendental. "42 At this point, the circle 
of Wittgenstein 's argument closes itself, and we are brought face 
to face once again with what is, for him, the fundamental point 
and purpose of the entire ' ' critique. ' '  

The problem on which Wittgenstein embarked-according to 
our hypotheses-was that of constructing a general critique of 
language capable of showing, at one and the same time, b oth that 
logic and science had a proper part to play within ordinary de
scriptive language, by which we produce a representation of the 
world analogous to a mathematical model of physical phe
nomena, and that questions about " ethics, value and the mean
ing of life, ' '  by falling outside the limits of this descriptive 
language, become-at best-the objects of a kind of mystical in
sight, which can be conveyed by " indirect " or poetical commu
nication. The first part of his task had been accomplished by 
extending Hertz 's analysis of Bilder and Darstellung in the lan
guage of physical science, using Frege and Russell 's proposi
tional calculus as the framework for this extension. The second 
part of his task could scarcely be accomplished in words at all, 
except in a negative way. As Paul Engelmann has put it : 
Positivism holds-and this is its essence-that what we can speak about 
is all that matters in life. Whereas Wittgenstein passionately believes that 
all that really matters in human life is precisely what, in his view, we 
must be  silent about. When he nevertheless takes immense pains to delimit 
the unimportant [ i .e . ,  the scope and limits of ordinary language] ,  it is not 
the coastline of that island which he is bent on surveying with such metic
ulous accuracy, but the boundary of the ocean.48 

The evidence that Wittgenstein 's aim in the Tractatus was as 
much ethical as logical cannot, accordingly, be looked for within 
the text of the book itself. What we must here point to, accord
ingly, is the circumstantial evidence which allows us to support 
that claim. 

Let us here recall Wittgenstein 's relations with Ludwig 
Ficker and the Brenner Circle. Ficker was the only editor in 
Austria who would even mention the work of Karl Kraus, let 
alone concede its importance ; Kraus reciprocated, by referring 
to Der Brenner as the only honest periodical in Austria.44 When, 
in due course, Wittgenstein used part of his patrimony for the 
benefit of writers and artists, he entrusted to Ludwig Ficker 
the sum of one hundred thousand crowns, asking him to distrib
ute it among worthy artists. ( Rainer Maria Rilke was one of the 
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:first beneficiaries. ) From the outbreak of war, right up to 1919, 
Wittgenstein was in continual contact with Ficker by mail.45 
Having made three unsuccessful attempts to publish the Trac
tatus-:first through Kraus 's publisher, Jahoda and Siegel, then 
through Braumueller, who had published Weininger, and finally 
through " a  German professor of philosophy " who Wright con
jectures was probably Frege and who had a connection with the 
periodical Beitriige zur Philosophie des Deutschen Idealismus
he turned to Ficker for advice, and the resulting correspondence 
casts significant light on what the Tractatus was intended to do. 

In one letter, Wittgenstein writes about his book, " It is con
cerned with the representation of a system. And besides the 
representation is completely worked out. ' '46 In another he says, 
' ' The work is strictly philosophical and literary at the same 
time . . . ' '47 while, in a third, he remarks : 

I believe that in such cases things are related as follows : even if a book is 
entirely respectably written it is always from one standpoint worthless. 
For really, no-one has to write a book, because there are many completely 
different things to do on the face of this earth . On the other hand, I be
lieve that I can say : if you publish Da [ l ] lego and H [a] ecker, etc . , you 
can also publish my book.48 

So he identifies what he is doing with Ficker 's own literary and 
philosophical interests, and with what Haecker had been doing. 
In yet another of these letters, he gives what is the most explicit 
idea of what he conceived he had accomplished in the Tractatus : 

The book 's point is an ethical one. I once meant to include in the preface 
a sentence which is not in fact there now, but which I will write out for 
you here, because it will perhaps be a key to the work for you. What I 
meant to write, then, was this : My work consists of two parts : the one 
presented here plus all that I have not written. And it is precisely this 
second part that is the important one. My book draws limits to the sphere 
of the ethical from the inside as it were, and I am convinced that this is 
the ONLY rigorous way of drawing those limits. 

In short, I believe that where many others today are just gassing, I have 
managed in my book to put everything firmly into place by being silent 
about it. And for that reason, unless I am very much mistaken, the book 
will say a great deal that you yourself want to say. Only perhaps you 
won 't see that it is said in the book. For now I would recommend you to 
read the preface and the conclusion because they contain the most direct 
expression of the point of the book.49 
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Here, at last, Wittgenstein 's remark that there can be no ethical 
propositions, because they are " higher, " :finally becomes in
telligible. 

Wittgenstein is trying to set the ethical off from the sphere of 
rational discourse, because he believes that it is more properly 
located in the sphere of the poetic : ' ' Ethics and aesthetics are 
one and the same. "50 Just as the logical scaffolding of the world 
is a priori, so too ethics is a condition of the world : ' ' Ethics is 
transcendental. ' '51 However, like logic, the ethical is not depend
ent upon the facts : " How things are in the world is a matter of 
complete indifference for what is higher. "52 Much of the diffi
culty that people have experienced in interpreting the Tractatus 
revolves around the fact that both ethics and logic relate to what 
can be ' ' shown ' '  but not ' ' said ' ' ; consequently, ' ' the mystical ' '  
is ambiguous. In the :first place, it refers to what the world has 
in common with its representation, its mirror, that is, language. 
Secondly, it refers to the poetic power of language to convey the 
' ' meaning of life . ' '  Language can present experience, but it can 
also infuse experience with meaning. The former is possible be
cause the propositions that represent facts are models with a 
logical structure. The latter is poetry. The sound which the musi
cal notation, the reco .. ·d and the musical idea alike represent, 
through their common form, also conveys a particular feeling.53 
Language can thus represent facts by means of propositions, or 
alternatively convey emotions in poems. The aim of the Trac
tatus is to distinguish the two,  and thereby protect them from 
confusion. 

In the world of facts, there is nothing of value-' ' The sense of 
the world must lie outside the world "54-and there are no riddles 
-' ' the riddle does not exist. ' '55 The meaning of the world lies 
outside the factual. In this sphere of value and meaning, there 
are no propositions, no facts-only paradox and poetry. ' ' Only 
he is an artist, " as Kraus puts it, " who can make a riddle out 
of the solution. ' '56 The question of how logic can represent the 
world, and the question of the sense of the world, together con
stitute " the mystical. " Both are spheres in which propositions 
cannot possibly be meaningful. Thus the notion of " showing " 
is rooted in two relations ; that " between the world and logic, and 
that between the facts that constitute the world and the sense, or 
meaning, of the world. The virtue of having shown this from 
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within the logical structure of propositions is that the sphere 
of facts will thereby, once and for all, have been distinguished 
scientifically from that of values. This last letter to Ficker, in 
short, unifies Wittgenstein the formal logician with Wittgenstein 
the ethical mystic, and explicitly places him in the mainstream 
of Austrian culture. 

Wittgenstein 's abiding convictions that one must renounce all 
attempts to put ethics on " intellectual foundations " is evident 
again in his later conversations with Waismann and Schlick. In 
December, 1930, for instance, we find him criticizing Schlick 's 
approach to philosophical ethics, in the following remark to 
Waismann : 

Schlick says that in theological ethics there are two interpretations of the 
Essence of Good. On the shallower interpretation, the Good is good, in 
virtue of the fact that God wills it : on the deeper interpretation, God 
wills the Good, because it is good. On my view, the first interpretation is 
the deeper : that is good, which God commands. For this blocks off the 
road to any kind of explanation, " why " it is good ; while the second in
terpretation is the shallow, rationalistic one, in that it behaves ' ' as 
though " that which is good could be given yet some further foundation. 57 

And, a little later on, he cites a remark from Schopenhauer : ' ' To 
preach morality is hard ; to give it an intellectual justification is 
impossible. ' '58 

Almost exactly a year before ( in December 1929 ) ,  Wittgenstein 
had made the affiliation between his own views and those of Kant 
and Kierkegaard quite explicit, in a conversation during which 
he also denounced as ' ' twaddle ' '  the philosophical ethics of pro
fessional philosophers like G. E.  Moore. This passage, some of 
which was later included in a posthumously printed Lecture on 
Ethics, is worth quoting at length : 

I can well understand, what Heidegger means by Being and Angst . Man 
has an impulse, to run up against [anzurennen] the limits of language. 
Think, for example, of the wonder that anything whatever exists. This 
wonder cannot be expressed in the form of a question, nor is there any 
answer to it. All that we can say about it can a priori be only nonsense. 
Nevertheless, we run up against the limits of language. This running-up
against [ anzurennen ] Kierkegaard also saw, and indicated in a com
pletely similar way-as running up against the Paradox. This running up 
against the limits of language is Ethics. I regard it as of great im
portance, that one should put an end to all the twaddle about ethics
whether it is a science, whether values exist, whether the Good can be 
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defined, etc .  In ethics people are forever trying to find a way of saying 
something which, in the nature of things, is not and can never be ex
pressed. We know a priori : anything which one might give by way of a 
definition of the Good-it can never be anything but a misunderstand
ing . . . 59 

Once again, however, this is not to say that the attempt to ex
press the " unsayable " in ethics must be totally renounced. It is 
only that we must, at all costs, avoid overintellectualizing and so 
misrepresenting the true character of the issues involved. 

Perhaps the most important prerequisite for understanding 
the Tractatus is a grasp of the distinction between the philosophy 
it contains-the model theory, the critique of Frege and Russell, 
and so on-and the world-view which Wittgenstein is expounding 
in it. His philosophy aims at solving the problem of the nature 
and limits of description. His world-view expresses the belief that 
the sphere of what can only be shown must be protected from 
those who try to say it. The philosophy of the Tractatus is an at
tempt to show, from the very nature of propositions, that poetry 
does not consist of propositions. In this world-view, poetry is the 
sphere in which the sense of life is expressed, a sphere which 
therefore cannot be described in factual terms. 

It is the will, rather than the reason, that introduces value into 
the world : " I  call ' will ' first and foremost the bearer of good 
and evil. "60 The world-the totality of facts-relates to the will, 
in Wittgenstein 's view, in very much the same manner as Scho
penhauer 's world as representation relates to the world as will, 
as husk to kernel, as phenomenon to noumenon. 

If the good or bad exercise of the will does alter the world, it can alter 
only the limits of the world, not the facts-not what can be expressed by 
means of language. 

In short, the effect must be that it becomes an altogether different world. 
It must, so to speak, wax and wane as a whole.61 

In science, we want to know the facts ; in the problems of life, 
facts are unimportant. In life, the important thing is the capacity 
to respond to the suffering of another. It is a matter of right feel
ing. The philosophy of the Tmctatus is directed toward showing 
how " knowledge " is possible. But, in its world-view, this knowl
edge is relegated to a secondary role. The vehicle for conveying 
feeling, which has the primary role in life, is the poem or the 
fable. Tolstoy 's Tales especially impressed Wittgenstein in this 
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respect, as Paul Englemann tells us ;62 and so also did the early 
American Western films, which he viewed as fables or morali
ties.63 These fables reach out to a man in his Innerlichkeit, and so 
are the means of touching the fantasy, which is the fountainhead 
of value. 

To sum up : our present interpretation of the Tractatus reads 
it as taking over from Frege and Russell certain logical instru
ments, and applying these to the problem on which Mauthner 
himself had embarked earlier-that of producing a critique of 
language in complete general and philosophical terms. Where 
Mauthner had ended in philosophical skepticism, however, the 
use of this logical framework permitted Wittgenstein to show 
how far ordinary factual or descriptive language can legitimately 
be thought of ( even if only metaphorically ) as getting its literal, 
straightforward meaning in the same kind of way as the ' '  mathe
matical models " around which Hertz had built his account of 
scientific knowledge. Yet, in the last resort, the fundamental 
point of this whole critique was to underline the ethical point 
that all questions about value lie outside the scope of such ordi
nary factual or descriptive language. And, by starting from this 
ethical emphasis we can begin to work our way back to the larger 
Viennese cultural situation within which Wittgenstein grew up, 
and which-if we are right-played a substantial part in shaping 
his own problems and preoccupations.  

Engelmann has argued that the Tractatus is very much a prod
uct of Viennese culture ; that Wittgenstein was to philosophy 
what Kraus was to letters and what Loos was to art and archi
tecture. By now, we can see how far that is an accurate charac
terization. Wittgenstein 's critique of language, as expressed in 
the Tractatus, is in fact-as he himself claimed-only half a 
critique. The half that he did not write ( ' ' this second part, that 
is the important one " )  comprises the corpus of Karl Kraus 's 
writings. Rationalistic ethics and metaphysics are to Wittgen
stein what the feuilleton is to Kraus : conceptual monsters, which 
only succeed in mixing up essentially different things. Just as in 
the feuilleton fact and fantasy produce an artistic bastard, so in 
metaphysics science and poetry mate to produce a conceptual 
mongrel. In art, ornament and use mate to produce objects, such 
as filled prewar houses, that are both ugly and useless. In music, 
the quest for theatrical effects has displaced the inherent logic of 
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the musical idea itself. The principles of composition had been 
applied to produce effects mimicking other kinds of sound, and 
the true art of composition had been lost in the shuffie. 

All of these distortions were the result of telescoping elements 
which were essentially unrelated and which in combination were 
destructive of one another. Since society not only condoned but 
demanded the production of such aberrations, a critique of any 
of the arts was implicitly a critique of culture and society as a 
whole . Wittgenstein 's  Tractatus furnished the most abstract of 
these and therefore the least readily comprehensible .  N onethe
less, it was-as Engelmann claimed-one central and essential 
element in the twentieth-century Viennese critique of language, 
communication and society. 

Seen in this Viennese context, then, the Tractatus attempts to 
provide a theoretical groundwork for the distinction between the 
spheres of reason and fantasy, upon which the Viennese critique 
of society in the early decades of this century was based. So un
derstood, Wittgenstein 's  radical separation of facts from values 
can be regarded as 'the terminus of a series of efforts to dis
tinguish the sphere of natural science from the sphere of moral
ity, which had begun with Kant, had been sharpened up by Scho
penhauer, and had been made absolute by Kierkegaard. Like 
Kant, Wittgenstein was concerned at the same time to defend the 
adequacy of language as a scientific instrument from Mauthner 's 
skepticism ; the model theory of the proposition became the basis 
upon which Wittgenstein could give scientific language a sure 
basis, while drawing an absolute distinction between what lan
guage says and what it shows-that is, what is " higher. " 

On this interpretation, the Tractatus becomes an expression of 
a certain type of language mysticism that assigns a central im
portance in human life to art, on the ground that art alone can 
express the meaning of life . Only art can express moral truth, 
and only the artist can teach the things that matter most in life. 
Art is a mission. To be concerned merely with form, like the 
aesthetes of the 1890s, is to pervert art. So in its own way, the 
Tractatus is every bit as much a condemnation of l 'art pour l 'art 
as Tolstoy 's What Is Art?  For Wittgenstein, indeed, the implica
tions of the Tractatus were even more far-reaching than those of 
Tolstoy 's essay, since they were based upon a completely general 
understanding of the nature of language and other means of 
expression. 
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In short, the primary concern of the author of the Tractatus is 
to protect the sphere of the conduct of life against encroachments 
from the sphere of speculation. He sought to protect the fantasy 
from the incursions of reason, and to prevent spontaneous feel
ing from being stifled by rationalization. He was aware, as 
Kraus was, that reason is only an instrument for good when it is 
the reason of a good man. The good man 's being good is a func
tion not of his rationality, but of his participation in the life of 
the fantasy. For the good man, ethics is a way of life, not a sys
tem of propositions-' ' There are no ethical propositions, only 
ethical actions, ' '  as Engelmann puts it.64 Thus the Tractatus was, 
first and foremost, an attack on all forms of rational systems of 
ethics-that is, theories of ethics that would base human conduct 
upon reason. It did not, of course, claim that morality is contrary 
to reason ; merely that its foundations lay elsewhere. So, in con
tradistinction to Kant, both Schopenhauer and Wittgenstein find 
the basis of morality in " right feelings " rather than in " valid 
reasons. ' '  

In separating reason from fantasy, the mathematical represen
tation of the physicist from the metaphor of the poet, straight
forward descriptive language from " indirect communication, " 
Wittgenstein was convinced that he had solved " the problem of 
philosophy. " The model theory explained how knowledge of the 
world was possible. The mathematical ( logical ) basis of that 
theory explained how the very structure of propositions showed 
their limitations-that is, how the structure of propositions 
determined the limits of scientific ( rational ) inquiry. The im
plication of the model theory was that the " meaning of life " lay 
outside the sphere of what could be said ; the " meaning of life " 
should properly be referred to as a riddle, rather than as a prob
lem, since there is no question of solving it, or answering it. So 
the model theory corroborates Kierkegaard 's notion that the 
meaning of life is not a topic which can be discussed by means of 
the categories of reason. 

Subjective truth is communicable only indirectly, through 
fable, polemics, irony, and satire. This is the only way that one 
can come to " see the world aright. " Ethics is taught not by 
arguments, but by providing examples of moral behavior ; this 
is the task of art. It is fulfilled in Tolstoy 's later Tales, which ex
plain what religion is, by showing how the truly religious man 
lives his life. The meaning of life was no more an academic ques-
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tion for Wittgenstein than it had been for Tolstoy. It was not, 
and could not, be answered by the reason, since it is resolved 
only by the way in which one lives. For Wittgenstein all this was 
implied in the model theory, which-by refuting Mauthner 's 
skepticism-at last enabled one to restore objectivity to science, 
while establishing the subjectivity of ethics. 

If the world-view of the Tractatus is a·u fond the world-view of 
Kraus, Wittgenstein 's conception of philosophy is also Krausian. 
If Kraus 's journalism is polemical, so is Wittgenstein 's philos
ophy. 

The correct method in philosophy would really be the following : to say 
nothing except what can be said, i .e . ,  propositions of natural science-
i.e . ,  something that has nothing to do with philosophy-and then when
ever someone else wanted to say something metaphysical, to demonstrate 
to him that he had failed to give a meaning to certain signs in his propo
sitions . Although it would not be satisfying to the other person-he would 
not have the feeling that we were teaching him philosophy-this method 
would be the only strictly correct one.65 

The task of philosophy is not to seek to build up a body of doc
trine, but to be on guard continually against just that. There 
simply cannot be any meaningful propositions except those of 
natural science ; there are no metalanguages ;  logic is meaning
less ( sinnlos ) and philosophy is · nonsense ( U nsinn ) .  Yet even 
here there is a certain Krausian irony, for "\Vittgenstein con
siders that this ' ' nonsense ' ' is anything but unimportant. 

A common objection to the Tractatus is that it ends in con
tradiction, since, in its attempt to transcend the sayable, it too 
must fail. Certainly, it is difficult for academic philosophers to 
arrive at any other conclusion, in the face of such statements as 
the penultimate aphorism of the whole book, 6.54. 

My propositions serve as elucidations in the following way : anyone who 
understands me eventually recognizes them as nonsensical, when he has 
used them-as steps-to climb up beyond them. (He must, so to speak, 
throw away the ladder after he has climbed up it. ) He must transcend 
these propositions and then he will see the world aright.66 

To those who saw Wittgenstein as a follower of Russell, these 
statements were inevitably paradoxical and self-defeating. 
Taken, instead, as one aphorism from a book of aphorisms writ
ten by a thinker under the spell of the Krausian vision, such a 
statement is less astonishing. Had not Kraus asserted that ' ' the 
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aphorism never covers itself with truth, it is either half true, or 
one-and-a-half-times true " ¥67 Wittgenstein 's propositions are 
thus neither statements of a scientific nature, nor are they meta
linguistic. Rather, they are aphorisms which, by giving a general
ized critique, at the same time convey a world-view : they are a 
Krausian medium for a Krausian message. 

Once the meaning of these aphorisms has been grasped they 
are no longer necessary. Once one has seen that values are some
thing not to be debated, but to be acted upon, one no longer needs 
the Tractatus. For the Tractatus is itself, by intention, a polemic 
against the kind of rationalism that maims and shackles the hu
man spirit. This rationalism had been the result of a failure to 
distinguish the legitimate sphere of rational speculation from 
that of fantasy ; and the only way of demonstrating its limita
tions was by a book of aphorisms, which showed how the two 
spheres of facts and value were to be distinguished. 

The result was those cryptic seventy-five pages which Wittgen
stein himself feared would be very difficult to comprehend, save 
for the man who ' ' has himself already had the thoughts which 
are expressed in it. ' '68 ( Just how soon, and how completely his 
fears were to be realized, we shall see in the next chapter. ) This 
statement also provides us with something of an explanation of 
the reasons why Wittgenstein had so little to say about his book 
after it was published, even though he insisted that no one had 
grasped his point, least of all Bertrand Russell. In order to 
have had the same thoughts as the author of the Tractatus Log
ico-Philosophicus, one would have to have lived in the milieu of 
fin-de-siecle Vienna ; but, more than that, one would have to have 
undergone the experiences that Ludwig Wittgenstein himself had 
undergone during the First World War. For it was during that 
war that these thoughts-drawn from Kraus and Loos, Hertz 
and Frege, Schopenhauer, Kierkegaard and Tolstoy-coalesced 
into the unity which was the man Ludwig Wittgenstein. 

Just what those experiences were remains to be fully dis
covered. Perhaps they began with his visit to Trakl, whom he 
had been supporting through the agency of Ludwig Ficker. 
What can Wittgenstein have felt, on arriving at the military 
hospital in Krakow, where he had sought him out, when he dis
covered that this brilliant young poet had taken his life but three 
days before Y Certainly, Tolstoy was as much in his thoughts as 
Frege during this crucial period ; his fellow soldiers nicknamed 
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him " the man with the Gospels, " because he never was seen 
without his copy of Tolstoy 's The Gospel in Brief, which he men
tions acquiring in a letter to Russell, and which he also referred 
to as the book which ' ' saved my life . ' '  Taken as a whole, in short, 
the Tractatus

' 
expressed an intensely personal view of the world, 

a view that had been forged out of many sources and was all the 
more individual and creative for bringing together such dis
parate elements . Clearly, a set of aphorisms which emerged from 
such a complex situation was not to be grasped with ease. Indeed, 
a man of Russell 's background and mentality was bound to find 
much that was of the greatest significance to Wittgenstein en
tirely incomprehensible. 

Herein lies the source of the myth that still surrounds the 
image of Ludwig Wittgenstein, the ' ' odd-ball genius ' '-the myth 
which has bred such curiosities as the Eugene Goossens oboe 
concerto supposedly inspired by the Tractatus, and the " Witt
genstein Motet ' '  Excerpta Tractati Logici-Philosophici by Eliza
beth Lutyens, as well as the sculpture and poetry which claim to 
be based on Wittgenstein 's work. All of these reflect the esoteric 
qualities found in the book by nonphilosophical readers in the 
nineteen-twenties and the thirties-and in the sixties and seven
ties-qualities of a kind that were entirely foreign to Russell and 
the logical positivists. Yet, by this stage, it should be evident that 
Wittgenstein would have had even less to do with these composi
tions than with Russell 's preface ; just as Schonberg steadfastly 
turned away those students who came to him to learn " the new 
music ' '  before they had mastered the old. 

The question remains : Why, in the face of all of this misrepre
sentation, did Wittgenstein himself remain silent 1 To explain 
this reaction fully might well require an exercise in psychobio
graphy that would involve laying bare the whole development of 
his personality. Such an interpretation would suit the existential
ist attitudes of the author of the Tractatus, who could no more 
have explained his book to anyone else than the author of Either/ 
Or could have written a scholarly commentary on his own work. 
Indeed, the closest we may be able to come to understanding 
Wittgenstein 's mind, at this point, is to call to mind the aphorism 
of Karl Kraus : 

Why does many a man write ? Because he does not possess enough char
acter not to write.69 
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7 
Wittgenstein the Man, 

and His Second Thoughts 

A.nrennen gegen die Grenze der 

Spracke ? Die Spracke ist ja 

kein Kiifig. 

-LUDWIG WITTGENSTEIN, 
December 17, 1930 

As the book, so the man ; if the message of the Tractatus was a 
Krausian message, so was Wittgenstein 's life a Krausian life. 
In the Cambridge of the 1940s, we saw Wittgenstein 's extraordi
nary character and unconventional behavior as irrelevant to his 
philosophy-even as distracting attention from the pure-spring
water clarity and transparency of the truths he had to teach us. 
In retrospect, this was a mistake : there was no such division be
tween the philosopher and the man. From the beginning, Witt
genstein 's philosophical reflections were just one expression, 
among others, of an integral personality ; and, if we found it 
difficult to penetrate to the heart of his arguments, this is-not 
least-because we did not fully understand him. 

There was probably no reason why we should have understood 
him. Between Vienna in the years before 1919 and the Cambridge 
of 1946-47, there were too many barriers of time, of history and 
of culture. Intellectuals and artists in Britain may at times have 
felt neglected, ignored or even derided ; but they have never been 
completely " shut out " from the world of affairs or compelled to 
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serve a culture and society whose values they totally rejected. In 
this respect, they have been spared the absolute alienation out of 
which the intransigent and uncompromising integrity of a Kraus 
or a Wittgenstein is born. As a result, they have usually been 
able to play things much more lightly, so exposing themselves to 
the charge of superficiality and irreverence from the Wittgen
steins and D. H. Lawrences of the world.1 In return, the English 
have always viewed such quintessentially Krausian remarks as 
" If I must choose the lesser of two evils, I will choose neither " 
as manifesting a certain distasteful pomposity and self-impor
tance. 

Yet those very things about Wittgenstein that his English stu
dents and associates most misunderstood were very largely mat
ters of style. Every generation of alienated intellectuals finds its 
own characteristic way of expressing its rejection of conven
tional worldly values. At one time, young men grow beards and 
shoulder-length hair ; reject all external discipline as authori
tarian, in favor of a '  ' life style ' '  of unregulated freedom ; regard 
all questions of ethics and morality as matters of aesthetic taste ; 
and take a perverse pride in ' ' letting it all hang out. ' '  At another 
time, by contrast, long hair and beards will themselves appear 
completely ' ' square. ' '  The eminent doctors, businessmen and aca
demicians of the late nineteenth century, with their great furry 
heads and shovel beards, turned on their pupils and children an 
eye of misleadingly self-confident complacency ; while, through
out Austria itself, the grizzled sideburns of the Emperor Fran
cis Joseph gazed down from the walls of every public office. The 
results ( as we can now see ) were predictable. In a culture over
loaded with tawdry rubbish and meaningless etiquette, the rebel
lious young men who were seeking to achieve consistency and 
integrity rejected facial hair along with all other bourgeois 
superfluities. To them, mustaches and sidebmns were mere 
ostentation, like velvet smoking jackets and fancy neckties. A 
serious, uncluttered mind called for a clean-shaven chin and an 
open-necked shirt ; artistic matters became, for them, matters 
for moral reflection and judgment, rather than morality a matter 
of aesthetic taste ; the proper alternative to the arbitrary au
thoritarianism of society was not anarchism but self-discipline. 
A man must take his own life in hand, on his own responsibility 
before God-or, at least, before his own " understanding of 
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goodness, ". that " knowledge unattainable by reasoning " which 
( as Tolstoy put it ) is " indubitably revealed " to each man 's 
heart.2 

In their fundamental aspirations and ideals, therefore, the 
generation of the W andervogel in the 1920s were, after all, not as 
different from the generation of the Hippies as their external ap
pearance might suggest. If the young Germans and Austrians of 
the early twentieth century questioned the moral integrity of 
their fathers '  culture and society even before 1914---seeing in the 
apparently endless reign of Francis Joseph the perpetuation of 
a despotic regime from which all life and virtue had departed
the agony and bloodletting of 1914-1918 merely reinforced their 
feelings of doom. These were indeed The Last Days of Mankind. 
The worldly, bourgeois society of the late nineteenth century had 
cut its own throat, and the survivors were free of all moral obli
gations to their past. It was time to make a fresh start. Redemp
tion would come only through a new austerity, of dress, of 
manners, of taste, of style. ( In the 1920s, it was easier to get 
yourself expelled from school as a troublesome radical for hav
ing a crew cut, than for wearing your hair too long. ) With bared 
chests, sandals on their feet, and rucksacks on their backs, the 
young men of Germany and Austria marched out of the corrupt 
cities and back into the pine forests, where, in a spirit of Bruder
schaft, they hoped to recapture the purer and simpler values to 
which_ the generation of their fathers had been blind.3 

Ludwig Wittgenstein himself was born too early to belong to 
the W andervogel generation. Yet it is clear that he shared many 
of their values ; indeed, those values were themselves molded on 
the example of men like Kraus, Loos and Wittgenstein. For Witt
genstein personally, the years of war service, first on the Russian 
and later on the Italian front, had been a time of spiritual self
questioning, but also a time of fulfillment. As though his army 
life-much of it on active service-had not been enough to keep 
him busy, he was also in the last stages of composing the Trac
tatus, which was apparently finished during the summer of 1918 ; 
while army life brought him closer to his fellow-soldiers,  and 
fellow-citizens, than he had ever been as a rich man 's youngest 
son in Vienna or ever subsequently became. Here as elsewhere, 
one is reminded of Tolstoy 's Konstantin Levin, who recognizes 
that the " meaning of life " shows itself only in the living, to the 
man who gives himself over, honestly and wholeheartedly, to 
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the practical, everyday tasks of tilling the soil, of family life 
and of human kindness! 

In music, art and literature, meaningless decoration and super
fluity might fill men like Kraus and Loos with a morally tinged 
distaste. When enshrined in the conventions of society and per
sonal relations, Wittgenstein found them a matter for authentic 
disgust. When first elected a Fellow of Trinity College, Cam
bridge, he could not bring himself to dine at High Table. His 
reasons had nothing particularly to do with the fact that the 
Fellows were given more or better food ; nor did it spring from 
any populist desire to mingle with the undergraduates. He ob
jected, rather, to the symbolic fact that the High Table itself 
was placed on a platform, six inches higher than the main floor 
of the dining hall ; and, for a while, the college agreed to serve 
him separately, at a small card table placed on the lower leveJ.I' 
( Later on, he scarcely dined in Hall at all. ) Nor was it the arti
ficialities of social convention alone that horrified him ; those of 
the intellectual life were, if anything, worse. 

He acquired from Tolstoy a feeling that " humanly useful " 
work-particularly manual labor-alone had dignity and value. 
He briefly visited Russia,6 though there is no suggestion that he 
found Soviet society any more to his taste than the society of 
Western Europe ; and he gave the impression of being a man who 
would, above other men, have found integrity and fulfillment 
within the framework of a kib butz. Nor .was this impression an 
accidental one. When the first Jewish collective farms were set 
up in Palestine, during the 1880s and 1890s, the ethos and social 
ideology of the kibbutz movement were worked out and ex
pounded by a new Russian immigrant called Gordon, who was 
himself an immediate disciple and follower of Tolstoy.7 

Wittgenstein 's respect for " humanly useful " work could be 
evoked in surprising ways. One day in 1946 or early 1947, 
Dorothy Moore-the wife of G. E. Moore, his predecessor in the 
chair of philosophy at Cambridge-was pushing her bicycle up 
Castle Hill, on her way out to do part-time work in the Chivers 
jam factory at Histon, when she met Wittgenstein out for a 
walk. He inquired where she was going, and-she later reported 
-was more delighted than she had ever known him to be, to see 
the wife of Britain 's most abstractly intellectual philosopher 
going off to do " real " work at the factory bench.8 His belief that 
intellectual, and especially academic activities did not represent 
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" real " or humanly useful work extended, of course, to his own 
philosophizing. Those students who were sufficiently close for 
him to be able to influence their personal decisions, he strongly 
discouraged from taking up academic philosophy as a career : 
that would, in itself, show that they had misunderstood the point 
of his " teaching. Instead, he urged them to take up medicine, like 
Drury, or at least-if they had to be academics- to go into some 
serious field such as physics, like W. H. Watson. If he himself 
went on doing philosophy, that, he would have said, was because 
he was " not fit for anything else "-in any event, he was " not 
harming anyone besides himself. " Somebody had to scrub out 
the Augean stables of the intellectual world, and it just happened 
to be him who had been fated to perform this task of intellectual 
sanitation. 9 

Some people have seen, in Wittgenstein 's attitude toward his 
own philosophy, an inconsistency amounting almost to nihilism. 
Yet, once again, this objection misses the heart of the matter.10 
Coming from an authentic positivist, this point of view might 
have been criticized as self-refuting ; in the same way that, for 
instance, the so-called " principle of verification " was repeatedly 
challenged in the later 1920s and 1930s, as being itself " unveri
fiable. " But what Wittgenstein rejected as discreditable and ra
tionalistic was only a certain kind of philosophizing-though 
admittedly a kind to which academic philosophers were particu
larly prone. ( In this respect, one is reminded afresh of Schopen
hauer and Kierkegaard. ) That is the kind of philosophical 
discussion which " obliterates the distinction between [i .e . ,  con
fuses] factual and conceptual investigations. 1 11 1  This sort of in
tellectualistic discussion was " meaningless " in a way that did 
not warrant rescuing. Yet, alongside it, there existed also 
another type of philosophical discussion, the sort one finds in a 
man like Kierkegaard or Tolstoy, and which struggles to con
vey--though in an " indirect " manner-profound human truths, 
of a kind that cannot be stated in straightforward, everyday 
language. Man 's tendency an die Gt·enze der Sprache anzuren
nen can thus lead one either ( as in Moore ) into a philosophical 
Geschwiitz/2 which confuses conceptual issues and empirical 
ones, or alternatively ( as with Kierkegaard ) into a religious 
attempt to articulate the essentially unverbalizable.  These two 
kinds of philosophy may be hard to tell apart at first sight. As 
he said at one of his at-homes during his last year at Cambridge : 
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Sometimes, we go into a man 's study and find his books and papers all 
over the place, and can say without hesitation : " What a mess ! We really 
must clear this room up. ' '  Yet, at other times, we may go into a room 
which looks very like the first ; but after looking round we decide that we 
must leave it just as it is, recognizing that, in this case, even the dust has 
its place.13 

In any event, the activity of ' ' doing philosophy ' '  was not the 
only-perhaps, not even the central--thing in Wittgenstein 's 
life. His colleagues at Cambridge, we remarked at the outset, 
regarded him as ' ' a  philosopher of genius, ' '  who just happened 
to have come from Vienna. The comparison with Kraus and 
Schonberg helps us to see that he was, rather, one of Kraus 's 
" integral men, " whose genius just happened to find expression 
through philosophy, among other things. Once he had completed 
the Tractatus in 1918-19, he felt he had done all there was in him 
to do for the subject. So he dropped it. With that out of the 
way, his creative fantasy needed to turn to other channels. He 
spent the academic year 1919-20 at the Vienna Teachers ' Train
ing College, in the Kundmanngasse-a street to which he was to 
return in a quite different capacity, six years later-and then 
took up a series of appointments as an elementary-school 
teacher. Though he did not find the school authorities or his 
pupils ' parents easy to deal with, he threw himself into the ac
tual work, and seems to have been quite remarkably effective, 
especially in the teaching of mathematics.14 

Later on, when his mood was very dark and he could not con
tinue teaching, he worked for a while as a gardener, until his 
sister Margarete Stonborough invited him to design her a house, 
to be built in the Kundmanngasse. Wittgenstein had a strictly 
antiprofessional attitude, and he approached this task as just 
one more legitimate challenge to his own individual clear-head
edness and sense of function. (As Loos had repeatedly said, 
architectural design is strictly in the service of function : ' ' the 
meaning is the use. " ) 15 To begin with, he collaborated with his 
younger friend Paul Engelmann, who himself had an architec
tural training ; but very soon he was able to take sole respon
sibility, and the greater part of their resulting design-espe
cially, the interior details of the house-was strictly his own 
conception. A recent architectural commentator has written about 
the Kundmanngasse house : 
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Academies and architectural offices can find no formal dogmas or recipes 
in this building. They will look in vain for details to copy, as columnless 
glazed corners or ribbon windows. Instead of formulas or cliches, a 
philosophy . . . 

The building is important because it is an example of going beyond limits, 
because it demonstrates how enriching " unprofessional encroachment " 
can be, and because it questions the limits of a profession that are mainly 
set by the very members of that profession. Wittgenstein, the philosopher, 
was an architect. 16 

The message is again a Krausian one. The institutional bar
riers between the professions can serve as arbitrary restrictions 
on the creative fantasy, just as much as any intellectual bar
riers in philosophy itself. Whether he was concerned with archi
tecture or with music, with schoolteaching or with writing, it was 
the same individual Ludwig Wittgenstein whose personality and 
fantasy found expression through all these different media and 
techniques-whether as artist, or as moralist, or as both at the 
same time. 

Almost from the moment of its publication, the nature and 
purpose of Wittgenstein 's Tractatus gave rise to misunder
standings among his Viennese contemporaries, and his own dis
appearance from the philosophical scene did nothing to help the 
situation. If one only sets aside those last five pages ( Proposi
tion 6.3 on ) ,  the intellectual techniques developed in the rest of 
the book lend themselves to quite different uses, both in mathe
matics and in philosophy, and can be quoted in support of intel
lectual attitudes quite antagonistic to Wittgenstein 's own. As a 
result, both in England and in Vienna itself, the Tractatus be
came the foundation stone of a new positivism or empiricism ; 
and this developed into a thoroughgoing antimetaphysical move
ment, which held out scientific knowledge as the model of what 
rational men should believe-aiming to put the more loosely ex
pressed positivism of Comte and his nineteenth-century follow
ers on a new and more rigorous basis, by the proper application 
of Russell and Frege 's propositional logic. At this point, there
fore, we must look briefly at the origins of these other philosophi
cal movements-Cambridge " analytical philosophy " and Vien
nese " logical positivism "-and see how a document written as 
the final and definitive stage in post-Kantian ' ' transcendental 
philosophy, ' '  in order to liberate ethics from any kind of science-
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based empiricism, could at once be stood on its head and used to 
justify reimposing just such an empiricist systemP 

Let us start in Cambridge at the turn of the century. The al
liance between formal logic and philosophical analysis personi
fied by the early Bertrand Russell had, to begin with, nothing 
specifically positivistic about it. In intention, at any rate, it had 
been philosophically neutral. True, both Russell and his closest 
ally, G. E . Moore, were in revolt against the British post-He
gelian idealists, notably Bradley. Yet their quarrel with Bradley 
was not so much with what he said ; it was with his failure, as 
they saw it, to say anything significant at all. Absolute idealism 
was not so much a philosophical doctrine as an intellectual de
bauch. One could laugh at it, like F. C. S.  Schiller in his spoof 
issue of Mind /8 one could clear it out of the way and start again 
from scratch ; but one could not contradict it, because its argu
ments were confused beyond the point of rational discussion.19 
So Moore and Russell scorned to debate with their predecessors, 
and embarked rather on a " new instauration "-a cleansing of 
the Victorian philosophical stables, to be followed by the recon
struction of philosophy in new and unambiguous terms. 

Looking back at the intellectual situation at Cambridge in the 
years around 1900, of course, we must now distinguish more 
carefully than was possible at the time between the explicit con
tent of this " philosophical reformation " on the one hand, and 
its revolutionary manner and motives on the other. If we look 
carefully enough at the writings of Moore and Russell 's im
mediate predecessors, indeed, it begins to be somewhat mysteri
ous how these younger men could present their own philosophi
cal positions as such great intellectual novelties. Russell 's much
heralded distinction between " knowledge by acquaintance " and 
" knowledge by description, " for instance, is spelled out already 
in Bradley 's Logic ;20 while Moore 's account of value predicates, 
as " indefinable " terms referring to " non-natural " properties, 
now appears only a small step on from McTaggart 's position in 
philosophical ethics.21 And perhaps we shall do better to pay at
tention less to this content than to the words of Roy Harrod who, 
in his biography of John Maynard Keynes, wrote of the pro
found influence exercised on Keynes and his Cambridge con
temporaries by the " flaming advocacy " of G. E. Moore 's Prin
cipia Ethica.22 

If the arguments of Moore and Russell were self-consciously 
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revolutionary, this was as much a matter of personal style as of 
intellectual content. Many of Moore 's close friends and succes
sors-for example, Keynes himself in his revealing essay, My 
Early Beliefs-have testified to his personal dominance.23 So, 
for the self-selected elite of Cambridge between 1903 and 1914, 
Principia Ethica became a kind of secular Bible, or theoretical 
manual of right conduct-" the Ideal is Indefinable, and G. E.  
Moore is its prophet. ' '  As such, Moore and his book need to be 
reconsidered in the context of their time. Certainly, it  is hard 
now to recapture at first hand the passions which they initially 
aroused and which helped to channel the intellectual and emo
tional energies of a whole generation of writers and thinkers in 
Cambridge and London, ranging from Keynes and Russell, by 
way of E. M. Forster and Leonard Woolf, to Roger Fry and 
Lytton Strachey.24 ( The last phrase a philosophy student would 
apply to Principia Ethica in the 1970s is " flaming advocacy. " )  

S o  at this point it is necessary to recall, quite deliberately, the 
social position of the entire Cambridge and Bloomsbury group, 
and the part they played in demolishing the Victorian way of 
life. Secure in their private incomes, they could safely mock at 
the Established Church. ( How could the Indefinable Good be 
thought of as incarnated in Church Hall, Westminster, or still 
more in Buckingham Palace T As for Benthamite utilitarianism, 
that was not merely narrow-minded but vulgar. ) In this case as 
in others, the revolutionary character of the new philosophical 
movement is more intelligible, in retrospect, as a matter of so
cial psychology than as a phenomenon in the history of ideas. 

Like so many of the leading figures in the history of early
twentieth-century philosophy, Moore and Russell, we may say, 
were personal revolutionaries operating in a strictly intellectual 
field. Where the moral critique of contemporary Catholicism, as 
undertaken on an emotional level by Peguy, became intellectual
ized in the philosophical teachings of Maritain, the " ideal utili
tarianism ' '  of G. E. Moore represented an abstract refinement 
and justification, on an intellectual level, of the moral aestheti
cism associated earlier with the name and the writings of Oscar 
Wilde.  There was, thus, a closer connection than books on the 
history of philosophy sometimes suggest between the intellectual 
views of Moore and Russell, the life style which their younger 
associates built on the basis of those views, and the radical 
transformations in practical ethics and aesthetics with which 
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those followers were associated-as represented, for example, 
by Roger Fry 's Post-Impressionist Exhibition, the immense 
success of Diaghilev 's Russian Ballet, and the novels of Leonard 
Woolf 's wife, Virginia. The philosophical reformation inaugu
rated in the writings of Moore and Russell accordingly had ul
terior motives, also, which severely limited the respects in which 
it was possible for either them or their immediate successors in 
British analytical philosophy to grasp the real point of Wittgen
stein 's philosophical concerns. 

The analytic methods employed in Russell and Moore 's recon
struction of philosophy were of two alternative kinds : those of 
a refined lexicography, as in Principia Ethica, and those of a 
purified mathematics, as in Principia 11-fathematica. But in each 
case the key word was Principia. Theirs was a new and initially 
uncommitted beginning. Indeed, if we go back to the earliest 
papers of both Moore and Russell, written in the late 1890s, we 
shall find that even so characteristic a notion as that of sense 
data is not yet in evidence. Those ideas came later. For the 
moment, the task was to assemble a ·  disinfected language for 
philosophy-to insist on clear definitions of those terms that 
could be defined, to rebut all misleading attempts at defining 
terms that were essentially indefinable, and to reveal the " true " 
logical forms and articulations underlying the sometimes decep
tive clothing of grammar and syntax in which everyday language 
dresses up our thoughts. Were these humdrum ambitions, or 
" underlaborer 's tasks, " as John Locke called them 725 They may 
appear that way to us ; but a missionary, reforming zeal will 
carry one through even the most tedious-sounding enterprises. 

To begin with, the aims of Schlick and the other Vienna Circle 
positivists had been scarcely more doctrinal than Moore 's and 
Russell 's early programs. During the years before 1914, scien
tific-minded intellectuals in Germany and Austria were disgusted 
with the entire state of official European philosophy. If they had 
any patience with professional philosophers at all, they reserved 
it for Schopenhauer ;  but this could be attributed as much to his 
polemical attacks on Hegel as to his personal doctrines. Their 
own preoccupations arose, rather, out of the exact sciences. They 
followed with sympathy and interest the mathematical innova
tions of Frege and Hilbert, the theoretical physics of Poincare, 
Lorentz, and the meteoric young Albert Einstein, the chemical 
skepticism of Ostwald, Mach, and other critics of literal-minded 
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atomism. All these arguments relied on a new kind of critical 
analysis, and it was this critical movement within the exact sci
ences that now provided the inspiration for the new positivism. 

The philosophical aims of the young Viennese positivists were 
thus similar to those of Moore and Russell ; but their methods 
were different. Whereas the young Cambridge radicals had set 
out to reform philosophy by analysis, the Viennese positivists 
were determined to reform it by generalizing methods that were 
already proving their worth in scientific theory. Philosophy must 
be set on " the sure path of a science "-indeed, integrated with 
physics and biology into a single ' ' unified science. ' '26 In practice, 
this involved reconstructing both philosophy and science in the 
form of axiomatic, mathematical disciplines, as the example of 
Frege suggested ; as empirical, inductive disciplines, in which all 
generalizations and abstract concepts could be legitimated di
rectly by appeal to observation ; or ideally ( and here they ran 
into the same problems that Hertz and Wittgenstein encoun
tered) as empirical, inductive sciences whose inner articulations 
were, at the same time, formalized on the axiomatic pattern of 
systems in pure mathematics. 

If there was a streak of positivism present at this stage, it 
came in through such men as Mach, Avenarius and Vaihinger. 
Above all, Ernst Mach was to be the godfather of logical posi
tivism, if not its chief progenitor ;  and the insistence on the 
primacy of experience and observation, characteristic of his 
work in both physics and the history of science, was associated 
( as we saw earlier ) with a philosophical commitment to " phe
nomenalism. ' '  All claims to knowledge of the world around us, 
Mach argued, derived their justification from the evidence of our 
senses, and this " evidence " must ultimately be interpreted in 
terms of the direct content of our individual sense fields. Accord
ingly, the theory of knowledge, if not the whole of science, was 
reducible to Die Analyse der Empfindungen-the analysis of 
sensations. Mach 's epistemological position, like H ume 's, was a 
' '  sensationalist ' '  one. 

This last idea was of great significance for the Vienna Circle 
philosophers of the 1920s. When they set about finding an epis
temological starting point for their theories, they turned in vain 
to Wittgenstein 's Tractatus. Although the Tractatus provided 
the basic logical structure for the new positivism, the Vienna 
Circle philosophy was completed only when the logic of the Trac-
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tatus was dovetailed with Mach 's sensationalist theory of knowl
edge. The argument of the Tractatus had employed the notion 
of " atomic facts, " to correspond with the " unit propositions " 
of an idealized formal language ; and it had gone on to show 
how the significance of more complex propositions might-in 
theory, at any rate-be analyzed by " truth-functional " meth
ods.27 But Wittgenstein had said nothing to indicate how one was 
to recognize " atomic facts " or " unit pr·opositions " in practice ; 
this had not been his purpose. The logical positivists now rem
edied his omission. Taking a hint from Mach and from Russell 's 
doctrine of " knowledge-by-acquaintance, " they equated Witt
genstein 's ' ' atomic facts ' '  with the indubitable, directly known 
" hard data " of Mach 's and Russell 's epistemologies. The " unit 
propositions, ' '  which were the ultimate carriers of meaning, thus 
became Protokollsatze, and thereby the ultimate carriers of 
knowledge, each of them recording one single item of sensory evi
dence, vouchsafed by one single sensation, or ' '  sense datum. ' '  

For the most part, therefore, the Viennese positivists were 
content, like Mach, to operate with an epistemological unit taken 
over with little change from David Hume 's notion of " impres
sions. "  Like Hume again, they identified the realm of the " nec
essary " and the a priori with that of the " analytic " or " tau
tologous " ;  and this at first appeared to be in line with the 
Tractatus account of logical truth or falsity. Propositions were 
to be considered meaningful only if they were either confessedly 
logical, and thereby tautologous or inconsistent, or else gen
uinely empirical, in which case their semantic value would be 
determined by cashing them in for actual or possible observation 
reports or Protokollsiitze. The formal truth calculus of the Trac
tatus thus became a method for the logical construction of hu
man knowledge, by which higher-level abstractions and proposi
tions of scientific theory were to be built from, or anchored onto, 
the concept-free " hard data " of the Protokollsiitze. The funda
mental dichotomy between empirical propositions and logical 
ones was accepted as absolute and exhaustive ; and whatever 
could not be expressed in either form was not truly a meaningful 
proposition. This ax, it was true, threatened to sever ethical ut
terances ( and much else ) from the realm of the meaningful ; but 
a place was soon found for many of the disputed utterances, even 
though as second-class speech, under the heading of " emotive " 
rather than ' '  cognitive ' '  expressions.28 
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The resulting philosophy was a clean, functional one, worthy 
of Gropius-geometrical in its lines, with none of that unposi
tivistic muddle-headedness so common among working scien
tists. ( The logical positivists would cite with admiration Mach 's 
slashing attack on the Newtonian concepts of absolute space and 
time. ) 29 Thus, the transformation was under way and proceeded, 
step by step, from the Tractatus, through Russell 's Philosophy 
of Logical A tomism, to Carnap 's Logische Aufbau der Welt, and 
so on to Ayer 's Language, Truth and Logic. And, despite a 
dozen subsequent qualifications and changes of name, the same 
basic dichotomies ( e .g., between the factual and the logical, the 
cognitive and the emotive ) still preserve a central place in the 
' ' logical empiricism ' '  of the present day. 

The seeds of Wittgenstein 's misunderstanding with Bertrand 
Russell had accordingly been sown very early on ; and Wittgen
stein 's failure to explain publicly, at the time, the reasons why 
he rejected Russell 's  interpretation of his book helped only to 
encourage the development of the rival, positivist interpretation. 
Russell himself was quite content to see his own " propositional 
logic " expanded, to provide the core of a new epistemology. 
After all, he himself had interpreted the idea of " atomic facts " 
in this epistemological way in his own 1914 Harvard lectures, 
Our Knowledge of the External W orld.30 So, for some five years 
from 1922 on, professional mathematicians, philosophers and 
physical scientists at the University of Vienna, many of them 
strongly influenced by Mach and Russell, were holding seminars 
to discuss the Tractatus and its wider implications, without 
Wittgenstein 's participation. Wittgenstein, meanwhile, acquired 
the reputation of being a kind of mystery man, lurking in the 
background. As early as 1924, Moritz Schlick was already writing 
to him, trying to arrange a meeting, but nothing came of this. It 
was not until the spring of 1927, in fact, that the two men met and 
inaugurated the series of discussions-mainly between Wittgen
stein and Waismann, but with Schlick also taking part on oc
casion-which continued right through to 1930.31 

By 1927, however, the damage was done. There was a touch of 
irony about these encounters from the beginning. Schlick 's wife 
reported afterward that he approached the luncheon meeting 
with Wittgenstein, arranged by Margarete Stonborough, with 
" the reverential attitude of the pilgrim. " Afterward, " he re
turned in an ecstatic state, saying little, and I felt I should not 
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ask questions. ' '  For his part, Wittgenstein reported to Paul 
Engelmann, after the initial meeting, " Each of us must have 
thought that the other was crazy. ' '  At Schlick 's request, Witt
genstein agreed to meet Carnap and some of the other members 
of the Vienna Circle, but it immediately became apparent that 
their intellectual positions were far apart-perhaps, unbridge
ably so. To begin with, Wittgenstein was unwilling to discuss 
technical points in philosophy with the members of the Vienna 
Circle, and he insisted rather on reading poetry to them, espe
cially the poems of Rabindranath Tagore. ( Given his Tolstoyan 
position, this insistence may not have been as willfully irrelevant 
as it must have appeared to his audience. )  Only gradually did he 
gain enough confidence to engage in philosophical discussion on 
frank and equal terms ; and even so, he found this much easier 
with Schlick and Waismann than with Carnap and the more 
fervently positivistic members of the Circle. 

The differences separating them were, after all, real enough. 
Within philosophy of mathematics, their conversations could 
proceed in a reasonably constructive spirit ; and most of the dis
cussions that Waismann has preserved for us were in this gen
eral area. As soon as they went further afield, however, radical 
disagreements arose. At one point, for instance, the conversa
tions strayed into the field of perception. Here, we find Schlick 
pressing an empiricist point of view in the tradition of Locke, 
Hume and Mach : 

You say that the colors form a system. By that, do you mean something 
logical, or something empirical ? Suppose, for instance, someone spent his 
whole life shut up in a red room, and could see only red . . . could he 
then say, ' ' I see only red, but there must be other colors also Y ' '  

Wittgenstein 's reply to this question echoes Kant 's earlier reply 
to Hume-namely, that all perception involves the formation of 
a judgment : 

I do not see red, rather I see that the azalea is red. In this sense, I also 
see that it is not blue. . . . Either there is a state of affairs, which can 
be described, in which case the color red presupposes a system of colors, 
or alternatively ' ' red ' '  means something quite else, in which case there 
is no sense in calling it a color.32 

During the crucial years in the middle 1920s, when the logical 
positivism of the Vienna Circle was taking shape, the philoso
phers and scientists involved deeply respected the authority of 
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Wittgenstein and his Tractatus. Yet he himself remained an on
looker, and an increasingly skeptical one, so that by the early 
1930s he had dissociated himself entirely from ideas and doc
trines that others continued to regard as his brain children. For 
his own part he hoped that he had " climbed through, on, over " 
the metaphors of the Tractatus, that he had finally " sur
mounted " them ;38 and, having kicked away the temporary scal
ing ladder he had used to get there, he was distressed to see 
others picking it up and embedding it permanently in intellectual 
concrete. That had never been his intention. The logical posi
tivists were overlooking the very difficulties about language 
which the Tractatus had been meant to reveal ; and they were 
turning an argument designed to circumvent all philosophical 
doctrines into a source of new doctrines, meanwhile leaving the 
original difficulties unresolved. 

It would be easy to write this reaction off as a display of tem
perament by a man who had the nature of a prima donna. But 
that would be a mistake. We are at liberty to speculate about 
ulterior motives if we please, but Wittgenstein also had power
ful reasons for dissociating himself from the logical positivists ; 
and if we take the trouble to analyze those reasons, it will help 
us to define more exactly the scope, strengths and limits of the 
Vienna Circle approach itself. The fundamental point at issue 
can be clarified by comparing two approaches to the philosophy 
of science. In the course of the Tractattts, as we said, Wittgen
stein had cited Newtonian dynamics as providing an extended 
illustration of his views about the nature of language, and this 
discussion can usefully be contrasted with the " logic " of scien
tific theories subsequently elaborated by such men as Carnap, 
Hempel and N agel,34 For logical empiricists, one of the main 
functions of a ' ' logic of science ' '  has been to provide epistemo
logical guarantees for science ; but, for Wittgenstein, the Trac
tatus was in no sense an exercise in the theory of knowledge. On 
the contrary, as he saw it, epistemological preoccupations were 
distracting his Vienna Circle colleagues from his real topic
namely, the relations of language to the world-and were lead
ing them to take for granted an impossible theory of language. 

This difference is worth spelling out. According to the Trac
tatus, the function of a formalized theory in science was to pro
vide a possible " method of representing " the relevant kinds of 
fact about the natural world. As Wittgenstein had learned from 
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Hertz, the applicability of any axiomatic formalism-whether 
Euclid 's, Newton 's  or Russell 's-is necessarily problematic. It 
is one thing to lay out such a system in the form of explicit de
finitions and deductions ; it is another thing entirely to show how 
the resulting categories and logical articulations can be applied 
to the world as we know it. Up to that point there was no dis
agreement between Wittgenstein and the positivists. But now the 
old epistemological question arose : Have we any guarantee that 
a given theory-for example, Newtonian dynamics-does in fact 
apply � And here we reach the parting of the ways. For Mach 
and the early logical positivists believed that, in principle at any 
rate, all the abstract terms of a meaningful theory have their 
' ' physical meaning ' '  conferred on them through their associa
tion with appropriate collections of sensations or ' '  observa
tions " ;  and, interpreted in this way, the statements in the 
abstract formalism become empirical descriptions of the natural 
world as we perceive it. Accordingly, in a completely candid 
science, every general abstract term or proposition will be 
anchored down, both logically and epistemologically, to a cor
responding set of Protokollsatze, while the terms used in the 
Protokollsatze themselves are defined " ostensively, " by associ
ating them with the contents of our observations-ideally, of our 
sensory fields.  85 

This was once again a return to Hume, with " sensations, "  
" sense data, " and/ or Protokollsatze standing in for " impres
sions " and statements recording " impressions. "  Wittgenstein 
had no use for any such doctrine. An axiomatic theory, he had 
argued, defines only a formal ensemble of possibilities in " logi
cal space. ' '  This formal ensemble of possibilities-this ' '  sym
bolism, ' ' ' ' mode of representation, ' '  or ' ' language ' '  -could 
never be anchored logically to the world we use it to describe, 
because logical relations hold only within a symbolism. No set of 
authentic definitions can be contrived which will by itself trans
form the Newtonian formalism, or any other set of symbolic 
articulations, into a plain description of the world ; if we do use 
the possibilities defined by such a theory as the stock in trade of 
our scientific descriptions and explanations, that fact inevitably 
remains a fact as much about us as about the world. " That New
tonian mechanics can be used to describe the world, ' '  Wittgen
stein had declared, " tells us nothing about the world. But this 
does tell us something-that it can be used to describe the world 
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in the way in which we do in fact use it. ' '36 If Mach had played 
Hume, then Wittgenstein was here playing Kant-repeating 
Kant 's countermove against Hume, but in a linguistic rather 
than a psychological mode. The crucial idea of " ostensive defini
tions, " by which the logical positivists had hoped to account for 
the connection between language and the world, was a delusion. 
In the last resort, the connections between the linguistic realm 
and the world-the meanings, uses, or modes d 'emploi it involves 
-cannot be made a matter for formal definitions ; they are some
thing which we must simply ' ' catch on to. ' '  

Using this last phrase, of course, involves running ahead. The 
idea of ' ' language uses ' '  as something we have to ' ' catch on to ' '  
becomes open and explicit only in Wittgenstein 's later phase, 
after his break with the logical positivists was complete and 
open. Yet the arguments that led him to this idea were implicit in 
his earlier views. Working on the Tractatus had taught him that 
the relationship between language and reality was not, and could 
not be, a " logical " one. The relationship between a " simple 
sign ' '  and that to which it corresponds in the real world was 
something that could be demonstrated or shown ; but that demon
stration (Erkliirung ) was in no sense a " definition. " This rela
tionship could be shown but not stated (gezeigt but not gesagt ) .  
Definitions have a logical force only as between one set of words 
and another ; thus the ambition to establish formal relationships 
between words and the world, whether by " ostensive definition " 
or otherwise, was unacceptable. Yet, for Mach, that ambition 
had been fundamental, if epistemology was to give the guaran
tees for natural science that he required. 

This was the breaking point between Wittgenstein and the 
logical positivists. They would have to choose between him and 
Mach ; and by and large they chose Mach. (W aismann was the 
one �xception. )  Yet they did so without at first consciously re
nouncing Wittgenstein ; for, as they saw it, there was nothing 
incompatible between the insights of the two maestri. In the 
Tractatus, the basic symbolism of Principia Mathematica, as 
generalized by the truth-table method, had apparently provided 
positivism with the logical skeleton it had lacked in the writings 
of Auguste Comte. The idea of ' ' atomic facts ' '  could at once be 
given an epistemological use by identifying these facts with the 
evidence of Mach 's " sensations " ;  and a dozen other gnomic 
remarks thrown out in passing in the Tractatus could be rein-
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terpreted in the same sense. For example, Wittgenstein 's insis
tence that the relationship between language and the world was 
fundamentally " ineffable, " that the mode of projection of a map 
cannot itself be " mapped, " any more than we can see the light 
rays we are seeing with-this insistence, which he had expressed 
in the closing proposition, W ovon man nicht sprechen kann, 
daruber muss man schweigen, was interpreted by his Viennese 
associates as the positivist slogan ' ' Metaphysicians, shut your 
traps ! ' '  Thus was born the hybrid system of logical positivism, 
which professed to put an end to all metaphysics but succeeded, 
rather, in rewriting the metaphysics of Hume and Mach in the 
symbolism of Russell and Whitehead. 

To young Central European intellectuals growing up in the 
political and cultural wreckage of the Habsburg Empire, this 
philosophical reformation came like a breath of fresh air. And, 
indeed, some four :fifths of the Tractatus could, without obvious 
misrepresentation, be used as a source of forthright, no-non
sense positivist slogans. As these younger men read it, the book 
was a grand, highly professional, and seemingly :final denuncia
tion of superstition ( A berglaube ) ,  and its closing motto was in
scribed on the banners of all high-minded young freethinkers. 87 

Once Wittgenstein had thus been labeled as a positivist, men 
found it hard to see him in any other light . .  So when, from 1929 
on, he returned to philosophy and moved gradually into his sec
ond, contrasted phase of philosophizing, his new style was not 
regarded as a rejection of positivism. Rather, it was seen as a 
reconstruction of his earlier positivistic position on new and 
deeper foundations. In the late 1940s, for instance, an influential 
pair of articles in Mind, written by Brian Farrell, characterized 
Wittgenstein 's newer position as " therapeutic positivism. "38 
On this interpretation, men still had to be talked out of super
stitious, unverifiable and/ or meaningless beliefs ; but the argu
ments designed to produce this result were to have a new start
ing point and a new method. The idea that the realm of the 
significant could be demonstrated by an analysis of language in 
the symbolism of mathematical logic was now abandoned. In
stead, philosophical theories were to be diagnosed as symptoms 
of misconceptions about our everyday language-' ' cerebroses ' '  
( so to say)  comparable to the " neuroses, " which spring from 
misconceptions about our affective relationships.39 

Far from being a positivist, however, Wittgenstein had meant 
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the Tractatus to be interpreted in exactly the opposite sense. 
Where the Vienna positivists had equated the ' ' important ' '  with 
the " verifiable " and dismissed all unverifiable propositions as 
" unimportant because unsayable, " the concluding section of the 
Tractatus had insisted-though to deaf ears-that the unsayable 
alone has genuine value. We can, it tells us, recognize " the 
higher "  only in that which the propositions of our language are 
unfitted to capture ; since no " fact, " such as can be " pictured " 
by a " proposition, " has any intrinsic claim either on our moral 
submission, or on our aesthetic approval. Wittgenstein 's silence 
in the face of the " unutterable " was not a mocking silence like 
that of the positivists, but rather a respectful one. Having de
cided that " value-neutral " facts alone can be expressed in regu
lar propositional form, he exhorted his readers to turn their eyes 
away from factual propositions to the things of true value
which cannot be gesagt but only gezeigt .  No wonder Wittgen
stein saw the completion of his Tractatus as a moment to give up 
doing philosophy and set out to devote himself to humanly im
portant activities ! 

Paul Engelmann puts the point : 
A. whole generation of disciples was able to take Wittgenstein as a posi
tivist, because he has something of enormous importance in common with 
the positivists : he draws the line between what we can speak about and 
what we must be silent about just as they do. The difference is only that 
they have nothing to be silent about. Positivism holds-and this is its 
essence-that what we can speak about is all that matters in life. Whereas 
Wittgenstein passionately believes that all that really matters in human 
life is precisely what, in his view, we must be silent about.40 

Nor did Wittgenstein 's interests in " atomic facts " and the 
rest have any epistemological implications for him. Both in Cam
bridge and in Vienna, the Tr.actatus was initially read as elab
orating the very same theory of ' ' logical atomism, ' '  applied to 
the analysis of our knowledge of the external world, that had 
previously been developed less formally by Mach and Russell. 
Wittgenstein had apparently completed the work, on which 
Mach and Russell had begun, of explaining how propositions 
about " material objects " could be " logically constructed " out 
of propositions about immediate sense experience. And one can 
fairly comment that Wittgenstein was acting imprudently, when 
he took over Russell 's phrase ' ' atomic facts ' '  and analyzed the 
logical relationships between these facts and the propositions 
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that " mirror " them, without distinguishing his own use of this 
phrase from that which it had had in Russell 's  epistemology
where it referred to the " hard data of sense. " Once this confu
sion had been made, it was not hard to read Wittgenstein 's later 
Philosophical Investigations too in an epistemological sense. 
Whereas philosophers like Russell had treated Wittgenstein 's 
" unit propositions " as units of knowledge, as well as units 
of language, one could now read Wittgenstein 's  later polemic 
against the idea of a " private language " (whose terms would 
draw their meaning directly from ' ' sensations ' ' )  as an epistemo
logical critique of the theory that sense data are the foundation 
of all our knowledge. 

Nevertheless, Wittgenstein 's preoccupation remained through
out what it was in the beginning : a preoccupation, less with the 
foundations of knowledge, than with the nature and limits of 
language. He was above all a " transcendental " philosopher, 
whose central philosophical question-as contrasted with his 
ethical questions-could be posed in the Kantian form, How is a 
meaningful language possible at all'! And in this sense, it is a 
mistake to see him even as a ' ' linguistic philosopher ' ' in the 
sense in which G. E .  Moore and the recent Oxford analysts have 
undoubtedly been. Wittgenstein was undeniably concerned with 
language and with the manner in which language operates within 
our lives ; yet he never saw this as the self-sufficient subject mat
ter of philosophy. Lexicography and linguistics were both per
fectly reputable disciplines, but neither of them was specially 
philosophical. The philosopher 's  task, is not, in Wittgenstein 's 
view, to instruct the ordinary man by analyzing the meanings of 
words ; he himself rejected this notion, commenting, 
There is no common-sense answer to a philosophical problem. One can 
defend common sense against the attacks of philosophers only by solving 
their puzzles, i .e . ,  by curing them of the temptation to attack common 
sense, not by restating the views of common sense . A philosopher is not 
a man out of his senses, a man who doesn 't see what everybody sees ; nor 
on the other hand is his disagreement with common sense that of the 
scientist disagreeing with the coarse views of the man in the street .41 

To Wittgenstein, language was interesting only as an element in 
a larger inquiry ; and linguistic investigations had implications 
for philosophy only when they were placed in a broader intellec
tual context. In this sense, he was no more of a ' ' linguistic 
philosopher "  than, say, Plato or Kant or Schopenhauer. 
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Though all these men were interested in discovering how 
" thoughts " are related to " things, " " language " to " facts, " 
" judgments " to " things in themselves, " or " representations " 
to " that which is represented, " none of them posed that ques
tion-any more than Wittgenstein did himself-merely as a 
problem in linguistics .  

From 1929 on, Wittgenstein was once again working at philos
ophy, and was in more or less continuous touch with his philoso
phical colleagues. By the time of his death, he had reached a 
position-best represented by his posthumous Philosophical In
vestigations ( 1953 )-which appears, at first sight, to have little in 
common with that of the Tractatus. On the surface, the Tractatus 
had been a contribution to symbolic logic, in the tradition of 
Frege and Russell. By contrast, the Investigations presents an 
empirical-looking argument designed to demonstrate the " pro
digious diversity " of ways in which language is put to use in 
human life ; and it continually seems to be verging, not into 
mathematical logic, but rather into anthropology and psy
chology. This surface contrast is, however, misleading. Wais
mann has recorded a conversation ( December 9, 1931 )  in which 
Wittgenstein talked about his progressive disillusionment with 
logical symbolism as an instrument for explaining the signifi
cance and scope of actual linguistic behavior.42 Seven months 
later ( July 1, 1932 ) he was telling W aismann, 

In the Tractatus, I was unclear about " logical analysis " and ostensive 
demonstration [Erkliirung ] .  I used to think that there was a direct link 
[ Verbindung ] between Language and Reality.43 

Having taken it for granted, in the Tractatus, that the relation
ship between " simple signs " and that to which they corre
sponded could be immediately seen ( even if it could not be 
stated ) he had been too readily satisfied with a formal analysis 
of language as representation ; and he had, as a result, paid too 
little attention to the steps by which formalized representations 
are put to use in real-life linguistic behavior. Even in physics
as Hertz had taught him-a mathematical system can be applied 
to scientific problems in the real world, only if we also have well
defined procedures for relating mathematical symbols with em
pirical magnitudes or measurements. So it had been an error, in 
his earlier book, to take for granted the existence of some self-
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explanatory and immediately recognizable V erbindung der 
Sprache und der Wirklichkeit. On the contrary, the crucial ques
tion now became, ' ' By what procedures do men establish the 
rule-governed links they do between language, on the one hand, 
and the real world, on the other ? ' '  

To arrive at a language suitable for the expression of ' ' prop
ositions, " accordingly, it is not enough for us to " make for our
selves pictures of facts. ' '  The expressions in our language 
acquire their specific meanings from the procedures by which we 
give them definite uses in our practical dealings with one another 
and with the world, not from their inner articulation alone, nor 
from any essentially ' ' pictorial ' '  character in the utterances 
themselves. So the writing of the Tractatus had not, after all, 
completed Wittgenstein 's philosophical task. His earlier solu
tion of the " transcendental " problem-that is, his earlier ac
count of the scope and limits of language-had been given in 
terms of a " picturing " relation which ( as he saw now all too 
clearly) had been at best a helpful metaphor. Now he was faced 
with the complementary task, of showing how any linguistic 
expression-whether ' ' pictorial ' '  or not-acquires a linguistic 
significance, by being given a use in human life. 

This was the starting point for the characteristic investiga
tions of Wittgenstein 's later period. His concern was no longer 
with the " formal structure "  of language or with any supposed 
similarity of structure between " propositions " and " facts. " 
Men might have special reasons within physics, say, for giving a 
direct, " pictorial " representation of phenomena ; but elsewhere 
there was less reason to regard the propositions of our language 
as ' ' pictures of facts. ' '  So, from now on, Wittgenstein focused 
his attention instead on language as b ehavior : concentrating his 
analysis on the pragmatic rules that govern the uses of different 
expressions, on the language games within which those rules are 
operative, and on the broader forms of life which ultimately give 
those language games their significance. The heart of the " tran
scendental " problem thus ceased ( for Wittgenstein ) to lie in the 
formal character of linguistic representations ; instead, it became 
an element in " the natural history of man. "44 Unlike Kant, who 
had forever resisted any move that threatened to debase the dis
cussion of philosophy from the analysis of rational thought as 
such into " mere anthropology, " Wittgenstein came to see the 
philosophical task as one of human self-understanding. ( As he 
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came to say, ' ' Language is our language. ' ' )  Yet, for all this shift 
of focus, the deeper preoccupation of his later years remained 
the same as that of his youth : to complete the logical and ethical 
tasks begun by Kant and Schopenhauer. 

So that same humane and cultivated Viennese who had begun, 
in his youth, by mastering the mechanics of Hertz and the ther
modynamics of Boltzmann ; who had gone on, in his twenties, to 
play a leading part in the development of symbolic logic ; who 
had abandoned philosophy, at the age of thirty, in favor of other, 
humanly more valuable occupations-that same philosopher 
found himself, at fifty, urging his hearers to reflect more care
fully on the ways in which children do in fact learn ( or might 
alternatively learn ) the standard patterns of behavior within 
which our language has a practical function, and on the meta
physical confusions that can flow from any failure to keep these 
practical functions clearly in mind. Yet, for all its seeming 
changes, his intellectual Odyssey had been directed along a sin
gle, constant compass bearing. A man could obey the Socratic in
junction, Know thyself, only if he came to understand the scope 
and limits of his own understanding ; and this meant, first and 
foremost, recognizing the precise scope and limits of language, 
which is the prime instrument of human understanding. 

Wittgenstein had entered philosophy with both intellectual and 
ethicoreligious preoccupations, the former derived from the tran
scendental inquiries of Kant and Schopenhauer, the latter in
herited from Tolstoy and kept alive by Kierkegaard. The two 
groups of preoccupations together focused his attention on the 
scope and limits of linguistic expression ; and his concern with 
this problem took several different forms in succession. First, as 
a young student of applied mathematics, he hoped to solve this 
" transcendental " problem by generalizing the ideas of Hertz 
and Boltzmann. Next, he found in the new logic of Frege and 
Russell an instrument-and a symbolism-with the help of 
which, he believed, one could demonstrate the scope and limits 
of language in general ; the outcome was his Tractatus Logico
Philosophicus. Returning to philosophy after a break of some 
years, he now saw that deeper problems require one, even in 
mathematics, to consider not the inner articulations of mathe
matical calculi, but rather the rule-conforming behavior by which 
such calculi acquire some external relevance. ( This is the burden 
of his conversations with Waismann and Schlick. ) And finally, 
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back at Cambridge, in a philosophical situation dominated by 
the example of G. E. Moore, he generalized his analysis yet 
again, with the aim of demonstrating how the meaning, scope and 
limits of any symbolic representation-linguistic as much as 
mathematical-depend on the relations by which men link it to a 
wider behavioral context. 

For the later Wittgenstein, therefore, the " meaning " of any 
utterance is determined by the rule-conforming, symbol-using 
activities ( " language games " )  within which the expressions in 
question are conventionally put to use ; and these symbol-using 
activities in turn draw their significance from the broader pat
terns of activities ( or " forms of life " )  in which they are em
bedded and of which they are a constituent element. The final 
solution of Wittgenstein 's initial " transcendental " problem then 
consists in coming to recognize all the multifarious ways in which 
" forms of life " create legitimate contexts for " language 
games, ' '  and how these in turn delimit the scope and boundaries 
of the sayable.45 

The continuity in Wittgenstein 's thought is reflected in the 
loyalty and admiration he retained throughout his whole career 
for Heinrich Hertz. It was from Hertz 's example that he first 
learned how progress might be made in solving the ' '  transcen
dental " problem. It was to Hertz he would return, in the late 
1940s, for the classic description of philosophical perplexity

namely, to the passage in the Introduction to Hertz 's Principles 
of Mechanics, where he diagnoses the confusions underlying the 
nineteenth-century debates about the nature of force or elec
tricity : 

Why is it that people never in this way ask what is the nature of gold, or 
what is the nature of velocity ? Is the nature of gold better known to us 
than that of force ? Can we by our conceptions, by our words, completely 
represent the nature of any thing ? Certainly not. I fancy the difference 
must lie in this. With the terms " velocity " and " gold " we connect a 
large number of relations to other terms ; and between all these relations 
we find no contradictions which offend us .  We are therefore satisfied and 
ask no further questions. But we have accumulated around the terms 
' ' force ' '  and ' ' electricity ' '  more relations than can be completely recon
ciled amongst themselves. We have an obscure feeling of this and want to 
have things cleared up . Our confused wish finds expression in the con
fused questions as to the nature of force and electricity. But the answer 
which we want is not really an answer to this question. It is not by finding 
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out more and fresh relations and connections that it can be answered ; but 
by removing the contradictions existing between those already known, and 
thus perhaps by reducing their number. When these painful contradic
tions are removed, the question as to the nature of force will not have been 
answered; but our minds, no longer vexed, wiU cease to ask illegitimate 
questions.46 

Throughout this later phase, Wittgenstein 's philosophical de
velopment was diverging further and further from that of the 
Viennese positivists. They had, of course, been able to treat the 
Tractatus as a foundation for their own philosophical system, 
only by reading his remarks about ' ' ostensive demonstration ' '  
( hinweisende Erklarung )-by which a man is brought to " see " 
the V erbindung between any simple sign and the corresponding 
reality-as a kind of " definition. " Even in the Tractatus itself, 
Wittgenstein had denied that this Erklarung could properly be 
thought of in these terms. And the more that he now thought 
about the things that Moore and the sense datum theorists, Mach 
and the logical positivists, had alike been taking for granted in 
their theories of language, the more puzzling he found them. For 
how could ' ' private sensations ' '  be used, definitionally, as an 
anchor for language Y And if, as he believed, they could not per
form this definitional function-if the notion of ' ' ostensive defi
nitions " was in fact quite nonsensical-how then could one break 
the hold of the intellectual model that Moore, Mach, and their 
followers had found so seductive ? Wittgenstein soon saw that he 
must find some alternative way of indicating how language does 
operate. It was all very well to insist that-literally speaking
the uses of language could not be " stated " but only " shown " ; 
but that could no longer be accepted as an argument for silence 
( daruber muss man schweigen ) .  After all, he had managed in
cidentally in the Tractatus to " show " a good deal about the rela
tion between formalized scientific theories and the world, using 
as his expository device the model of a picturing relationship 
(Abbildung ) .  The problem was now to find comparable ways of 
showing how language operates in other spheres of thought, rea
soning and meaning, to which the " picture " model of language 
has no relevance-not even mythical or analogical.47 

At the correSponding point in his own antisensationalist argu
ment, Kant had launched into his " transcendental deduction, " 
arguing that our existing system of concepts, categories, and 
forms of intuition alone is capable of yielding a coherent under-
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standing of experience. Kant was prepared to settle for nothing 
less than a " deduction " because, in his eyes, it was essential to 
insulate the fundamental structure of our rational concepts from 
what he called " mere anthropology " ;  it would never do, for in
stance, to make the necessary truth of Pythagoras ' theorem con
tingent upon the empirical fact that carpenters, surveyors and 
other human geometry users habitually employ in their actual 
practice procedures the effect of which is to guarantee the Eu
clidean system 's relevance and applicability. Wittgenstein 's  am
bitions were more modest. Certainly the positivistic equation of 
the " necessary " with the " tautologous " had been too shallow. 
Tautologies are two-a-penny, and we can construct as many more 
as we require, Humpty-Dumpty-wise, whenever we please-" It 's 
a question of who 's to be master, you or the words. ' '  But this left 
one central fact unexplained : the fact that some such tautologies 
are manifestly more indispensable than others, that we " feel " 
the necessity of some of them ( in Keats 's phrase ) " on our 
pulses, ' '  while we could throw others overboard with equanimity. 

This point was not met by turning it, as G. E. Moore had 
done, into a conundrum-" Is the proposition that p is a neces
sary proposition itself a necessary proposition T '  '48 To do this 
only concealed the fact that we are concerned here with two 
kinds of " necessity, " one of which can plausibly be equated with 
" tautology, " the other of which cannot. (We should do better 
to rephrase Moore 's question in the form, ' ' Could we get along 
without the tautology p? Or is this tautology indispensable ? " ) 
Nor was it met by replying, with Quine, that the original distinc
tion between the " necessary " and the " contingent " was never 
applicable in the first place, except perhaps contingently.49 For 
the very question at issue is : On what actual conditions does 
this distinction remain applicable ? In what contingencies should 
we be obliged to admit that the applicability of sonie funda
mental concept ( or the relevance of some " necessary " relation
ship ) was once again in doubt T Rather, some way must be found 
of bringing into the open the human contingencies-the ' ' an
thropological ' '  facts, as Kant would have called them-presup
posed in the adoption of our existing categories and concepts. In 
this way, the central philosophical problem with which Wittgen
stein had been concerned throughout drove him away from all 
questions about syntax and formal semantics, and into that area 
of " pragmatics " and " psychologism " which logical positivists 
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and logical empiricists have always dismissed as a formless intel
lectual slag heap. 

In this second phase, Wittgenstein 's style of exposition was as 
idiosyncratic as before ; and those who never attended his lec
tures can hardly be blamed for missing the point. Whereas in 
his Tra.ctatus he had resorted to myth, he now used parables or 
fables.  To reconstruct two typical samples from memory : 

Suppose a young child who has been playing outdoors runs into the 
house and grasps the kitchen tap, calling out as he does, " Water, water " 
-this being a word he heard used for the first time only yesterday. And 
suppose someone now raises the question, ' ' Is the child telling us some
thing, or showing that he has learned the meaning of. this word, or asking 
for a drink ? "  What are we then to do ? Need there be any way of answer
ing that question Y 

or again : 

Suppose an anthropologist finds the members of a tribe, whose language 
he does not yet understand, cutting up bolts of longitudinally striped 
cloth and exchanging them for small cubes of wood, uttering as they hand 
over the cubes the sounds ' '  eena, ' '  ' '  meena, ' '  ' '  mina, ' '  ' '  mo, ' ' and so on, 
always in the same regular sequence. And suppose he discovers that this 
exchange . proceeds always up to the same point, regardless of whether 
the cloth is (as we should say ) single-width or folded double. What should 
the anthropologist then conclude 1 Is he to infer that the tribe values 
cloth only by its length as measured along the stripes ; or that the mer
chants who sell the cloth single-width are rogues ; or that the tribe 's 
arithmetic has a different structure from ours ; or that ' '  eena, ' '  ' '  meena, ' '  
" mina, " " mo "  are not their words for " 1, "  " 2, "  " 3, "  and " 4 "  after 
all ; or that this is not really a commercial exchange, but some kind of a 
ritual . . . 1 Or might we have no effective way of deciding among these 
alternatives ?50 

These little stories, with the sting in the final question, all had 
the same general effect. They forced the hearer into a corner 
from which he could escape in only one way : by conceding that 
the applicability or inapplicability of some actual category or 
concept depends, in practice, always on previous human deci
sions, and that these decisions have become ' ' second nature ' '  to 
us, for one or both of two distinct reasons. Either, the choices in 
question were made long ago in the development of our culture, 
and-no occasion having arisen for challenging them-their out
comes have been preserved within our conceptual traditions ever 
since ; or, alternatively, the practice of using an expression in our 
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conventional way, rather than in some conceivable alternative 
way, is drilled into us so early in life that, until some unforeseen 
contingency compels us to reconsider it, we cease to think twice 
about it ; or, most commonly, the conceptual feature under dis
cussion reflects choices taken at forgotten branch points in con
ceptual development, which are both ancient in terms of cultural 
history and early in the development of the individual 's habits of 
speech and thought. 

By explicitly reconstructing for ourselves the issues arising 
at these branch points, we shall normally ( though not neces
sarily ) come to see that, given all the circumstances, our actual 
conceptual practices are understandable and natural-even the 
most eminently practical-ones to have adopted, and so not 
readily ' ' dispensable. ' '  To that extent, we shall have done what 
can be done to satisfy Kant 's demand for a ' ' transcendental ' '  
proof of the ' ' synthetic a priori. ' '  The concepts and categories 
we actually employ may not provide the only conceivable or con
sistent basis for a coherent, describable experience of the world ; 
but they do represent a legitimate equilibrium, resulting from a 
sequence of interlocking choices none of which, in the actual con
text of decision, could have been taken differently except at a 
certain price. And we can demand more than that, only if we mis
understand what is involved in the building of our language. 

In expounding these fables or parables, Wittgenstein had not 
actually moved as far from his earlier Tractatus position as 
many people thought. For such ' ' imaginary tales ' '  amounted, as 
he said himself, to no more than ' ' assembling reminders of the 
obvious ' ' ;  in this way, he was simply bringing his hearers to the 
point of recognizing for themselves something implicit in their 
own linguistic practices which he could not e:!:plicitly assert with
out abandoning ·his own principles. There might not be a directly 
visible Verbindung between language and the world, yet this re
lationship was still something which had to be shown rather than 
stated ; and it could be made a matter for teaching, only through 
indirect communication. What Tolstoy 's Tales had done for the 
unsayable in ethics, these fables of Wittgenstein 's did for the 
unsayable in the philosophy of language. So, in philosophy as in 
ethics, Wittgenstein believed, teaching could bring a man only to 
a point at which he recognized what you were getting at, for him
self ; and it was no good attempting to draw an explicit conclu
sion for him. 
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Nor, for that matter, did Wittgenstein 's  transition from the 
formal theory of ' ' truth tables ' '  to the informal analysis of ' '  lan
guage games ' '  do anything to break the links with his own Kraus
ian inheritance. The arguments in the Philosophical Investiga
tions need to be seen against his earlier Viennese background, 
quite as much as those of the Tractatus. We can, for instance, 
compare the considerations underlying his abandonment of a 
" representational " view of language in favor of an analysis in 
" functional " terms with the considerations that had earlier led 
Hugo von Hofmannsthal to abandon lyric poetry (based on the 
poetic image as Bild ) in favor of morality plays ( concerned with 
Gebiirde ) .  Similarly, the notion of " forms of life " as the con
texts for the language games within which linguistic expressions 
acquire their meaning, is itself a strikingly Loosian notion. Loos 
himself had insisted that the design of any meaningful artifact 
must be determined by the " forms of culture " within which it is 
used-the form of a chair by the way in which we sit, et cetera
so that changes in design have to be justified by changes in our 
manner of life, rather than vice versa. Even the very term Le
bensformen ( or " forms of life " )  itself, which Wittgenstein used 
at this point in his argument, had a recognizable Viennese origin. 
One of the most successful works of popular neo-Kantian litera
ture, published shortly after the First World War, was a con
tribution to characterology written by Eduard Spranger. By the 
late 1920s, this book had sold as many as 28,000 copies, and the 
title of this best seller was, quite simply, Lebensformen. Given 
Wittgenstein 's Viennese background, therefore, he was no more 
in a position to invent the term " forms of life " than one could 
today invent the phrase " territorial imperative " ;  in the Vienna 
of the 1920s, this was just one of those cultural commonplaces 
that did not need explaining. 

Once again, however, the use that Wittgenstein made of this 
notion was highly original. Kant had argued that all our 
thoughts, perceptions and experiences are subject to a single, 
uniquely coherent system of concepts, categories and forms of 
organization ; that these " rational forms " are, so to say, com
pulsory for all truly rational thinkers and agents .  The neo-Kant
ian characterologists made one significant amendment to this 
view. They denied that the pure and practical reason had any 
single, unique and universal structure that was compulsory for 
thinkers of all interests and all cultures and was expressed in a 
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common system of " synthetic a priori principles. " Rather, dif
ferent thinkers and agents structure their experience in a variety 
of ways, characterized by different systems of regulative prin
ciples. Any particular structure of interpretation is then com
pulsory-and the ' ' synthetic a priori truths ' '  which express that 
structure are relevant and applicable-only within the scope of 
a particular Lebensform. 

So, by the 1920s, men like Spranger were already teaching that 
forms of life are the ultimate data in philosophy, and that our 
basic categories and forms of thought gain a significance and ap
plication from this relationship to these forms of life and cul
ture. Yet how this relationship was itself to be understood they 
never made clear. Spranger himself declared that alternative 
rational systems were characteristic of rival types of mind. The 
" military mind, " for instance, conforms to one set of regulative 
principles, the " contemplative mind " to another, the " artistic
creative mind " to a third. Alternative systems of regulative 
principles thus define different styles of thought, and these styles 
in turn reflect parallel modes-or forms-of life style. Yet, in the 
last resort, Spranger 's analysis remained curiously shallow and 
circular. For what, we may ask, is the essential difference be
tween, say, the " military " and the " contempl�.tive " styles of 
life ? Can we characterize this difference independently, without 
using conformity to the respective regulative principles as a 
defining criterion, or differentia Y 

Reading the characterologists, we are never far from this cen
tral tautology ; and we miss the feeling for a genuinely ' '  anthro
pological ' '  dimension that Wittgenstein brought to his own ac
count of Lebensformen. In the Philosophical Investigation, by 
contrast, the alternative Lebensformen--all the possible human 
styles of thought, character and language-are no longer bare, 
abstract schemata. Wittgenstein says to us, rather : ' ' Look and 
see how our life is in fact structured ; thus it is, and thus it has to 
be, if our crucial concepts ( e .g., ' proof, ' ' time, ' or ' sensation ' )  
are t o  have the meanings they demonstrably d o  have for the 
men who use them. " So, in the Investigations, we can at last 
begin to see how one might go beyond the abstract discussion of 
schematic life styles, and identify the actual features of human 
life on which the validity of our fundamental concepts, cate
gories and forms of thought depends. And over this point, as 
over the Tractatus, the true direction of Wittgenstein 's line of 
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attack becomes clear, only when we set aside for the moment the 
empiricism of Mach and Russell and place his problems in a 
transcendental tradition that leads back to Kant. 

In just one respect, Wittgenstein 's abandonment of the idea 
that language has a self-evident Verbindung to reality did have 
ironical consequences for him. In the Tractatus, he had commit
ted himself to Russell 's distinction between the " apparent logi
cal form " of a proposition and its " real form " ; and it was by 
appealing to precisely this distinction that he justified his re
mark ( 4.0031 )  that all philosophy is a " critique of language "
though not in M authner 's sense. When he finally gave up the idea 
of a direct V erbindung, sometime around 1928-29, he gave up 
also Russell 's associated distinction between " apparent " and 
" real " logical form ; and he was left, as a result, in a position 
very much closer to Mauthner 's than before. True, he did not 
explicitly share Mauthner 's cultural relativism, nor any of the 
other consequences in which Mauthner was involved as a by
product of accepting a Machian nominalism. All the same, re
garded as a general philosophical critique of language, Wittgen
stein 's later writings revived many positions and arguments 
already put forward by Mauthner in 1901-for example, the view 
that the rules of language are like the rules of a game, and that 
the very word " language " is itself a general abstract term, 
which we ne�d to unpack by looking to see how, in actual prac
tice, men put the expressions of their languages to use, within the 
contexts of all their varied cultures. The ' ' logical structures ' '  of 
the Tractatus had, after all, been only a metaphor that Wittgen
stein had adopted temporarily, with an eye to certain larger 
philosophical purposes. And, as a long-standing admirer of 
Kraus and Loos, he was-in the light of his own subsequent self
criticism-entirely happy to accept an alternative point of view, 
within which " logical form " was by-passed and " meaning " was 
related directly to ' ' functions ' '  and ' '  forms of life. ' '  

We shall. shortly be ready to broaden our view, and to consider 
how far the changes that have taken place in philosophy since 
1920 themselves reflect-and are reflected in-wider features of 
culture and society. However, the contrast between Wittgen
stein 's two main philosophical positions gives rise to one last 
question, a question which, in retrospect, calls into doubt his 
original claim that the solutions to " the problems of philoso-
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phy ' ' given in the Tractatus were " unassailable and definitive. "  
For the formal techniques of analysis that he had taken over 
from Frege and Russell apparently gave him the means of dem
onstrating the " unsayability, " not just of the Verbindung be
tween language and reality, but also of all questions of value. 
And we must here reconsider the question how far, in demolish
ing the basis of his earlier linguistic conclusions, Wittgenstein 
may not inadvertently have destroyed the basis for his ethical 
conclusions also. 

At the outset, we argued, Wittgenstein 's two main preoccupa
tions-with " representation " and the problem of " the ethical " 
-were related, yet distinguishable. The conclusions of the Trac
tatus had the apparent merit of satisfying both preoccupations 
at the same time ; for his formal mapping of die Grenze der 
Sprache effectively thrust the whole of ethics, values, and ' ' the 
higher "  too, outside the boundaries of the " sayable " and, so, 
underpinned his original Kierkegaardian attitudes. From 1930 
on, we find him still adhering to the same ethical standpoint, yet 
in a new philosophical context ; and it is not clear that his new 
account of la;nguage continued to provide any longer the kind of 
support for his ethical point of view that the Tractatus position 
had given. Even in Wittgenstein 's later days, we saw, he firmly 
rejected the philosophical ethics of men like Schlick and Moore, 
as being overintellectualistic ; and he held himself to the view 
that " the nature of the Good has nothing to do with the facts, 
and so cannot be explained by any proposition. ' '51 Yet the argu
ment by which he had underpinned this absolute separation be
tween ' ' facts ' '  and ' ' values '  '-between what can be directly 
stated and what can be only " indirectly communicated "-had 
relied crucially, hitherto, on the ability to draw a correspond
ingly hard and fast distinction between the " representational " 
and the ' ' poetic ' '  uses of language. And, as we read the conver
sations with Waismann during the period 1929-31, we see Witt
genstein edging toward his own later position, in a way that 
immediately creates new difficulties for him about ethics. 

At one point, for instance, Wittgenstein asks, " Does speech 
play an essential part in religion T '  '52 And in answering this 
question he seems at first glance to be anticipating his later gen
eral account of language as b ehavior. 

I can well imagine a religion in which there are no doctrines, so that 
nothing is spoken . Clearly, then, the essence of religion can have nothing 
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to do with what is said-or rather : if anything is said, then that itself is 
an element [Bestandteil] in religious behavior [H andlung] ,  and not a 
theory. 

From this, we are tempted to conclude that the language games 
of religion derive their meaning from the religious forms of life 
in which they are elements. Yet he immediately goes on to say : 

Further, no question accordingly arises, whether the words used are true 
or false or meaningless. Religious utterances are no sort of likeness 
[ Gleichnis ] : otherwise one would have to express them also in prose. 

Here, the use of the word Gleichnis looks backward to a repre
sentational view of language, rather than onward to the be
havioral semantics of the Philosophical Investigations. At this 
point, therefore, Wittgenstein is still contrasting religious and 
poetic languages ( which are not representational ) with ordinary 
descriptive language ( which presumably is ) .  Later on, however, 
Wittgenstein was to generalize the behavioral account of " mean
ing, ' '  and warn us against assuming that anything in language 
derives its truth, falsity or meaningfulness merely from being a 
Gleichnis; so his later arguments present all linguistic expres
sions as being meaningful because of their roles as Bestandteilen 
der Handlung. By the time this final transition was completed, 
he had apparently abandoned any absolute or hard and fast con
trast between literal, descriptive utterances ( language as Gleich
nis ) and ritual or performative speech ( language as Handlung) ; 
and, by taking this final step, he had dismantled also the very 
criterion by appeal to which he had drawn his original absolute 
distinction between " sayable " facts, which language can en
compass, and ' '  transcendental ' '  values, which must in the nature 
of things remain forever inexpressible. 

In this :final phase, Wittgenstein has no obvious defense 
against the argument that ethics and religion involve forms of 
life of their own or that, within these Lebensformen, ethical and 
religious language games become, in their own ways, as ver
balizable and as meaningful ( even as true or false ) as any others. 
At the very least, he is no longer in a position to underpin his 
own individualistic view of ethics by appeal to a sharp dichotomy 
between the expressible and the transcendental. From his later 
conversations about religious beliefs, it is clear that he remained 
to the end as puzzled as he had ever been about the character of 
religious discourse.68 But the formal writings of his later years 
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touch on the subject only in isolated aphorisms....:....odd, parentheti
cal phrases such as " ( theology as grammar) .  "114 They give no 
explicit answer to the central question whether ethical or reli
gious discourse does not comprise a legitimate system of mean
ingful language games. And, meanwhile, plenty of modernist 
theologians are ready enough to analyze religious discourse as 
ein Bestandteil der religiosen Handlung, and so to use Wittgen
stein 's later methods as the basis for a theological counterattack 
against the positivists .1111 

Clearly enough, too, Wittgenstein 's change of philosophical 
method was for him only a continuation of his earlier intellectual 
policies by other means ; it did not lead him in fact to abandon 
his long-standing ethical individualism. So we can only speculate 
about the response he would have made, if anyone had pressed 
the legitimacy of " ethical " forms of life and language games 
against him with determination. For might one not have urged 
that, on his own later principles, the Yery intelligibility of words 
like good and right is as dependent as that of all other linguistic 
expressions on the acceptance of those shared language games 
and forms of life within which they are given their standard 
uses, and by reference to which alone we can understand one 
another 's choices, decisions and scruples Y Surely, his own later 
position implies that the concept of " values " itself relies for its 
meaning on the existence of certain standard and recognizable 
modes of " evaluative " behavior ? To this extent, Wittgenstein 's 
later philosophy of language could neither justify nor refute, 
in principle, any complete dissociation of the realm of values 
from the realm of facts. Perhaps, he might at this point have 
replied by distinguishing the ' ' sense ' '  of ethical judgments from 
their " content " and appealing to their essentially private 
content as exempting the discussion of their " truth " or " valid
ity " from the public criteria which necessarily govern their 
sense;  so perhaps, in this way, even the " private-language " 
arguments that played a large part in Wittgenstein 's later writ
ings may, for him personally, have had an implicit ethical sig
nificance. As to this, we can only speculate. All that is certain is 
that, whatever the strict implications of his later position, the 
absolute dichotomy of facts and values was of great importance 
to him-of greater importance, indeed, than any particular 
philosophical argument that might have been put forward to 
underpin or justify it. 
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What, then", lay behind this dichotomy for him ? Can we pene
trate behind it to some yet deeper layer of Wittgenstein 's 
thought ? In point of philosophical theory, that separation of 
values from all matters of fact was evidently the end of the 
road. But there are hints-especially in the letters to Engelmann 
-that, for Wittgenstein personally, something else may have 
underlain that irreducible contrast. These hints might be fol
lowed up in either of two directions : psychological or sociologi
cal. In attempting to go further, that is, we might look more 
closely, either at Wittgenstein 's own personal makeup or at the 
historical setting within which his mind was formed. Psycho
logically speaking, to begin with, one can say this much : that, 
whether ot no Wittgenstein could have continued to offer any 
further justification in principle for dissociating the realm of 
facts from the realm of values, he did not succeed in his own 
life in creating any effective correspondence between them. In 
his letters to Engelmann, for instance, he several times reports 
thought of suicide. He writes repeatedly in tones of self-disgust 
about his own " lack of decency " ( Unanstiindigkeit ) ;  and he 
hints at emotional pressures which it was equally difficult for 
him to suppress or to sublimate. On October 11, 1920, he writes : 

At last I have become a primary-school teacher, and I am working in a 
beautiful and tiny place called Trattenbach . . . . I am happy in my work 
at school, and I do need it badly, or else all the devils in Hell break loose 
inside me. How much I should like to see you and talk to you ! ! ! ! ! A great 
deal has happened. I have carried out several operations which were very 
painful but went off well. I .e .  I may miss a limb from time to time-but 
better have a few limbs less and the remaining ones sound. 56 

Whatever the cause, he was still struggling in 1922. He wrote 
again in 1926, ' ' Anyway, I am not happy, and not because my 
rottenness troubles me, but within my rottenness. m T  And, even 
in 1937, he is writing from Trinity College, Cambridge, " God 
knows what will become of me. ' '58 

Still, to grope after the ultimate source of Wittgenstein 's 
deepest intellectual attitudes in his personal temperament and 
makeup would, very likely, betray ·us into unprofitable and ir
relevant speculations. ( As he says to Engelmann in a letter writ
ten from England, in the summer of 1925 : ' ' How could I expect 
you to understand me, when I barely understand myself ! " ) 119 
Instead, we shall do better to recall the social and cultural paral-
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lels that we came across in earlier chapters-that is, at those 
respects in which Wittgenstein 's life and background make him 
so representative a figure of the last days of Austria-Hungary. 
The extreme individualism of Wittgenstein 's position thus needs 
to be viewed against the backcloth of late-nineteenth-century 
Viennese. bourgeois society and culture, just as that of Kierke
gaard needs to be viewed as a reaction against the social artifi
cialities of early-nineteenth-century Danish Protestant society. 

Where the character of society provides scope for the open 
recognition and discussion of collective moral problems, and the 
social structure is flexible and adaptable enough to respond to 
these deliberations, the uncompromising sort of stand Wittgen
stein took over the separation of facts and values will appear 
paradoxical. Where no such scope exists, the claims of extreme 
individualism become more understandable. If the culture and 
society into which Wittgenstein grew up offered no more pros
pect for the rational discussion of morality or values than it had 
offered, say, to Karl Kraus, the ultimate reasons for Wittgen
stein 's divorce of values and facts accordingly lay, not in any 
individual quirk of his personal temperament, but rather in 
those features of the broader social context which had led, in the 
first place, to the absolute alienation of so many serious-minded 
bourgeois intellectuals. If the realm of values was completely 
dissociated, for Kraus and Wittgenstein alike, from the realm of 
facts, this is a comment on the fossilization which had overtaken 
the Lebensformen of upper-middle-class Kakanian existence. 
Given life as it was lived in the Vienna of the early 1900s, no rec
ognized public forum of opportunities existed for the sincere 
and serious-minded discussion of ethics or aesthetics. The man 
who. truly understood the deeper character of value judgments 
could, thus, find room for them only in the private world of his 
own personal life. 

After the collapse of the Habsburg Empire and the abandon
ment of the dynastic H ausmacht around which it had been built, 
how far did that remain the case ? Certainly, the men of 1920, 
who set about constructing a new democratic Austria free of the 
imperial encumbrances of . the older regime, embarked on their 
task with idealistic hopes. And certainly, also, the artists and 
musicians, architects and poets of the interwar years believed 
that their revolutionary new techniques were capable of liberat
ing them from the conventional artificialities of pre-1914 Vienna. 
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So we must now turn and ask how far, in the event, the recon
struction of culture and society which followed the collapse of 
the dynastic systems of Central Europe in 1918 succeeded in 
liberating the " creative fantasy " of artists, writers and philoso
phers in the kind of way the Krausians had demanded. 
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Professionalis�m and Culture: 

THE SUICIDE OF THE MODERN MOVEMENT 

Do not let us introduce an .Act 

of Uniformity against poets. 
-CoLERIDGE 

For the Austrians, even more than for most other Europeans, 
the 1914-18 war was a trauma and a turning point. In Germany 
and Italy, national unity itself was still so recent a fact that the 
turmoil resulting from the First World War-whether from vic
tory or from defeat-came as only one more episode in a long 
and confused history : the Germans, in particular, could say 
goodbye to the Hohenzollern dynasty without nostalgia. For the 
French, the immediate effects of the war were surgical, but it 
could be seen as merely the latest in a long sequence of similar 
wars of national defense along the line of the Rhine. For the 
British, it is true, the war represented a bloody and unwanted 
reinvolvemen.t in the affairs of continental Europe, from which 
England had largely succeeded in disengaging itself ever since 
the year 1815 ; and it set in train a social transformation and a 
redistribution of political power which have been going on ever 
since. But only in Russia and Austria did the years from 1914 
to 1920 bring a complete break with the past. In each country, 
the ruling dynasty had held power for so long that it seemed to 
incarnate the national identity ; but by 1914 its rule had hardened 
into a petrifj.ed autocracy that had lost any capacity it might once 
have had for dealing on realistic terms with rival loyalties-
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whether religious, ethnic or social-among its own subjects. So 
the dismemberment of the Habsburg inheritance, like the more 
forcible dispossession of the Romanovs, destroyed at a single 
blow a regime and a power structure whose very survival in the 
face of irresoluble paradoxes had seemed hitherto the best guar
antee of its own unlimited durability. 

This situation bore most heavily on the Viennese, especially on 
the generation born in the late 1880s and the 1890s, who now saw 
the framework of their social and national existence dismantled, 
just as they were approaching maturity as individuals. Whether 
or no late Habsburg Vienna was ( in Kraus 's phrase ) a " proving 
ground for world destruction, ' '  it was certainly a severe testing 
ground for intelligent young men of Wittgenstein 's own genera
tion. The entire familiar scaffolding of political authority and 
social administration-the Dual Monarchy ; the Habsburg H aus
macht; that great, continuous territory, stretching from the Po 
Valley to the Carpathians, which had been created three hundred 
years before to protect Europe from the infidel Turks and had 
been quietly fossilizing ever since, alongside its Ottoman rival ; 
above all, the centralized autocracy first created by the Emperor 
Francis before 1800, and perpetuated by Metternich and Francis 
Joseph-all this was suddenly stripped away, leaving the Vien
nese to devise what future they could, in the Europe of the 
1920s, for their own truncated Republic. This was amputation 
on a scale even the Russians escaped. Despite the abruptness 
and violence of the two 1917 revolutions and the subsequent 
years of confusion and civil strife between the Whites and the 
Reds, the eventual territory of Soviet Russia retained the tradi
tional heartland of Tsarist power, together with most of its con
quests ; while the administrative machinery of the traditional 
autocracy was quickly and easily adapted to the Dictatorship of 
the Proletariat-or, rather, the proletariat 's self-appointed 
representatives. So, in our preoccupation with Soviet Commu
nism, we should not overlook the even more striking discon
tinuities .  facing the intelligent and potentially creative young 
men from influential Austrian families, when they returned to 
Vienna from prisoner-of-war camps or military surrender. 

It was a situation which quickly sorted out the absolutists 
from the pragmatists. A very few of the traditional aristocracy 
dismissed the whole situation as " impossible " and retired from 
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the scene in disgust, nursing the same unrealistic and unrealiz
able hopes as the White Russian princes and grand dukes of 
interwar Paris cafe society. ( The clearest testimony of Francis 
Joseph 's ultimate failure was the total absence from postwar 
Austria of any convincing movement for a restoration of the 
monarchy. )  As contrasted with these residual aristocrats, there 
was another minority of equally " absolute-minded " men, who 
had lost all faith in the value and virtue of political power itself 
and who set aside all collective discussion of communal problems 
for the pursuit of their own individual, anxiety-laden lives. 
These men were a ready-made audience alike for the extreme 
individualism of a Kierkegaard, for the poetic introspection 
and artistic expressionism of the postwar years, and for the 
antiauthoritarian nightmares of the novelist Franz Kafka. Dur
ing the last decades of Habsburg power, the situation had been 
described as " always desperate, but never serious. " Now, the 
tables had apparently been turned ; and the existentially minded 
diagnosed a situation of real gravity, just when there existed 
-at long last-constructive possibilities for social and political 
action. 

For the pragmatic majority, the first and most important thing 
was to take advantage of these possibilities. Those men who set 
out to build the institutions and social practices of the new Aus
trian Republic no longer saw the same cause as before for aliena
tion-particularly, for alienation of an extreme, Kierkegaardian 
variety. In the new Austria, there was plenty of positive work 
for intellectuals to do. A Kelsen, a Biililer or a Lazarsfeld need 
have little doubt that values could be practical. There was a con
stitution to be framed, a parliament to be established, an effec
tive system of social democracy to be put into working order.1 
All the long-neglected consequences of industrialization to which 
Francis Joseph had turned a blind eye-above all, the housing 
shortage in Vienna-were waiting to be tackled ; and the uni
versal obstacle of Habsburg ultraconservatism had at last been 
spirited away. It was, the pragmatists thought, a time for looking 
forward, and for construction ; and to these men the historico
critical and constructive positivism of Mach, for all its meta
physical defects, had an obvious appeal. Mach himself had died 
in 1916, disillusioned and disappointed with the contemporary 
reception of his ideas.2 He need not have worried ; within a few 
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years the very substantial academic influence he exerted during 
his own lifetime was, if anything, eclipsed by the practical influ
ence of his teachings in law, politics and social thought. 

Given this changed historical situation, there is less cause for 
surprise at the fact that the point of Wittgenstein 's Tractatus 
was so widely misunderstood. We have described the book as an 
epitome of the " contemporary " Austrian critique of communi
cation and expression ; but-we must be clear-contemporary 
with what? As we can now see, the Tractatus epitomized the 
philosophical and intellectual problems of Viennese art and cul
ture, as they existed before 191 8. So, from 1920 on, Wittgenstein 
was speaking, if for anyone, for the second of the three groups 
we have distinguished-that is, for the Viennese intellectuals 
who were traumatized by the Kakanian experience to the point 
of abandoning all belief in collective values, and who fell back 
instead on an individualism as absolute and antihistorical, in its 
own way, as the situation against which they were reacting. ( This 
situation embraced, of course, both the uninformed ' ' good taste ' '  
and " manners " of the Viennese bourgeois, and also the unprin
cipled autocracy of the Habsburgs themselves. When one of the 
Emperor Francis ' public servants was described as a " patriot, " 
the Emperor 's own response was to ask, ' '  Ah, but is he a patriot 
for me? " )  

If one were writing a psychobiography o f  Wittgenstein, in
deed, one might well argue that, in his own person, he never 
overcame the crisis provoked by the collapse, in 1918, of the 
seemingly eternal framework of worldly falsehood into which he 
had grown up. The nineteenth-century Habsburg system had 
been established on an attempt to abolish the effects of history ; 
and its constitutional structure claimed divine right, simply as a 
means of removing its operations from the sphere of moral judg
ment. The counterweakness of the existentialists lay in taking 
these very claims for existing society and political authority too 
seriously. 

The moral defects of early-nineteenth-century Danish small
town Protestant society had, in Kierkegaard 's eyes, nothing to 
do with the fact that this society was early-nineteenth-century, 
or Danish, or small-town, or Protestant. No ; these moral defects 
must be seen-more cosmically-as springing from the central 
sinfulness of man and from his unchanging relationships with 
his fellow men and with God. There was no hope of drawing 
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valid ethical distinctions within the sphere of social action, or 
between rival collective ' ' moral codes, ' '  any more than one could 
hope to redeem institutional " Christendom " from its essentially 
non-Christian, or even anti-Christian, condition. Rather, one 
must first bring men to a recognition of the crucial ahistorical 
truth-namely, that salvation comes entirely from the individ
ual 's relations with his God and, aside from that, has nothing 
whatever to do with good works. 

Wittgenstein 's approach to problems of ethics and valuation, 
in the Tractatus, was equally ahistorical. His own opposition 
between the sphere of facts (which lent itself to representational 
description ) and the sphere of values ( about which one could 
speak at best poetically ) was no more qualified, conditional or 
open to historical reconsideration than Kierkegaard 's denuncia
tion of Christendom, or the morality of moral codes. On the con
trary, it was as important for Wittgenstein as for Kierkegaard 
to put the " transcendental " character of ethics on a timeless 
basis ; after that, there could be no doubt about it, no subsequent 
going back. This meant, of course, that Wittgenstein 's approach 
to ethics was also entirely apolitical.. However much we may see 
a connection in retrospect between the collapse of the Habsburg 
Empire and Wittgenstein 's own personal crisis of the early 
1920s, he himself would probably have seen no connection be
tween these two things.  

It was, by contrast, the historical element that Ernst Mach 
shared with his empiricist predecessor, David Hume, that made 
his position so formidable an opponent for Lenin arid the Marx
ists. For a Marxist and a Machian equally, there was no reason 
to doubt that one could do real good or ill in this world, by col
lective social action. History was thus a legitimate object for 
moral appraisal, and also an arena for moral choice. Hitherto, 
the power of the obsolete dynastic regimes might have stood in 
the way of any practical realization of these ambitions ; but 
there was nothing essentially amoral-,-still less antimoral
about the " world of facts " which is our collective property and 
concern. Ludwig Wittgenstein wanted none of this historicism. 
To him, historical variety and change possessed no more philo
sophical relevance than they had done for Plato, for Descartes, 
or for his much-admired Frege. In one of the surviving pre
Tractatus notebooks, we find him jotting down the curious remark, 
" What is history to me T Mine is the first and only world. "3 And 
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although for him this entry was apparently connected with the 
problem of solipsism, it is surely not the remark of an his
torically sensitive or discriminating thinker. 

In this context, indeed, it is interesting to view the whole philo
sophical debate about the relations between facts and values
from Kant, through Schopenhauer and Kierkegaard, to Tolstoy 
and Wittgenstein-as an episode in the history of political 
thought. Writing in the late eighteenth century, Immanuel Kant 
had few serious moral expectations about history ; but his own 
obsessively moderate political liberalism took care not to rule 
out such hopes on principle, and for a brief moment he was even 
tempted to acclaim the French Revolution as a triumph for ra
tional morality-as the eschatological breakthrough of the 
noumenal world of values into the phenomenal realm of political 
facts.4 Moving on by way of Schopenhauer to Wittgenstein, . we 
see this political attitude of unhopeful moderation turning, by 
way of pessimism, into outright desperation. Collective morality 
is an illusion. The only hope for the individual is to find, and 
save, his own soul ; and even this he can do only by avoiding 
worldly entanglements. One of the few pieces of authentic moral 
advice Wittgenstein was heard to give in his later years is the 
maxim, ' ' One must travel light. ' '11 

Did Wittgenstein acquire this antihistoricism from Gottlob 
Frege Y Was he converted to this view in part by Frege 's denun
ciation of the ' '  psychologistic ' '  and ' ' genetic ' '  fallacies, and his 
insistence that conceptual analysis must be pursued in formal, 
logical and timeless terms ? This could be so. But, given the te
nacity of Wittgenstein 's moral attitudes, it is more plausible to 
assume that this particular view antedated his acquaintance with 
Frege, and that previous moral and intellectual inclinations pre
disposed him to find Frege 's logicism congenial. Here again, 
Wittgenstein 's views stand in clear contrast with Mauthner 's 
views, which he rejected. Mauthner 's feeling for historical and 
cultural diversity may have driven him to the extreme of rela
tivism, but at any rate it" kept his sense of historical relevance 
alive. Even when Wittgenstein had abandoned his earlier Rus
sellian belief in a universal structure of real logical forms, in 
his own later phase, in favor of a more Mauthnerian or Loosian 
analysis of language as a functional reflection of forms of life, 
he never followed up the historical implications of his new ap
proach. His Krausian counterpart in music, Arnold Schonberg, 
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had taught quite explicitly that a proper grasp of composition 
can come only through a detailed study of the logic of musical 
ideas, as it has developed historically, from Bach by way of 
Beethoven to Wagner and the new twelve-tone system. Wittgen
stein 's close associate, Friedrich W aismann, could similarly 
write an Introduction to Mathematical Thinking expounding the 
internal complexities of the concept number with a historico
critical fidelity reminiscent of Mach.6 But, while Wittgenstein 's 
later philosophical teaching displayed a clear-almost anthro
pological-recognition of cultural diversity, and of the relativity 
of language games to the modes of human life within which they 
are operative, he showed no feeling at all for the question, 
whether the course of human history has in any meaningful sense 
seen any rational improvement, either in our forms of life them
selves, or in the linguistic procedures developed in response to 
their demands. 7 

If Wittgenstein was already drawn toward an extreme Kierke
gaardian individualism in the years before 1914, his experience 
in the next few years did nothing to remove this alienation. The 
comradeship of active service of the Eastern Front might stim
ulate his human fellow feeling for the soldiers alongside whom 
he fought ; but, by itself, it did no more to dismantle the social 
and intellectual barriers that separated him from the general 
run of these Austro-Hungarian peasants and mechanics than 
Konstantin Levin 's fellow feeling for his estate workers could 
transform him into being a Russian peasant himself. So Witt
genstein 's conviction that the sphere of facts is set off from the 
sphere of values absolutely was reflected, within his own per
sonality, in a divorce between the reflective life of music and the 
intellect, in which he was a virtuoso, and the affective life 
of emotional warmth and relaxation, with which he dealt less 
easily ; and this psychological division in its turn had social-not 
to say sociological-origins in the Austria of his youth. 

To repeat, however : these sociological origins lay, if anywhere, 
in pre-1914 Vienna. For the pragmatical-minded men of 1920, on 
the other hand, the absolute moral individualism which repre
sented the unspoken point of the Tractatus was, quite simply, 
useless. For their purpose, all that appeared important in · the 
book was the parts that could be put to constructive use-its for
mal techniques, its theoretical model of language as a system of 
Bilder, its method of truth tables. The sweeping away of the old 
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Central European dynasties had left a new world waiting to be 
built-on the scientific and cultural, as much as on the social and 
political plane. Positivism, one might say, is the utilitarianism 
of the philosophical rationalist-the metaphysical, or dogmat
ically antimetaphysical, justification of an empirical pragmatism 
that other men ' ' accept upon instinct. ' '  So, the Austria and Ger
many of the 1920s saw a natural turning toward positivism and 
toward questions of technique. All areas of life, thought and art 
called for a new instauration. The important thing was to bring 
the most up-to-date, effective and scientific techniques available 
to this great work of construction and reformation. And it was 
here-at the very central core of theory and intellectual life
that Wittgenstein 's Tractatus exerted its incongruous appeal, as 
the bible of logical positivism. For there, it seemed, the funda
mental network of intellectual tie rods had been laid down, on 
the basis of which one could now hope to rear a single, inte
grated, ferroconcrete edifice, comprising the whole of logic, 
mathematics, physics and positive knowledge. 

This, then, was the time for construction. But it was also a time 
for self-determination : for the dispersal of a previously cen
tralized authority to a score of newly independent, self-govern
ing groups and communities.  This is most obviously true, in the 
case of the hitherto-intractable nationalities.  The Czechs under 
Thomas Masaryk had campaigned most actively and ingeniously 
to win the support of the victorious Allies for the establishment 
of an autonomous, sovereign Czechoslovak state. But, when the 
peace treaty finally dismantled the political fabric of the Austro
Hungarian Empire, most of the constituent peoples of the Em
pire found themselves either ( like the Magyars )  with a self
governing state of their own, or at least ( like the Bosnians and 
the Slovaks ) with a share in some new and ethnically more 
nearly homogeneous nation. The men who drafted the peace 
treaty could never, of course, have satisfied all the conflicting na
tionalist claims current in the ethnic macedoine of the Balkans. 
Not only in Macedonia itself but throughout Southeast Europe, 
languages, cultures and national loyalties were scrambled to
gether, then as now, in an inextricable manner. Still, the prin
ciple of self-determination, with the consequent dispersal of 
sovereignty, was one on which the peace settlement of 1919-20 
set considerable store. ( If the resulting situation soon proved 
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unstable, it was most directly vulnerable to further invocations 
of that same principle, on behalf of, say, the German minorities 
in Czechoslovakia and Poland, and the Hungarians in Rumania. ) 
For the moment, the postwar settlement foresaw a period of con
structive development, not just in the creation of the new Aus
trian Republic, but of all the other sovereign states called into 
being by the new ' '  principle of nationality. ' '  

The right to autonomy, independence and self-government 
was, however, extended not just to the nationalities of the former 
Empire in the political sphere, but also to the different arts, sci
ences and professions, in the intellectual and cultural sphere. 
Under the Habsburg system, cultural and artistic life had long 
been organized around an elaborate system of patronage. 
Throughout the high classical period, every noble house or pre
late maintained an organist, a composer, even a complete orches
tra, having part-time duties in the family chapel or cathedral 
which left substantial scope for the artist 's own originality and 
enterprise. ( Similarly, to some degree, with painters and sculp
tors, architects and writers. ) Naturally enough, the imperial 
house itself made a major contribution of its own, which was 
channeled largely through the Imperial Academies ;  and the re
sulting place which these institutions held in the social establish
ment lent added weight to their academic standards and judg
ments. Many of the rising bourgeoisie were also drawn, as we 
saw, into the patronage of music and the arts, either on an in
dividual basis or else collectively, through such societies as the 
Musikfreunde.  The rise of aestheticism in the 1890s was reflected 
in the formation of cafe circles like Jung Wien, but before 1914 
there was little sign of the type of organization that we have 
learned to take for granted by now-namely, professional in
stitutions of, say, portrait painters or composers, organized by 
themselves and for themselves as the custodians of their own 
professional ideals, standards and techniques. 

With the crumbling of the dynastic system and the construc
tion of a new and more democratic society, cultural life too had 
to take a new direction. So, the liberation from earlier tastes and 
conventions in the 1920s stimulated a great burst of technical in
novation in all the arts, as well as in the natural sciences and 
other intellectual spheres. Wherever the older autocracies lost 
power, in Germany and Russia quite as much as the former 
Habsburg territories, poetry and literature, painting and film 
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making, music and architecture-to say nothing of philosophy
plunged into a phase of intense technical experimentation, dur
ing which artists and writers had a greater degree of liberty than 
they ever enjoyed either before or ( especially in Russia ) since 
that time. In all the arts it was the moment for a new beginning. 
All those critical doubts of the prewar years-about whether 
poetic language, and music, and painting, were capable of ex
pression or representation at all-were set aside . Positivist atti
tudes bred action. The thing to do was just to get on with it. Let 
a hundred styles bloom ; and let the artists involved decide for 
themselves which of the resulting experiments had paid off and 
which were unsuccessful. 

From this time on, aesthetic judgment was to be the prime con
cern, not of an individual patron (be he bishop or archduke ) nor 
of the great bourgeois public. Instead, artists would have the op
portunity to organize their own affairs on a professional basis, 
and they would have the responsibility of passing professional 
judgment on the achievements of their fellows. The dispersal of 
cultural authority thus followed a pattern very similar to the dis
persal of social and political authority. During an initial transi
tional period, circles of like-minded artists, philosophers or 
others gathered together, for lack of more formal professional 
institutions, into coteries, which still had a strong air of patron
age about them. 

The Freudian circle of psychoanalysts and the philosophical 
Wiener Kreis are the most familiar examples of a larger phe
nomenon ; and it is probably no accident that Moritz Schlick, 
around whom the philosophical circle formed, was himself a 
count and an aristocrat. ( The Schlick family was, in fact, one of 
the eight families from the old Czech Protestant nobility that 
had survived throughout the Habsburg era and had served as a 
focus of loyalty for Czech nationalists in the Empire. ) 8  But be
fore long the new arts of the 1920s developed their own char
acteristic institutions. In some cases, as with the Bauhaus in 
architecture, the primary function of these organizations was 
teaching ; in other cases, it was a modified form of sponsorship 
or patronage, as with the International Society for Contem
porary Music. Either way, this development went along with a 
much greater professionalization of the arts, as painters and 
architects, musicians and poets, set up shop on their own. 

The consequences of this dispersal of authority were not en-
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tirely what had been foreseen by those who denounced the earlier 
tyranny of individual patronage and conventional ' ' good taste . ' '  
Nor were they entirely what men like Karl Kraus hoped that 
they would be. To some extent, of course, this revolutionary 
change in the social organization of culture encouraged a libera
tion of the creative fantasy of the kind that Kraus had demanded 
and helped to remove some of the major obstacles that had stood 
in the way of creative innovation. To this liberation, we owe 
much of the richness and variety of invention-not to mention 
the rough energy and occasional downright ugliness-of interwar 
literature and artistic production. Before long, however, familiar 
social mechanisms began to operate, and the power vacuum 
created by the removal of authoritative " external " patrons 
began to be filled from within the newly created professions 
themselves. 

Culture, in a word, had been Balkanized ; and in the process it 
had been bureaucratized as well. The old conventional ortho
doxies were dead and gone. But, instead of giving a place to a 
cultural democracy of Krausian " integral men, " with each of 
them free to let his creative fantasy work through whatever 
media and procedures his own judgment chose, the professional
ization of the arts too often ended by imposing new orthodoxies 
in place of old. The times being what they were, of course, these 
new professional orthodoxies were defined in terms of particular 
sets of techniques. The professionally respectable thing to do was 
now to display one 's mastery of a particular style or method
for example, to display skill in composing string quartets around 
" tone rows " constructed on the twelve-tone system. So in a very 
different setting, and with very different epistemological founda
tions, the aestheticism of the 1890s became sociologically estab
lished in the artistic professions some thirty years later. ( " A  
painter is a painter is a painter : while a musician is a musician 
is a musician. " )  From now on, there would be little scope for the 
emergence of further versatile, self-taught geniuses, with :fingers 
in many pies, like Arnold Schonberg. The guild structure of the 
artists ' trade-unions would see to that. 

Against this background, it is interesting to see what has 
happened since 1920 to all those revolutionary movements in art 
and letters that, in the years before 1914, had been associated 
with the comprehensive Viennese critique of communication in 
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all fields of thought and art. In each case, we find a similar pat
tern, as we pass in succession from one generation to another. 
The men of the first generation, comprising the great critical 
reformers themselves, came to appear in retrospect to consist of 
highly reluctant revolutionaries . (A recent study of Arnold 
Schonberg, for instance, has explicitly called him ' ' the conserva
tive revolutionary. " ) 9  For, as we saw earlier, Schonberg refused 
to call himself an atonalist, and insisted on being regarded as a 
teacher of " twelve-tone composition, not twelve-tone composi
tion. ' '  True, he believed that the twelve-tone system offered twen
tieth-century composers a much richer vein of musical ideas, 
capable of developing according to their own inner logic, than the 
older classical harmony, whose resources had been exhausted. 
But the virtues of the new system were not, as he saw it, self
evident, nor were they entirely ' ' internal. ' '  One could appreciate 
them only by considering the twelve-tone system as a natural ex
tension of the classical seven-tone system, and so as its " legi
timate heir . " But one could never accuse Schonberg of idolizing 
these novel techniques. For him, they were never more than a 
promising means to carry forward the enduring missions of 
musical composition ; never an end in themselves, to the product 
of an aesthetic ideology, as they were for their inventor, Josef 
Hauer. 

Schonberg 's own theory of harmony may, perhaps, have been 
open to serious criticism ; half a century later, his insistence that 
" how the music sounds " has no aesthetic significance at all, and 
all that is important is the internal logic of its development 
(which can equally well be appreciated by the instructed eye, 
from simply studying the score ) looks like a radical counter
exaggeration. The late Romantics had no doubt carried their 
search for " musical effects " to absurd lengths. But, as Schon
berg himself acknowledged, composers like Gustav Mahler could 
still find ways of giving their ideas musical expression which 
changed the older classical system, without entirely breaking 
with it. And these new post-Romantic styles created modes of 
expression which ' ' sounded right ' '  to the instructed ear instead 
of merely conforming to popular bourgeois expectations. ( Per
ceptively enough, the study of Mahler in the same series of books 
about modern composers calls him the " contemporary of the 
future. " ) 1° 

It is with the next generation that we find the products and 
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techniques of the earlier revolution becoming bureaucratized, 
and being made the basis for a new orthodoxy. Musical theory 
found its positivist ideology in the doctrine of Gebrauchsmusik. 
Like the " physicalistic " form of philosophical positivism, which 
accepted Mach 's program for " logical construction, " while 
abandoning his theory of sensations for a more down-to-earth 
view of the basic data of science, the theory of Gebrauchsmusik 
took a hardheaded and practical ( even an " instrumental " )  view 
of musical composition. Composing was, after all, just another 
manufacturing process, aimed at satisfying external demands. So 
the composer should give up all highfalutin claims to ' ' self-ex
pression "-why should the listener have any interest in the 
composer 's ' ' inner psychic state ' '  ?-and view himself once again 
as an honest craftsman, with a market to supply. Bach, Haydn 
and Beethoven had not been too proud to turn out table music, or 
church cantatas, or incidental music for other men 's plays. So 
why should the twentieth-century composer claim any different 
function Y Just what craft techniques the composer made use of 
in his work was, of course, a matter for himself and his fellow 
musicians ; a decent sense of professional self-respect demanded 
proper autonomy on the technical side. So those who wished to 
organize their music around twelve-tone techniques might do so ; 
so long as they were ready to cast the results of their work into 
forms for which there was a genuine demand. 

Alongside Paul Hindemith and the advocates of Gebrauchs
musik, accordingly, were those of Schonberg 's followers who 
ignored his conservatism and made it a matter of principle to 
compose in accordance with the technical rules for the formation 
and transformation of " tone rows. " Either way, a new set of 
functionaries ended by imposing on the music of this second 
generation an orthodoxy, or set of conventions, as demanding in 
its own way as that which the earlier, revolutionary generation 
had set out to displace. So, in a period of professionals working 
under the leadership of artistic bureaucrats, there was less scope 
for a few independent " loners " whose fantasy demanded forms 
of expression free to develop in response to new situations. And 
the constraints of this neo-orthodoxy have been rejected as in
tolerable only during the last ten or fifteen years, when a new 
generation of composers has appeared who are more ready and 
willing to accept Mahler as their ' ' contemporary. ' '  

Given the pre-1914 situation, the revolutionary and critical 
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moves then made in music, as elsewhere, were legitimate and 
brilliant ; but when, in the aftermath, the novel techniques so 
introduced became in turn idolized and established-when the 
musicians concerned began thinking of themselves as ' ' twelve
tone composers, " rather than as " twelve-tone composers "-the 
movement lost its capacity for sustained development. In this, 
Arnold Schonberg himself was wiser than his own followers
not just in seeing that his technical innovations must justify 
themselves in the light of the whole musical tradition from Mon
teverdi and Bach on, but equally in understanding that music it
self should not be a self-contained and full-time activity, to which 
a man must commit himself with monastic dedication to the ex
clusion of all else. 

Looking at other fields, also, we find similar sequences of de
velopment. In architecture too, the modern movement had its 
Old Testament Prophet, in the shape of Adolf Loos ; and Loos, 
like Schonberg, rejected the title of " revolutionary. " The prin
ciples of architectural design, as Loos himself taught them, were 
entirely open to the future. The architect c<;mld not prescribe in 
advance the future forms of life or forms of culture ; changes in 
those external forms would call for new creative responses from 
the architect himself ; and, in this sense, the theory of design 
which Loos taught-and exemplified in his buildings-was di
rected at a truly functional architecture. ( ' ' If you want to under
stand the significance of, for example, the system of water piping 
in a house, look at the use to which that system is put. The mean
ing is the use. " )  In his buildings, Loos 's concentration on " func
tional necessities ' '  at once led to the elimination of that meaning
less detail and decoration that had been a feature, both of 
conventional bourgeois Viennese architecture, and of its art 
nouveau successor. Stylistically, as a result, Loos 's principles im
posed on his designs a radical simplification, involving the sacri
fice of all nonessentials ; yet in his work, as in his theory, style 
remained the servant of use. 

It was the generation that followed Loos and built upon his 
work that created the modern style in architecture, as such-th.at 
is, that took the first products of Loos 's technical simplification 
and stylized them, so producing the familiar concrete-and-glass 
slabs or shoe boxes to which the name " modern architecture " be
came attached from the late 1920s on. Here, the influence of 
Gropius and the Bauhaus school was dominant. While basing 
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their own slogans on Loos 's principles, and presenting their own 
architectural style as highly functional, the younger Bauhaus 
generation in fact turned Loos 's architecture into something 
quite different. Lacking Loos 's own highly sensitive adaptation 
of every design to its own specific use, they imposed on their 
buildings a generalized, multipurpose structural design, capable 
of lending itself to any function. 

Ironically enough, the outcome of this development was a 
stylized mode of design whose operative principles were almost 
exclusively structural, rather than functional. Rather than have 
its form determined in detail by function during the initial de
sign, a typical Bauhaus building provided only a generalized 
" logical space, " defining an ensemble of architectural possibili
ties that were realized in a specific form only subsequently, after 
the occupation of the building. (Recall the much-quoted notion of 
" dividing up the living space . " )  Far from being functional, the 
resulting structures have been, one might say, the nearest thing 
yet seen to the physical realization of a pure Cartesian system 
of geometrical coordinates. The architect defines merely the 
structural axes of reference, and within these the occupier is free 
to pursue an effectively unlimited range of lives or occupations. 
Functionally speaking, indeed, these buildings have been as 
anonymous as those of any architectural period : instead of dis
playing the uses to which they are put, the Cartesian style of 
these buildings has totally concealed it. As with the transition 
from Arnold Schonberg to the self-consciously twelve-tone com
posers of the interwar years, this change . inverted Loos 's prin
ciples, and substituted an atemporal, stylized structuralism for 
the historically sensitive and varied functionalism at which he 
had been aiming. 

There were, no doubt, economic reasons why this Cartesian 
style had a certain commercial success : flexible, multipurpose 
buildings, like those which line Park Avenue in New York City, 
promised a higher rental and resale value than the more tightly 
designed, and specifically functional, buildings that Loos himself 
would have designed. And it is only when we get to the 1950s that 
we find this anonymous style losing its hold, and large-scale 
modern buildings being constructed which can be regarded as 
fully functional, in Loos 's sense of the term. One might instance 
Eero Saarinen 's Trans-World Airlines terminal at John F. 
Kennedy International Airport, a building for which the older 
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rectangular shell has been entirely laid aside, and a new range 
of exterior and interior forms has been developed that are 
determined by the actual use of the building-as an instrument 
for channeling passengers between aircraft and surface trans
portation. ( The resulting building has more in common with an 
organic cell than with a . shoe box : the building is notable, in 
particular, for having introduced those telescopic ramps, since 
adopted very widely, which reach out like pseudopodia to connect 
with the exterior doors of the aircraft. )  It is accordingly interest
ing to see how the name of Adolf Loos ( like that of Mahler 
in music ) is at last coming back into public attention in the 1970s 
as a man whose full originality we are only just beginning to 
recognize. 

In architecture as in music, then, the technical innovations 
worked out before 1914 by the " critical" generation of Schon
berg and Loos were formalized in the 1920s and 1930s, so becom
ing the basis for a compulsory antidecorative style which eventu
ally became as conventional as the overdecorative style which it 
displaced. And we might pursue these parallels still further if we 
pleased-into poetry and literature, painting and sculpture, and 
even into physics and pure mathematics. In each case, novel 
techniques of axiomatization or sprung rhythm, operationalism 
or nonrepresentational art, were first introduced in order to deal 
with artistic or intellectual problems left over from the late nine
teenth century-so having the status of interesting and legiti
mate new means-only to acquire after a few years the status of 
ends, through becoming the stock in trade of a newly profession
alized school of modern poets, abstract artists or philosophical 
analysts. In this way, the professionalization of culture bred a 
new race of functionaries who have been ready to impose a 
novel orthodoxy, based on the idolization of new abstract tech
niques and structures, in place of the discredited canons of 
bourgeois taste and nineteenth-century academicism. In the 
process, the deeper human purposes that it was the function of 
those novel techniques to serve have too often been ignored, if 
not forgotten. So, poetic techniques and forms have become more 
important than poetic expression, the construction of quasi
mathematical systems of inductive logic more important than 
the rationality of scientific procedures, and-in general-form 
and style more important than use and function. The resulting 
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academ.icization of novel professional techniques would, of 
course, have been as repugnant in its own way to the Karl 
Krauses of the world as the things against which they and the 
modernists were theoretically rebelling. For self-imposed con
straints, in conformance with the scholastic conventions of an 
artistic or intellectual profession, can be just as inhibiting and 
damaging to the individual fantasy as external constraints, such 
as those imposed by the older patronage system. 

With a curious unanimity, the barrenness of this profession
ally imposed scholasticism came to be acknowledged during the 
1960s, in a wide range and variety of creative activities. Over the 
last few years we have seen men taking up once again threads 
which had apparently been broken in 1918, not only in music and 
architecture but in many other fields also ; and there has been 
something approaching a comprehensive rediscovery of late 
Habsburg cultural potentialities and achievements, which inter
vening generations either overlooked or rejected outright. From 
John Osborne 's play about the Redl Affair, A Patriot for Me, to 
the film of Thomas Mann 's Death in Venice, from the success of 
Hello, Dolly ! and La Ronde (both of them adaptations of Vien
nese originals ) to the historicization of the philosophy of science, 
we have been rediscovering for ourselves how far artistic and in
tellectual tasks set aside between 1900 and 1920 are still our own. 

And it is not only the cultural tasks of Habsburg Vienna that 
we are rediscovering ; along with the Viennese Secession Exhibi
tion at the Royal Academy in London in 1970 and the new enthu
siasm for Gustav Mahler 's dynamic lyricism, men like John 
Galsworthy and Edward Elgar-whose names were anathema to 
professionals a generation ago-are nowadays spoken of once 
again with affection and respect. And perhaps, before long, we 
shall be ready to appreciate fully once again the deeper creative 
fantasies which led the first, critical generation (whether James 
Joyce or Arnold Schonberg, Adolf Loos or Oskar Kokoschka ) to 
devise, for their own legitimate purposes, those novel techniques 
which the professional bureaucrats of neo-orthodoxy subse
quently froze into the modern style. 

With this general point in mind, let us go back and look again 
at Wittgenstein 's philosophical intentions. The ambiguities that 
surrounded his views and methods, from the 1920s right on up 
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until the mid-1960s, had a professional, as well as an intellectual 
aspect. After 1920, the philosophical techniques introduced in 
the Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus were taken over by the logi
cal positivists of Vienna and the philosophical analysts of Cam
bridge ; and those techniques acquired a central place in the 
corpus of technical skills and doctrines around which the new 
and specialized academic enterprises of " professional philos
ophy ' '  was growing up. 

At this point, it is necessary to emphasize just how new this 
professional conception of philosophy was. Ever since the Middle 
Ages, of course, the teaching and discussion of philosophy has 
had a significant place in the university curriculum ; but the 
scope of the subject has usually been seen as overlapping with 
those of the natural and human sciences, so that philosophy has 
been studied alongside, and in conjunction with, those other sub
jects .  Even today the idea of a set of philosophical technicalities 
that justify the creation of a tightly knit, self-governing group of 
professional philosophers like the scholarly organizations of, say, 
topologists, microbiologists and Romance grammarians, is little 
more than fifty years old. And the attitude of Wittgenstein him
self to this idea was in just as sharp a contrast to that of his 
philosophical successors-even those who saw themselves as his 
followers-as the attitudes of Schonberg and Loos to those of 
their respective followers. 

Suppose we put the question, What did Wittgenstein see him
self as having achieved in the Tractatus? Suppose we ask, that 
is, Was Wittgenstein consciously pioneering novel philosophical 
techniques, intended to undercut and displace earlier philosophi
cal techniques ;  or was his intention rather to liberate men from 
subservience to the conventions of a.ny technical view of philos
ophy ? If we do so, the answer is clear. For Wittgenstein as for 
Kraus, the whole point of his polemical critique was one of 
intellectual liberation. Of course, the Vienna Circle philosophers 
also presented themselves in this same emancipatory role, but 
theirs was the liberation so characteristic of " progressive " 
thought, in politics and �lsewhere : the kind that fights old dogmas 
with new, rather than free itself from dogma as such. The Vien
nese positivists were antimetaphysical, to be sure ; but their op
position to metaphysics was buttressed, like that of Hume, by 
general philosophical principles as arbitrary as those of their 
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opponents. Wittgenstein 's antimetaphysical approach, on the 
other hand, was genuinely nondoctrinal. However much else 
changed in his actual methods of philosophizing, between 1918 
and 1948, the fundamental propaedeutic never changed-

To say nothing except what can be said . . . and then, whenever some
one else wants to say something metaphysical, to demonstrate to him that 
he had failed to give a meaning to certain signs in his propositions.11  

In his later phase, Wittgenstein certainly changed his ideas 
about what was involved in demonstrating that a linguistic ex
pression had not been " given a meaning " ;  yet the underlying 
philosophical task, of supervising die Grenze der Sprache at 
points where men are tempted into pointless confusion, was un
altered. And the reason why it was important to keep this bound
ary line respected was still the same. This was, to guard against 
the imposition of needless constraints on clear thought and right 
feeling, in areas where these genuinely matter-namely, in the 
sincere expression of human emotions, and in the free exercise 
of the creative fantasy. In this respect, indeed, philosophical 
liberation was a precondition for any proper understanding of 
the life of fantasy, in Kraus 's sense of the term. After reading 
what a Cambridge colleague had written about William Blake, 
Wittgenstein was heard to remark : ' ' How does so-and-so think 
he can understand Blake ? Why, he doesn 't even understand 
philosophy I ' 1 12 

If, on their first meeting, Wittgenstein insisted on reading the 
Vienna Circle philosophers the poetry of Tagore, this then was 
a highly Krausian action with a genuine polemical point. For it 
amounted to a declaration that philosophical technicalities are, 
at best, a means to an end-namely, the liberation of a man 's 
mind, so that he can face the truly profound and significant is
sues dealt with by writers like Tolstoy and Tagore. In this way, 
Wittgenstein openly dissociated himself from the " technical " 
or ' ' professional ' '  conception of philosophy, which valued the 
novel methods of the Tractatus as providing the basis for an 
autonomous, self-respecting academic discipline.13 At this point, 
his disagreement with the logical positivists was not merely in
tellectual but sociological as well. Like the atonalist composers 
and the Bauhaus architects, the positivists were simply exchang
ing an old orthodoxy for a new one, and transforming ideas 
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which had been put forward as the means of philosophical libera
tion into a new and quasi-mathematical set of philosophical prin
ciples. 

Given his training as an engineer, of course, Wittgenstein was 
not opposed to mathematical calculation, in its proper place. But 
applied mathematics had to be applied to  something ; it had to be 
shown not only that the computations involved were formally 
impeccable, but also that they did a job, over and beyond their 
own formal elaboration. Too often, the modernistic style of 
Viennese philosophizing apparently developed sophisticated 
formalisms entirely for their own sake, without regard to the 
demands of any external relevance or application. In this way, 
they became like idle wheels added to a gear train without 
mechanical effect, paper crowns placed on a chess queen without 
affecting the rules for moving the piece. 

Nor did Wittgenstein have any more use for the analytical 
philosophy developed by G. E. Moore and his Cambridge col
leagues during the 1930s, or the " linguistic " philosophy culti
vated at Oxford after the Second World War. In course of time, 
he came to respect G. E .  Moore as an individual, both for his 
personal simplicity and single-mindedness and for the integrity 
of his later intellectual questioning. If we can see a progressive 
increase in subtlety and discrimination in Wittgenstein 's writ
ings during his last years at Cambridge, indeed, much of this 
can arguably be credited to the influence of the long conversa
tions he had with Moore.H But it would be quite wrong to sug
gest that Wittgenstein shared the analytical philosophers '  view 
of philosophical problems and methods. Seeing philosophy as 
they did, the analysts assumed that a clearly recognizable col
lection of technical issues existed, which represented, so to say, 
the basic " phenomena " of philosophy ; and they made it their 
task to show how, by improved technical methods, one could offer 
more constructive and comprehensive solutions, or ' ' theories, ' '  
for dealing with these issues. (Wittgenstein remarked about 
C. D. Broad, his colleague at Trinity College, Cambridge : ' ' Poor 
Broad thinks of philosophy as the physics of the abstract. ' ' )  15 

This whole business-of contriving more and more sophisti
cated " theories " about ( for example ) other minds or scientific 
entities or the logical construction of material objects out of 
sense data-represented, in Wittgenstein 's  eyes, a misguided 
collection of pseudo-technicalities, which once again confused the 
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means of philosophy with its ends. The difference in priorities 
that divided Wittgenstein from so many of his fellow philoso
phers in Britain after 1945 is well captured in a remark by the Ox
ford analyst J. L. Austin. In the course of rebutting objections 
to the supposed triviality of his own laborious explanations of 
linguistic usage, Austin replied that he had never been convinced 
that the question, whether a philosophical question was an im
portant question, was itself an important question.16 Like any 
pure scientist, the professional philosopher should begin by 
tackling problems which were technically " sweet " and ripe for 
solution, whatever their extrinsic importance or unimportance. 
Pure philosophy must have priority ; there would be time enough 
to apply its results to practical problems later. So, to go from 
Wittgenstein 's Cambridge to the linguistic analysts of Oxford 
at the end of the 1940s was to feel that philosophy had somehow 
or other lost its mainspring. Anyone who listened to Wittgen
stein in person was conscious of a deeply philosophical thinker 
struggling to clear away intellectual obstacles to the free move
ment of the mind. At Oxford, meanwhile, similar-looking tech
niques were being employed with the greatest skill, but without 
any deeper, or clearly philosophical purpose. It was like exchang
ing a real clock for a child 's clock-face-which looks just the 
same at first sight, but does not tell time. 

In one respect, above all, Wittgenstein dissociated himself 
from the modern movement in philosophical analysis. A good 
deal was said, in the Oxford of the 1950s, about the revolutionary 
character of twentieth-century British philosophy. A well-known 
and highly successful collection of popular talks on the subject, 
for instance, had as its explicit title, The Revolution in Philos
ophy.11 Looking back at that collection from the present day, 
however, we can see how far the " revolution " it was proclaim
ing was sociological rather than intellectual-insisting on the 
right of academic philosophers to operate as an autonomous sub
profession, with a specialized set of problems, methods and tech
niques. Thanks to Moore, Russell and Wittgenstein, the authors 
were saying, we are now " real professionals " and can look 
scientists in the face ; and, having discredited older styles of 
philosophizing in favor of linguistic analysis, we have given 
ourselves a respectable academic job, on which we can embark 
with confidence and industry. For his own part, Wittgenstein 
was no more of a revolutionary than Schonberg. Just as Schon-
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berg claimed 
"
only that his novel twelve-tone Harmonielehre pro

vided the most effective way of continuing the exploration of 
" musical logic " begun by (for example ) Bach and Beethoven, 
so Wittgenstein insisted only that his methods of philosophizing 
represented " the legitimate heir to what has previously been 
called philosophy. ' '  And, for all the poverty of his own reading 
in the classical literature of the subject, Wittgenstein would 
refer to such men as Augustine, Schopenhauer and Kierkegaard 
with admiration and respect, at a time when more self-con
sciously revolutionary analysts could still ignore the whole 
previous history of philosophy, as resting on nothing better 
than an egregious sequence of intellectual blunders.18 

If Wittgenstein dissociated his views from the analytical 
philosophy of postwar Britain, he did so even more sharply from 
the " logical empiricism " which dominated so much of academic 
philosophy in the United States of the 1940s and 1950s. After all, 
he had never been seriously drawn toward an empiricist episte
mology himself, whether it came from Mach and Schlick, or from 
Moore and Russell ; he had always been too much of a tran
scendental philosopher for that. And the arguments of men like 
Carl Hempel and Ernest Nagel were, in his eyes, as much a 
transplantation and continuation of the formalist technicalities 
of interwar Vienna Circle positivism as the shoe-box office blocks 
of postwar Park A venue were of the conventional structuralism 
of Gropius and the Bauhaus. Idle symbolism and pseudo-techni
cal jargon were being used as an excuse to substitute a set of 
abstract formal conundrums, lacking any roots in real life, for 
the true problems of philosophy, which we are to feel ' ' on our 
pulses " and in our own experience. ( It is very important in 
philosophy, he used to explain, not to be clever all the time.19 For 
the " clever " philosopher risks losing touch with the grass-roots 
problems on which his ideas are supposed to throw light, and 
becoming preoccupied with secondary problems of his own mak
ing. Only the occasional touch of honest stupidity will help us to 
see where the arguments of professional academic philosophy 
are failing to answer our true intellectual needs. ) 

To say this is not, of course, to claim that Wittgenstein 's own 
philosophical position was necessarily a final or definitive one, 
any more than Schonberg 's in music. By now we have reached a 
point at which Schonberg 's musical innovations and theories 
can at last be seen in some perspective ; and it is already begin-
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ning to appear as though, in certain respects, he may have 
pointed his pupils toward a dead end. At the time, his critical 
rejection of traditional diatonic tonality was, of course, a thor
oughly worthwhile innovation. Yet it would be quite consistent 
with Schonberg 's own historical sense to argue, now, that this 
innovation has exhausted its own value during the subsequent 
half century. Schonberg himself preferred Gustav Mahler to 
Josef Matthias Hauer any day ;  it was better to break out from 
the conventionality of the older diatonic modalities, as Mahler 
did, than to sell oneself like Hauer to novel techniques of an 
equally conventional and stylized kind. And we may ask ourselves 
whether the most fruitful way ahead in music now does not it
self bypass twelve-tone systems almost entirely, by moving ahead 
from the classical tradition-like Britten or Copland-in a direc
tion closer to Mahler 's own. More ways existed, after all, of 
softening up the conventional crust of nineteenth-century coun
terpoint and harmony than the revolutionary modernists were 
prepared to allow ; and as a result, there may now be available 
more ways of developing forms of musical expression adaptable 
to our actual human purposes by working ahead from Mahler 
and his present-day successors than from, say, Hauer or Hinde
mith. 

Given the state of philosophical debate in the Vienna of the 
early 1900s, likewise, the philosophical steps that Wittgenstein 
took in both his major works were certainly legitimate, and prob
ably indispensable. Yet once again we must be prepared to look 
at his work, not merely as a terminus ad quem, but also a pos
sible terminus a quo. In more than one respect, Wittgenstein 's 
work has definitively closed off lines of thought and questioning 
which dominated. the entire post-Kantian ' ' transcendental ' '  tradi
tion for more than a century ; his work has made it clear beyond 
doubt, for instance, that, except where the forms of life from 
which they derive their meaning make them functionally indis
pensable, the ' ' regulative principles "  and " synthetic a priori 
truths " of the Kantian scheme can claim no more than a tau
tologous " necessity. " (Recall, at this point, the sympathy be
tween Loos and Wittgenstein. )  And we are now entitled to 
pursue, further than Wittgenstein himself ever did, the func
tional considerations underlying the historical development of 
our rational methods and modes of 

·
thought, in different fields of 

life or inquiry. If we do this, indeed, we may well find ourselves 
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seeing in, say, a man like Ernst Cassirer, who shared Wittgen
stein 's admiration for Hertz 's work and used it as one of the 
starting points for his own Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, a 
kind of Mahler of philosophy-that is to say, a writer whose 
more conservative-looking arguments can perhaps provide as 
many clues to the way ahead in philosophy as the writings and 
teachings of Wittgenstein himself.20 

Given the Viennese situation in the years 1900-14, given the 
systematic corruptions, distortions and falsifications of political, 
cultural and intellectual life that the Krausians denounced, it is 
probably true that the only effective way ahead was, for the time 
being, a polemical one. At any rate, th e work of a Schonberg, say, 
compelled men to face the serious intellectual problems involved 
in developing new means of musical expression, and new ways of 
developing the " logic " of musical ideas, in a way that the con
tinued secretion of mere Schmalz did not. At this point in cultural 
history, indeed, the indispensable reaction against aesthetic 
sloppiness and intellectual self-indulgence in all fields was an 
artistic and intellectual Puritanism which brought back to the 
task of creation the intellectual concentration and purity of 
vision that men had been in danger of losing. 

Yet polemical Puritanism is always in danger of overreaching 
itself in turn and, so, lapsing into a new fanaticism. It may 
therefore be just as important to recognize when the Puritan re
formation has completed its necessary work and brought men 
back to a proper balance as it was to initiate it in the first place . 
When that time comes, we shall find that ideas, methods and 
procedures which carried legitimate weight and authority during 
this Puritan period, have themselves become no more than a 
fresh starting point from which men must move ahead to meet 
the novel demands of a later historical situation. And one of the 
virtues of seeing the ideas of a Schonberg, a Loos or a Wittgen
stein against the background of the historical situation from 
which they originally grew is just this. It helps to reconcile us to 
a thought that will, in the long run, be inescapable : the thought 
that other kinds of musical composition, architectural design and 
philosophical argument will in due course become as much the 
legitimate heirs of theirs, as those were the proper heirs of 
the fin-de-siecle traditions against which they were themselves 
reacting. 
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Postscript: 

THE LANGUAGE OF ALIENA'l1ION 

One has only learnt to get the better of words 

For the thing one no longer has to say, or the way in which 

One is no longer disposed to say it. 

-T. S. ELIOT, · 
East Coker 

If, in retrospect, we find the world of Kakania more familiar and 
intelligible than the Europe of the interwar years, this is in part 
for reasons of nostalgia, but there is more to it also. The thought 
of all that plush solidity and comfortable complacency, that frank 
enjoyment of money and apparent forgetfulness of social in
equalities, may comfort us by its very contrast with our own 
modern guilts and preoccupations ; but the similarities between 
Kakania and our contemporary world ring a bell in us quite as 
much as the differences. We ourselves live in a world dominated 
by superpowers that have become conscious of the limits to their 
authority ; we ourselves know all the shu:ffies, subterfuges and dis
honesties by which Imperial power seeks to justify its own con
tinuation, long after the bonds of natural loyalty or ideological 
sympathy have been overstrained ; and we ourselves have had 
repeated occasion to observe how failures in national leadership 
not only create a credibility gap between politicians and the 
citizens whose affairs they control, but act like an external fer
ment on the rest of culture and society, turning the milk of hu
man relationships into a sour whey. 

The results of the present inquiry thus have a wider relevance 
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and application, which springs froni the fact that Austria was 
only an extreme case of a more general phenomenon ; its charac
teristic distortions and artificialities, as we have studied them 
here, are reproduced in miniature wherever similar conditions 
and relationships exist. It takes the consciously reactionary 
policy of an Emperor Francis, perpetuated over a hundred and 
twenty years by a Metternich and a Francis Joseph, to bring 
about a situation of such extreme ill-adaptedness as had devel
oped in Austria-Hungary by the first years of the twentieth cen
tury ; but to some extent the development of political institutions 
always lags behind the objective needs of any society. In this 
sense, late Habsburg Vienna was a social pr.essure cooker ; the 
things that happened in Kakania-social and cultural, as well as 
political-only illustrate the ways in which familiar processes 
of communal life manifest themselves,  so to say, under condi
tions of abnormal temperature and pressure. 

It is not just in fin-de siecle Vienna that sudden wealth breeds 
conspicuous consumption and all the vulgarities of bourgeois 
taste. Thus, Raymond Chandler can describe a Southern Cali
fornia apartment in terms that recall Loos and Musil : 

The place was old-fashioned. It had a false fireplace with gas logs and a 
marble mantel, cracks in the plaster, a couple of vigorously colored daubs 
on the walls that looked lousy enough to have cost money, an old black 
chipped Steinway and for once no Spanish shawl on it. There was a lot of 
new-looking books in bright jackets scattered around and a double-bar
reled shotgun with a handsomely carved stock stood in the corner with a 
white satin bow tie around the barrels. Hollywood wit. 1 

Nowadays as much as in 1910, again, attempts to impose conven
tional standards of sexual morality by legal or political means, 
in the name of ' ' public decency, ' '  have a class, as much as an 
ethical, basis. ( It was not a mere slip of the tongue that led Mr. 
Mervyn Griffith-Jones, prosecuting Penguin Books for their un
expurgated version of Lady Chatterley 's Lover, to ask the ques
tion, ' ' Is this the kind of book that you would put into the hands 
of your maidservant? " )  As for Karl Kraus 's campaign against 
the feuilleton and Die Neue Freie Presse, few would have the 
courage to assert that the intellectual and artistic standards of 
the daily and weekly press have risen substantially since 1914, or 
that the literary essays and art criticism published in regular 
periodicals today-even including the cultural and book supple-
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ments of the leading New York and London Sunday papers-are 
markedly more serious, honest, or capable of distinguishing be
tween the obligations of objective reporting and personal judg
ment, than their counterparts in pre-1914 Vienna. 

If anything, present-day confusion about the problems of ar
tistic expression and communication, and the blurring of the lines 
between art and commerce, are even worse than they were when 
Kraus denounced the press and art of pre-1914 Vienna. Kraus 's 
contemporaries were understandably perplexed about the con
ditions on which any medium is capable of conveying its corre
sponding message ; but that perplexity at any rate reflected a 
genuine determination to maintain or restore standards of 
creative authenticity and judgment about which the artist himself 
could feel proper self-respect. The world of McLuhan, in which 
the very distinction between medium and message has itself been 
called into doubt, by contrast, is one in which it has become doubt
ful, also, how far artists are even prepared to impose severe 
standards on themselves any longer.2 

As every natural scientist knows, extreme cases can bring to 
light, in clear and undeniable form, relationships that remain 
blurred in more normal, ambiguous situations. So it is worth at
tempting to extract one or two more general conclusions from our 
present inquiry, which may help us to recognize how it is that so
cieties and cultures, philosophical doctrines and individual men, 
interact and respond to one another : not just as a local particular 
phenomenon of fin-de-siecle Vienna, but in the nature of things. 

To bring out the central and most significant point, it is con
venient to use the terminology of Wittgenstein 's own later phi
losophy. The language of values and value judgments is learned 
and given its standard uses in the context - of real-life problems 
and situations ; and, in the ordinary way, men acquire their grasp 
of what the task of " valuation " involves;-and what it requires 
in the way of supporting justification-by recognizing how the 
corresponding language games are played through within the 
communal framework of forms of life into which those men grow 
up. Naturally enough, the examples from which they learn are of 
varying merit and authenticity. In coming to understand what a 
truly honest valuation is and ought to be, when arrived at with 
an eye to the very highest standards, we learn also to distinguish 
it from those other, more slipshod, insincere, or thoughtless ex-
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pressions of approval or disgust which so often pass for value 
judgments. Still, a man can commonly accumulate a sufficient 
variety of experience, in the course of a normal childhood and 
youth, to end by recognizing the highest when he sees it, whether 
or no he succeeds in loving it. 

Yet what-we may now ask-if the Lebensformen of a partic
ular society are so structured that they consistently frustrate 
the expression of honest, high-principled judgments T What if no 
effective occasion or mechanism exists for political change, social 
reform or personal morality to be collectively discussed in terms 
that allow men to bring to bear all the considerations which 
should truly be operative, given the objective demands of their 
real-life problems T The creation of such a situation, we could 
argue, is a perfect recipe for intellectual and moral alienation of 
an extreme kind-like the individualistic alienation we have here 
seen developing in the Kakanian milieu. The Krausian refrain, 
that the sphere of facts and the sphere of values cannot be mixed 
without corrupting them both, has a sociological as well as a 
philosophical dimension. As the Viennese situation had devel
oped, scope no longer existed, within the actual world of political, 
social and cultural life, for raising moral and aesthetic issues in a 
way that came to grips with the actual facts of the current situa
tion. 

In the communal situation as it actually existed, genuine moral 
principles and aesthetic values could be arrived at only by an 
idealized abstraction ; and they could be given an actual realiza
tion, if at all, only in the lives of those few single-minded, Puritan 
individuals who were capable of this abstraction. There was thus 
a strict sense in which-failing any occasion for the correspond
ing language games-these abstract, idealized values were " un
sayable. ' '  The accepted communal language games really gave 
the term ' ' good ' '  no use more rigorous than its use in the phrase 
" good taste, " while, for the strictly loyal Austrian, the question 
whether Francis Joseph 's political decisions were correct or 
mistaken was meaningless. (What else did the divine right of the 
Habsburg Hausmacht imply ? )  So a situation developed from 
which, as a by-product of conscious social policies, the normal 
language games of valuation had been eliminated. Questions of 
principle and morality were, quite simply, foreign to the social 
and political situation thus established ; correspondingly, men 
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who conceived an overriding loyalty to considerations of prin
ciple and morality were ipso facto ' ' alienated ' '  from the estab
lished society and polity. 

The Habsburgs had, in fact, finally attempted to abolish his
tory, just when the social and political consequences of indus
trialization had begun to set a premium on constitutional and 
institutional adaptability. Even in more pragmatically run so
cieties, such as Britain and the United States, the second half of 
the nineteenth century was a period of change and stress, which 
broke out at time into violence and even civil war. But, however 
much men in those countries may have lacked the capacity to 
recognize their own social problems, in all their complexity and 
urgency, they rarely denied the very existence of those problems 
or suggested that they could be merely willed away without 
major institutional adaptation. That is just what the Habsburgs 
did. Whenever . possible, Francis Joseph pretended that change 
was not really inevitable ; when the existence of change was un
deniable, he shut his eyes to the resulting problems ; when prob
lems became overpowering, he did his best to deal with them by 
minor political sleight of hand ; and whatever else happened, the 
military power and diplomatic control of the Palace, with its oil 
lamps and eighteenth-century sanitation, were preserved un
touched. 

Yet, however much one may attempt to " abolish history, " it 
will not stay abolished. Beyond a certain point, the reality of 
historical change, and the grave and genuine problems to which 
it gives rise, cannot be denied without risk of disaster. Given the 
Habsburg constitution, which made it impossible to cope with 
real-life problems in a realistic manner, these could manifest 
themselves only, so to say, pathologically ; hence the recurrent 
rash of " affairs, " which dotted the later history of the Austro
Hungarian Empire. Thus, Stefan Zweig was quite right to feel 
alarm at the Redl Affair, for that episode had demonstrated just 
how false and artificial the ostensible state of affairs-the ' '  ap
pearances "  which always had to be " kept up "-had by this 
time become. And to a greater or lesser extent, all those other 
" affairs " of the years from 1870 on-the Cilli Affair, the Fried
jung Affair, and the rest-illustrated the same incapacity of the 
Habsburg establishment to cope with the authentic problems of 
nationalism, industrialization and social change. Every society, 
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of course, has its own scandals and causes celebres which throw 
light on the points at which social tradition and prejudice have 
lost touch with the actual situation. The distinguishing mark . of 
Kakania was the deliberate attempt by the Habsburg dynasty to 
preserve, into the twentieth century, an institutional and consti
tutional stasis that had elsewhere proved unenforceable by 1848 
at the latest. 

At the outset of our inquiry, we raised certain questions which 
cannot be fully answered by confining oneself to the orthodox 
academic divisions, for example, between constitutional and poli
tical history, between the history of music and the history of 
philosophy, between social theory and individual biography. 
Why, among all the European powers, was Austria-Hungary so 
uniquely incapable of overcoming the strains imposed by the 
First World War ? ( One has to say the ' ' European ' '  powers, hav
ing in mind the similar fate that befell the Ottoman Empire at the 
same time. ) And how was it that, having once lost power, the 
House of Habsburg retained no serious body of royalist support 
to call for its restoration Y Again, what is it that explains the 
extraordinary parallels among the respective ways in which 
different branches of fine art, music and literature developed 
between the 1880s and the 1930s Y Or, for that matter, the similar
ities, in personality and ideas, of a man like Ludwig Wittgen
stein and a Karl Kraus or an Adolf Loos Y 

By this point, we have provided ourselves with material in 
terms of which such questions can largely answer themselves .  By 
1900, Habsburg power and authority had been transformed into 
a mere shell, or carapace, within which the Austrians, Hungar
ians and other nationalities lived their real lives and coped with 
their real problems, in ways that had lost all real organic con
nection with the Habsburg establishment. Politics as it was 
officially practiced was one thing ; the practical solution of au
thentic social and political problems was something quite dif
ferent, though convention demanded that the resulting solutions 
be presented in forms that respected the appearances of the 
Habsburg situation. If this meant that political discussion had 
to be carried on in a kind of double talk, so be it. The ability to 
dress up substantive discussions in formalistic fancy dress was 
no doubt one which the average mayor or provincial governor 
acquired without difficulty. Yet its very lack of any organic signif
icance meant that the disappearance of the monarchy brought, 
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for the most part, only a sense of relief that one was no longer 
compelled to pretend. 

Given a society committed to ignoring this basic falsity, it is no 
wonder if " communication " became a problem, or if, over ques
tions of morality, judgment and taste, men had difficulty in dis
tinguishing appearance from realities .  In this situation, the 
corruption of standards had gone so deep that the only effective 
response was an equally extreme Puritanism. So far as Kraus 
and the Krausians were concerned, direct political means were 
out. At the center, demands for political change had crystallized 
around nationalism, at the periphery around working-class as
pirations, and neither of these was the kind of cause to which a 
man of Kraus 's individual integrity could warm. There remained 
only two possible courses of action. One could stand on the side
lines and play the part of a Greek chorus, as Kraus did in Die 
Fackel, so that those of his contemporaries who had any stan
dards of judgment left could see for themselves how language, so
cial attitudes and cultural values alike had become debased in a 
society built upon artificialities and falsehoods. Alternatively, 
one could wash one 's hands of communal affairs entirely. Society 
would go to hell in its own way. All the individual could do was 
try, like Wittgenstein, to live in his own high-minded way, main
taining and exemplifying in his life his own exacting standards 
of humanity, intellectual honesty, craftsmanship and personal 
integrity. 

If the experience of our own times gives us a new feeling for 
the Habsburg situation, so too-conversely-a greater familiar
ity with the life and times of men like Kraus and Wittgenstein 
can help us to see our own situation more clearly. Nowadays as 
much as in the years before 1914, political dishonesty and devi
ousness quickly find expression in debased language, which blunts 
the sensitivity of the political agent himself to the character of 
his own actions and policies. So the intention to deceive others 
ends by generating self-deceit. Counterargument is no weapon 
against this tactic, since the issues are always blurred by transla
tion into officialese. The only effective response, as Kraus him
self showed, is to .quote a politician 's own words straight back at 
him, so that everyone-or, at any rate, everyone else-has the 
chance of understanding what the true situation is and how it is 
falsified by slovenly misdescription. This is a procedure which 
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some American commentators-for example, the editors of The 
New Yorker-have in fact rediscovered for themselves during 
the last few years. 

In other respects too, the Krausian problems about communi
cation have counterparts in contemporary America. However 
much the United States set out to be a melting pot in which the 
children of former Europeans-and, to a lesser extent, Asians 
and Africans-would learn to live together as a single American 
nation, this idealistic hope has been realized in practice only in 
part. The ethnic rivalries of Central Europe, the social exclusive
ness of the Anglo-Saxons, Germanic feelings of superiority over 
Latins and Slavs, and the prejudices of Europeans toward 
" yellow men " and " black men "-all of these have been muted 
rather than forgotten, and every economic setback has the power 
to revive ethnic bitterness and racial feeling. So, in the United 
States today, we often seem to be watching, while only half un
derstanding, a bungled remake of some political drama originally 
played out in the last days of the Habsburg Empire. 

The degree of sheerly linguistic incomprehension that exists 
between, say, American blacks or Puerto Ricans and the official 
authorities with which they have to deal poses problems of com
munication that bear examination in the light of the Austro
Hungarian experience. For the constitutional theories of the new 
American republic, as set up in the year 1776, presupposed a 
community of interests and a consensus over national goals, 
which has since then been canceled out, firstly by the great im
migrations after 1848, secondly by the emancipation and en
franchisement of the slaves, and finally by the sheer territorial 
expansion of the Republic, westward and southward from the 
Appalachians to Mexico, the Pacific Ocean and beyond. And, to 
the extent that the constitutional arrangements of 1776 have 
since become unrealistic, the institutions and procedures then set 
up may well need to l;>e made more adaptable, if they are to serve 
adequately the legitimate human purposes of all the individuals 
and groups that now play a part in the life of the Republic. 
Otherwise, one may be in danger of creating and intensifying 
artificialities and false values of the kind that were eventually 
endemic in the Habsburg Empire ; and, however enlightened and 
well intentioned, politicians and administrators compelled to 
operate within this unrealistic situation will find themselves un-
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able to speak to the real needs of their fellow citizens and con
stituents, for lack of ideas and institutions-and even of lan
guag�apable of reflecting the actual character of those needs. 

The Russian superpower has, meanwhile, developed into a con
dition even closer to that of Habsburg Kakania. On top of a vast 
internal diversity of nationalities and religions, aspirations and 
interests, is superimposed a constitutional system based on 
ideological principles which claim an authority as permanent 
and immutable as the divinely guaranteed Hausmacht. By its 
claim to the " leading role " as historic spokesman for the inter
national proletariat, the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
confers on itself the same cosmic right to govern, and grants it
self the same immunity from criticism and judgment, that the 
claim to divine right implied on behalf of the Habsburg emper
ors. As a result, the constitutional machinery of state and party 
power is prevented from identifying, reflecting or responding to, 
the authentic needs, interests and conflicts, as they emerge out 
of the real lives of its subjects and citizens, except where these 
conform beforehand to preconceived administrative or ideologi
cal categories. 

The consequences of this divergence between constitutional 
appearances and political realities are, once again, what the 
Austrian experience suggests. Those people who live in outlying, 
non-Russian republics and ' ' autonomous regions ' '  are in a dual 
situation-as Soviet citizens of non-Russian race-which makes 
possible a working compromise similar to that existing in, say, 
the Slavic provinces of the Habsburg Empire. A Georgian or an 
Armenian, for instance, is no less conscious than anyone else that 
the " official " pattern of Soviet life, around which he must struc
ture his legal status, formal career and public activities, often 
has little to do with the real life within which he falls unhappily 
in love, wangles himself an apartment, or makes a little money 
on the side in order to pay for Samizdat literature. But for him, 
as for a Habsburg Czech, nationalism provides a natural and 
easy way out. Real life and its problems can be equated with, say, 
Georgian life and its problems-something to be faced and dis
cussed by Georgians in their own language, written in its own 
script, and dealt with locally on as realistic a basis as " those 
bureaucrats in Moscow " will allow. Correspondingly, the arti
ficialities of official Soviet life appear arbitrary, external imposi-
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tions by a stupid, Russl.an-speaking officialdom which does not 
understand the effects of its policies on the actual lives and prob
lems of ' ' us Georgians. ' '  

As with the fin-de-siecle Viennese, the real weight of the situa� 
tion bears on the Great Russians themselves. They do not have 
the escape route of nationalism. They cannot project the divorce 
between the official interpretation of any situation, in terms 
acceptable to ideologues and bureaucrats, and the real-life prob
lems which they face every day for themselves, into a remote 
body of uncomprehending foreigners. For them this divorce is 
manifestly built into the actual operations of the state and party 
machinery. So any thoroughgoing attempt they make to deal with 
these actual realities in public, instead of tolerating the Soviet 
establishment 's insistence on " keeping up appearances, " is once 
again liable to erupt into an " affair. " Where Austria-Hungary 
had its Friedjung and Redl Affairs, the Soviet Union has been 
affiicted similarly by its Pasternak and Solzhenitsyn Affairs, 
its Medvedev and Sakharov Affairs.  Contemporary Russia has 
distinguished itself merely by creating a situation so totally ar
tificial and ill-adapted to the real problems of life, that its most 
talented and internationally respected authors and scientists
men who are as much good Marxists as Galileo was a good 
Catholic-can do their own proper work, only at the risk of see
ing themselves labeled ' ' enemies of the state ' '  or ' ' betrayers of 
the party, " " schizophrenics "  or " enemy agents. "  Meanwhile, 
the men who operate the state and party machinery apparently 
fail to see how their own reflex reactions to a Solzhenitsyn or a 
Medvedev make them look even more ridiculous in the eyes of all 
outsiders than their own worst enemies could possibly do.8 

If our examination of the social and cultural paradoxes of the 
last Habsburg years has any general lessons, accordingly, they 
are perhaps the following : 

In the first place, we have seen how a culture which erects in
superable barriers to the meaningful discussion of real and 
urgent problems becomes, in a certain sense, " pathological. " 
The pretense that things are other than they are cannot be kept 
up indefinitely ; the compromise solutions which are all that the 
appearances permit are not indefinitely effective ; and the result
ip.g sequence of scandals or ' ' affairs ' '  is only one surface symp
tom of this continuing divergence. In Austria-Hungary, many 
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signs and symptoms were linked into a single, larger syndrome. 
Anti-Semitism, suicide, rigid sexual conventions, artistic senti
mentality, political " double think, " the rise of an underground 
press, divisive nationalisms, and the alienation of serious-minded 
intellectuals-all of these, we have argued, either sprang from, 
or were enhanced by, the basic divorce of political · and social 
realities from the appearances which were acceptable in the eyes 
of the Habsburg autocracy, as founded by the Emperor Francis 
and continued by Metternich and Francis Joseph. And, wherever 
constitutional theory and political practice part company for 
long enough from the realities of an actual situation, similar 
pathological syndromes can be expected. 

In the second place, our study of the Kakanian syndrome-in 
which political, social, artistic and philosophical elements were 
all present-allows us to use some characteristically Wittgen
steinian ideas to throw light on the processes of intellectual and 
social history. Philosophical arguments, as Wittgenstein taught, 
illustrate the stereotypes in terms of which philosophers under
stand-or misunderstand-certain particularly problematic 
terms or notions ; the actual practical meaning of these notions 
derives from the language games within which they are given a 
use in real life ; and those language games have a genuine force 
and application, only to the extent that they are themselves 
rooted in authentic forms of life. Given the complex sociocultural 
syndromes that we have studied here, there need be no surprise 
that the same corruption of thought and standards was capable 
of manifesting itself at one and the same time on every level of 
social and cultural life, from philosophical theory to political 
practice. 

Nor do we need, in this case, to invoke any Zeitgeist to explain 
how, for once, the conceptual problems of philosophy mirrored 
in microcosm the same problems of expression and communica
tion that were dominant in art and literature, or how these ar
tistic problems reflected, in turn, corresponding institutional 
problems in the society. It was the consistent attempt to evade 
the social and political problems of Austria by the debasement 
of language-by the invention of " bogus language games, " 
based on the pretense that the existing forms of life were other 
than they really were-that created the underlying occasion for 
men 's universal confusions about the problems of expression 
and communication. This confusion found an outlet, both in the 
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particular aesthetic critiques characteristic of all the different 
arts in late Habsburg Vienna, and also in the general philosophi
cal critique of language as initiated by Mauthner and subse
quently taken up by Wittgenstein himself. ( Indeed, the phe
nomenon of ' ' bogus language games ' '  might even be regarded as 
a linguistic aspect of the Marxian concept of ' ' false conscious
ness. ' '  In Marxian terms, the results of our inquiries have helped 
to show just how comprehensively such a ' ' false consciousness ' '  
can permeate and distort the operations of any society and its 
culture. ) 

Finally : by carrying our inquiries beyond 1920, we have put 
ourselves in a position to reappraise one notion that covers the 
whole gamut of human activities, from practical politics to philo
sophical theory-namely, that of revolutions. Hitherto, we have 
been encouraged by a somewhat narrow-minded reading of Marx 
to think of " revolutionary situations ' �  in excessively economic 
terms. Yet, while poverty and economic inequality can un
doubtedly be the final spur provoking a rebellion against tyran
nies or injustices of other kinds, the origins of a revolutionary 
situation lie in something more than economic inequalities be
tween classes. The Habsburg Empire in its last decades was cer
tainly a promising candidate for revolution, and the years follow
ing the 1918 defeat saw, in Budapest, Bela Kun 's short-lived 
attempt to establish a Hungarian Communist regime. Yet the 
fatal weaknesses of the Habsburg regime lay not so much in its 
economic base-which was, after all, very different in 1910 from 
what it had been in 1790-as in its sheer constitutional inflexibil
ity. Every reform that Francis Joseph introduced took the form 
of a minimal concession, made only when the internal pressure 
became unbearable, at some point and in some direction carefully 
chosen to do least damage to the Hausmacht. Apart from the 
1914-18 war, there is no knowing how fanatically determined 
Francis Joseph 's successors would have been to protect their 
absolute power over defense and foreign affairs ; so there is no 
knowing whether, under other circumstances, Austria might not 
have evolved into a constitutional monarchy, capable of respond
ing creatively to the political, economic and social demands of 
the twentieth century. 

What we have come to recognize here about revolutions-and 
this is true, equally, of revolutions in social, cultural and intel
lectual life-is just how easily their results can become self-
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frustrating. Where an old system of political institutions ( or 
artistic procedures or philosophical ideas ) is entrenched in au
thority, insuperably inflexible, and fanatically determined to pro
tect its authority against all challenge, there may be no alter
native to overturning that a"!lthority in a comprehensive or 
revolutionary way. Yet how little, as we have seen, is achieved by 
mere revolution alone ! The most likely effect of revolution for 
revolution 's sake is always to install a new centralism, or ortho
doxy, no less restrictive and inflexible than its predecessor. Fail
ing better institutional controls, for instance, the effect of 
replacing an autocratic monarchy with a bureaucracy-however 
admirable its slogans-is too often to replace a single-headed 
despotism by a Hydra-headed one. On the other hand, if the 
older system of institutions, standards or ideas is not insuper
ably inflexible and its defenders are not too fanatically deter
mined to preserve its undiminished authority at all costs, there 
may well prove to be unsuspected scope for increasing this 
adaptability-thus ,  introducing fresh safeguards into the human 
activities concerned and keeping the official operations of the 
relevant institutions more nearly in line with the real-life human 
needs toward which their activities are directed. 

Just when any particular situation still shows scope for inter
nal improvements, or is so hopeless that it has become truly 
revolutionary, is inevitably a matter for judgment in each case. 
Yet, if twentieth-century experience should have taught us any
thing, it is this. In a period of increasingly rapid historical 
change, on the political, economic, social, cultural, scientific and 
intellectual levels alike, anyone who embarks on a revolution 
takes upon himself a fresh and grave responsibility. For the 
prime, and most difficult, task of the modern revolutionary is to 
ensure that something more is achieved, as a result of his coup, 
than the mere substitution of one static, inflexible system for 
another. It would be a tragedy if the verdict of later historians 
on the twentieth century were that the outcome of all our criti
cisms, agonies and revolutions-whether in politics, art or 
thought-had simply been to replace King Log with King Stork. 
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